
International Registration designating India 

Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 1 
 

 

4365116    09/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1500282]
Romichem S.r.l.

Via Gabriele Rossetti 9 I-20145 Milano Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemical substances, chemical materials and chemical preparations; industrial chemicals; chemical compositions for use 
in construction; chemical additives; chemical additives for clay; chemical additives for cement; chemical additives for 
rubber processing; chemical additives for paint; chemical additives for paints and surface coatings; chemical additives to 
polymers; additives for concrete; lime carbonate; synthetic resins, unprocessed; unprocessed plastics; fertilizers for soil; 
fire extinguishing compositions; metal tempering preparations; soldering preparations; chemical substances for 
preserving foodstuffs; adhesives for use in industry.

7248



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 06/02/2019; Application No. : 88291948 ;United States of America 

4366762    06/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1500370]
PMC Isochem S.A.S.

32 rue Lavoisier F-91710 Vert Le Petit France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemical polymers based on amino-acids, monomers for the preparation of said polymers, and polymers based on 
Vitamin E, all the foregoing used in formulation and delivery technologies of active pharmaceutical, veterinary and 
cosmetic ingredients.

7249



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 2 
 

 

4339123    25/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1495350]
Zhuhai Aicon Image Co., Ltd.

Unit 516 Block A, Leaguer Building, Tsinghua Science Park, No.101 College Rd, Tangjiawan, Zhuhai 519080 Guangdong province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Printers' pastes [ink]; printing composition [ink]; printing ink; ink [toner] for photocopiers; toner (ink) for photocopiers; 
filled toner cartridges for printers and photocopiers; filled ink cartridges for computers, printers and word processors; 
filled ink cartridges for laser printers; filled ink cartridges for inkjet printers; toner for photocopiers.

7250



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 2 
 

 

4355978    26/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1498659]
SPARCO PAINTS (S) PTE LTD

15 TUAS STREET Singapore 638452 Singapore

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Paints, varnishes.

7251



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 2 
 

 

4355997    03/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1499354]
GUANGDONG JIASHILI NANO NEW MATERIAL CO.LTD

1st Alley, 1 Anzhao Street, Zhennan Road, Dongsheng Town, Zhongshan City GuangDong China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Fixatives [varnishes]; dye; pigment; coating (paint); natural resins (raw material); antirust grease; waterproof paints; 
printing inks; thinners for paints; anti-fouling paints.

7252



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 2 
 

 

Priority claimed from 08/04/2019; Application No. : 2019-055113 ;Japan 

4369277    13/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1501656]
KS Material Co., Ltd.

2-12-11 Shinyokohama, Kohoku-ku, Yokohama-shi Kanagawa 222-0033 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Paints; anti-rust paints; anti-rust greases.

7253



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4343848    26/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1497051]
Live Tinted, Inc.

407 North Maple Drive, Suite GRD1 Beverly Hills CA 90210 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics for lips, eyes and face.

7254



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4369636    12/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1502067]
ANHUI ZHONGTIANSHIHUA GUFEN YOU XIAN GONG SI

SUSONG ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ZONE, ANQING CITY ANHUI PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Automobile, bicycle polishing wax; perfumes; air fragrancing preparations; spray cleaners; preservatives for leather 
[polishes]; windshield cleaning liquids; rust removing preparations; glass cleaning preparations; degreasing preparations; 
polishing wax.

7255



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4369718    08/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1502258]
LAYLA COSMETICS S.r.l.

VIA DEI PESTAGALLI 21 I-20138 MILANO Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Soap; perfumes; cosmetics; essential oils; make-up; make-up removing preparations; make-up kits; make-up foundation; 
make-up pencils; make-up powder; lipsticks; eyeliners; eyeshadows; eye make-up; lip liners; lip glosses; nail polish; nail 
creams; nail strengtheners; nail tips; nail glitter; nail conditioners; artificial nails; nail polish and nail polish remover; nail 
care preparations; nail polish pens; nail repair preparations; nail varnish for cosmetic purposes; haircare preparations; 
hair gel and hair mousse; hair care lotions; hair coloring and hair decolorant preparations; hair balsams; hair creams; hair 
shampoos; hair conditioner; hair gels; cosmetic creams; cosmetic lotions; cosmetic gels; cosmetics oils; sun care 
preparations [cosmetics]; deodorants for personal use; bath salts; dentifrices; gel nail polish; gel nail polish remover.

7256



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 05/09/2019; Application No. : 88606428 ;United States of America 

4377532    23/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1502917]
Too Faced Cosmetics, LLC

18231 McDurmott West Irvine CA 92614 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetic preparations; Cosmetics; Cosmetic preparations for skin care.

7257



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 07/04/2016; Application No. : 2016/00708 ;Ireland 

3506832    07/10/2016

[International Registration No. : 1327361]
SOLVOTRIN THERAPEUTICS LTD

Hoffmann Park, Little Island Cork Ireland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO.

ONE INDIABULLS CENTRE,13TH FLOOR,841 SENAPATI BAPAT MARG,ELPHINSTONE ROAD,MUMBAI 400013,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Vitamin supplements; nutritional supplements; dietary supplements; medicated food supplements; alginate dietary 
supplements; protein dietary supplements; yeast dietary supplements; mineral food supplements; dietary food 
supplements; dietary supplements for infants; mineral supplements to foodstuffs; vitamin and mineral supplements; 
vitamin supplements for animals; protein supplements for animals; dietary supplements for animals; dietary and 
nutritional supplements; dietary supplements for humans; mineral dietary supplements for animals, mineral supplements 
for feeding livestock; medicated supplements for animal feedstuffs, mineral dietary supplements for humans; dietary 
supplements for medical use; food supplements for medical purposes; dietary supplements and dietetic preparations; 
food supplements for dietetic use; medicated supplements for foodstuffs for animals; health food supplements made 
principally of vitamins; health food supplements made principally of minerals; vitamin preparations in the nature of food 
supplements; health food supplements for persons with special dietary requirements.

7258



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 5 
 

 

4338684    25/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1495193]
DONGYING NA BUSINESS CO.,LTD

ROOM30-2, 6 BIOCK 62, YIZHOU ROAD, DONGYING DISTRICT, DONGYING SHANDONG China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Sanitary towels; babies' diaper-pants; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; dressings, medical; medicines for 
human purposes; preparations for destroying noxious animals; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; dietetic substances 
adapted for medical use.

7259



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 29/03/2019; Application No. : 018042624 ;European Union 

4367062    26/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1500398]
AcuCort AB

Kullagatan 8 SE-252 20 Helsingborg Sweden

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Veterinary preparations; delivery agents, namely dissolvable films that facilitate the delivery of pharmaceuticals, medical 
and veterinary preparations or nutritional supplements; pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations containing 
dexamethasone; pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations containing cortisone; pharmaceuticals, medical 
and veterinary preparations for treating allergic reactions, croup, nausea, vomiting (post-operative as a side effect of other 
medical treatment), asthma, inflammation, immunodeficiency and cramp (excepting cramps caused by neurological 
illness), with the exception of prescription medicines for the treatment of neurological illnesses.

7260



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 29/05/2019; Application No. : 2019-075070 ;Japan 

4369387    10/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1501637]
KOYO CORPORATION

1-5-1, Fukuura, Kanazawa-ku, Yokohama-shi Kanagawa 236-0004 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Disposable diapers or nappies; disposable pants or shorts for incontinence; diapers or nappies for incontinence; 
absorbent pants or shorts for incontinence; absorbent pads for incontinence; napkins for incontinence; diapers; diaper 
covers; menstruation bandages; sanitary napkins; sanitary panties.

7261



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 6 
 

 

2732760    22/01/2014

[International Registration No. : 1200491]
UDDEHOLMS AKTIEBOLAG

SE-683 85 Hagfors Sweden

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES

B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID 5/7, NORTH MADA STREET SRI NAGAR COLONY SAIDAPET CHENNAI-600 015

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Unwrought and partly wrought common metals and their alloys; bars, flats, blocks, cables and wires (non-electric), cold 
rolled strips, castings and granules all made of common metals and their alloys, especially steel.

7262



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 6 
 

 

4367111    26/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1500937]
Jiangsu Mengda New Material Technology Co.,Ltd.

Dong'an Science and Technology Park, Binhai Park, Nantong Jiangsu Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Metal in powdered form; zinc powder; powdered magnesium; tungsten powder.

7263



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 6 
 

 

Priority claimed from 28/02/2019; Application No. : 302019000014407 ;Italy 

4367844    02/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1499892]
CELEGON S.R.L.

Via Galileo Galilei, 6 I-30035 MIRANO (VENEZIA) Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Door hardware of metal; ironmongery of metal for building; door fasteners of metal; door closers of metal, non-electric; 
door openers, non-electric; door jambs of metal; frames of metal for sliding doors; staples for construction or industrial 
use; door stops of metal; door fittings of metal; locking mechanisms of metal; speed bumps of metal; metal door trim; 
doors of metal; swing doors of metal; accordion doors of metal; folding doors of metal; fire doors of metal; armored doors 
of metal; safety doors of metal; revolving doors of metal; sliding doors of metal; doors of metal for indoor use; garage 
doors of metal; door panels of metal; locks of metal for doors; gate hooks and eyes of metal; spring locks; locks of metal; 
hardware of metal, small; frames of metal for building; door kick plates of metal; door handles of metal; metal hardware 
mechanisms for furniture; furniture tensioners of metal; metal hardware mechanisms for doors; door tensioners of metal; 
folding door panels of metal; metal door units; metal skylights; windows of metal; runners of metal for sliding doors; door 
frames of metal; metal bars for metal doors, non-electric; door scrapers; ironwork for doors; gates of metal; fences of 
metal; keys; padlocks; door knobs of common metal; door bolts of metal; lock bolts; safety chains of metal; emergency 
push bars of metal for doors; cat flaps of metal; metal door viewers [non-magnified]; latch bars of metal; grab bars of 
metal; metal security lock cylinders; metal cabinet door catches; bindings of metal; door knockers of metal; metal door 
latches; ventilating ducts of metal; door bells of metal, non-electric; knobs of metal; staircases of metal; stair treads 
[steps] of metal; floors of metal; roof coverings of metal; porches of metal [building]; shutters of metal; insect screens of 
metal; roller blinds of steel; outdoor blinds of metal; tiles of metal; works of art of common metal; latticework of metal; 
valves of metal, other than parts of machines; binding screws of metal for cables; metal rings; pipework of metal; metal 
dowels; screws of metal; metal hooks; tanks of metal; chains of metal; metal chests; common metals and their alloys, 
ores; metal materials for building and construction; transportable buildings of metal; non-electric cables and wires of 
common metal; small items of metal hardware; metal containers for storage or transport; safes. 

7264



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 6 
 

 

Priority claimed from 28/02/2019; Application No. : 302019000014409 ;Italy 

4369343    02/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1502122]
CELEGON S.R.L.

Via Galileo Galilei, 6 I-30035 MIRANO (VENEZIA) Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Door hardware of metal; ironmongery of metal for building; door fasteners of metal; door closers of metal, non-electric; 
door openers, non-electric; door jambs of metal; frames of metal for sliding doors; staples for construction or industrial 
use; door stops of metal; door fittings of metal; locking mechanisms of metal; speed bumps of metal; metal door trim; 
doors of metal; swing doors of metal; accordion doors of metal; folding doors of metal; fire doors of metal; armored doors 
of metal; safety doors of metal; revolving doors of metal; sliding doors of metal; doors of metal for indoor use; garage 
doors of metal; door panels of metal; locks of metal for doors; gate hooks and eyes of metal; spring locks; locks of metal; 
hardware of metal, small; frames of metal for building; door kick plates of metal; door handles of metal; metal hardware 
mechanisms for furniture; furniture tensioners of metal; metal hardware mechanisms for doors; door tensioners of metal; 
folding door panels of metal; metal door units; metal skylights; windows of metal; runners of metal for sliding doors; door 
frames of metal; metal bars for metal doors, non-electric; door scrapers; ironwork for doors; gates of metal; fences of 
metal; keys; padlocks; door knobs of common metal; door bolts of metal; lock bolts; safety chains of metal; emergency 
push bars of metal for doors; cat flaps of metal; metal door viewers [non-magnified]; latch bars of metal; grab bars of 
metal; metal security lock cylinders; metal cabinet door catches; bindings of metal; door knockers of metal; metal door 
latches; ventilating ducts of metal; door bells of metal, non-electric; knobs of metal; staircases of metal; stair treads 
[steps] of metal; floors of metal; roof coverings of metal; porches of metal [building]; shutters of metal; insect screens of 
metal; roller blinds of steel; outdoor blinds of metal; tiles of metal; works of art of common metal; latticework of metal; 
valves of metal, other than parts of machines; binding screws of metal for cables; metal rings; pipework of metal; metal 
dowels; screws of metal; metal hooks; tanks of metal; chains of metal; metal chests; common metals and their alloys, 
ores; metal materials for building and construction; transportable buildings of metal; non-electric cables and wires of 
common metal; small items of metal hardware; metal containers for storage or transport; safes.

7265



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 7 
 

 

2666086    15/08/2013

[International Registration No. : 1175583]
IDEX MPT INC.

1925 West Field Court, Suite 200 Lake Forest IL 60045 United States of America United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES

9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Powder compressing machines.

7266



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 7 
 

 

2667167    13/08/2013

[International Registration No. : 1176201]
IDEX MPT INC.

1925 West Field Court, Suite 200 Lake Forest IL 60045 United States of America United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES

9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Machines of the type employing revolving blades for mixing, comminuting, and homogenizing foods, drugs, and like 
materials.

7267



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4365105    27/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1500309]
TAIZHOU XINTENG OIL PUMP CO., LTD.

No. 6 Jindifu Road, Economic Development Zone, Yuhuan, Taizhou City Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Valves [parts of machines]; pumps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; lubricating pumps; pumps [machines]; 
hydraulic pump; oil pumps for land vehicles; water pumps for vehicles; oil pumps for land vehicle engines; bearings [parts 
of machines].

7268



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 25/02/2019; Application No. : UK00003378265 ;United Kingdom 

4367257    23/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1500961]
Oxford Instruments Nanotechnology Tools Limited trading as Oxford Instruments Plasma Technology

Tubney Woods, Abingdon Oxon OX13 5QX United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Apparatus and instruments for thin film processing; apparatus and instruments for thin film processing namely, atomic 
layer deposition tools, chemical vapour deposition tools, etch tools and cluster tools; apparatus and instruments for thin 
film processing namely, atomic layer deposition tools, etch tools and cluster tools with automated handling; flexible 
plasma processing apparatus for plasma etching and plasma deposition.

7269



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4367871    13/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1499938]
Walter AG

Derendingerstr. 53 72072 Tübingen Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Machine antivibration tools, namely, holders, dampers, boring bars, and adapters; parts and fittings for all aforementioned 
goods.

7270



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 09/01/2019; Application No. : 018007644 ;European Union 

4368637    09/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1501798]
Novibra Boskovice s.r.o.

Na Kamenici 2188 CZ-680 01 Boskovice Czech Republic

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Parts for ring spinning machines, twisting machines and flyer spinning frames, namely spindles.

7271



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4368644    02/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1501800]
ZHEJIANG YONGCHANG ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

EAST SIDE, XUNQI HIGHWAY, NANXUN, HUZHOU CITY ZHEJIANG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Bearings [parts of machines]; hydraulic fuel filters; taps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; compressed air engines; 
diesel engines not for land vehicles; pumps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; compressors [machines]; optics cold 
processing equipment; axles for machines; starters for motors and engines.

7272



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 18/06/2019; Application No. : 2019-085760 ;Japan 

4369116    20/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1501175]
OSG CORPORATION

3-22 Honnogahara, Toyokawa-shi Aichi 442-0005 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Metalworking machines and tools; cutting tools [machine tools]; taps [machine tools]; drill bits [machine tools]; thread 
milling cutters [machine tools]; turning point tools [machine tools]; milling cutters [machine tools]; reamers [machine 
tools]; end mills; cemented carbide tools; cemented carbide cutting tools [machine tools]; anti-abrasive cemented carbide 
tools; cemented carbide tips; diamond tools [machine tools]; diamond-pointed metal-cutting tools [machine tools]; wear-
resistant diamond-pointed metal-cutting tools [machine tools]; rolling dies [parts of machines].

7273



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4369121    05/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1501185]
AETNA GROUP S.P.A.

STRADA PROVINCIALE MARECCHIA, 59 I-47826 VERUCCHIO (RN) Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Packing machines; canning machines; stretch-wrapping machines for applying plastic film to palletised loads; cartoning 
machines; container filling machine; winding machines; industrial robots; binding apparatus for hay; bundling machines; 
machines for manufacturing packaging materials; bottling machines.

7274



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 06/09/2019; Application No. : 302019000063932 ;Italy 

4369384    18/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1501636]
OLI S.P.A.

VIA CANALAZZO 35 I-41036 MEDOLLA (Modena) Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Concrete vibrators; electric concrete vibrators; vibrator machines for industrial use.

7275



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 21/03/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 103 708 ;Germany 

4369626    13/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1502030]
Dürkopp Adler AG

Potsdamer Straße 190 33719 Bielefeld Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Industrial sewing machines; industrial sewing machine installations; industrial sewing machine motors; bobbins for 
industrial sewing machines.

7276



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 11/07/2019; Application No. : 88509562 ;United States of America 

4369701    15/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1501097]
Andritz Inc.

One Namic Place Glens Falls NY 12801 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Machine parts, namely, disperser plates and refiner plates for pulp refining machines, dispersers, fiber dispersing 
machines, and fiber refining machines.

7277



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 04/03/2013; Application No. : 85866146 ;United States of America 

2667957    28/08/2013
[International Registration No. : 1176766]
ELECTRIC SHEEP FENCING LLC

7212 McNeil Dr., Suite 204, Austin TX 78729 (United States of America)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES

9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software and hardware for designing, controlling, and monitoring computer networks; computer software and 
hardware for encryption, data backup, access control, content filtering, packet filtering, network security, captive portal, 
intrusion detection, web caching, establishing virtual private networks, and for ensuring the security of electronic mail and 
electronic messaging; computer software for transmitting data, graphics, audio, or video over electronic communications 
networks; VPN (virtual private network) operating software; computer software for accessing, viewing, and controlling 
remote computers and devices; computer network routers; computer security software.

7278



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 15/05/2013; Application No. : 85932527 ;United States of America 

2672902    20/09/2013
[International Registration No. : 1179691]
PLAYDOTS, INC.

416 W. 13th, Suite 203 New York NY 10014 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES

9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer game software; computer game software for use on mobile devices.

7279



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 27/07/2015; Application No. : 014411921 ;European Union 

3329217    24/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290893]
Cashmaster International Limited

Dunnotar House Unit 6 St David's Drive, St David's Business Park, Dalgety Bay Fife, Scotland KY11 9PF GB

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING

120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software; computer software applications; downloadable computer software applications; mobile applications; 
application software; communication software; computer software packages; integrated software packages; 
communications networks; computer software platforms; computer software and computer programs for the management 
of projects, documents, databases and networks; case management software; data processing software; data 
communications software; data communications apparatus; interactive data transfer apparatus; database management 
software; real-time data processing software; interactive computer software and systems; computer software for 
processing information; computer software for analysing information; measuring and counting instruments and 
apparatus; weighing apparatus and instruments; money counting and sorting machines and apparatus; counterfeit money 
detecting apparatus; counterfeit coin detectors; false coin detectors; printers; printers for use with money counting and 
sorting machines and apparatus; cash registers.

7280



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 9 
 

 

3663310    20/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1371395]
BROCADE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, INC.

130 Holger Way San Jose CA 95134 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA

PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer hardware and software for setting up and configuring local area networks; computer hardware and software for 
setting up and configuring wide area networks; computer hardware and software systems for wireless network 
communications and telecommunications; network access server hardware; network access server operating software; 
wireless adapters for computers; wireless adapters used to link computers to a telecommunications network; wireless 
communication devices for voice, data or image transmission; wireless routers; wireless transmitters and receivers; 
antennas for wireless communications apparatus; computer hardware for wireless content delivery; computer hardware, 
namely, wireless access point (WAP) devices; computer hardware, namely, wireless network extenders; computer 
hardware, namely, wireless network repeaters; computer software for wireless content delivery; LAN (local area network) 
operating software; VPN (virtual private network) operating software; WAN (wide area network) operating software.

7281



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 25/03/2019; Application No. : 77261 ;Jamaica 

4356002    25/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499345]
Apple Inc.

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Downloadable computer software for use in searching, selecting, playing, streaming, and sharing television, movies, 
images, and other audio, video, data, and multimedia content; recorded computer software for use in searching, selecting, 
playing, streaming, and sharing television, movies, images, and other audio, video, data, and multimedia content.

7282



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 27/03/2019; Application No. : 018041711 ;European Union 

4367019    12/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500867]
HENSOLDT Sensors GmbH

Willy-Messerschmitt-Straße 3 82024 Taufkirchen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Air traffic control installations; aerials, in particular for radar systems; radar apparatus; sensor, namely sensors in the 
defence/military sector; nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, signalling, checking (supervision), 
life-saving apparatus and instruments, namely apparatus and instruments in the defence/military sector; apparatus and 
instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating and controlling electricity, namely 
apparatus and instruments in the defence/military sector; apparatus for recording, transmitting and reproducing images, 
namely apparatus in the defence/military sector; data processing equipment, computers, namely hardware and computers 
in the defence/military sector; computer software, namely computer software in the defence/military sector.

7283



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 9 
 

4367096    11/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500967]
Renfang Li

No. 106, Xinzhou Road, Wenquan Town, Luchuan County, Yulin Guangxi China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chargers for electric batteries; earphones; cabinets for loudspeakers; protective films adapted for smartphones; television 
apparatus; microphones; horns for loudspeakers; cases for smartphones; covers for smartphones.

7284



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 01/08/2019; Application No. : 2019-104297 ;Japan 

4368025    20/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500099]
Toshiba Memory Corporation

1-1, Shibaura 1-chome, Minato-ku Tokyo Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Flash memory cards; CF (compact flash) memory cards; SD (secure digital) memory cards; USB (universal serial bus) 
flash memory drives; SSD (solid state drive); memory cards.

7285



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 9 
 

 

4368059    26/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500146]
Shenzhen KingBoard Technology Co., Ltd

Bldg A, Songtai industrial park, No. 222 Buxin Road, Guanlan Street, Longhua District, Shenzhen City 518000 GuangDong Province 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Loudspeakers; horns for loudspeakers; personal stereos; automatic advertising displays; sound pickups; dashboard 
cameras; headsets; portable media players; juke boxes [musical].

7286



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 30/04/2019; Application No. : 2019/43092 ;Turkey 

4368164    23/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500535]
ZERODENSITY YAZILIM ANONIM SIRKETI

Zafer SB Mah. Nilufer Sk. No:29/11 Ege Serbest Bölgesi Sit. Esbas B Blok Apt. Gaziemir Izmir Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Measurement apparatus and equipment including those for scientific, nautical, topographic, meteorologic, industrial and 
laboratory purposes, thermometers, not for medical purposes, barometers, ammeters, voltmeters, hygrometers, testing 
apparatus not for medical purposes, telescopes, periscopes, directional compasses, speed indicators, laboratory 
apparatus, microscopes, magnifying glasses, stills, binoculars, ovens and furnaces for laboratory experiments; apparatus 
for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, cameras, photographic cameras, television apparatus, 
video recorders, CD and DVD players and recorders, MP3 players, computers, desktop computers, tablet computers, 
wearable technological devices (smart watches, wristbands, head-mounted devices) (terms considered too vague by the 
international bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the common regulations), microphones, loudspeakers, earphones, 
telecommunications apparatus, apparatus for the reproduction of sound or images, computer peripheral devices, cell 
phones, covers for cell phones, telephone apparatus, computer printers, scanners [data processing equipment], 
photocopiers; magnetic and optic data carriers and computer software and programmes recorded thereto, downloadable 
and recordable electronic publications, encoded magnetic and optic cards, movies, tv series and video music clips 
recorded on magnetic, optical and electronic media; antennas, satellite antennas, amplifiers for antennas, parts of the 
aforementioned goods; ticket dispensers, automatic teller machines (ATM); electronic components used in the electronic 
parts of machines and apparatus, semi-conductors, electronic circuits, integrated circuits, chips [integrated circuits], 
diodes, transistors [electronic], magnetic heads for electronic apparatus, electronic locks, photocells, remote control 
apparatus for opening and closing doors, optical sensors; counters and quantity indicators for measuring the quantity of 
consumption, automatic time switches; clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire, safety vests and life-
saving apparatus and equipment; eyeglasses, sunglasses, optical lenses and cases, containers, parts and components 
thereof; apparatus and instruments for conducting, transforming, accumulating or controlling electricity, electric plugs, 
junction boxes [electricity], electric switches, circuit breakers, fuses, lighting ballasts, battery starter cables, electrical 
circuit boards, electric resistances, electric sockets, transformers [electricity], electrical adapters, battery chargers, 
electric door bells, electric and electronic cables, batteries, electric accumulators, solar panels for production of 
electricity; alarms and anti-theft alarms, other than for vehicles, electric bells; signalling apparatus and instruments, 
luminous or mechanical signs for traffic use; fire extinguishing apparatus, fire engines, fire hose and fire hose nozzles; 
radar apparatus, sonars, night vision apparatus and instruments; decorative magnets; metronomes.

7287



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 9 
 

 

4368638    22/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501799]
SHENZHEN SOSEN ELECTRONICS CO.,LTD

A3 building, Gonghe Fourth Industrial Area, Shajing Street, Baoan District, Shenzhen 518000 Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Transformers [electricity]; current rectifiers; inverters [electricity]; time switches, automatic; voltage stabilizing power 
supply; lighting ballasts; high and low voltage switchboard; voltage surge protectors; low voltage power supply; light 
dimmers [regulators].

7288



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 05/07/2019; Application No. : 2019-093596 ;Japan 

4368650    29/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501816]
GS Yuasa International Ltd.

1, Inobaba-cho, Nishinosho, Kisshoin, Minami-ku, Kyoto-shi Kyoto 601-8520 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Accumulators, electric; batteries, electric; batteries, electric, for vehicles; batteries for lighting; battery boxes; battery 
chargers; battery jars.

7289



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 9 
 

4369164    04/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501244]
Innonet Company Limited

Flat A ,9 Childebert Road London SW17 8EY United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Information technology and audiovisual equipment; magnets, magnetizers and demagnetizers; measuring, detecting and 
monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; navigation, guidance, tracking, targeting and map making devices; 
optical devices, enhancers and correctors; recorded content; safety, security, protection and signalling devices; scientific 
research and laboratory apparatus, educational apparatus and simulators; apparatus, instruments and cables for 
electricity; scientific devices for treatment using electricity; diving equipment; apparatus, instruments and cables for 
electricity; laboratory devices for treatment using electricity; diving equipment; information technology and audiovisual 
equipment.

7290



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 25/02/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 005 281 ;Germany 

4369170    20/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501248]
ANY DI GmbH

Adams-Lehmann-Str. 44 80797 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sunglasses; clip-on sunglasses; eyeglasses; eyeglasses for eye protection; eyewear cases; spectacle cases; sunglasses 
cases; spectacle frames; spectacle chains; straps for sunglasses; straps for spectacle cases; mobile phone cases; cases 
for tablet computers; laptop cases; leather cases for smartphones, tablets and laptops; computer bags made of leather 
and imitation leather.

7291



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 9 
 

4377383    03/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502444]
QUANZHOU KAILI ELECTRONICS CO., LTD

Photoelectric Information Base (Xiamei Town), Nan'an City Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer peripheral devices; intercommunication apparatus; antennas; carrier transmission apparatus; navigational 
instruments; chargers for electric batteries; audio- and video-receivers; batteries, electric; radios; wearable activity 
trackers.

7292



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 25/03/2019; Application No. : 77264 ;Jamaica 

4377753    25/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503003]
Apple Inc.

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Downloadable and recorded computer software for accessing, searching, browsing, displaying, reading, recommending, 
sharing, posting in social media, organizing, annotating, and archiving content from newspapers, periodicals, blogs, and 
websites, news, sports, weather, commentary, and other information, and other text, data, graphics, images, audio, video, 
and multimedia content; downloadable and recorded electronic publication reader software; downloadable and recorded 
computer software used to provide and read news, sports, weather, commentary, and information in the fields of 
entertainment, arts, culture, fashion, and technology; downloadable and recorded computer software for accessing, 
searching, browsing, displaying, reading, organizing, annotating, and archiving news, sports, weather, commentary, 
information in the fields of entertainment, arts, culture, fashion, and technology, content from newspapers, magazines, 
periodicals, blogs, and websites, and other text, data, graphics, images, audio, video, and multimedia content; 
downloadable and recorded computer software for wireless content delivery used to provide customized 
recommendations and create a customized feed of news, sports, weather, commentary, information in the fields of 
entertainment, arts, culture, fashion, and technology, content from newspapers, magazines, periodicals, blogs, and 
websites, and other text, data, graphics, images, audio, video, and multimedia content; downloadable and recorded 
computer software used to purchase and provide subscriptions to books, periodicals, newspapers, newsletters, manuals, 
blogs, journals, magazines, and other publications; downloadable and recorded application development software.

7293



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 9 
 

4377756    18/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503017]
Motion Lib, Inc.

1, Shinkawasaki 7-chome, Saiwai-ku, Kawasaki-shi Kanagawa 212-0032 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Measuring or testing machines and instruments; power distribution or control machines and apparatus; 
telecommunication machines and apparatus; electric sign boards for displaying target figures, current outputs or the like; 
chips, integrated circuits; integrated circuits; electronic control device and parts and accessories therefor, for motors; 
application software for motor control; digital force gauges.

7294



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 06/02/2019; Application No. : 018019465 ;European Union 

4377781    04/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503316]
bredent GmbH & Co. KG

Weissenhorner Str. 2 89250 Senden Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Dental and dentistry instruments, appliances and apparatuses; dental apparatus for irradiating light-curing masses, in 
particular by the polymerisation of plastics; light curing apparatus for dental or dental technology purposes and 
accessories therefor.

7295



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 11 
 

 

3094188    09/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1256154]
Sumar International, Inc.

412 South Citrus Ave. Covina CA 91723 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA & COMPANY

HK AVENUE,19 SWASTIK SOCIETY,NAVRANGPURA,AHMEDABAD 380 009,GUJRAT,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;LED (light emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED light bulbs.

7296



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 11 
 

 

4364450    24/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500336]
AVICHE SHANDONG MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

FLOOR 26, BUILDING A, A2-1 JINAN PHARM VALLEY, GANGXINGSAN ROAD, HIGH-TECH DISTRICT, JINAN CITY 250014 
SHANDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sanitary apparatus and installations; radiators, electric; water purifying apparatus and machines; lighting apparatus and 
installations; cooking utensils, electric; deodorizing apparatus for refrigerators; air purifying apparatus and machines; air 
filtering installations; heating apparatus; air-conditioning installations.

7297



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 11 
 

 

Priority claimed from 13/03/2019; Application No. : 88337523 ;United States of America 

4365115    13/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500292]
Delta T, LLC

2348 Innovation Drive Lexington KY 40511 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric lighting fixtures; flashlights; LED lamps; LED lighting systems, namely, LED modules, power supplies, and wiring; 
portable utility lights; LED flashlights; electric fans.

7298



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 11 
 

Priority claimed from 21/02/2019; Application No. : 4527277 ;France 

4367076    20/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499739]
DATA ACCESS

57 rue d'Amsterdam F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Installations, apparatus for heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, air conditioning, ventilation, water 
supply; installations for processing nuclear fuel and nuclear moderating material; apparatus, instruments and machines 
for air and water purification; air conditioners; air purifiers; cooking appliances, namely, stoves; grills for barbecuing; 
baths, bathtubs, whirlpools and bath installations; beverage-cooling apparatus and ice dispensers; charcoal grills; 
cooking ovens; kitchens (stoves); dehumidifiers; household ovens; electric steam cookers for food; electric food warmers; 
electric grills; electric apparatus for heating food for infants; electric radiators; electric toasters; freezers; gas grills; 
laundry centers, namely a dryer (to be combined with a washing machine); all-purpose electric apparatus for preparing 
food (for worktops) for grilling, roasting, cooking, baking, browning and for barbecue and food grills; cooker hoods; 
refrigerating machines; refrigerators; lighting apparatus and lighting installations and parts thereof (included in this class), 
in particular electric lamps and luminaries; LED lighting apparatus, including organic LEDs, LED lamps and LED lights, 
hand dryers, apparatus for hair, namely hair dryers; laundry driers.

7299



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 11 
 

 

4368063    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500149]
SHANDONG ZHONGWEI AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT GROUP CO., LTD.

LUQUANTUN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIAL PARK, WUCHENG COUNTY, DEZHOU CITY SHANDONG 
PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Glass steel cooling towers; glass steel axial fans; air-conditioning installations; air purifying apparatus and machines; 
refrigerating appliances and installations; ventilation [air-conditioning] installations and apparatus; fan blowers [parts of 
air-conditioning apparatus]; pipes [parts of sanitary installations]; ventilation cabinets; purification installations for 
sewage.

7300



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 11 
 

Priority claimed from 23/05/2019; Application No. : 88443539 ;United States of America 

4369709    09/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502176]
Taylor Commercial Foodservice Inc.

750 N. Blackhawk Road Rockton IL 60172 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Non-vending freezers for commercial use for making and dispensing semi-frozen food products, namely, soft serve ice 
cream and other frozen desserts; component parts for non-vending freezers for commercial use for making and 
dispensing of semi-frozen food products.

7301



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 11 
 

4377384    22/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502341]
Zhejiang Brisk Environmental Technology Limited

Room 705, Building 7F, No 459, Qige Road, Xiasha Economic Development Zone, Jianggan District, Hangzhou Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cooling installations for water; water purification installations; water flushing installations / flushing apparatus; water 
intake apparatus; water softening apparatus and installations; air purifying apparatus and machines; kettles, electric.

7302



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 12 
 

4356024    30/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499265]
MV Agusta Motor S.p.A.

Via G. Macchi 144, Località Schiranna I-21100 Varese (VA) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Land vehicles and conveyances; parts and fittings for land vehicles; motorcycles; cycle cars; scooters; electric 
motorcycles; bicycles; electric bicycles; wheels and tyres for land vehicles; power trains for land vehicles, including 
motors and engines therefore; engines for land vehicles; motorcycle engines.

7303



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 12 
 

4367030    09/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500859]
Perpetuum Ltd

2 Venture Road, Southampton Science Park Southampton SO16 7NP United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Railway cars; railway carriages; railway bogies; couplings (railway -); railway vehicles; railway couplings; bodies for 
railway wagons; bodies for railway cars; chassis for railway cars; rolling stock for railways; railway bogies for transporting 
trailers by rail; refrigerated railway wagons; railway freight cars; electric railway cars; railway coaches; wheels for railway 
cars; undercarriages for railway cars; flanges for railway wheel tires [tyres]; parts and fittings for railway vehicles.

7304



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 14 
 

Priority claimed from 21/12/2016; Application No. : 697720 ;Switzerland 

3627431    06/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362964]
MONTRES JAQUET DROZ SA (MONTRES JAQUET DROZ AG) (MONTRES JAQUET DROZ LTD)

Allée du Tourbillon 2 CH-2300 La Chaux-de-Fonds CH

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING

120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Precious metals and their alloys and goods made of these materials or coated therewith included in this class namely split 
rings for keys, busts, statues, figurines, trophies, badges, medals, medallions, ornamental pins, hat ornaments, footwear 
ornaments; jewelry, namely rings, earrings, cuff links, bracelets, charms, brooches, chains, necklaces, tie pins, tie clips, 
jewelry caskets, jewelry cases; precious stones, semi-precious stones; timepieces and chronometric instruments, namely, 
chronometers, chronographs, clocks, wall clocks, alarm clocks as well as parts and accessories for the aforesaid 
products, namely, hands, anchors, pendulums, barrels, movements for timepieces, presentation cases for timepieces, 
cases for timepieces.

7305



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 14 
 

 

Priority claimed from 11/06/2019; Application No. : 736397 ;Switzerland 

4342414    26/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1496988]
Richemont International SA

Route des Biches 10 CH-1752 Villars-sur-Glâne Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fine jewelry; jewelry; cuff links; tie clips; rings (jewelry); bracelets (jewelry); earrings (jewelry); necklaces (jewelry); 
brooches (jewelry); key rings of precious metal; timepieces and chronometric instruments; watches; chronometers; 
pendulum clocks; watch cases; dials (clock and watch making); movements for timepieces; alarm clocks; watch bands; 
boxes of precious metal.

7306



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 14 
 

Priority claimed from 22/03/2019; Application No. : 302019000020117 ;Italy 

4367108    08/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500962]
QUADRIFOGLIO S.P.A.

Via Galileo Ferraris, 236 AREZZO Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clasps for jewelry; clasps for jewels; clasps for imitation jewelry; clasps for necklaces, bracelets, ankle bracelets and 
watches; clasps for earrings; earring posts; earrings; ear clips; ear studs; amulets [jewelry]; rings [jewelry]; body-piercing 
rings; bangles; bracelets [jewelry]; identification bracelets [jewelry]; bracelets of precious metal; bracelets made of 
embroidered textile [jewellery]; chains [jewelry]; neck chains; jewelry chains; ankle bracelets; jewellery charms; necklaces 
[jewelry]; chokers; crucifixes as jewelry; crosses [jewelry]; wedding rings; tie clips; jewelry findings; cuff links; lockets 
[jewelry]; misbaha [prayer beads]; pendants [jewelry]; jewel pendants; bodypiercing studs; tips of precious metal for bolo 
ties; rosaries; tie pins; pins [jewelry]; ornamental pins; brooches [jewelry]; jewels; cloisonné jewelry; jewelry for the head; 
precious jewels; pearls [jewelry]; beads for making jewelry; threads of precious metal [jewelry]; silver thread [jewelry]; 
plastic jewelry; jewelry plated with precious metals; shoe jewelry; hat jewelry; shoe ornaments of precious metal; hat 
ornaments of precious metal; jewellery hat pins; split rings of precious metal for keys; charms for key rings; key fobs of 
common metal; key fobs, not of metal; key fobs of leather; key fobs of imitation leather; lanyards [keycords]; key tags of 
plastic; key rings [split rings with trinket or decorative fob]; retractable key rings; key fobs of metal; key rings of leather; 
key rings, not of metal; jewelry rolls; jewelry boxes of metal; jewelry cases [caskets] of precious metal; jewelry boxes, not 
of metal; presentation boxes for jewelry; boxes of precious metal; jewelry boxes; busts of precious metal; figures of 
precious metal; works of art of precious metal; statues of precious metal; figurines of precious metal; crucifixes of 
precious metal, other than jewelry; commemorative statuary cups made of precious metal; trophies of precious metal; 
trophy columns of precious metal; medals; badges of precious metal; bottle caps of precious metal; coins; copper tokens; 
ingots of precious metals; drawer pulls of precious metal; timepieces; chronometric apparatus and instruments; alarm 
clocks; watches; movements for clocks and watches; parts for clocks; cases for clocks and watches; watch pouches; 
presentation boxes for watches.

7307



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 15 
 

4369243    28/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501360]
PRAXIS MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, INC.

1850 W COLLINS AVE ORANGE CA 92867 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Acoustic guitars; electric guitars; guitars.

7308



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 16 
 

 

4342360    25/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1496805]
Simon & Schuster, Inc.

1230 Avenue of the Americas New York NY 10020 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Printed publications, namely, instruction manuals and study guides for teaching and learning languages.

7309



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 17 
 

Priority claimed from 26/03/2019; Application No. : 018040706 ;European Union 

4352615    25/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1497281]
Röchling Engineering Plastics SE & Co. KG

Röchlingstr. 1 49733 Haren Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Semi-worked plastic substances; films, sheets, rods and bars of plastic (semi-finished products).

7310



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 20 
 

Priority claimed from 27/03/2019; Application No. : 4537784 ;France 

4369119    25/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501180]
AMPHENOL - AIR LB

2 rue Clément Ader, ZAC de WE F-08110 CARIGNAN France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Non-metallic collars for fastening wires, cables and pipes.

7311



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 20 
 

 

4369380    01/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502179]
LIANYUAN CITY FANGCAI MEISHAN WEAVING CRAFTS CO., LTD

MATOU SHAN VILLAGE, LIANYUAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ZONE, LOUDI CITY 417100 HUNAN PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sections of wood for beehives; straw mattress; wood woven blind (furniture); woven works of art made of bamboo; woven 
works of art made of rattan; decorative mirror; plaited straw, except matting; woven works of art made of palm (including 
boxes made of palm); resin figurine; wooden sculpture.

7312



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 20 
 

4377390    30/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502371]
Ganzhou Nankang red gold Furniture Co., Ltd.

(International Furniture City Phase II), National Highway 105, Jinji, Nankang District Ganzhou, Jiangxi China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Furniture; stool; bed; sofa; kitchen drawers; bookshelf; tea table; indoor blinds; mattress; dresser.

7313



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 21 
 

 

4369146    25/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501203]
HEZE XIANGSHENG GLASS SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY GROUP CO., LTD.

West of Industrial 6th Road, Economic Development Zone, Yuncheng County, Heze City 274700 Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Boxes of glass; glass flasks [containers]; glass stoppers.

7314



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 21 
 

Priority claimed from 05/03/2019; Application No. : 554259 ;Czech Republic 

4369444    06/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501959]
MOSER, a.s.

Kpt. Jaroše 46/19 CZ-360 06 Karlovy Vary, Dvory Czech Republic

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Glass (receptacles); glasses (receptacles); glass bowls; works of art made of glass; crystal (glassware); figurines 
(statuettes) of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta or glass; boxes of glass; jugs; drinking vessels; stemware; 
bottles; dishes; glass stoppers; glass jars; saucers; glass flasks (containers); vinegar cruets; kitchen containers; painted 
glassware; cruets; services (dishes); glass mugs; candle jars (holders); cooking pot sets.

7315



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 24 
 

2736216    26/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1200246]
BEIJING PROTECH NEW MATERIAL SCIENCE CO., LTD.

No.10, Baifuquan Road, Science Park Changping Sector, Changping District Beijing China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL

CREATIVE ENCLAVE, III FLOOR, 148-150, LUZ CHURCH ROAD, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600 004.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Non-woven textile fabrics; plastic material (substitute for fabrics); resin cloth; fabric; cloth; material (textile); fabrics for 
textile use; fiberglass fabrics for textile use; shade cloth; adhesive fabric for application by heat.

7316



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 01/07/2019; Application No. : 88496618 ;United States of America 

4267792    10/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481435]
SKECHERS U.S.A., INC. II

228 Manhattan Beach Blvd. Manhattan Beach CA 90266 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS

AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Footwear.

7317



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 26/03/2019; Application No. : VA 2019 00760 ;Holy See 

4365045    17/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500785]
PH SKO A/S

Balticagade 11 DK-8000 Aarhus C Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; footwear; headgear.

7318



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 25 
 

4366759    18/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500369]
CHIARA CHIARUCCI

87, VIA DECIO AZZOLINO I-00168 ROMA (RM) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Dresses; ceremonial dresses for women; wedding dresses; ball gowns; jumper dresses; clothing for women; footwear; 
socks; short-sleeve shirts; shirts; hats; coats; boas [necklets]; belts [clothing]; collars [clothing]; bathing suits; neckties; 
layettes [clothing]; pocket squares; headbands [clothing]; ready-made linings [parts of clothing]; gabardines [clothing]; 
jackets [clothing]; stuff jackets [clothing]; ready-made clothing; skirts; mittens; jerseys [clothing]; leggings [leg warmers]; 
leggings [trousers]; hosiery; sweaters; muffs [clothing]; pelerines; skorts; boxer shorts; underpants; trousers; parkas; 
pockets for clothing; furs [clothing]; pelisses; pajamas; cuffs; ponchos; brassieres; sandals; shoes; beach shoes; 
shawls; sashes for wear; wimples; overcoats; outerclothing; half-boots; boots; fur stoles; heels; tee-shirts; beach 
clothes; turbans; combinations [clothing]; visors being headwear.

7319



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 25 
 

 

4368670    09/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501842]
Yonex Kabushiki Kaisha

23-13, Yushima 3-Chome, Bunkyo-ku Tokyo 113-0034 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; garters; sock suspenders; braces for clothing (suspenders); waistbands; belts (clothing); socks; gloves 
(clothing); mufflers (clothing); hats; footwear; Japanese style clogs and sandals; masquerade costumes; clothing for 
sports; walking shoes; football shoes; tennis shoes; badminton shoes; golf shoes; snowboard boots.

7320



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 03/05/2019; Application No. : 302019000029419 ;Italy 

4369142    13/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501202]
IMPERIAL S.P.A.

VIA DEI LANAIOLI 42, BLOCCO 11 CENTERGROSS I-40050 FUNO DI ARGELATO (BO) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing articles; dresses; suits; skirts; trousers; shorts; leggings [trousers]; jerseys [clothing]; undershirts; polo shirts; 
t- shirts; short-sleeved t- shirts; long-sleeved t- shirts; shirts; cardigans; jackets; parkas; heavy jackets; sweaters; 
pullovers; blousons; coats; overcoats; raincoats; furs (clothing); combinations (clothing); scarves; neckerchiefs; foulard; 
shawls; stoles; neck ties; braces for clothing; gloves; stockings; socks; belts (clothing); swimming costumes; swimming 
trunks; beach dresses; bath robes; pyjamas; underwear; brassieres; tank tops; vest tops; underpants; hats; bonnets; 
berets; visors [headwear]; footwear; shoes; gymnastic shoes; sports shoes; boots; sandals; flip-flops [footwear]; 
slippers; clogs.

7321



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 28 
 

4368646    24/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501801]
Impulse (Qingdao) Health Tech Co., Ltd.

No.369 Huashan 2nd Road, Jimo City, Qingdao City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Weight lifting apparatus; body-building apparatus; balls for games; machines for physical exercises; roller skates; body-
training apparatus; body rehabilitation apparatus; body-building equipment; fitness exercise machines; appliances for 
gymnastics.

7322



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 28 
 

4369137    26/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501192]
CHAOZHOU CHAO'AN JINDEFU FOOD CO., LTD.

QIQIAO INDUSTRIAL ZONE, WENLI VILLIAGE, ANBU TOWN, CHAO'AN DISTRICT, CHAOZHOU CITY GUANG DONG 
PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Play balloons; props for dancing; spinning tops [toys]; soap bubbles [toys]; kaleidoscopes; masks [playthings]; 
intelligent toys; toy fireworks [non-explosive]; Christmas party table bombs; Christmas tree stands.

7323



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 28 
 

 

4369677    27/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502143]
Syntiga Limited

Units 23-25, Moor Park Industrial Centre, Tolpits Lane Watford, Hertfordshire WD18 9SP United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Toys, games and playthings; apparatus for games; controllers for games consoles; joysticks for video games; grips for 
game controllers; video game machine cases; carry cases for handheld electronic games; protective carrying cases 
specially adapted for handheld video games; protective films adapted for screens for portable games; video game 
machines; video games apparatus; arcade games machines; portable games with liquid crystal displays; electronic 
amusement apparatus for use with television receivers; games consoles; games apparatus for use with television 
apparatus; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.

7324



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 29 
 

 

3867686    11/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1407254]
PINAR KURUYEMIS GIDA VE IHTIVAÇ MADDELERI SANAYI TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI

Haciyusuf Mescit Mahallesi, Adana Çevre Yolu Caddesi, No:56, Iç Kapi No: 1 Karatay Konya Turkey

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES

9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Dried fruits, namely sunflower seeds, pumpkin seeds, white roasted chickpeas, yellow chickpeas, pistachios, peanuts, 
roasted hazelnuts, roasted almonds, dried grapes.

7325



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 30 
 

 

Priority claimed from 16/04/2015; Application No. : 1308713 ;Benelux 

3260886    22/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1277904]
RIGO TRADING S.A.

Route de Trèves 6 EBBC, Building E L-2633 Sennigerberg LU

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOCHHAR & CO.

3rd Floor, Tower B, Technopolis Building, DLF Golf Course Road, Sector - 54, Gurgaon - 122 002 (Haryana), India.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Confectionery.

7326



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 13/08/2015; Application No. : 1315376 ;Benelux 

3335376    21/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1292217]
RIGO TRADING S.A.

6, route de Trèves, EBBC Building E L-2633 Senningerberg

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOCHHAR & CO.

11TH FLOOR, TOWER -A DLF TOWERS JASOLA,JASOLA DISTRICT CENTRE, NEW DELHI-110025

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Confectionery.

7327



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 13/11/2015; Application No. : 1321123 ;Benelux 

3398803    13/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1309525]
RIGO TRADING S.A.

Route de Trèves 6 EBBC, Building E L-2633 Senningerberg

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOCHHAR & CO.

11TH FLOOR, TOWER -A DLF TOWERS JASOLA,JASOLA DISTRICT CENTRE, NEW DELHI-110025

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Confectionery.

7328



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 30 
 

4293991    29/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487051]
RISO GALLO S.P.A.

VIALE RICCARDO PREVE 4 ROBBIO I-27038 PAVIA Italy

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Rice; food preparations on a rice basis; rice pasta; freeze-dried dishes with the main ingredient being rice; rice-based 
snack food; rice cakes; rice pudding; edible rice paper; prepared or preserved sauces to season dishes made out of rice; 
saffron [seasoning]; quinoa, processed; processed grains, cereal bars, cookies, buns, crackers, cakes, bread, pastries, 
cereal preparations, all the aforesaid products with the exclusion of products made of wheat; pizza bases with the 
exclusion of products made of wheat; buckwheat flour; corn flour; flour with the exclusion of wheat flour; buckwheat, 
processed; corn, milled; corn semolina; barley flour; crushed barley; husked barley; crushed oats; husked oats; oatmeal; 
spelt flour; crushed spelt; husked spelt; millet flour; crushed millet; husked millet; chia flour; acacia flour; amaranth flour; 
processed amaranth grains; fonio flour; processed fonio grains; cocoa based beverages; coffee based beverages.

7329



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 30 
 

 

4356122    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499670]
GUANGZHOU YAHE BIO TECH CO.,LTD.

NO.1 INDUSTRIAL PARK, DONGKENG STR, DONGPING, YONGPING, BAIYUN DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU, GUANGDONG 
510000 China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Flavorings [flavourings], other than essential oils, for beverages [condiments]; flavorings for beverages, other than 
essential oils [condiments]; aromatic preparations for food; food flavorings, other than etheric essences and essential 
oils; flavorings for beverages, other than essential oils; essences for foodstuffs, except etheric essences and essential 
oils.

7330



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 23/05/2019; Application No. : 2019724252 ;Russian Federation 

4366754    25/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500557]
Joint-stock company "AKKOND"

Skladskoy proezd, d. 16 RU-428022 Cheboksary Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Confectionery, namely waffles; fruit jellies [confectionery]; confectionery for decorating Christmas trees; pastries, 
namely, cakes, bread rolls; caramels [candy]; pralines; pastilles [confectionery]; crackers; cookies; biscuits; petit-beurre 
biscuits; gingerbread.

7331



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 30 
 

4368153    12/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500196]
The Oyatsu Company, Ltd.

420 Tajiri, Ichishi-cho, Tsu-city Mie 515-2592 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tea; coffee; cocoa; ice; confectionery; bread; sandwiches; baozi [stuffed buns]; hamburgers [sandwiches]; pizzas; hot 
dogs [sandwiches]; meat pies; seasonings [other than spices]; spices; ice cream mixes; sherbet mixes; unroasted coffee 
beans; cereal preparations; chocolate spread; jiaozi [stuffed dumplings]; Chinese steamed dumplings; sushi; fried balls 
of batter mix with small pieces of octopus [Takoyaki]; boxed lunches consisting of rice, with added meat, fish or 
vegetables; ravioli; okonomiyaki [Japanese savory pancakes]; onigiri [rice balls]; noodle-based prepared meals; ramen 
[Japanese noodle-based dish]; yeast powder; baking powder; instant confectionery mixes; pasta sauce; flour; chips 
[cereal products]; cake powder; instant noodles; spaghetti; snack dried noodles; rice cakes; fried dough cookies; 
cookies; crackers; biscuits; cakes; chocolate; candy; caramels [candy]; confectionery made from bread; rusks; cereal 
bars; cereal-based snack food; corn flakes; farinaceous foods; macaroni; noodles; pasta; starch-based snack food; 
bread-based snack food; pastries; maize-based snack food; rice-based snack food; wheat-based snack food.

7332



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 31 
 

4369138    13/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501194]
Johann Huber

Via Chiesa, 54 I-39018 Terlano (BZ) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Agricultural, horticultural, forestry products and grains, live animals; fresh fruits and vegetables, seeds, natural plants 
and flowers, foodstuffs for animals, malt.

7333



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 31 
 

4369275    16/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501698]
BIO-TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT JOINT STOCK COMPANY

No. 557, 21/4 Street, Xuan Binh Ward, Long Khanh City Dong Nai Province Viet Nam

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Plant seeds; fresh fruit (including durian).

7334



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 32 
 

Priority claimed from 24/07/2019; Application No. : 4-2019-27628 ;Viet Nam 

4367221    11/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501078]
NGUYEN PHAM VIET BEVERAGE COMPANY LIMITED

No.6, Thong Nhat Avenue, Song Than 2 Industrial Zone, Di An Ward, Di An District Binh Duong Province Viet Nam

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Beverage (non-alcoholic).

7335



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 32 
 

Priority claimed from 10/06/2019; Application No. : 4-2019-20742 ;Viet Nam 

4369696    19/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502130]
SAIGON BEER-ALCOHOL-BEVERAGE CORPORATION

187 Nguyen Chi Thanh, Ward 12, District 5 Ho Chi Minh City Viet Nam

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Beer.

7336



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 18/03/2019; Application No. : 2019/01959 ;Sweden 

4342027    11/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1496934]
The Absolut Company Aktiebolag

SE-117 97 Stockholm SE

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2077732, 2132906, 2706007

IR DIVISION
Vodka.

7337



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 09/08/2019; Application No. : 2019-108511 ;Japan 

4342422    25/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1496998]
EXTAGE Co., LTD

12-5, Oroshimachi Kamata, Fukushima-shi Fukushima 960-0102 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Whisky; distilled spirits.

7338



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 33 
 

4369425    11/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501867]
ANSELMI S.R.L.

46, VIA SAN CARLO I-37032 MONTEFORTE D'ALPONE (VR) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages except beers; alcoholic preparations for making beverages; wines; grappa.

7339



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 25/04/2018; Application No. : 87892609 ;United States of America 

4028533    24/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1439138]
WOMEN DELIVER, INC.

Suite 905, 588 Broadway New York NY 10012 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES

B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Charitable services, namely, a global campaign to promote public awareness of the issues that affect girls and women 
through an integrated, cross-sectoral approach, with a focus on twelve key investment areas.

7340



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 25/04/2018; Application No. : 87892699 ;United States of America 

4028617    24/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1439412]
WOMEN DELIVER, INC.

Suite 905, 588 Broadway New York NY 10012 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES

B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Charitable services, namely, a global campaign to promote public awareness of the issues that affect girls and women 
through an integrated, cross-sectoral approach, with a focus on twelve key investment areas.

7341



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 35 
 

4369426    29/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501870]
AO Efti Cosmetics

Electrodny proezd, 6, stroenie 1, office 3 RU-111123 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cost price analysis; rental of office equipment in co-working facilities; rental of advertising space; business auditing; 
financial auditing; computerized file management; book-keeping; invoicing; demonstration of goods; transcription of 
communications [office functions]; opinion polling; market studies; business information; commercial information and 
advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; business investigations; business research; marketing 
research; personnel recruitment; layout services for advertising purposes; marketing; targeted marketing; scriptwriting 
for advertising purposes; updating of advertising material; word processing; organization of exhibitions for commercial 
or advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; shop window dressing; 
design of advertising materials; business appraisals; payroll preparation; data search in computer files for others; 
providing business information via a web site; provision of commercial and business contact information; provision of an 
online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; web indexing for commercial or advertising purposes; 
presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; economic forecasting; wholesale services for 
pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; retail services for pharmaceutical, veterinary 
and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; sales promotion for others; promotion of goods and services through 
sponsorship of sports events; production of teleshopping programmes; production of advertising films; publicity material 
rental; rental of billboards [advertising boards]; rental of sales stands; publication of publicity texts; radio advertising; 
bill-posting; distribution of samples; dissemination of advertising matter; direct mail advertising; registration of written 
communications and data; writing of publicity texts; advertising; online advertising on a computer network; advertising 
by mail order; television advertising; compilation of statistics; compilation of information into computer databases; 
business inquiries; systemization of information into computer databases; negotiation of business contracts for others; 
negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties; compiling indexes of information for commercial 
or advertising purposes; telemarketing services; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of 
others; business management of reimbursement programs for others; administration of consumer loyalty programs; 
administrative processing of purchase orders; market intelligence services; price comparison services.

7342



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 41 
 

Priority claimed from 15/12/2015; Application No. : 1741496 ;Australia 

3406642    15/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1312295]
LISA LINES

C/-IP Service International Pty Ltd, L17, 9 Castlereagh St SYDNEY NSW 2000 Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DUA ASSOCIATES

202-205, TOLSTOY HOUSE TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI-1

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Editing of written text; preparation of texts for publication; writing of texts (other than publicity texts).

7343



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 41 
 

Priority claimed from 22/05/2019; Application No. : UK00003401152 ;United Kingdom 

4317360    04/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489921]
Edward Murray

1211-01 C Urbanest Kings Cross Canal Reach, London N1C 4BD United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Education.

7344



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 41 
 

 

4356338    25/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498894]
Simon & Schuster, Inc.

1230 Avenue of the Americas New York NY 10020 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Providing educational and entertainment services, namely, conducting online training, teaching, and educational 
programs in the field of foreign language learning by means of mobile applications and the Internet; providing a website 
for online foreign language learning programs featuring non-downloadable audio recordings, stories and content in the 
field of foreign language learning accessible by means of mobile applications and the Internet; providing a website and 
on-line journals, namely, blogs featuring information about teaching and learning foreign languages.

7345



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 20/06/2016; Application No. : 87077093 ;United States of America 

3539997    15/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1339029]
Senseonics, Incorporated

20451 Seneca Meadows Parkway Germantown MD 20876 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI

D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cloud computing featuring computer application software for mobile phones, handheld computers, desktop computers, 
laptop computers, namely, software for recording, analyzing, reporting and managing patient glucose levels; providing 
temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software for recording, analyzing, reporting and managing patient 
health and medical information; cloud computing featuring computer application software for third parties to access 
patient glucose levels and patient health and medical information; cloud computing featuring computer application 
software for recording, analyzing, reporting and managing patient glucose levels and patient health and medical 
information; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for mobile phones, handheld computers, desktop 
computers, laptop computers, namely, software for mobile phones, handheld computers, desktop computers, laptop 
computers, namely, software for third parties to access patient glucose levels and patient health and medical information; 
software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for mobile phones, handheld computers, desktop computers, 
laptop computers, namely, software for recording, analyzing, reporting and managing patient glucose levels, related 
glucose level data and patient health and medical information; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software 
for recording, analyzing, reporting and managing patient health and medical information.

7346



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 42 
 

 

4356006    26/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499312]
Simon & Schuster, Inc.

1230 Avenue of the Americas New York NY 10020 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Application service provider services featuring educational software for use in foreign language instruction; providing 
temporary use of online non-downloadable educational software for use in foreign language instruction and featuring 
stories and content in the field of foreign language learning.

7347



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 42 
 

4369334    15/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502033]
David Aichem

Hof Rosmarin 1 78315 Radolfzell Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Providing internet search engines; providing search engines for the Internet; internet walled garden services.

7348



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 31/08/2019; Application No. : 88600806 ;United States of America 

4369678    09/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502128]
Tillberg Design AB

Småbåtshamnen 24 SE-263 39 Höganäs Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Consultation and supervision in the field of cruise ship and yacht interior design; interior design of cruise ships and 
yachts, which includes coordinating the efforts of various design teams.

7349



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 44 
 

4345614    26/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1496594]
American Penaeid, Inc.

9703 Stringfellow Road St. James City FL 33956 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Marine hatchery and broodstock and seedstock breeding and maturation services.

7350



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 22/02/2013; Application No. : 85857809 ;United States of America 

2677793    14/08/2013
[International Registration No. : 1180525]
IntraLinks, Inc.

150 E. 42nd Street, 8th Floor New York NY 10017 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES

9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable software applications for providing access to secure, cloud-based file storage, transfer, and sharing.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for secure, cloud-based file storage, transfer, and 
sharing; cloud computing featuring software for secure file storage, transfer, and sharing; consultancy in the field of 
computer software for secure online file storage, transfer, and sharing for facilitating communication and collaboration.

7351



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 19/04/2013; Application No. : 30 2013 028 178.0/09 ;Germany 

2697379    17/10/2013
[International Registration No. : 1187387]
ZUMTOBEL LIGHTING GMBH

Grevenmarschstrasse 74-78 32657 Lemgo Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING

120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Lighting installations, devices and equipment and lights; fibre optic lighting installations; surface-mounted and 
suspended luminaires; exterior lights; street lamps; floor lamps; lanterns; light modules and lights with light emitting 
diodes as the means of lighting; sources of light consisting of light emitting diodes; lamp casings, grilles for directing 
light as part of lighting installations, reflectors and specifically adapted covers for lights; electric lamps, lamp sockets, 
suspension pendants for lights.

Cl.42;Technical design and technical planning of installations for lighting, air-conditioning, ventilation and heating; 
programming of computing routines for electronic data processing equipment.

7352



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 25/02/2013; Application No. : 973240 ;New Zealand 

2718608    22/08/2013
[International Registration No. : 1194286]
WELLINGTON DRIVE TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED

16-22 Omega Street, Albany Auckland 0632 New Zealand

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA

E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Motors in this class particularly electric motors; control mechanisms, speed governors, fans for motors; 
compressors for refrigerators; pumps including centrifugal pumps, blowing machines, housings, stators, tools, apparati 
(term incomprehensible in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations) for 
machining; all being goods in this class; control mechanisms, speed governors, fans for motors, engines and machines 
in this class.

Cl.9;Electronic controllers for heating, ventilation, airconditioning or refrigeration apparatus; electronic controllers for 
vending and merchandising apparatus; electrical and mechanical components and subsystems for heating, ventilation, 
airconditioning or refrigeration apparatus; electrical and mechanical components and subsystems for vending and 
merchandising apparatus; equipment for the manufacture or configuration of electric motors, fans, pumps, and electronic 
motor controls; equipment for the manufacture or configuration of heating, ventilation, airconditioning or refrigeration 
apparatus; electrical equipment for the programming or configuration of electric motors, fans, pumps, electronic motor 
controls, heating, ventilation, airconditioning or refrigeration apparatus; computers and computer programs for 
automated manufacturing; automatic programming apparatus for manufacturing; electric and electronic programming 
units for manufacturing.

7353



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 22/03/2013; Application No. : 85883634 ;United States of America 

2718656    20/09/2013
[International Registration No. : 1192888]
VIATOR, INC.

657 Mission Street, Suite 500 San Francisco CA 94105 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES

9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.39;Organisation and bookings of sightseeing tours; arranging excursions for tourists; travel agency services, 
namely, making reservations and bookings for transportation and sightseeing travel tours; providing information and 
advice on places of interest to tourists and business travelers.

Cl.41;Travel agency services, namely, arranging for ticket reservations and booking services for entertainment, 
sporting, and cultural events for tourists.

7354



Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 99 
 

2899968    04/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1227041]
ANKA KALIP VE ÜRETIM SANAYI ANONIM SIRKETI

2. Organize Sanayi Bolgesi, Lalehan Caddesi No:2, Selçuklu-Konya TR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES

9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and industrial robots to process and give shape to wood, metal, glass, plastic materials and mined 
materials; construction machines, glass, stone, leather or metal working machines, wood working machines; machines 
and robots to process grain, fruit, vegetable and food; agricultural machinery and tools other than hand-operated; 
engines and motors not for land vehicles, electrical motors, their parts and apparatus except for land vehicles; parts for 
land vehicles; bearings, ball and rolling bearings; hydraulic jacks for wheel removing and mounting; alternators, 
generators, electricity generator, solar-powered electricity generators; machines for painting, automatic spray guns for 
paint, electric punching machines and guns, electric glue guns, spray guns for paints; compressed air guns for the 
extrusion of mastics, power-operated hand saws (machines), electric air compressors, washing installations for vehicles; 
welding machines, namely electric arc welding machines, electric soldering machines, non electric soldering irons, 
electric arc cutting apparatus, electrodes for welding machines and industrial robots; printing machines and apparatus; 
packaging machines, bottling and capping machines, industrial printing machines, namely, labelers, sorting machines; 

7355



machine tools for forming, riveting, swaging and flaring of metal and plastics, electrical apparatus for sealing plastic 
(packaging); centrifugal pumps, compresses air pumps, pumps for heating installations; fuel dispensing pumps for 
service stations, self regulating fuel pumps; electrically operated kitchen machines used for chopping, grinding, crushing, 
trimming and crumbling; washing machines, dishwashers, spin driers (not heated), floor polishing machines, carpet 
cleaning machines; electric vacuum cleaners and their parts.

Cl.12;Military vehicles for transport purposes, namely, boats, ambulances, motorized golf carts, mobile funeral service 
vehicles, namely, hearses; trailers for transporting mobile kitchens, automobile engines, automobile chassis, axles for 
land vehicles; automobile parts, namely, axletrees, connecting rods for land vehicles other than parts of motors and 
engines; transmissions gearboxes, parts for land vehicles, namely, clutches; jet engines for use with land vehicles, 
transmission chains for land vehicles, gears for vehicles, land vehicle tires, wheel rims for vehicles, connecting pushrods 
for land vehicles, not being engine parts; automobile bodies, automobile bumpers, land vehicle doors, automobile hoods, 
automobile fenders, vehicle parts, namely shock absorbers; hydraulic, pneumatic, electric or mechanical suspension 
springs for motor cars, vehicle parts, namely cylinders and parts, namely, springs for shock absorbers for motor cars, 
brake cylinders; brakes for land vehicles, brake linings and shoes for land vehicles, fuel tanks for vehicles, namely, land 
vehicles, automobiles; mudguards of bicycles and motorbikes, bicycles, motorbikes, mopeds and motorized scooters, 
and their bodies, handlebars; land vehicle trunks, tipping bodies for lorries, tractor trailers, frigorific trunks for trailers; 
vehicle seats, head supports for motor car seats, safety seats for children in vehicles; shaped and fitted vehicle covers, 
sunshades for automobile windshields, trailer hitches for vehicles; directional signals for vehicles, windshield wipers for 
vehicles, windshield wiper arms for land vehicles; tires, inner tubes and tubeless tires, all for vehicles; tire-fixing sets 
comprised of tire patches and tire valves; rubber patches for vehicle tires, adhesive rubber patches for repairing inner 
tubes; valves for vehicle tires; windows for vehicles, safety windows for vehicles, rearview mirrors and side mirrors for 
vehicles; land vehicle parts, namely, tire chains; bicycle and ski carriers, saddles for vehicles, namely, bicycles; tire 
inflating pumps; anti-theft alarms for motor cars, horns for vehicles, namely, automobiles; safety belts for automobiles, 
airbags for vehicles, vehicle seat covers; baby strollers, wheelchairs, baby carriages; railway hand cars, shopping carts, 
carrier tricycles, and household goods handling carts, namely shopping carts; railway vehicles, namely locomotives, 
trains, tramways, street cars, wagon cars; water vehicles and parts, namely, rowboats, motorboats, ships, yachts, cutter 
boats, boats, ferryboats, canoes, steering gears, rudders, spars, timbers, fenders, screw propellers, funnels 
(smokestacks), hulls for water vehicles; air vehicles and parts, namely dirigible air balloons, airplanes.
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3000789    16/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1242907]
AVANSAS OFIS MALZEMELERI TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI

Sarigazi Emek Mah., 1 Bölge Sivat Yolu, Cad. Teknoloji Yolu 4-6, Pafra 36 Parsel Sancaktepe Istanbul Turkey

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES

9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists" materials; paint 
brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); 
plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers" type; printing blocks.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and publicity services; organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or 
advertising purposes; office functions; advisory services for business management; business accounts management; 
import-export agencies; business efficiency experts; auction and reverse auction services; the bringing together, for the 
benefit of others, of chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and 
forestry, unprocessed plastic, unprocessed artificial resins for specific use and industry, fertilizers, seaweeds fertilizers, 
humus, cultivation soil, fire extinguishing compositions, glues, other than for stationery or household purposes, paints, 
varnishes, lacquers, anti-corrosive preparations, wood protecting agents, binding and thinning agents for paints, 
pigments for paints, metal protecting agents, shoe dyes, printing compositions (ink), toners (ink) for photocopiers, 
colorants, namely substances for dyeing food products, pharmaceutical substances and beverages, linseed oil varnishes, 
metal foil for painters, metals in powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists, painters" putty, bleaching 
preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, 
perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices, industrial oils and greases, lubricants, machine engine oils, 
greases, cutting fluids, dust binding compositions for sweeping and dust laying compositions, solid fuels, coals, 
petrocoke (briquette coal), coking coals, lignite coals, firewood, charcoals, artificial coals, liquid and gas fuels and non-
chemical additives thereof, namely, liquid and gas oils including vehicle fuels, benzine, diesel oil, fuel oil, kerosene (gas 
oil), motor fuel additives, non-chemical, candles, wax (raw material), paraffins, pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations, sanitary preparations for medical purposes, dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies, 
plasters, materials for dressings, material for stopping teeth, dental wax, disinfectants, preparations for destroying 
vermin, fungicides, herbicides, non-precious metal ores, common metals and their alloys and extruded semi-finished 
articles of metal or its alloys, building materials of metal, screening, filtering, and materials made of metal for other 
purposes, made of metal doors and windows, shutters, blinds, boxes and components thereof, mine not for electrical 
cables, wires, ironmongery (hardware) goods, ventilation, heating, sewer, telephone, electricity and air conditioning 
systems for underground ventilation ducts, vents, vent covers, chimneys, chimney caps, manhole (stack) covers, 
gratings, show flag made of metal, routing, specify, aimed at promoting materials (signage, panels, plates included), 
consists of metal, for liquid or gas transport pipes and fittings thereof (metal valves, including drill pipe), coin boxes, 
railway materials made of metal, bollards and buoys mine, mine, buoys, anchors for watercraft, molds for casting metal 
(excluding machine parts), common metals and their alloys made works of art, made of metal caps, bottle caps, mine 
poles, lifting, loading and transport pallets for the mineral, metal ropes, used in load lifting and carrying metal hangers, 
mounts, columns, braces, tapes and ribbons, machines and machine tools to process wooden, metal, glass and plastic 
materials, lathes milling machines, planning machines, saws, emery machines, grinding machines, chisels for machines, 
plastic injection machines, threading machines, stands for machines, rolling mills, power hammers, moulding machines, 
rolling mill cylinders, conveyors and lifting apparatus, elevators, loading ramps, lifts, winches, hoists, moving staircases, 
belt conveyors, agricultural tools other than hand-operated and machines, reapers and binders, ploughs, harrows, straw 
cutters, grass mowing machines, spraying machines for use in agriculture, motors and engines (other than for land 
vehicles), connecting rods for motors and engines, machine wheels, transmission chains and shafts other than for land 
vehicles, bearings for transmission shafts, pressure reducers (parts of machines and motors), pressure regulators (parts 
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of machines and motors), pressure valves, hydraulic and pneumatic controls for machines, motors and engines, pulleys, 
bobbins for weaving looms, pistons for engines, speed governors for machines, converters for steel works, clutches, 
other than for land vehicles, turbines, other than for land vehicles, brake linings, brake parts, segments and shoes, other 
than for land vehicles, starters for motors and engines, dynamos, bicycle dynamos, sparking plugs and igniting devices 
for internal combustion engines, injectors for engines, exhausts for motors and engines, silencers for motors and 
engines, belts for motors and engines, dynamo belts, belt conveyors, bearings (parts of machines), ball rings for 
bearings, carburetors, carburetor feeders, fuel economizers for motors and engines, fuel conversion apparatus for 
internal combustion engines, radiators (cooling) for motors and engines, fans for motors and engines, fuel, oil and air 
filters for parts of motors and engines, hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders, cylinder heads for engines, electric motors, 
other than for land vehicles, machines used for changing wheels, alternators, current generators, generators of electricity, 
generators of solar energy, painting machines, spray guns for paint, electric punching machines and guns, electric glue 
guns, spray guns for pressed air and liquids, electric hand drills, hand saws (machines), compressed air machines, 
compressors, welding apparatus, gas-operated, electric welding machines, water pumps, pumps for heating installations, 
pumps (parts of machines and engines), pumps for liquids and gas, casting machines, parts and fittings of casting 
machines converters for steel works, washing installations for vehicles, goods such as forks, spoons, knives and non 
electric cutter kitchen appliances used for cutting, mincing, peeling, cutting and side weapons, tools and implements for 
personal care, used in shaving, depilation, manicure, pedicure and beauty, included in this class (including scissors), 
hand operated (non-motorized) tools related to the reparation of machine, device, vehicle and to the construction, 
agriculture, horticulture and forestry, irons (non-electric, electric), scientific, optical, measuring, signalling and checking 
apparatus and instruments, scientific apparatus and instruments, apparatus and instruments for recording, transmission 
or reproduction of sound, data and images, computer programs for data processing, magnetic and optical data carriers, 
antennas, satellite antennas, component parts for antennas, coin-operated mechanisms for vending machines, ticket 
dispensers, automated banking machines, connectors for electronic circuits, counters and electronic timers, clothing for 
protection against accidents, life saving apparatus and equipment, eyeglasses, sunglasses, contact lenses, contact lens 
cases, containers for contact lenses, access control and alarm monitoring systems, alarm bells, electric, traffic-light 
apparatus (signalling devices), fire extinguishers, fire hose nozzles, sprinkler systems for fire protection, fire alarms, 
radar apparatus, maritime patrol radars, radars, sonars, night vision goggles, electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote 
control of signals, electrolysers, galvanometers, anodes, cathodes, magnets, decorative magnets, medical, dental, 
veterinary and surgical apparatus and instruments, implants consisting of artificial materials, namely, artificial breasts, 
artificial cartilage, artificial eyes, artificial jaws, artificial joints, artificial limbs, artificial skin for surgical purposes, artificial 
teeth, medical orthopedic materials, namely, orthopedic support bandage, orthopedic belts, orthopedic braces, 
orthopedic footwear, abdominal corsets, plaster casts for orthopedic purposes, templates for orthopedic purposes, 
vertebral orthopedic apparatus, orthopedic soles, surgery dresses, surgical gloves, surgical mask, sterilized covers, adult 
sexual stimulation aids, instruments for contraception purposes, namely, condom, feeding bottles, baby bottle nipples, 
pacifiers for babies, apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes, heating apparatus for solid, liquid or gaseous fuels, lighting apparatus for vehicles, kitchen ranges 
[ovens], ventilation [air-conditioning] installations and apparatus, electric fans for personal use, laundry dryers, electric, 
hair driers [dryers], drying apparatus and installations, sanitary apparatus and installations, water softening apparatus 
and installations, water purification installations, water purifying apparatus and machines, waste water treatment tanks 
for industrial purposes, blankets, electric, not for medical purposes, heating cushions [pads], electric, not for medical 
purposes, foot warmers, electric or non-electric, hot water bottles, aquarium filtration apparatus, pasteurisers, sterilizers, 
engines for land vehicles, bicycles, frames for bicycles, handle bars for bicycles, cycle mudguards, transport boxes, 
crates tipper, tractor trailers, refrigerated, trailer hitches for vehicles, dumpers, lifting equipment, vehicle seats, head rests 
for seats, safe child seats, seat covers, car covers, the blinds, signals and direction signals for the arms, to vehicle 
windows wipers, wiper arms, vehicles for the inner and outer tires, tubeless tires, tire repair kits, patches for tires, welding 
patches, valves for vehicle tires, vehicle glass, safety glass for vehicles, rearview mirrors and side mirrors for vehicles, 
anti-skid chains, wedges, luggage racks for vehicles, bikes and ski carriers, saddles, tire inflating pumps, burglar alarms 
for vehicles, horns, seat belts for passengers, air pillows, baby carriages, wheelchairs, pushchairs, hand carts, shopping 
trolleys, single or multi-wheeled carts, grocery carts, wheeled carriers for household goods, locomotives, trains, trams, 
cars, cable cars, chairlifts, marine vehicles and parts (excluding engines), aircraft and parts (excluding engines), firearms, 
rifles, shotguns, pistols, harpoon guns and their ammunition and bullets, explosives, dynamite, heavy military weapons, 
mortars, rockets, fireworks, cartridges, shoulder straps for weapons, cases for weapons, gas weapons for personal 
purposes, precious metals and their alloys, namely, gold, silver, platinum, precious stones, jewelry made of precious 
metal or coated therewith, namely bracelets, rings, charms, necklaces, ear clips, cuff-links, earrings, ornamental pins, tie 
pins, pendants, rings being jewelry, medallions, brooches, watches, watch straps, chronometric instruments, musical 
instruments, musical boxes, paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes, 
printed matter, bookbinding material, photographs, stationery, adhesives for stationery or household purposes, artists" 
materials, paint brushes, typewriters and office requisites (except furniture), instructional and teaching material (except 
apparatus), plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes), printers" type, printing blocks, rubber, gutta-
percha, asbestos, mica and goods made from these materials and not included in other classes, insulating materials, 
insulators, insulating tape and band, insulating plaster, mica, raw or partly processed, asbestos paper, insulating paints, 
adhesive tapes, other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes, gaskets, rings of rubber, cylinder 
jointings, water-tight rings, reinforcing materials not of metal for pipes, joint packings for pipes, junctions for pipes, not of 
metal, watering hose, hoses of textile material, fire hose, pipe jackets, not of metal, connecting hose for vehicle radiators, 
balata, thread, of plastic materials not for textile use, animal skins, pelts, imitation leather, suitcases, pocket wallets, bags 
(envelopes, pouches) of leather for packaging, cases of leather or leatherboard, handbags, briefcases, key cases 
(leatherware), purses, envelopes of leather for packaging, backpacks, shopping bags, school bags, umbrellas, parasols, 
walking sticks, whips, harness and saddlery, building materials (non-metallic), non-metallic rigid pipes for building, 
asphalt, pitch and bitumen, non-metallic transportable buildings, monuments, not of metal, signs, non-luminous and non-
mechanical, not of metal, for roads, veneer for floors, building glass, swimming pools (structures, not of metal), aquarium 
sand, furniture, cupboards, medicine cabinets, tables, work benches, vice benches (not of metal), chests, not of metal, 
fixed towel dispensers, not of metal, cushions, hydrostatic beds, not for medical purposes, sleeping bags for camping, 
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mirrors (looking glasses), beehives, honeycombs, cradles, number plates, not of metal, signboards of wood or plastics, 
barrels, not of metal, casks, not of metal, boxes of wood or plastic, containers, not of metal, for storage and transport, 
transport pallets, not of metal, packaging containers of plastic, picture frames, curtain hooks, curtain rings, curtain rods, 
tool handles, not of metal, latches, not of metal, stoppers for bottles, not of glass, metal or rubber, bottle caps, not of 
metal, corks for bottles, rivets (not of metal), screws (not of metal), pipe or cable clips of plastics, coat hangers, display 
boards, wax; figures, statues of wood, wax, plaster or plastic, busts of wood, wax, plaster or plastic, decorations of plastic 
for foodstuffs, tailors" dummies, wall plaques made of plastic or wood, stuffed animals, baskets (not of metal), bakers" 
bread baskets, fishing baskets, nesting boxes for household pets, ladders of wood or plastic, pulleys of plastics for 
blinds, non-mechanical reels, not of metal, for flexible hoses, valves (not of metal) other than parts of machines, 
identification bracelets (not of metal) for hospitals, identity plates (not of metal), door fittings (not of metal), window 
fittings (not of metal), locks (other than electric), not of metal, furniture shelves, bamboo curtains, bead curtains for 
decoration, non-electric cleaning tools and appliances (brushes except for painting brushes, including steel chips, 
sponges, steel wool, cleaning wool, cleaning and wiping clothes made of textile, dish-washing gloves, non-electric 
polishing machines, carpet brooms, mops), toothbrushes, electrical toothbrushes, dental floss, shaving brushes, hair 
brushes, combs, non-electrical tools and utensils for household and kitchen use, ironing boards, ironing board covers, 
laundry drying racks, cloth hangers, cages and litter boxes for pets, plant and animal raising areas used in the household 
(terrariums), decorative articles, statues, knickknacks (ornamental plates), vases, cups given during sports competitions 
made of glass, porcelain, ceramic, clay, mousetraps, insect traps, fly catchers, fly swatters, covers for toilets, perfume 
burners (burners giving off scents when lit), perfume sprays and vaporizers (atomizers), non-electric devices made of 
sponges for removing makeup, powder puffs, boxes for toilet articles, spraying hose heads, heads for water sprinklers, 
watering sprinklers, garden watering sprinklers, tips connected to faucets, wrought glass, partially wrought glass, glass 
mosaics and glass powder for decorative purposes (except for building), glass wool (not for insulation and textile 
purposes), ropes, strings, cords, packing ropes, rope ladders, hammocks, fishing nets, tents, awnings, sailor"s hammock, 
car covers, vehicle covers, sacks of textile for packaging, packaging materials made up of textile, padding and stuffing 
materials, except of rubber or plastics, hair, wool, cotton, seaweed, fibers for textile use, unprocessed twisting fibers, 
glass fibers for textile use, nets used in washing, bags for dirty cloths, thread for textile use, sewing thread and yarn, 
embroidery thread and yarn, cotton thread and yarn, elastic thread and yarn for textile use, non-woven fabrics, woven 
fabrics, household linen, clothing, footwear, headgear, numerals or letters for marking linen, embroidered emblems, 
shoulder pads for clothing, buttons for clothing, clasps for clothing, eyelets (haberdashery), zip fasteners, belt buckles for 
clothing, shoe buckles, rivet buttons, heat adhesive patches for decoration of textile articles (haberdashery), heat 
adhesive patches for repairing textile articles, blouse fasteners, shoulder pads for clothing, pins and needles, sewing 
needles, sewing machine needles, crochet hooks, knitting needles, boxes for needles, needle cases, lace and embroidery, 
fabric appliques, frills (lacework), festoons (embroidery), ribbons (haberdashery), ribbons of textile, cords for clothing, 
artificial flowers, artificial fruit, false hair, hair accessories, carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials 
for covering existing floors, wall hangings (non-textile), games and playthings, devices, machines and apparatus for 
games played in game rooms, toys for animals, toys for children"s gardens, parks and game parks, gymnastic and sports 
devices and materials, artificial Christmas trees and decorations thereof, artificial snow, bells, entertainment decorations 
(party, discotheque), party hats and similar articles, meat, fish, poultry and game, meat extracts, beans, preserved, soups, 
preparations for making bouillon, olives, preserved, milk and milk products, butter, edible oils and fats, preserved, frozen, 
dried and cooked fruits and vegetables, nuts, prepared, peanut butter, tahini (sesame seed paste), eggs and powdered 
eggs, potato chips, coffee, cocoa, coffee substitutes, coffee or cocoa based beverages, chocolate based beverages, 
macaroni, ravioli, vermicelli, pastry and bakery products, chocolate desserts, honey, royal jelly, propolis bee glue fur 
human consumption, condiments for foodstuff, yeasts, baking powder, all kinds of flour, semolina, corn starch, crystal 
sugar, cubed sugar, powdered sugar, tea, ice tea, confectionery, chocolates, biscuits, crackers, waffles, chewing gums, 
ice creams, edible ice, salt, products made from cereal, treacle, agricultural products, horticultural products and seeds, 
forestry products, live animal (including eggs for incubation, fertilized eggs), live and dried plants and herbs, fodders and 
non-medical additives to fodders, malt (not for human consumption), beers, preparations for making beer, mineral waters, 
spring waters, table water, soda waters, tonic waters, vegetable and fruit juices, their concentrations and extracts, 
beverages, alcoholic beverages (except beers), cigarettes, cigars, little cigars, cigarillos, chewing tobacco, tobacco, snuff 
(excluding the transport thereof), enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods from wholesale 
outlets, retail outlets and from a general merchandise catalogue by mail order or by means of telecommunications.

Cl.41;Educational services, arranging and conducting of conferences, symposiums, seminars and congresses, 
publication of magazines, books and newspapers, sport services, organization of sport activities, entertainer services, 
production of radio and television programs (except commercials), production of cine-films, news reporters services, 
photographic reporting, photography, translation services.
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Priority claimed from 13/08/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 049 820 ;Germany 

3328961    27/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1291965]
Voco GmbH

Anton-Flettner-Str. 1-3 27472 Cuxhaven Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO.

ONE INDIABULLS CENTRE,13TH FLOOR,841 SENAPATI BAPAT MARG,ELPHINSTONE ROAD,MUMBAI 400013,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations and materials, included in this class, in the field of dental medicine, namely direct and 
indirect restoration compounds, dental filling materials, dental anesthetics for desensitizing teeth and gums, fissure 
sealing dental resins, material for temporary dental bridges and dental crowns, dental veneers, dental composite 
materials, dental abrasives, dental mastics, dental adhesives, rubber for dental purposes, moulding wax for dentists, 
porcelain for dental prostheses, dental impression materials, dental luting materials, dental liners, denture relining 
materials and dental varnishes.

Cl.10;Dental apparatus and instruments, namely application aids, dental burs, dental drills, orthodontic appliances, 
artificial teeth, dentures.
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Priority claimed from 29/05/2015; Application No. : 86645386 ;United States of America 

3338672    25/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1293638]
Paratek Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

75 Park Plaza Boston MA 02116 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS

515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations, namely antibiotics.

Cl.42;Conducting early evaluations in the field of new pharmaceuticals; development of pharmaceutical preparations 
and medicines; pharmaceutical products development; pharmaceutical research and development; research and 
development in the pharmaceutical and biotechnology fields; research in the field of pharmaceuticals, drugs and 
antibiotics.
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3540010    30/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1339345]
RIGHTWARE OY

Itämerenkatu 1 FI-00180 Helsinki FI

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND AND ANAND ADVOCATES

FLAT GA, AR VILLA, NO. 31, 3RD MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADYAR, CHENNAI - 600 020, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; computer software; server software; computer software development tools; server software for use in 
automotives and other embedded systems; computer software for use in automotives and other embedded systems; 
computer software for data transmission; computer software for computer system and application development, 
deployment and management; software for multi-screen environments.

Cl.42;Software development, programming and implementation; development of computer software; design of 
computer programs and software relating to vehicles; development of software for multi-screen environments.
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3556966    26/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1345210]
SZYMANSKI SEBASTIAN

ul. Lesna 5, Napachanie PL-62-090 Rokietnica Poland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA & COMPANY

HK AVENUE,19 SWASTIK SOCIETY,NAVRANGPURA,AHMEDABAD 380 009,GUJRAT,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE WORDS 
ANTIMICROBIAL APPEARING OVER THE MARK...

Cl.1;Industrial chemicals; chemicals for use in metal treatment and chemical additives for use in plastics; nano and 
microsilver used as filling materials or coatings of metals and plastics (terms too vague in the opinion of the International 
Bureau – Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations).

Cl.2;Anticorrosive and antibacterial surfactants and material components (terms too vague in the opinion of the 
International Bureau – Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); protective products for metals and plastics.

Cl.3;Cleaning preparations for machinery and maintenance equipment.

Cl.6;Metal products covered by a layer of an antibacterial material; metal products containing micro-particles of an 
antibacterial material.

Cl.12;Public seats, in particular vehicle seats, made of plastics containing micro-particles of an antibacterial material.

Cl.17;Semi-finished plastics products covered by a layer of an antibacterial material; semi-finished plastics products 
containing micro-particles of an antibacterial material.
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Cl.37;Renovation of antibacterial surfaces.

Cl.40;Surface finishing of metal and plastic products with an antibacterial coating.
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Priority claimed from 20/09/2016; Application No. : 694381 ;Switzerland 

3568544    02/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1349113]
UNION DES ASSOCIATIONS EUROPÉENNES DE FOOTBALL (UEFA)

Route de Genève 46 CH-1260 Nyon Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Exposed films, slides, video game disks; software (recorded programs), including game software; computer 
databases and programs; recorded or downloaded sounds, images or data; videotapes, magnetic tapes, magnetic disks, 
DVDs, mini-discs, diskettes, optical discs, compact discs, CD-ROMs, video discs, memory cards, USB flash drives, 
whether blank or prerecorded with music, sound or images (which may be animated cartoons); holograms; electronic 
publications provided by means of CD-ROMs, databases and the Internet; spectacles, sunglasses, diving and swimming 
goggles; cases, cords and chains for sunglasses and spectacles; binoculars; magnets and decorative magnets; 
directional compasses; sound and image recording, transmitting and reproducing apparatus; satellite dishes; decoders, 
namely, electronic hardware and software which can convert, supply and transmit audio and video data; television sets; 
flat screens, liquid crystal display screens, high-definition screens and plasma screens; radios; home cinema systems; 
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video recorders; CD players; DVD players; MP3 players; cassette players; mini-disk players; digital music players; 
loudspeakers; headphones, earphones; computers, including laptop computers and electronic tablets; karaoke systems; 
systems for editing sounds and for mixing sounds; systems for editing video images, and for mixing video images; 
apparatus for computer data processing; computer keyboards; computer screens; modems; accessories for computers 
included in this class; computer mice, mouse pads; navigation apparatus; personal digital assistants (PDAs); electronic 
pocket translators; dictating machines; electronic agendas; scanners; printers; photocopiers; facsimile machines; 
telephones; answering machines; video telephones; cellular telephones; cellular telephone accessories included in this 
class, namely cases for cellular telephones, hands-free apparatus for using cellular telephones, earphones and headsets 
for cellular telephones, keypads for cellular telephones, straps for cellular telephones, special cases for carrying cellular 
telephones, cameras and video cameras integrated in cellular telephones, and mobile telephone covers; remote controls 
for television sets and video systems; teleconferencing systems; calculating machines; credit card readers; currency 
converting machines; automated teller machines; video cameras, portable video cameras with built-in videocassette 
recorders (camcorders); photographic equipment, photographic apparatus, cameras (cinematographic apparatus), 
projectors, flash lamps, special cases and cords for photographic apparatus and instruments, electric cells and batteries; 
screen saver programs for computers; magnetic, digital or analog recording media, recorded or not, for sounds or 
images; magnetic cards (encoded); memory cards; integrated circuit cards (smart cards); microchip or magnetic credit 
cards, microchip or magnetic telephone cards, microchip or magnetic cards for cash dispensers, microchip or magnetic 
cards for automated teller machines and money exchange machines, prepaid microchip or magnetic cards for cellular 
telephones, microchip or magnetic travel and show admission cards, microchip or magnetic check guarantee cards and 
microchip or magnetic debit cards; alarms; wind socks (for indicating wind direction); distance measuring equipment; 
equipment for measuring and displaying speed; protective gloves; audio receivers, sound amplifiers; television tubes; 
cathode ray tubes; decoders, namely computer hardware and software which can convert, supply and transmit audio and 
video data; disk drives for computers; protected semi-conductors; integrated circuits containing programs for processing 
audio, visual or computer data; rechargeable batteries; audio and video data processors and converters; data 
transmission cables; payment apparatus for electronic commerce; protective helmets for sports; magnetic identification 
bracelets; electronic instrument assemblies; fuel/air coefficient analyzers; remote control devices for locking cars; 
photovoltaic cells; video game cassettes; computer game joysticks; voice-activated or manually operated computer game 
joysticks.

Cl.12;Bicycles, motorcycles, motor cars, trucks, vans, utility vehicles, buses, camper vans, refrigerated vehicles; 
airplanes and boats; air balloons, dirigible balloons [airships]; vehicle accessories, namely sun visors, pneumatic tires, 
tire covers, luggage racks, ski racks, rims and hub caps for wheels; seat linings, vehicle covers, baby carriages, strollers, 
safety seats for infants and children (for vehicles); engines and motors for land vehicles; bull bars; headlamp covers; 
steering wheels for vehicles; trailers.

Cl.16;Coloring and drawing books; activity books; magazines; newspapers; books and journals, including those 
concerning sportsmen, sportswomen or sports events; bookmarks; printed teaching material; score sheets; event 
programs; albums for events; photograph albums; autograph books; printed timetables; pamphlets; collectible 
photographs of players; bumper stickers, stickers, albums, sticker albums; posters; photographs; tablecloths of paper; 
napkins of paper; bags of paper; invitation cards; greeting cards; gift wrapping paper; coasters and place mats of paper; 
garbage bags of paper or of plastics; food wrapping paper; small bags for preserving foodstuffs; coffee filters of paper; 
labels (not of textile); hand towels of paper; wet hand-wipes of paper; toilet paper; napkins for removing make-up; 
handkerchief boxes of paper and cardboard; tissues of paper; stationery and instructional and teaching material (except 
apparatus); typewriter paper; copying paper; envelopes; notepads; folders for papers; tissue paper; writing books; paper 
sheets for note-taking; writing paper; binder paper; files; covering paper; luminous paper; adhesive paper for notes; 
paperweights; crêpe paper; tissue paper; badges or insignia of paper; flags of paper; pennants (flags) of paper; writing 
instruments; fountain pens; pencils; ballpoint pens; ballpoint pen and pencil sets; felt-tip pens (marking pens); fiber-tip 
pens and felt-tip pens; marking pens; ink, inking pads, rubber stamps; typewriters (electric or non-electric); lithograph 
prints, lithographic works of art; paintings (pictures), framed or unframed; paint boxes, paints and colored pencils; 
chalks; pencil ornaments [stationery]; printing blocks; address books; diaries (planners); personal organizers of paper; 
road maps; tickets, entry tickets; checks; comic books; calendars; postcards; advertising boards, banners and material 
included in this class; transfers (decalcomanias); sticking labels; office requisites (except furniture); correction fluids; 
rubber erasers; pencil sharpeners; stands for pens and pencils; paper clips; thumbtacks; rulers; adhesive tapes for 
stationery purposes, adhesive tape dispensers; staples; stencils; document holders (stationery); binder clips; holders for 
notepads; bookends; stamps (seals); postage stamps; credit cards, telephone cards, ATM cards, cards for traveling and 
for shows, check guarantee cards and debit cards, non-magnetic, and of paper or cardboard; baggage tags of paper; 
passport cases; travelers' checks; holders for checkbooks; money clips of metal; letter trays.

Cl.25;Clothing; shoes and footwear; headgear; shirts; knitwear (clothing); pullovers; slipovers; tee-shirts; vests; 
singlets; sleeveless jerseys, dresses; skirts; underwear; swimsuits; bath robes; shorts; trousers; sweaters; caps 
(bonnets); caps; hats; sashes for wear; scarves, shawls; peaked caps; tracksuits; sweatshirts; jackets, sports jackets, 
stadium jackets (jumpers); blazers; waterproof clothing; coats; uniforms; neckties; wrist bands; headbands; gloves; 
aprons; bibs (not of paper); pajamas; play suits for infants and children; socks and stockings; garters; belts; suspenders.

Cl.28;Games and toys; sports balls; play balloons; board games; tables for indoor football; dolls and plush toys; 
vehicles (toys); jigsaw puzzles; balloons; inflatable toys; play disks (pogs); playing cards; confetti; gymnastic and 
sporting articles; football equipment, namely, soccer balls, gloves, knee pads, elbow pads, shoulder pads, shin pads; 
football goals; sports bags and containers (adapted to objects) for carrying sports articles; party hats (toys); small 
electronic games designed for use with a television set; video game apparatus; game consoles; electronic games other 
than those designed to be used only with a television set; steering wheels for video games and mats for video games (for 
dancing upon); hands made of rubber or foam (toys); entertainment robots; appliances for gymnastics; kites; roller 
skates; scooters; skateboards; coin-operated video games for game halls (arcade games); electronic games with liquid 
crystal display; joysticks for video games, manually or voice-activated joysticks for video games; lottery tickets; lottery 
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cards; scratch cards for playing lottery games.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; communication by mobile telephones; communication by telex; communication via 
electronic computer terminals linked to telecommunication networks, data banks and the Internet or via wireless 
electronic communication devices; communication by telegraphs; communication by telephones; communications by 
facsimile; paging services; telephone or video conferencing services; television program broadcasting; broadcasting of 
cable television programs; radio program broadcasting; radio and television broadcasting of sports and sporting events; 
news and press agency services; other message transmission services; rental of telephones, facsimile machines and 
other telecommunication apparatus; transmission of commercial Internet pages online or via wireless electronic 
communication devices; services for transmitting and broadcasting television and radio programs provided via the 
Internet or via any wireless electronic communication network; electronic transmission of messages; simultaneous 
broadcasting of film recordings and sound and video recordings; provision of access to telematic servers and real-time 
chat forums; computer-aided transmission of messages and images; telecommunication via fiber-optic networks; 
provision of access to a global computer network or interactive communication technologies for access to private and 
commercial purchasing and ordering services; transmission of information and other data via websites and computers; 
transmission of information (including sites by telematic means) via telecommunication, computer programs and other 
data; transmission of information, computer programs and other data by telematic means; electronic mail services; 
provision of access via the Internet or on any wireless electronic communication network (telecommunication services); 
providing connections for telecommunications with a global computer network (the Internet) or data banks; provision of 
access to websites offering digital music on the Internet by means of a global computer network or via wireless electronic 
communication devices; rental of access time to MP3 websites on the Internet, via a global computer network or via 
wireless electronic communication devices; rental of access time to a database server center (telecommunication 
services); rental of access time to a computer database (telecommunication services); transmission of digital music by 
telecommunications; online transmission of electronic publications; digital music transmission via the Internet or on any 
wireless electronic communication network; digital music transmission via MP3 Internet sites; simultaneous broadcasting 
and/or netcasting of film recordings and sound and video recordings (telecommunications); simulcast and/or networking 
of interactive educational and entertainment products, interactive compact discs, CD-ROMs, computer programs and 
computer games (telecommunications); provision of access to blackboards (notice and advertisement boards) and chat 
rooms in real time via a global computer network; rental and provision of access time to blackboards (boards for 
displaying information and advertisements) and to chat rooms in real time by means of a global computer network 
(communication services); telecommunication services dedicated to retail sale by means of interactive communications 
with customers; multimedia telecommunication; videotext and teletext transmission services; information transmission 
via communication satellite, microwave or by electronic, digital or analog means; transmission of digital information by 
cable, wire or fiber; transmission of information by mobile telephones, telephones, facsimile and telex; 
telecommunication services for receiving and exchanging information, messages, images and data; telecommunication 
services for setting up discussion groups on the Internet and on any wireless electronic communication network; 
provision of access to search engines for obtaining data and information on global networks

Cl.41;Education; training; entertainment; organization of lotteries, raffles and competitions; betting and gaming 
services in connection with sports; hospitality services (sports, entertainment), namely providing entry tickets and 
information brochures for sports for VIPs, as well as guiding and gathering VIPs during sports or entertainment events; 
hospitality services, namely customer reception services (entertainment services), including providing access tickets 
during sports or entertainment events; entertainment services relating to sporting events; entertainment services in the 
form of public gatherings during the retransmission of sports events; sporting and cultural activities; organization of 
sporting and cultural events and activities; organization of sports competitions; organization of events in the field of 
football; sports camp services; provision of sports facilities; rental of video and audiovisual installations; production, 
presentation, distribution and/or rental of film recordings and sound and video recordings; presentation, distribution 
and/or rental of interactive educational and entertainment products, interactive compact disks, CD-ROMs, and computer 
games; coverage of radio broadcast and televised sports events; production services for radio, television programs and 
video films; ticket reservation services and information services for sports or entertainment events; timing services 
relating to sports events; organization of beauty contests; interactive entertainment; on-line betting and gaming services 
on the Internet or on any wireless electronic communication network; information in the field of entertainment (including 
in the field of sports), provided on-line from a computer database or via the Internet or via any wireless electronic 
communication network; electronic game services transmitted via the Internet or on mobile telephones; editing of books; 
publication of books and electronic journals on-line; audio and video recording services; production of animated 
cartoons for the cinema, production of animated cartoons for television; rental of sound and image recordings for 
entertainment purposes; information in the field of education provided on-line from a computer database or via the 
Internet or any wireless electronic communication network; translation services; photography services; provision of 
entertainment infrastructure; ticket agencies in connection with sports events.

Cl.43;Providing food and drink, snack-bars; hospitality services, namely provision of food and drink; catering services; 
hotel services; providing accommodation and food and drink, booking hotels and temporary accommodation; hospitality 
services, namely provision of food and drink during sports or entertainment events.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 28/09/2016; Application No. : 015866478 ;European Union 

3570083    22/02/2017
[International Registration No. : 1347583]
Federal-Mogul Burscheid GmbH

Bürgermeister-Schmidt-Str. 17 51399 Burscheid Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI

DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ACRES, 23B, ABHIRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA-700 019

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Sliding elements for machines; engine parts of metal or plastic; pistons and parts therefor for machines, motors 
and engines; piston rings; shock absorbers; all the aforesaid goods included in this class.

Cl.9;Software for monitoring and improving piston rings; apparatus for monitoring and improving piston rings.
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Priority claimed from 22/12/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 035 698 ;Germany 

3593508    19/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1341418]
COMPO EXPERT GMBH

Krögerweg 10 48155 Münster Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING

120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry and in landscaping and sports field construction; earth for 
plants; soil-conditioning chemicals; peat; growth regulators; manures.

Cl.5;Preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides; herbicides; pesticides; pheromones; repellents and protective 
substances to combat fungi, spores and vermin.
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3613116    12/01/2017
[International Registration No. : 1359375]
THE INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS IN ENGLAND AND WALES

Chartered Accountants' Hall, Moorgate Place London EC2R 6EA United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA

PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Videos; educational and instructional tapes, videos, sound recordings, CD-ROMs, DVDs; educational computer 
software packages relating to accountancy services, financial services, accounts, auditing, insolvency and taxation, 
provision of financial information, financial reporting and consultancy services relating to accountancy, corporative 
advisory services, recruitment of accountancy personnel; downloadable software programs; downloadable publications; 
prerecorded magnetic tapes, discs and other media bearing computer programs and recorded information and data; 
downloadable software; downloadable software applications; downloadable publications, electronic publications, 
magazines, newsletters, leaflets and pamphlets; downloadable electronic books; computer software packages; 
educational computer software packages; computer networks; pre-recorded DVDs, CD-ROMs and diskettes; magnetic 
disks, magnetic cards and other magnetic media; data storage media; computer software to enable creating, editing, 
uploading, posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, sharing or otherwise providing data including images, graphics, sound, 
text or audio-visual information via the Internet or other communications networks; computer hardware and software for 
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managing, securing and operating networks and computers via firewalls, backup software, anti-virus software, resource 
monitoring software; computer software; computer software for providing network, Internet, and computer security; 
computer software for providing online identity protection and privacy control; downloadable publications, namely 
articles, columns and written/published articles contained and/or supplied in or by electronic media; computer software 
for providing intrusion detection and prevention; computer software for scanning, detecting, and removing viruses, 
worms, Trojan horses, adware, spyware, and other malware; computer software for use in the monitoring and control of 
computer and online activity; computer software for providing online transaction security; computer maintenance 
software; computer software for the back-up, storage, restoration and recovery of data, folders, and files; computer 
software and downloadable computer software, namely, utility software; computer software for providing software 
updates; user manuals and instructional guides in electronic form supplied with all of the foregoing; computer hardware 
and peripherals; computer software to enable secure transmission of digital information over the Internet and other 
modes of communication between computing devices; computer software to integrate managed security services, namely 
public key infrastructure services; computer software for use in analysis and reporting; podcasts; webcasts.

Cl.16;Periodical publications; newsletters; magazines; year books; printed matter; calendars; stationery; books; 
brochures; forms; hand books; manuals; periodicals; prospectuses; teaching materials except apparatus; catalogues; 
diaries.

Cl.35;Accountancy services; preparation of accounts and advisory services relating to accounts, auditing, insolvency 
and taxation; consultancy services relating to accountancy; corporate advisory services; recruitment of accountancy 
personnel; internal and external auditing; bookkeeping; business research; compilation and provision of business and 
commercial information; cost analysis and consultancy services relating thereto; corporate advisory services; forensic 
accounting, inspection of data, correction of data; data retrieval services; career placement consultancy services; career 
advisory services (other than education and training); information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the 
aforesaid services.

Cl.36;Provision of and advising on financial information; provision of and advising on financial reports and analysis; 
administration of financial affairs; financial appraisals; financial valuations; financial services all relating to accountancy 
and investment advice including underwriting and placing of securities; provision of financial information; financial 
reporting; advisory services relating to investments, grants and financing of loans; pensions advice services; financial 
advice relating to tax; real estate and property management services; customs brokerage; insurance services; financial 
risk management services; corporate finance including due diligence assistance, transaction management and valuation; 
actuarial services; business insolvency services; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid 
services.

Cl.41;Teaching, tuition and training services; lecturing services; education examination services; education 
information services; instruction services; organisation of exhibitions, symposia and conferences for educational 
purposes; correspondence courses; arranging and conducting of colloquiums, conferences, congresses, seminars and 
symposiums; publication of books and of texts; rental of educational apparatus and instruments; practical training 
services; organisation and arranging of seminars, training sessions at workshops; educational consultation services; 
skills training; career and vocational counselling; career counselling and coaching services; career information and 
advisory services (education and training); information, advisory and consultancy services related to the aforesaid 
services.

Cl.42;Quality assessment services; standard assessment services; quality assessment and standard assessment 
services relating to the provision of services; quality assessment and standard assessment services relating to auditing 
and accountancy; quality assessment and standard assessment services relating to business management, business 
management accounts and accounts generally; quality control services; quality control testing services; quality 
assurance services; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 12/08/2016; Application No. : UK00003180071 ;United Kingdom 

3614793    31/01/2017
[International Registration No. : 1360957]
JOHNSON MATTHEY PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY

5th Floor, 25 Farringdon Street London EC4A 4AB United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING

120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in industry and science; catalysts for use in industry and science, catalysts for the control of 
emissions from internal combustion engines and industrial processes, catalysts for use in petrochemical processes 
radioactive materials for use in industrial processes; chemical compounds for use as tracers for diagnostic and 
identification purposes; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs.

Cl.2;Metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art.

Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals, active pharmaceutical ingredients.

Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; pipes and tubes of common 
metal.

Cl.7;Exhaust gas treatment systems for vehicles and parts thereof.

Cl.9;Scientific and measuring apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for accumulating and storing 
energy, electrical batteries, lithium batteries and battery components, fuel cells and fuel cell components, piezoelectric 
switches and components.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys; jewellery made wholly or principally from precious metals or their alloys, goods 
coated with precious metals or their alloys, coins, medals and medallions.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials; metal refining and recycling services, precious metal refining; regeneration and recycling 
of spent catalysts; advice and provision of technical information relating to the purification of gases, liquids, natural gas, 
industrial oils, petrochemicals and catalysts.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; measurement services for monitoring and characterising fluid flow; advice services relating to radiation, 
radiological protection and safety; process diagnostics services; pipeline monitoring and tracking services, chemical 
research services; petrochemical research services.

Cl.45;Licensing of technology.
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Priority claimed from 08/12/2016; Application No. : 016143463 ;European Union 

3641576    09/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1365036]
CAMLIN LIMITED

Knockmore Hill Industrial Park, 31 Ferguson Drive Lisburn BT28 2EX United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INDUS LAW

NO, 101, 1ST FLOOR, "EMBASSY CLASIC" NO.11, VITTAL MALLYA ROAD, BANGALORE, KARNATAKA-560 001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating and controlling 
electricity; computer software and firmware; fuses; electrical fuse devices; apparatus and instruments to manage and 
locate faults in low voltage networks; intelligent double fuses; double fuse system allowing continuous operation of 
electricity networks in the case of transient faults; electrical switches; electric actuators; diagnostic, testing and 
monitoring apparatus and instruments for electrical equipment, electrical cables and electricity supply and distribution 
networks; apparatus and instruments to manage and locate faults in electricity supply and distribution networks; 
computer software and firmware for identifying, locating, monitoring and diagnosing faults in electrical equipment, 
electrical cables and electricity supply and distribution networks.

Cl.41;Education; provision of training; provision of training and education in relation to identifying, locating, monitoring 
and diagnosing faults in electrical equipment, electrical cables and electricity supply and distribution networks.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services, and research and design relating thereto, particularly in relation to 
identifying, locating, monitoring and diagnosing faults in electrical equipment, electrical cables and electricity supply and 
distribution networks; advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 19/09/2016; Application No. : 015839236 ;European Union 

3672433    15/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1373514]
LINDAB AB

SE-269 82 Båstad Sweden

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA

PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; building materials, building elements or building components of metal or 
substantially of metal and their alloys; transportable buildings of metal; steel buildings; wall structures of metal; walls of 
metal; wall claddings and coverings of metal for building; metal roofing; roof materials and coverings of metal; sheets 
and plates of metal; metallic roof protection products including roof security means in the form of ladders, roof bridges 
and railings; metal roof drainage devices and /installations and parts and components therefore, including gutters, 
downspouts, jointing means, hangers, fasteners, bends, joints, shoes, drainshoes, adjustable shoes, stopends, 
adjustable branchpipes, connectors, leaf traper, miters, offsets, screws, extensions, nozzle pieces and protective profiles; 
doors of metal or substantially of metal; screws, nails, rivets, metal fittings and strips for building purposes; ironmongery, 
small items of metal hardware; fastening devices of metal; metal clips; telescopic sleeves for screws; screws and drive 
bits for clips; ventilation fittings of metal or substantially of metal with and without seals, dampers, connectors; pipes, 
tubes, ducts of metal; ventilation ducts, vents, grilles, connectors, fasteners and suspensions of metal for use in 
ventilation, air-conditioning, warm-air heating and exhaust systems; parts of and fittings for all the aforesaid goods

Cl.7;Machines and machine tools for use in the manufacturing of building or ventilation products, elements and 
components; machines and machine tools for use in the sheet metal industry, including machines for the manufacture of 
helically formed metal tubing and ducting, cutting machines, rollforming machines, stitchwelding machines, flanging and 
locking machines; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machines, machine tools and apparatus for fastening 
and jointing; machine tools; electric power tools; pneumatic tools; portable electric power tools for use in the installation 
of fasteners and clips; tools for machine tools; parts and accessories for machine tools and electrical power tools; 
machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); flow control and gas mixing valves being 
parts of machines; parts of and fittings for all the aforesaid goods

Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for measuring, signalling, checking (supervision) and control; flow and/or temperature 
measuring apparatus; apparatus, instruments and installations for control and regulating airflow and/or temperature; 
temperature indicating apparatus and sensors; flow control apparatus and temperature control apparatus; air temperature 
and air flow sensors; apparatus and instruments for communication and positioning; computer software; software 
applications, including applications for connecting, operating, and managing networked devices in wireless networks or 
in the internet of things and/or for managing machine-to-machine applications and machine-to-machine networks; 
apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; cameras; parts and fittings for all the 
aforesaid goods.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, refrigerating, drying, ventilating; ventilation, air-conditioning, 
warm-air heating and exhaust installations, apparatus and systems as well as parts of and fittings for all the aforesaid 
goods; pipes, tubes, tubing, ducts, ducting, flow control and gas mixing valves, all being parts of ventilation, air-
conditioning, warm-air heating or exhaust systems (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13. 2. b) 
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of the Common Regulations); silencers for ventilation systems; parts of and fittings for all the aforementioned goods.

Cl.17;Insulation and barrier articles and materials, including insulating material for use in ventilation systems or 
insulation for building purposes or soundproofing materials; gaskets; seals of rubber or of plastics, for use in the sealing 
of tubes, ducts and of pipes; flexible pipes, tubes, hoses and fittings therefore, including valves, non-metallic.

Cl.19;Building materials (non-metallic); walls (non-metallic); non-metal roofing; roofing materials (non-metallic); non-
metallic rigid pipes for building; non-metallic transportable buildings.

Cl.35;Retailing and wholesale via shops, mail order and online, of building and ventilation material and products and 
parts and fittings relating thereto.

Cl.37;Building construction; installation of parts and fittings for buildings, maintenance and repair of buildings and 
parts and fittings for buildings; installation, maintenance and repair services regarding climate, ventilation, air 
conditioning, cooling and heating apparatus and systems; installation, maintenance and repair of machines, and machine 
tools for treating and processing metals; maintenance and repair services regarding machines for the manufacture of 
helically formed metal tubing and ducting, cutting machines, rollforming machines, stitchwelding machines, flanging and 
locking machines.

Cl.42;Technological advisory services; project planning and engineering services regarding climate, ventilation, 
cooling and heating systems, including advisory services relating to air quality, energy and efficiency in the 
aforementioned systems; development of climate, ventilation, cooling and heating systems; software as a service (SaaS) 
services for connecting, operating, and managing networked devices in wireless networks or in the internet of things; 
software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for managing machine-to-machine applications and machine-to-
machine networks; cloud computing; computer software design; installation, maintenance and updating of computer 
software; technical project studies and consultancy
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Priority claimed from 14/04/2017; Application No. : 87412471 ;United States of America 

3688065    05/10/2017
[International Registration No. : 1377083]
ONESKIN, INC.

953 Indiana St. San Francisco CA 94107 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES

9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Skin lotion; skin moisturizer; non-medicated skin care preparations; non-medicated skin care products, namely, 
creams, emolients, gels, serums, clarifiers, sun blocks, sunscreens, lotions, cleansing creams and lotions, lighteners, 
toners, exfoliating preparations for skin, facial scrubs, and moisturizers.

Cl.5;Medicated skin care preparations, namely, correcting agents, creams, emollients, gels, lighteners, exfoliants, 
liquids, lotions, moisturizers, bleaching agents, sun blocks, sunscreens, toners, and serums; medicated skin care 
mixtures applied to skin in varying quantities by a physician for smoothing skin surface; medicated skin care mixtures 
applied to skin in varying quantities by a physician for improving tone and color; medicated skin care mixtures applied to 
skin in varying quantities by a physician for diminishing wrinkles, blood vessels, pores and dead skin cells; 
pharmaceutical preparations for skin treatment, skin protection and skin health restoration.

Cl.21;Skin care products not containing medication, namely, exfoliating pads, exfoliating cloths, and exfoliating 
slippers.

Cl.45;Licensing of intellectual property in the field of skin care and anti-aging treatments.
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3709135    01/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1380119]
LOOK BEAUTY LTD

28 Arcadia Avenue London N3 2FG United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAGAR CHANDRA & ASSOCIATES

2/48, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, SARVAPRIYA VIHAR, NEW DELHI 16

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics, namely, foundation make up, face powder, pressed powder, loose powder, blush, cover up creams, 
concealers, eye shadows, eye liners, eye pencils, eye makeup, eye treatments in the form of creams, gels and lotions, 
mascara, lash tints, lash enhancers and lash primers; lip products, namely, lipsticks, lip colour, lip tint, lip gloss, lip glaze, 
lip pencils, lip liners, lip balms, lip shine and lip conditioner; nail care preparations, nail lacquer, nail polish, nail polish 
remover; cosmetic and toilet preparations, namely, bath soap, skin cleansers, face and body powders for personal use, 
bath and shower skin care preparations, shower gel, bath oils, bath salts, bath beads, bath gels, bath grains, bath soak, 
bubble bath, bath gelatin, non-medicated skin care treatment preparations, skin moisturizing creams, lotions, balms and 
gels, facial moisturizers, facial cleansers, facial exfoliators, face creams, face lotions, face gels, facial masks, skin 
cleansing lotions, skin cleansing creams, skin cleansing gels, facial scrub, non-medicated anti-wrinkle creams, lotions 
and gels, hand cream, body cream, body lotion, body gel, body oil, body powder, body toners, body cleansers, body 
sprays, body scrubs, body emulsions, body masks and body washes, moisturizing mist, non-medicated skin renewal 
creams, lotions and gels, foot and leg skin moisturizing and refresher gel, makeup remover, personal deodorants and 
antiperspirants and talcum powder; sun care preparations; sun screen preparations; sun block preparations; self-tanning 
preparations; skin bronzer creams, lotions and gels; bronzing sticks, bronzing powders; after-sun soothing and 
moisturizing preparations, pre-shave and after shave lotions, creams, balms, splashes and gels; shaving cream; shaving 
gel; hair care preparations, hair shampoo, hair conditioners, hair styling preparations, hair volumizing preparations, hair 
sunscreen preparations; perfumery, namely, perfume, eaux de perfume, eau de toilette, cologne and essential oils for 
aromatherapy, essential oils for perfumery and cosmetic purposes, scented oils, fragranced body lotions, fragranced skin 
moisturizers, fragranced skin soaps, fragranced body creams, fragranced body powders, scented aftershave, scented 
shaving cream, scented personal deodorants and antiperspirants; cosmetics, namely, foundation make up, face powder, 
pressed powder, loose powder, blush, cover up creams, concealers, eye shadows, eye liners, eye pencils, eye makeup, 
eye treatments in the form of creams, gels and lotions, mascara, lash tints, lash enhancers and lash primers; lip products, 
namely, lipsticks, lip colour, lip tint, lip gloss, lip glaze, lip pencils, lip liners, lip balms, lip shine and lip conditioner; nail 
care preparations, nail lacquer, nail polish, nail polish remover; cosmetic and toilet preparations, namely, bath soap, skin 
cleansers, face and body powders for personal use, bath and shower skin care preparations, shower gel, bath oils, bath 
salts, bath beads, bath gels, bath grains, bath soak, bubble bath, bath gelatin, non-medicated skin care treatment 
preparations, skin moisturizing creams, lotions, balms and gels, facial moisturizers, facial cleansers, facial exfoliators, 
face creams, face lotions, face gels, facial masks, skin cleansing lotions, skin cleansing creams, skin cleansing gels, 
facial scrub, non-medicated anti-wrinkle creams, lotions and gels, hand cream, body cream, body lotion, body gel, body 
oil, body powder, body toners, body cleansers, body sprays, body scrubs, body emulsions, body masks and body 
washes, moisturizing mist, non-medicated skin renewal creams, lotions and gels, foot and leg skin moisturizing and 
refresher gel, makeup remover, personal deodorants and antiperspirants and talcum powder; sun care preparations; sun 
screen preparations; sun block preparations; self-tanning preparations; skin bronzer creams, lotions and gels; bronzing 
sticks, bronzing powders; after-sun soothing and moisturizing preparations, pre-shave and after shave lotions, creams, 
balms, splashes and gels; shaving cream; shaving gel; hair care preparations, hair shampoo, hair conditioners, hair 
styling preparations, hair volumizing preparations, hair sunscreen preparations; perfumery, namely, perfume, eaux de 
perfume, eau de toilette, cologne and essential oils for aromatherapy, essential oils for perfumery and cosmetic purposes, 
scented oils, fragranced body lotions, fragranced skin moisturizers, fragranced skin soaps, fragranced body creams, 
fragranced body powders, scented aftershave, scented shaving cream, scented personal deodorants and antiperspirants.

Cl.44;Providing information about beauty namely how to enhance the appearance of skin; providing information about 
beauty; providing beauty care information; providing news and information in the field of personal beauty; providing 
information about how to enhance the appearance of skin; providing information about beauty; providing beauty care 
information; providing information in the field of personal beauty.
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Priority claimed from 02/06/2017; Application No. : 1849248 ;Australia 

3726820    03/10/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384450]
REMEDY DRINKS PTY LTD

L7, 612-616, St Kilda Rd MELBOURNE VIC 3004 Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES

9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Beverages made of milk; milk-based beverages; coconut milk (beverages); milk of almonds (beverages); almond 
milk; beverages derived from milk; beverages with a milk base; almond milk for culinary purposes; coconut milk; cream 
preparations containing milk; drinks based predominantly on milk; preparations for making beverages (milk based); 
preparations for making milk beverages; fermented milk; fruit preserved in alcohol.

Cl.30;Beverages made of tea; tea-based beverages; beverages with tea base; fermented tea; non-medicated tea 
beverages; preparations for making beverages (tea based); honey; natural honey; sweet spreads (honey); non-medicated 
tea; herb teabased beverages not for medical purposes; herbal beverages (other than for medicinal use); fermented 
beverages based on tea; wild kombucha culture based organic beverages; vanilla based organic beverages; organic 
beverages being tea predominantly made from hibiscus leaves; vinegar and tea based organic beverages

Cl.32;Live cultured or fermented beverages; beverages containing not more than 1.15% (by volume) of alcohol; low 
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alcohol beverages containing not more than 1.15% (by volume) of alcohol; non-alcoholic beverages; non-alcoholic 
beverages flavoured with tea; coconut water; fermented drinks; fermented beverages; fermented beverages based on 
coconut water; live cultured beverages; live cultured or fermented sparkling beverages; non-alcoholic honey-based 
beverages; bottled fruit juices; fresh vegetable juices; fruit juices; fruit juice beverages; nutritional drinks not for medical 
purposes; mineral and aerated waters; non-alcoholic beverages; alcohol-free beverages; alcohol-free cider; alcohol-free 
drinks; alcohol-free wine; beverages containing vitamins and minerals, nutritional drinks and juices; sports drinks; 
natural apple extract based organic beverages; natural lemon extract based organic beverages; natural raspberry extract 
based organic beverages; natural berries extracts based organic beverages; natural ginger extract based organic 
beverages.
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3727542    26/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384563]
Remedy Drinks Pty Ltd 

Level 7, 612-616 St Kilda Road Melbourne VIC 3004 AU

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES

9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Beverages made of tea; beverages with tea base; tea-based beverages.

Cl.32;Non-alcoholic beverages.

Cl.33;Low alcohol beverages containing not more than 1.15% (by volume) of alcohol.
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Priority claimed from 03/05/2017; Application No. : UK00003228651 ;United Kingdom 

3777800    31/10/2017
[International Registration No. : 1392674]
Vodafone Group PLC

Vodafone House, The Connection Newbury, Berkshire RG14 2FN GB

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEOLEGAL ASSOCIATES

World Trade Centre, 12th floor, 4C 1, Cuffee Parade, Mumbai-400005

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Telecommunications, telephonic and communications apparatus and instruments; fixed line telephones; mobile 
phones; portable telecommunications apparatus; smartphones; cases for telephones; headsets for telephones; handheld, 
mobile and tablet computers; computers including laptop and notebook computers; wearable electronic 
telecommunication and computing devices; data communication apparatus and instruments; voice processing systems; 
computer networking and data communications equipment; data processing systems; electronic databases; digital 
telephone platforms and software; computer hardware for telecommunications; telecommunication networks; apparatus 
and instruments for the processing, transmission, storage, logging, reception and retrieval of data being in the form of 
encoded data, text, audio, graphic images or video or a combination of these formats; personal digital assistants; 
electronic personal organisers; audio and video recordings; media for storing information, data, images and sound; 
digital media content (downloadable), including films, television programmes, radio programmes, videos, images, music, 
text, data, images, graphics and ringtones, provided from a computer database, the Internet or other electronic network; 
satellite receiving and transmission apparatus and instruments; satellite location and navigation systems; GPS 
apparatus; electronic and satellite navigational and positional apparatus and instruments including global positioning 
systems; machine readable media; downloadable digital audio, video and data provided from a computer database, or the 
Internet or other electronic network; teaching apparatus and instruments; blank and pre-recorded magnetic cards; cards 
containing microprocessors; telephone cards; encoded cards; electronic publications (downloadable) provided on-line 
from computer databases, the Internet or other electronic networks; computer software, including computer software 
supplied from a computer database, the Internet or other electronic network; application software, including application 
software for mobile devices; downloadable computer software applications; communications software; computer 
software and application software for secure, encrypted purchases; operating system software; computer software for the 
streaming transmission and encryption and storage, of audio, video, graphics, text and data on and over communication 
networks; computer software to enable peer-to-peer networking and file sharing; search engine software; software for the 
identification of persons; software for access control, video control and detecting the presence of persons; software for 
computer security, including antivirus, firewalls, antispam, anti-spyware, web filtering and intrusion detection software; 
virtual private network software; systems for the downloading and updating of computer software to and from electronic 
apparatus; customer support and customer service computer software and application software; voice command and 
recognition software, speech to text conversion software, and voice-enabled software applications; messaging software; 
personal assistant software; computer software for personal information management; computer software for use to 
connect and control internet of things (IoT) electronic devices; chatbot computer software and application software; 
computer software and application software in the field of artificial intelligence (AI); artificially intelligent chatbot 
computer software and application software for providing customer support and customer services; customer service 
chat robot software; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; voice transmission and reception services; voice messaging and voicemail services; voice 
over IP services; messaging services, namely, sending, receiving and forwarding messages in the form of text, audio, 
graphic images or video or a combination of these formats; unified messaging services; provision of Internet services, in 
particular Internet access services; electronic mail services; provision of broadband services; wireless communication 
services; wireless telephony; providing data network services; provision of access to webpages featuring directories via 
a global computer network, online or a telecommunications network; provision of access to content, websites and portals 
relating to location based services for telecommunications apparatus; provision of information relating to or identifying 
telephone and telecommunications apparatus and instruments; transfer of data by telecommunications; data streaming; 
streaming of digital media content, including films, television programmes, radio programmes, videos, music, text, data, 
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images, graphics and ringtones, via the Internet or a telecommunications network; delivery of digital media content, 
including films, television programmes, radio programmes, videos, music, text, data, images, graphics and ringtones, via 
the Internet or a telecommunications network; broadcasting services; transmission of digital audio, video and multimedia 
content by telecommunications; transmission of news and current affairs information; telecommunications portal 
services; access to content, websites and portals; providing access to social networking websites; video conferencing 
services; providing voice chat services; instant messaging services; providing access to customer service and customer 
support content, websites and portals; electronic bulletin board services; chatroom services; electronic communication 
by means of chatrooms, chat lines and internet forums; electronic exchange of messages via chat lines, chatrooms and 
internet forums; virtual chatrooms established via text messaging or instant messaging; virtual chatrooms established via 
text messaging or instant messaging utilising a chatbot; signal transmission for electronic commerce via 
telecommunications systems and data communication systems; providing access to databases; electronic data exchange 
services; email data services; telecommunication gateway services; interactive telecommunications services; providing 
information, advisory and consultancy services in relation to the aforementioned services.

Cl.42;Hosting software interfaces to provide personalised access to computer databases, the Internet or other 
electronic networks; hosting software applications through computer databases, the Internet, or other electronic 
networks; software as a service [SaaS]; platform as a service [PaaS]; application service provider (ASP) services, namely, 
hosting computer software applications of others; providing online use of non-downloadable computer software over 
communication networks, intranets and the internet; software as a service in the field of communications; software as a 
service for use with mobile devices; software as a service in the field of electronic payments; software as a service for the 
streaming transmission and encryption and storage of audio, video, graphics, text and data on and over communication 
networks; software as a service to enable peer-to-peer networking and file sharing; search engine software as a service; 
software as a service for the identification of persons; software as a service for access control, video control and 
detecting the presence of persons; software as a service for computer security, including antivirus, firewalls, anti-spam, 
anti-spyware, web filtering and intrusion detection; virtual private network software as a service; software as a service in 
the field of customer support and customer service; software as a service in the field of voice command and voice 
recognition, software as a service in the field of speech to text conversion; online voice-enabled software as a service 
applications; messaging software as a service; personal assistant software as a service; software as a service for 
personal information management; software as a service for use to connect and control internet of things (IoT) electronic 
devices; chatbot software as a service; software as a service in the field of artificial intelligence (AI); artificially intelligent 
chatbot software as a service for providing customer support and customer services to telecommunications customers; 
providing temporary use of web-based customer service chat robot applications; hosting online facilities for conducting 
interactive discussions; hosting computer software services; server hosting; hosting websites and computer databases; 
hosting of multimedia content online; on-line computer services, namely online data storage, hosting online and mobile 
networks, hosting of internet sites for others; cloud computing; provision of information, advisory and consultancy 
services relating to computers and information technology; designing software for online forums for discussion; research 
and development services; research in the field of technology; computer programming and software design; installation, 
maintenance and updating of computer software and programmes; creating and maintaining websites; information 
technology support services; provision of information and advice of a technical nature for the prospective purchasers of 
commodities and goods; consultancy and information services relating to the development, design, programming and 
implementation of hardware and software, provided online from a global computer network or the Internet; provision of 
Internet search engines; design of communications systems; design of software including software applications for use 
on mobile devices; encryption, decryption and authentication of information, messages and data; provision of security 
services for computer networks, computer access and computerized transactions, including through electronic means via 
wireless network and/or mobile telecommunication devices; data conversion of electronic information, including data and 
computer programs (except physical conversion); data mining; database design; testing of electronic data processing 
systems; data security services [firewalls]; data encryption services; data migration services; telecommunications 
technology consultancy; design of telecommunications apparatus and equipment; development, maintenance and 
updating of a telecommunication network search engine; information, advisory and consultancy services in relation to the 
aforementioned services.
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Priority claimed from 31/05/2017; Application No. : 1067945 ;New Zealand 

3778531    11/10/2017
[International Registration No. : 1392777]
SEEQUENT LIMITED

20 Moorhouse Avenue, Addington Christchurch 8011 NZ

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS

PLOT NO. A-8 SECTOR-4 NOIDA 201301

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Compilation of information into computer databases; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; 
compilation of statistical data and information; compilation of environmental information; compilation of information 
relating to environmental conditions; computerised data processing; online data processing services; consultancy 
relating to data processing; consulting services relating to the compilation of geostatistics; information, advisory and 
consultancy services for use by mining, minerals, civil, environmental, geothermal, energy, and groundwater industries 
and providing of all of the aforementioned services electronically, including via the Internet.

Cl.37;Mining extraction; quarrying services; mining services; construction and maintenance services relating to civil 
engineering; construction of structures for the production of natural gas; provision of information in relation to mining; 
mining consultancy; information, advisory and consultancy services in relation to the aforementioned services; provision 
of all of the aforementioned services electronically, including via the Internet.

Cl.40;Production of energy; processing and transforming of mineral resources and of other raw materials; consultancy 
in the field of energy generation; information, advisory and consultancy services in relation to the aforementioned 
services; provision of all of the aforementioned services electronically, including via the Internet.
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3834047    25/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1401028]
Absolute Museum & Gallery Products Ltd

The Hub, Station Road Pathfields Business Park, South Molton, Devon EX36 3LL GB

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING

120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal products, namely barriers, hanging systems and label holders; all for use in museums and galleries.

Cl.12;Trucks, carts and trolleys; all for use in museums and galleries or relating to works of art.

Cl.20;Hanging systems; barriers; label holders; all for use in museums and galleries or relating to works of art.

Cl.42;Design services relating to museum and gallery products.
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3988129    16/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1430563]
Global Castings Sales & Services A/S

Smed Hansens Vej 27 DK-6940 Lem DK

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES

B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; alloys of common metal; building materials of metal; railway material 
of metal; goods made of metal, namely, foundry molds of metal; bindings of metal; tanks of metal; steel sheets; grilles 
and pipes of metal as well as pipe systems and accessories consisting thereof, namely, flanges, pipe muffs, collars for 
fastening pipes, elbows for pipes; junctions for pipes; drain traps [valves] of metal (all the aforesaid goods made of alloys 
of common metal); lead, unwrought or semi-wrought; cast iron, unwrought or semi-wrought; cast steel; cast stainless 
steel; spheroidal cast iron; chilled cast iron; metal duct covers for heating shafts and wastewater shafts; support pipes 
other than parts of machines, consisting of cast metal; railway points; water-pipe valves of metal.

Cl.7;Machines and machine parts, namely, generators for wind turbines and plants consisting thereof; machine tools 
and parts thereof; molds; pumps and parts thereof; housings [parts of machines]; steam engine boilers; machine wheels; 
stands for machines; tables for machines; axles for machines; wheels being parts of machines, shaft drives for machines; 
taps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; machine-operated tools, namely, tools for machine tools; diamond-pointed 
metal-cutting tools including permanently fixed or removable cutting edges of hard cutting materials, as well as frictional 
tools and combinations of frictional tools with drilling tools, boring tools, counter bores and deburring tools; brake pads, 
other than for vehicles; foundry machines; housings [parts of machines] cast in one piece, for different industry sectors, 
in particular for the chemical industry; embossing machines; machine components, namely, frames, covers, housings, 
machine tool holders; clutch pistons for machines; compressors; pistons [parts of machines or engines]; printing 
cylinders; extender wheels; crankcases for pumps as far as included in this class; pumps [machines], the aforesaid 
goods as adjusted machine parts; pestles, not manually operated, as machine parts for press manufacture; swing jaws 
[machine parts], colander frames [machine parts]; crankcases for machines, motors and engines; pistons [parts of 
machines or engines]; bearings [parts of machines]; ball-bearings; ball-bearing rings; roller bearings; couplings, other 
than for land vehicles.
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4049789    15/08/2018
[International Registration No. : 1442426]
DAIKIN INDUSTRIES, LTD.

Umeda Center Bldg., 4-12, Nakazaki-nishi 2-chome, Kita-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 530-8323 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in industry; chemical additives for lubricants; chemical additives for oils; chemical additives for 
improving resin; chemical additives for resin treatment; chemical additives for use in the manufacture of resin products; 
fluorine; perfluorinated chemical compounds prepared synthetically for use in manufacture; unprocessed synthetic 
resins; unprocessed plastics, namely, plastics in primary form; fluorine resins; chemical additives for processing paints 
(industrial chemicals).

Cl.2;Coating compositions in the nature of paint; synthetic resin paints; fluorine resin coatings [paints]; fluorine resin 
coating preparations [paint].

Cl.4;Lubricants; industrial lubricants; lubricants for industrial machinery; lubricating oil; solid lubricants for industrial 
purposes.

Cl.17;Semi-processed resin; synthetic rubber; rubber, raw or semi-worked; fluoro rubber; plastics in the form of sheets, 
blocks, and rods, being for use in manufacture; processed or semi-processed plastics in the form of powders, liquid, gel, 
and films, being for use in manufacture.
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Priority claimed from 02/05/2018; Application No. : 87904582 ;United States of America 

4055729    02/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1442177]
ZESTFINANCE, INC.

3900 W Alameda Avenue, Suite 1600 Burbank, CA 91505, United States of America

Manufacturer and service provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES

9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for a technology data analytics platform used for financial underwriting and fraud detection; 
downloadable computer software for a technology data analytics platform used for financial underwriting and fraud 
detection; computer software for fraud detection and anti-money laundering regulatory compliance; downloadable 
computer software for fraud detection and anti-money laundering regulatory compliance.

Cl.35;Business consulting services in connection with a technology data analytics platform used for financial 
underwriting and fraud detection; business consulting services in the field of fraud detection and anti-money laundering 
regulatory compliance; business consulting services in the field of credit risk assessment for consumer installment 
loans, financing, underwriting, and consumer lending services.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for a technology data analytics platform used for financial 
underwriting and fraud detection; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for a technology 
data analytics platform used for financial underwriting and fraud detection; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring 
computer software platforms for fraud detection and anti-money laundering regulatory compliance; software as a service 
(SAAS) services featuring software for fraud detection and anti-money laundering regulatory compliance.
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Priority claimed from 28/03/2018; Application No. : UK00003300256 ;United Kingdom 

4055772    08/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1444316]
VODAFONE GROUP PLC

Vodafone House, The Connection Newbury, Berkshire RG14 2FN United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEOLEGAL ASSOCIATES

World Trade Centre, 12th floor, 4C 1, Cuffee Parade, Mumbai-400005

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Telecommunications, telephonic and communications apparatus and instruments; radio telephones, mobile and 
fixed telephones; mobile phones; portable telecommunications apparatus; smartphones; cases for telephones; headsets 
for telephones; handheld, mobile and tablet computers; wearable electronic telecommunication and computing devices; 
data communication apparatus and instruments; voice processing systems; computer networking and data 
communications equipment; mobile data comunications apparatus; data processing systems; electronic databases; 
digital telephone platforms and software; computer hardware for telecommunications; telecommunication networks; 
modems; network routers; broadband data interconnecting computer installations; decoders; set-top box apparatus 
including apparatus having an interactive viewing guide and/or a recorder for recording television and audio 
programmes; electrical and electronic apparatus for use in the reception of satellite, terrestrial or cable broadcasts; 
apparatus and instruments for the processing, transmission, storage, logging, reception and retrieval of data being in the 
form of encoded data, text, audio, graphic images or video or a combination of these formats; wireless handheld 
telecommunication units and devices, namely, tablets, mobile phones, smart phones, computers, portable telephones, 
video telephones, radios, smart watches, USB dongles; remote controls for electric and electronic devices; personal 
digital assistants; electronic sensors including pedometers altimeters and weighing scales; barcode and quick response 
code readers and scanners; audio and video recordings; electronic media for storing information, data, images and 
sound; digital media content (downloadable), including films, television programmes, radio programmes, videos, images, 
music, text, data, images, graphics and ringtones, provided from a computer database, the Internet or other electronic 
network; satellite receiving and transmission apparatus and instruments; computer and video game software programs, 
including downloadable games; electronic publications (downloadable) provided on-line from computer databases, the 
Internet or other electronic networks; machine readable media; downloadable digital audio, video and data provided from 
a computer database, or the Internet or other electronic network; battery chargers for use with telecommunications 
apparatus; batteries; battery back-up power supply; peripheral equipment for televisions and computers; computers 
including laptop and notebook computers; electronic personal organisers; electronic and satellite navigational and 
positional apparatus and instruments including global positioning systems; desk or car mounted units incorporating a 
loud speaker which permits hands-free use of a telephone handset; in-car telephone handset cradles; teaching apparatus 
and instruments; metering apparatus; smart meters; blank and pre-recorded magnetic cards; cards containing 
microprocessors; telephone cards; credit, debit and payment cards; telephone credit cards; encoded cards; computer 
software, including computer software supplied from a computer database, the Internet or other electronic network; data 
communications software; application software, including application software for mobile telephones; downloadable 
computer software applications; computer software for wireless data communication; computer software and application 
software for the synchronization, transmission and sharing of voice, data, calendar and content between one or more 
electronic devices, for purchasing applications handheld electronic devices and for secure, encrypted purchases; 
operating system software; computer software for the streaming transmission and encryption and storage, of audio, 
video, graphics, text and data on and over communication networks; computer software to enable peer-to-peer 
networking and file sharing; search engine software; computer software for conducting and co-ordinating 
communications among computer users sharing information and audio data via electronic communications networks; 
software for interactive televisions; image and video editing software including software applications for use on mobile 
devices; software for the identification of persons; software for access control, video control and detecting the presence 
of persons; software for computer security, including antivirus, firewalls, antispam, anti-spyware, web filtering; intrusion 
detection software; virtual private network software; computer software for receiving, processing, transmitting and 
displaying information relating to fitness, body fat, body mass index, sleep patterns, locations, attitude, weather and 
temperature; computer software for managing information regarding tracking, compliance and motivation with a health 
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and fitness program; anti-theft devices not for vehicles; distance sensors being anti-collision sensors for vehicles, other 
than vehicle parts; devices and apparatus for locating movable property; apparatus for sending and receiving information 
from movable property; devices and apparatus for remote control of electrical apparatus and household appliances; 
alarm devices and installations, other than for vehicles; satellite location and navigation systems; systems for the 
downloading and updating of computer software to and from electronic apparatus; electronic and biometric apparatus 
and installations for access control; electronic apparatus for identifying personnel prior to entry; closed circuit television 
systems; cameras, television cameras and video recorders for closed-circuit television; optical and photographic 
apparatus; electronic speedometers; electronic odometers; electronic tachometers; speed checking apparatus for 
vehicles; kilometre recorders for vehicles; electric or electronic sensors for vehicles, other than vehicle parts; electronic 
sensors; sirens; electric locks for vehicles; remote control apparatus; electronic keys for vehicles; electronic keyless 
remote control vehicle access devices; remote control starters for vehicles; remote control systems for the automatic 
operating of the locks of vehicle doors, boot, bonnet and roof; communication apparatus integrated into motorcycle 
helmets; GPS apparatus; apparatus for vehicles for determining or signalling vehicle location, locations of site, travel 
routes, time, traffic conditions, presence of emergency vehicles and hazard conditions; systems for communication 
between vehicles and road infrastructures; road marking detection devices; vehicle teleguidance systems and 
instruments; computer monitoring systems for blind spot and lane changing assistance; vehicle on-board computers; on-
board optical equipment for vehicles, including land vehicles; on-board electric, electronic or optical equipment for 
vehicles, namely, electric batteries, mileage recorders and radios for vehicles, including for land vehicles; on-board 
diagnostic computer apparatus and remote-controlled diagnostic computer apparatus for vehicles; systems for the 
downloading and updating of computer software to and from vehicles; devices to detect and/or exchange data between a 
vehicle and a remote unit for security purposes; parking aids in the nature of electronic apparatus for detection obstacle; 
electronic apparatus for the control of car parking; pre-collision detection and collision avoidance systems, namely, on-
board computers; electronic immobilisers for vehicles; in vehicle touch screen computer systems; software for 
customised display screens on telecommunications applications; downloadable computer software for use in 
electronically trading, storing, sending, receiving, accepting, and transmitting digital currency, and managing digital 
currency payment and exchange transactions; mobile apps; interactive computer software and computer hardware for 
providing financial services on-line from a global computer network and the internet via computer terminals and mobile 
communication devices; electronic and computer databases, namely asset databases that can be shared and transmitted.

Cl.36;Financial services; banking services; monetary affairs; investment services; insurance services; providing 
financial services via a trading platform; online banking services; online business banking services; automated banking 
services; computerised banking services; electronic banking services; internet banking services; information, advisory 
and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid services; services related to cryptocurrency, virtual and digital money; 
providing electronic transfer and trading services for a virtual currency; electronic financial trading, namely trading in the 
field of digitised assets such as bitcoins, cryptocurrency, digital tokens, virtual currency and digital currency; digitised 
assets (such as bitcoin, cryptocurrency, digital tokens, virtual currency and digital currency) retail and wholesale, 
including over a global computer network or the internet; financial services, namely, providing a decentralized and open 
source crypto-currency on a global computer network utilizing a blockchain. currency exchange service; currency 
trading; on-line real-time currency trading; financial exchange services, namely, providing electronic transfer of a virtual 
currency for use by members of an on-line community via a global computer network; providing peer-to-peer financial 
services, namely, trading, lending, financing and exchange of digital tokens; financial services, namely, virtual currency 
central repository services in the nature of providing electronic transfer of a virtual currency for use by members on an 
on-line community via a global computer network; banking services including home, mobile, Internet and remote banking; 
financial sponsorship; insurance and finance services including such services provided over the Internet or any other 
electronic network, discount services including discount card services; issue and redemption of tokens, vouchers and 
points; credit card services; charge card services; insurance, financing and guarantee services relating to 
telecommunications and communications apparatus and instruments; provision of electronic payment services including 
electronic fund transfer services and on-line transaction facilities; provision of investment and fund management 
information; administration of funds and investments; stock, shares and bond information and brokerage services; 
provision of information and advisory services relating to monetary affairs and the aforementioned services including the 
provision of information from a computer database, the Internet or other electronic network; provision of information and 
advice for the prospective purchasers of commodities and goods, all related to payment terms and insurance.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; mobile and fixed telecommunication and telephone, satellite telecommunication, cellular 
telecommunication, radio and cellular telephone, radio facsimile, radio paging and radio communication services; voice 
transmission services; voice messaging and voicemail services; electronic mail services for data and voice; hire, leasing 
and rental of telecommunications, radio, radio telephone and radio facsimile apparatus; rental of telecommunication 
facilities; leasing of telephone circuits; communication of data by radio, telecommunications and by satellite; 
transmission and receiving by radio; communications services by satellite, television and/or radio; transmission and 
reception of voice communication services; voice over IP services; communication telecommunication services via a 
global computer network or the Internet; telephone and mobile telephone message collection and transmission; delivery 
and reception of sound data and images;telephone communication services provided for hotlines and call centres; 
automated telephone call screening services; automated telephone voice massage services; telephone communication 
services in the nature of automatic telephone answering services; personal numbering services; rental of replacement 
telecommunications apparatus in the case of breakdown, loss or theft; provision of Internet services, namely Internet 
access services; telecommunication of information (including web pages), computer programmes and any other data; 
electronic mail services; provision of wireless broadband communication services; wireless communication services; 
wireless telephony; digital network telecommunications services; internet portal services; provision of location based 
telecommunications services for telecommunications apparatus; provision of transfer of data via wireless application 
protocols [WAP], including those utilising a secure communications channel; provision of information about 
telecommunications, providing electronic telecommunications connections; telecommunications routing and junction 
services; electronic data interchange services; transfer of data by telecommunications; data streaming; streaming of 
digital media content, including films, television programmes, radio programmes, videos, music, text, data, images, 
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graphics and ringtones, via the Internet or a telecommunications network; delivery of digital media content, including 
films, television programmes, radio programmes, videos, music, text, data, images, graphics and ringtones, via the 
Internet or a telecommunications network; data transmission services; broadcasting services; data broadcasting 
services; broadcast or transmission of radio or television programmes; transmission of digital audio, video and 
multimedia content by telecommunications; electronic transmission of audio and video files via computer and other 
electronic communications networks; transmission of news and current affairs information; delivery of digital music by 
telecommunications; providing access to social networking websites; telecommunication services for the provision of 
video text and telexes data services; messaging services, namely, sending, receiving and forwarding messages in the 
form of text, audio, graphic images or video or a combination of these formats; unified messaging services; voicemail 
services; providing user access to data networks; video conferencing services; video telephone services; providing 
telecommunications connections to the Internet or databases; computer aided transmission of messages, data and 
images; computer communication services; providing electronic conferencing services; providing and leasing access 
time to computer databases, computer bulletin boards, computer networks, interactive computer communications 
networks, electronic publications in various fields, merchandising and service catalogues and information and 
computerised research and reference materials; providing access to educational content, websites and portals; 
communication services for the remote control of electronic devices; communications networks for systems of smart 
metering; electronic transmission of data and documents via computer terminals and electronic devices; signal 
transmission for electronic commerce via telecommunications systems and data communication systems; providing 
access to electronic communications networks and electronic databases; provision of communication facilities for the 
interchange of digital data; communication of data by means of telecommunications; transmission of data, including by 
audio-visual apparatus; transmission of sound, picture, video and data signals; providing access to databases; 
telecommunication services for data bank interconnection; electronic data exchange services; e-mail data services; data 
broadcasting and communications services; providing third party users with access to telecommunication infrastructure; 
provision of telecommunication information, providing electronic telecommunications connections; telecommunication 
gateway services; interactive telecommunications services; network telecommunication services; telecommunications 
consultancy services; telecommunications services for aircraft passengers; signal transmission for electronic commerce 
via telecommunication systems and data communication system; data transmission; electronic data interchange 
services; transferring information and data via computer networks and the Internet; transferring and disseminating 
information and data via computer networks and the Internet; provision of communications facilities for the interchange 
of digital data.
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CHADHA AND CHADHA

F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Diagnostic preparations for medical or veterinary purposes; chemico-pharmaceutical preparations; chemical 
reagents for medical or veterinary purposes; enzyme preparations for medical purposes; chemical preparations for 
medical purposes; cultures of microorganisms for medical or veterinary use; biological tissue cultures for medical 
purposes.

Cl.9;Apparatus and measuring instruments for physical and chemical test and composition analysis purposes; 
apparatus for automatic chromatography for laboratory use; devices for analyzing genome information; clothing for 
protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; nucleic acid 
sequencers for scientific purposes; computer programs, recorded; gene amplification instrument for scientific purposes; 
data processing apparatus; protein sequence analysis equipment (lab equipment).

Cl.10;Testing apparatus for medical purposes; radioisotope therapy apparatus and instruments; apparatus for DNA and 
RNA testing for medical purposes; body composition monitors; body fat monitors; analysers for bacterial identification 
for medical purposes; tomographs for medical purposes; radiotherapy apparatus; apparatus for the regeneration of stem 
cells for medical purposes; gene amplification instrument for medical purposes.
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Cl.9;Weighing machines; electronic notice boards; Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; portable media players; 
teeth protectors; eyeglasses.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments; dental apparatus and instruments; X-ray apparatus for medical purposes; 
physiotherapy apparatus; hearing aids for the deaf; feeding bottles; condoms; artificial limbs; crutches for the disabled; 
suture materials.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management and organization consultancy; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers 
and sellers of goods and services; marketing; psychological testing for the selection of personnel; relocation services for 
businesses; systemization of information into computer databases; accounting; sponsorship search; retail or wholesale 
services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; brand evaluation services.

Cl.36;Real estate management; trusteeship; providing financial information via a web site; financial services; charitable 
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fund raising; lending against security; brokerage; art appraisal; guarantees; insurance underwriting.

Cl.38;Television broadcasting; message sending; providing Internet chatrooms; electronic bulletin board services 
[telecommunications services]; electronic mail; providing user access to global computer networks; transmission of 
digital files; videoconferencing services; providing access to databases; communications by computer terminals.

Cl.42;Cosmetic research.

Cl.44;Dietary and nutritional guidance; pharmacy advice; telemedicine services; medical equipment rental; health care; 
health counseling; beauty salon services; veterinary assistance; plant nurseries; rental of sanitation facilities.

Cl.45;Clothing rental; dating services; litigation services; legal document preparation services; alternative dispute 
resolution services; funerary undertaking; planning and arranging of wedding ceremonies; physical security consultancy; 
chaperoning; on-line social networking services.
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Cl.1;Carbon, not activated carbon and graphite in raw or semi-finished form for use in manufacture for industrial 
purposes, namely, carbon and graphite in the form of pieces or in granular or powder form, particularly for use as 
carbonizing agents, agents for diamond synthesis, filter materials, absorption substrate, catalyst carriers in finished 
products; carbon-containing and/or graphite-containing mixtures with tar, pitch, synthetic unprocessed resins or other 
binders in semi-finished form for use in manufacture for commercial purposes, particularly for use as carbonizing agents 
in metallurgy, for the production of electrodes for electric furnaces and for the production of molded articles and linings 
in finished products; intercalation compounds of graphite in raw or semi-finished form for use in manufacture for 
industrial purposes, particularly for the production of expanded graphite; expanded graphite as a bulk material or a loose 
material, particularly for the production of graphite foils, graphite laminates, packings, sealing materials, heat insulating 
materials, heat accumulators and heat conducting materials; chemical coatings, other than paints; carbon fiber reinforced 
ceramic; chemical products of carbon fibre-reinforced silicon carbide; carbon or graphite in powder form, graphitic 
domains of carbon or graphite lattic act as intercalation lattic for lithium -ions.

Cl.6;Armour plating and armour plates; moulds and melting and casting crucibles for metal casting.

Cl.7;Machine parts particularly for the metal, wood, plastic, paper, leather and artificial leather processing industries, 
namely, oil filters, air filters for mechanical purposes, fuel filters, bushings and bearings, mechanical seals, transmission 
seals, engine seals, hoods, cam covers, engine covers, brake linings for machines, roller bearings, conveyor rollers, 
rollers for printing machines; machine parts particularly for the chemical and pharmaceutical industries, food producing 
and processing industries, namely, oil filters, air filters for mechanical purposes, fuel filters, bushings and bearings, 
mechanical seals, transmission seals, engine seals, hoods, cam covers, engine covers, brake linings for machines, roller 
bearings, conveyor rollers, rollers for printing machines; machine parts particularly for the textile, glass and ceramic, 
building, paper and printing industries, namely, oil filters, air filters for mechanical purposes, fuel filters, bushings and 
bearings, mechanical seals, transmission seals, engine seals, hoods, cam covers, engine covers, brake linings for 
machines, roller bearings, conveyor rollers, rollers for printing machines; machine parts particularly for agriculture and 
forestry, mining and extraction of petroleum and natural gas, namely, oil filters, air filters for mechanical purposes, fuel 
filters, bushings and bearings, mechanical seals, transmission seals, engine seals, hoods, cam covers, engine covers, 
brake linings for machines, roller bearings, conveyor rollers, rollers for printing machines; machine parts particularly for 
the industries which produce vehicles, apparatus and machines for transport on land, in the air, on rail and on water, 
namely, oil filters, air filters for mechanical purposes, fuel filters, bushings and bearings, mechanical seals, transmission 
seals, engine seals, hoods, cam covers, engine covers (not for land vehicles), brake linings for machines, roller bearings, 
conveyor rollers, rollers for printing machines; machine parts, namely, oil filters, air filters for mechanical purposes, fuel 
filters, bushings and bearings, mechanical seals, transmission seals, engine seals, hoods, cam covers, engine covers, 
brake linings for machines, roller bearings, conveyor rollers, rollers for printing machines; parts for machines for 
conveyance of bulk materials, for cranes, for lifting machines and hoists, for robots, for engines and clutches of machines 
except engines and clutches for land vehicles, namely, gears, step-up and step-down transmissions, mechanical controls, 
lubricating pumps, packaging machines, automatic industrial labeling machines for applying labels to packaging; electric, 
hydraulic and lubricating pumps; machine parts, namely, slides and valves being parts of machines; steam-operated 
power generators; industrial machine presses; mechanical slide-ring seals; domestic appliances and kitchen machines, 
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namely, electric pasta makers, parts for machines, namely, friction linings and linings for clutches and brakes, brake 
disks, bearings, cylinders, roller bearings, bursting discs, sealing rings, isolating slides, namely, for pumps and heat 
exchangers, appliances for ion implantation, plasma etching, electron-beam evaporation, all the above mentioned goods 
consisting of carbon or of plastic reinforced with carbon fibers or of a material from the above mentioned group, coated 
with a ceramic or metallic material, or of carbon bound with plastic, of sintered metal, of silicon carbide, of pyrocarbon, of 
pyroboronitride or of carbon impregnated with synthetic or natural resin or with metallic materials, including in each case 
graphitic forms of carbon; parts of machines, namely, fluid tanks lined with rubber or plastic; part of machines, namely, 
metal engine gaskets, electrical motor brushes; parts for vending machines, namely, bearings, seals, hoods, covers and 
linings; machine parts and fittings for use in the production and processing of materials, consisting of high-purity 
substances, namely, for semiconductor technology, computer technology, solar technology, supporting crucibles, 
electrodes, electrically conductive contact pieces, drawing bars, crucibles, casting molds for semiconductors, 
semiconductor wafer carriers in the nature of chip housings, soldering and fusion moulds for semiconductors consisting 
of carbon or of carbon reinforced with carbon fibers or of one of the above mentioned materials, but with coating of 
pyrocarbon, pyroboronitride or silicon carbide, or of pyrocarbon, pyroboronitride, silicon carbide or of plastic reinforced 
with carbon fibers or of carbon bound with plastic or of carbon impregnated with synthetic or natural resin, including in 
each case graphitic forms of carbon.

Cl.9;Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing appliances and 
computers; fire extinguishers; parts for analyzers and appliances for atomic absorption spectrometry, atomic emission 
spectrometry, X-ray fluorescence spectrometry appliances for voltametry, ammetry and electrosynthesis; parts for 
experimental furnaces, electrolysis systems, rectifiers, spark-erosion component, welding transformers, electrodes and 
electric contacts being parts of furnaces for laboratory use; lightning conductors and cathodic anti-corrosion apparatus 
and parts therefor; microscopes; filters for breathing masks; each of the above consisting of carbon, graphite or of 
carbon reinforced with carbon fibers or a coating of pyrocarbon, pyroborinitride or silicon carbide, or of silicon carbide or 
pyroboronitride or pyrocarbon or of plastic reinforced with carbon fibers or of carbon bound with plastic or of carbon 
impregnated with a synthetic or natural resin or with a metallic material or of sintered metal, including in each case 
graphitic forms of carbon; electrodes for electrical and electrochemical purposes, namely, for electric furnaces and 
electrolysis systems, consisting of carbon, of carbon reinforced with carbon fibers, of carbon impregnated with synthetic 
or natural resins, of carbon with synthetic resins, silicon carbide, pyrocarbon, including in each case graphitic forms of 
carbon linings for laboratory electrolysis systems consisting of carbon and/or graphite, of carbon or graphite 
impregnated with synthetic or natural resins; laboratory equipment, namely, crucibles, pipes and tubs for use in 
laboratories and assays during operation, consisting of carbon or graphite, of carbon or graphite reinforced with carbon 
fibers; counter electrodes, electrical brake pieces, namely, controllers, components for electrical resistors, namely, rings, 
wafers, grit, and parts for each of the foregoing for use as electromagnetic shields consisting of carbon, of carbon 
reinforced with carbon fibers, of plastic reinforced with carbon fibers, of carbon bound with plastic, of carbon 
impregnated with synthetic or natural resins, of silicon carbide, including in each case graphitic forms of carbon; parts of 
apparatus consisting of electrically conductive plastic, namely, wires, wire linings, separator plates, hoods, covers of 
carbon or graphite bound with plastics, including carbon fibers; parts and fittings of material testing instruments and 
machines for use in the production and processing of materials and parts consisting of high-purity substances, namely, 
for semiconductor technology, computer technology, solar technology, heating elements circuits and susceptors in the 
nature of electrical sensors, consisting of carbon or of carbon reinforced with carbon fibers or of one of the above 
mentioned materials, but with coating of pyrocarbon, pyroboronitride or silicon carbide, or of pyrocarbon, 
pyroboronitride, silicon carbide or of plastic reinforced with carbon fibers or of carbon bound with plastic or of carbon 
impregnated with synthetic or natural resin, including in each case graphitic forms of carbon; electrodes for electrical and 
electrochemical purposes, namely, for electric furnaces and electrolysis plants for chemical use, consisting of carbon, of 
carbon reinforced with carbon fibers, of carbon bound with plastic or of carbon impregnated with synthetic or natural 
resin; parts for electrical batteries, accumulators, and fuel cells, namely, conductive additives, electrode substrates, 
electrodes, and separator plates; electrical contact pieces of motors including sliding contacts for the transmission of 
electrical currents, consisting of carbon, of carbon reinforced with carbon fibers, of plastic reinforced with carbon fibers, 
of plastic reinforced with glass fibers, of carbon bound with plastic or of carbon impregnated with synthetic or nature; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus.

Cl.10;Radiation windows and tables being component parts of apparatus and installations for the production of X-rays 
for medical purposes, consisting of carbon, of silicon carbide, of carbon reinforced with carbon fibers, of plastic 
reinforced with carbon fiber, or of plastic reinforced with glass fiber, including in each case graphitic forms of carbon; 
structural parts for use in medical apparatus and instruments, namely, replacement parts for x-ray machines for medical 
use, namely, hoods, covers, plates, columns and supports consisting of carbon, of carbon reinforced with carbon fibers 
or of one of the above-mentioned materials, but with a coating of pyrocarbon, pyroboronitride, silicon carbide, or of 
pyrocarbon, pyroboronitride or silicon carbide of plastic reinforced with carbon fibres, of plastic reinforced with glass 
fibers, or of sintered metal, of carbon bound with synthetic resin, including in each case graphitic forms of carbon.

Cl.11;Machines and apparatus for the chemical industry, in particular hydrogen chloride synthesising installations and 
hydrogen chloride synthesising installations connected to steam generating installation; parts for heat generation and for 
furnaces, namely, heating elements, heating plates, heating strips, heating pipes, and heating bars; parts for heating 
systems and apparatus with heating surfaces, cooking apparatus and cooking systems, namely, electromagnetic 
induction cookers; parts sold as integral components of evaporators, steam-generating plants, hot-air apparatus, 
ventilation and air-conditioning systems, air-filter and gas-filter systems, gas scrubbers, gas-purification systems, 
dedusting systems, drying apparatus, cooling systems, distilling and extracting systems, heat exchangers, seawater 
desalination plants, nuclear reactors, plumbing appliances and water conduits appliances; all the above mentioned 
materials, including graphitic forms, or of one of the above mentioned materials, but with a coating of a ceramic or 
metallic materials, or of silicon carbide, pyroboronitride or of graphite foils or graphite laminate; power plants for 
chemical process technology and components therefore, namely, heat exchangers, consisting of carbon or graphite 
impregnated with synthetic or natural resin and of metal parts lined with plastic or rubber, namely, steel parts, or of 
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carbon or graphite, light reflectors structural parts for nuclear reactors consisting of carbon or graphite or of carbon 
reinforced with carbon fibers graphite salts; machine parts particularly for the purification and keeping pure of liquids and 
gases.

Cl.12;Parts of vehicles for transport on land, on water, in the air, on rails and of devices for aeronautics, namely, parts 
for clutches for land vehicles, namely, friction linings, pumps, bearings, mountings, seals consisting of carbon or of 
carbon reinforced with carbon fibers, of plastic reinforced with carbon fibers, of plastic reinforced with glass fibers, of 
carbon bound with synthetic resin, of carbon impregnated with synthetic resin or of carbon impregnated with synthetic 
resin or natural resin, including fiber-containing forms, or of pyrocarbon, all the above-mentioned materials also including 
graphitic forms of carbon, or of sintered metal or of silicon carbide, or of graphite foils or graphite laminates; parts of 
vehicles for transport on land, on water, in the air, on rails and of devices for aeronautics, namely, parts sold as an 
integral component of clutches for land vehicles, namely, brushes, contact pieces, including sliding contacts for the 
transmission of electrical currents consisting of carbon, of carbon reinforced with carbon fibers, of plastic reinforced with 
carbon fibers, of plastic reinforced with glass fibers, of carbon bound with plastic or of metal-containing carbon or 
graphite, including in each case graphitic forms of carbon.

Cl.17;Components and semi-finished products for sealing purposes for use in plumbing, automotive head gaskets, 
valves, furnaces, chemical plants and electrolysis cells, namely, seals, packings, sealing cords, sealing twines or sealing 
strips, and sealing plates consisting of carbon, of carbon reinforced with carbon fibers, of plastic reinforced with carbon 
fibers, of plastic reinforced with glass fibers, or of carbon bound with plastic, including in each case graphitic forms of 
carbon, or of graphite foil or graphite laminate; semi-finished sheets, blocks, rods and pellets for the production of 
synthetic seals, consisting of carbon, of carbon reinforced with carbon fibers, of plastic reinforced with carbon fibers or 
of carbon bound with plastic, including in each case graphitic forms of carbon, or of graphite foil or graphite laminate; 
sealing and insulating materials, namely, compounds and cements for sealing and insulation, consisting of mixtures of 
carbon and/or graphite and/or carbon fibers or graphite fibers as fillers and tar and/or pitch and/or synthetic resin as 
binders; heat shields for insulating automobiles and machinery; heat-insulation composites for use in furnaces, 
buildings, chemical plants and electrolysis cells, consisting of fibrous and non-fibrous carbon and/or graphite, namely, of 
graphite foils, graphite laminates, expanded graphite or of graphite reinforced with carbon fibers; semi-finished products 
for brake disks, semi-finished products for friction linings and semi-finished products for the production of friction 
linings, namely, clutch linings and brake linings, consisting of carbon, of carbon reinforced with carbon fibers, of plastic 
reinforced with carbon fibers, of plastic reinforced with glass fibers, of carbon bound with plastic, including in each case 
graphitic forms of carbon; semi-worked synthetic composites as semi-finished products, not for textile purposes and not 
for packaging purposes, in the form of fibers, threads, bulk fibers, wadding, wool, felts, slivers, woven fabrics, knitted 
fabrics, and braidings consisting of carbon and/or graphite, graphite foils and graphite laminates; semi-worked synthetic 
composites as semi-finished products in the form of webs and shaped compounds consisting of rubber and plastic for 
the lining of containers, pipes and appliances or of parts thereof and for the covering of surfaces; semi-finished products 
in the form of plates, blocks, tubes, longitudinal profiles, foils for the production of apparatus, appliances and parts for 
the production and processing of semiconductors, high-purity substances and for use in laboratory technology and 
analysis technology, namely, for processors, computer technology, solar technology, optical-fiber technology, 
spectrometry, consisting of carbon or of carbon reinforced with carbon fibers, or of one of the above-mentioned 
materials, but with a coating of pyrocarbon, pyroboronitride, silicon carbide or of pyroboronitride, pyrocarbon, silicon 
carbide or of plastic reinforced with carbon fibers, of plastic reinforced with glass fibers, or of carbon bound with plastic; 
the above-mentioned materials, insofar as they contain carbon, including graphitic forms of carbon; non-metallic linings 
for use in chemical industry and heating installations; brake lining materials, partly processed; clutch linings; semi-
finished products in the form of blocks, plates, strips, rods, bars, pipes of carbon fibre-reinforced silicon carbide; 
oxidised polyacrylonitrile fibres, not for textile use; flexible tubes, in particular of synthetic material, also those with 
braiding of metal, glass and asbestos; non-metallic expansive parts for ducts for pipes, connectors for ducts for pipes, 
bellows for ducts for pipes; packing materials of graphite; shaped parts, membranes of synthetic material for sealing 
purposes for use in plumbing, automotive head gaskets, valves, furnaces, heat-insulating, chemical plants and 
electrolysis cells; semifinished products in the form of blocks, boards, bars, tubes, longitudinal profiles consisting of 
carbon, of carbon reinforced with carbon fibers, of plastic reinforced with carbon fibers, of plastic reinforced with glass 
fibers, of carbon impregnated with tar, pitch, synthetic or natural resins, of carbon bound with plastic, including in each 
case graphitic forms of carbon, or of silicon carbide.

Cl.19;Manufactured goods for building purposes not of metal, namely, beams, composite boards, perforated and/or 
profiled composite boards, blocks, reinforcing bars, drainage and filtering tubes, longitudinal profiles in the nature of 
molding, profiled strips in the nature of molding, building bricks, namely, refractory bricks, partition walls for construction 
of interior spaces, and structural engineered support beams, each consisting of carbon, of carbon reinforced with carbon 
fibers, of plastic reinforced with carbon fibers, of carbon bound with plastic, of carbon impregnated with synthetic or 
natural resins, including in each case graphitic forms of carbon, or of silicon carbide; tar-based cementing compounds 
and cements for patching and sealing in building and construction, as well as compounds for the production of corrosion-
proof or refractory linings, consisting of tar and/or pitch and/or synthetic resins as binders and carbon and/or graphite, 
including fibrous forms, as fillers.

Cl.22;Chemical fibers for textile use, namely, fiber, threads, twines, cords, bulk fibers, slivers, and braids or meshes for 
textile purposes consisting of carbon and/or graphite, silicon carbide or other non-oxide ceramic fibers; tapes for 
Venetian blinds consisting of carbon and/or graphite, silicon carbide or other non-oxide ceramic fibers; wadding for 
filtering; oxidised polyacrylonitrile fibres for textile use.

Cl.23;Threads for textile purposes consisting of carbon and/or graphite, silicon carbide or other non-oxide ceramic 
fibers.

Cl.35;Distribution of advertising materials, advertising, marketing, sales promotion, business consulting, business 
management, office functions for goods, materials, composites, semi-finished goods, components, consisting of carbon, 
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graphite, expanded natural graphite, silicon carbide, non-oxide ceramic, carbon ceramic, carbon fibers, glass fibers, 
acrylic fibers, carbon reinforced with carbon fibers or plastic reinforced with carbon fibers and/or glass fibers.

Cl.39;Unpacking services.

Cl.40;Prototype fabrication of new products for others.

Cl.42;Engineering services, material testing and scientific laboratory services; inspection and characterization of 
materials; process simulation and modelling services of component systems.
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Cl.9;Computer software; computer application software; computer software platforms; computer software applications; 
educational computer software; software for computers; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer software 
for advertising; computer software for education; computer software applications, downloadable; downloadable computer 
software applications; computer programmes; computer software for mobile phones; computer software for cellular 
phones; computer software supplied on the internet; computer application software for mobile phones; computer 
application software for mobile telephones; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; computer software 
downloadable from the internet; computer software concerned with children's education; interactive computer software 
enabling exchange of information; computer programmes [programs], recorded; computer software for use as an 
application programming interface (API); computer programmes stored in digital form; data processing systems; artificial 
intelligence apparatus; apparatus for data processing; apparatus for the processing of data; electronic data processing 
equipment; electronic data processing apparatus; electronic pocket translators; pocket translators; pocket translators, 
electronic; speech processing equipment; voice recognisers; voice processing systems; word processors; word 
processing equipment; word processing apparatus; translation apparatus.

Cl.35;Recruitment services; personnel recruitment; recruitment (personnel -); staff recruitment; employment 
recruitment; recruitment advertising; permanent staff recruitment; recruitment consultancy services; executive 
recruitment services; recruitment of personnel; staff recruitment services; personnel recruitment services; personnel 
recruitment advertising; professional recruitment services; business recruitment consultancy; personnel placement and 
recruitment; recruitment of executive staff; recruitment and personnel management services; providing information 
relating to personnel recruitment; advisory services relating to personnel recruitment; provision of information relating to 
recruitment; assistance relating to recruitment and placement of staff; advertising services relating to the recruitment of 
personnel; dissemination of information relating to the recruitment of graduates; dissemination of advertising matter; 
dissemination of advertising materials; dissemination of advertising for others; dissemination of advertising for others via 
the Internet; dissemination of advertisements via the Internet; dissemination of advertising matter online; providing and 
rental of advertising space on the Internet; provision of advertising space by electronic means and global information 
networks; provision of advertising space on electric media; provision of space on web-sites for advertising goods and 
services.

Cl.41;Foreign language education services; English language education services; second language educational 
services; education services relating to languages; educational services for the teaching of languages; educational 
services relating to the teaching of foreign languages; education; education examination; lingual education; information 
(education -); education information; education services; further education; educational demonstrations; educational 
examination; educational testing; educational seminars; educational consultancy; educational information; educational 
research; educational services; university education services; online education services; higher education services; 
information about education; information on education; education information services; adult education services; 
education and instruction; education and training; examination services (educational -); educational examination 
services; developing educational manuals; educational information services; educational consultancy services; 
educational advisory services; educational assessment services; education, teaching and training; provision of education 
courses; computer assisted education services; English language education services; organising of education seminars; 
providing information about education; education (information relating to -); training and education services; education 
and training consultancy; education and instruction services; organisation of examinations [educational]; publishing of 
educational matter; publishing of educational material; provision of educational examinations; workshops for educational 
purposes; educational courses (provision of -); computer based educational services; provision of educational 
information; dissemination of educational material; development of educational materials; educational and training 
services; educational and teaching services; awarding of educational certificates; education services for managerial staff; 
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professional consultancy relating to education; education services relating to computers; information services relating to 
education; advisory services relating to education; provision of training and education; provision of education and 
training; providing information about online education; linguistic education and training services; education services 
relating to communication skills; provision of information relating to education; educational examination services 
(information relating to -); provision of educational examinations and tests; preparation of educational courses and 
examinations; arranging and conducting of educational courses; development of educational courses and examinations; 
career advisory services (education or training advice); providing computer-delivered educational testing and 
assessments; educational services in the nature of coaching; arranging for students to participate in educational 
courses; arranging for students to participate in educational activities; analysing educational tests scores and data for 
others; career information and advisory services (educational and training advice); providing of information relating to 
continuing education via the Internet; educational information provided on-line from a computer database or the Internet; 
provision of information and preparation of progress reports relating to education and training; information relating to 
education, provided on-line from a computer database or the Internet.

Cl.42;Software development; software design; software creation; computer software development; developing 
computer software; development of software; design of software; software design (computer -); computer software 
design; development of computer software; software design and development; computer software (design of -); design of 
computer software; programming of educational software; writing and updating computer software; computer software 
design and updating; computer software design and development; developing and updating computer software; software 
development, programming and implementation; design of computer database software; development of computer 
database software; customized design of computer software; updating and design of computer software; research and 
development of computer software; design and development of computer software; design and writing of computer 
software; design, development and implementation of software; creation, maintenance and adaptation of software; 
creating, maintaining and updating computer software; development and maintenance of computer software; design and 
development of software in the field of mobile applications; development of computer programmes.
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Priority claimed from 25/04/2018; Application No. : 87893115 ;United States of America 

4142880    22/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1459659]
WOMEN DELIVER, INC.

Suite 905, 588 Broadway New York NY 10012 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES

B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Charitable services, namely, organizing women's groups to undertake projects that protect women's rights, 
women's health and sexual reproductive rights and encourage empowerment among women of all ages and ethnicities; 
promoting public awareness of women's rights, women's health, sexual reproductive rights, economic empowerment for 
women, and gender equality; providing information in the field of economic empowerment for women.

Cl.41;Educational services, namely, developing, arranging, and conducting educational conferences and programs and 
providing courses of instruction in the fields of women's rights, women's health, sexual reproductive rights, economic 
empowerment for women, and gender equality; providing information in the field of women's health; providing 
information in the fields of women's legal rights, sexual reproductive legal rights and gender equality.
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Priority claimed from 11/12/2018; Application No. : 017998434 ;European Union 

4165195    20/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1462864]
DSI FREEZING SOLUTIONS A/S

Parkvej 5 DK-9352 Dybvad Denmark

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Loading and unloading machines; filling machines; packaging machines for food; automatic packing machines for 
food; pumps, namely lamella pumps, screw pumps and cavity pumps, for use in the food industry; batch loading 
machines; batch sorting machines; conveyor belts; belts for conveyors; rubber tracks being parts of loading-unloading 
machines; pallet loading belts; automatic loading systems for horizontal and vertical plate freezers; cranes; grabs for 
forklifts; wrapping machines; automated wrapper in-feed machine; stretch-wrapping machines for applying plastics 
material to palletized loads; vacuum packaging machines.

Cl.11;Cooling installations; refrigerated shelves; refrigerating machines; refrigerating installations; refrigerating 
apparatus; cooling installations for freezing; refrigerant condensers; industrial cooling installations; industrial freezing 
installations; freezers; freezing plates; deep freezing apparatus; apparatus for freezing foodstuffs.

Cl.35;Retail, wholesale and online shopping services in relation to industrial cooling installations, refrigerated shelves, 
refrigerating machines, refrigerating apparatus, refrigerant condensers, industrial cooling installations, freezers, freezing 
plates, deep freezing apparatus, apparatus for freezing foodstuffs and refrigerants, packaging machines for food, pumps, 
retail, wholesale and online shopping services in relation to batch loading and sorting machines, conveyor belts, pallet 
loading belts; retail, wholesale and online shopping services in relation to automatic loading systems for horizontal and 
vertical plate freezers, cranes, grabs for forklifts, wrapping machines, automated wrapper in-feed machine, stretch-
wrapping machines for applying plastics material to palletized loads, vacuum packaging machines; advertising, marketing 
and promotional services in relation to industrial cooling installations, refrigerated shelves, refrigerating machines, 
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refrigerating apparatus, refrigerant condensers, industrial cooling installations, freezers, freezing plates, deep freezing 
apparatus, apparatus for freezing foodstuffs and refrigerants, packaging machines for food, pumps; advertising, 
marketing and promotional services in relation to batch loading and sorting machines, conveyor belts, pallet loading 
belts; advertising, marketing and promotional services in relation to automatic loading systems for horizontal and vertical 
plate freezers, cranes, grabs for forklifts, wrapping machines, automated wrapper in-feed machine, stretch-wrapping 
machines for applying plastics material to palletized loads, vacuum packaging machines.

Cl.37;Installation, repair and maintenance of industrial cooling installations, refrigerated shelves, refrigerating 
machines, refrigerating apparatus, refrigerant condensers, industrial cooling installations, freezers, freezing plates, deep 
freezing apparatus and apparatus for freezing foodstuffs, loading and unloading machines, filling machines, packing 
machines for food; installation, repair and maintenance of pumps, batch loading and sorting machines, conveyor belts, 
pallet loading belts, loading systems, cranes, grabs for forklifts, wrapping machines, vacuum machines; freezing 
equipment installation, repair and maintenance; replacement of refrigerants; providing information relating to the repair or 
maintenance of freezing machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of loading-unloading machines and apparatus; 
repair of cranes; repair or maintenance of conveyors; repair or maintenance of packing or wrapping machines and 
apparatus.
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4280743    04/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484848]
ZIMMERMANN WEAR PTY LTD

120 Dunning Ave Rosebery NSW 2018 Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RNA, IP ATTORNEYS

401-402, 4TH FLOOR, SUNCITY SUCCESS TOWER, SEC-65, GOLF COURSE EXTENSION ROAD, GURGAON-122005 
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Glasses including sunglasses and optical glasses.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys; chains (jewellery); cloisonne jewellery; cufflinks; earrings; ear ornaments in the 
nature of jewellery; necklaces (jewellery); pins (jewellery); rings (jewellery); tie fasteners; charms for jewellery; jewellery, 
precious and semi-precious stones; clasps for jewellery; crucifixes as jewellery; hair ornaments of precious metal 
(jewellery); hat jewellery; custom jewellery; decorative articles (trinkets or jewellery) for personal use; artificial jewellery; 
costume jewellery; imitation jewellery; fake jewellery; horological and chronometric instruments; jewel cases; jewellery 
boxes; jewellery cases; gems; gemstones; diamonds; gold; gold ingots; silver; pearls (jewellery); fashion jewellery; coins; 
medals; watches; watchbands; watch straps; buckles for watchbands; clocks; clockwork movements; stands being parts 
of clocks; containers especially adapted for presentation and display of jewellery or watches; amulets (jewellery); 
precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; jewelry boxes; jewelry; jewelry findings; bracelets (jewelry); necklaces 
(jewelry); precious stones; tie pins; key chains (split rings with trinket or decorative fob); arm bands (jewellery); bangles; 
bracelets (jewellery); brooches (jewellery).

Cl.18;Bags; trunks and wallets; luggage; handbags.

Cl.25;Clothing; swimwear, swimwear related apparel, beachwear and related apparel; footwear; clothing accessories 
being scarves, gloves and belts.

Cl.35;Retail and wholesale services in relation to clothing, swimwear and related apparel.

Cl.42;Design of clothing, swimwear and related apparel.
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4282171    02/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485240]
ONU TECHNOLOGY, INC.

7280 Blue Hill Drive, Suite 10 San Jose CA 95129 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMITABHA SEN & CO.

SUITE 601- F, 5 HAILEY ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software platforms for artificial intelligence and data analysis; downloadable cloud computing software 
for artificial intelligence and data analysis.

Cl.36;Cryptocurrency services, namely, providing a digital currency or digital token for use via a global computer 
network; cryptocurrency services, namely, a digital currency or digital token, incorporating cryptographic protocols, used 
to operate and build applications and blockchains on a decentralized computer platform and as a method of payment for 
goods and services; financial services, namely, providing information on currencies, cryptocurrencies, and opportunities 
for buying or selling goods or services; banking services.

Cl.42;Cloud computing services featuring software for use for artificial intelligence and data analysis.
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Priority claimed from 26/03/2019; Application No. : 733378 ;Switzerland 

4286764    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485849]
GUHL BEAT

Unterholzstrasse 21 CH-8561 Ottoberg Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. K. ACHARYA & COMPANY.

HK Avenue, 19. Swastik Society, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal windows, metal fittings for door and windows.

Cl.19;Non-metallic windows, non-metallic window frames, window panes.

Cl.20;Non-metallic window fittings.
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4286817    04/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485811]
CHRYSINOU CONSULTING, LLC

1307 Summerfield Dr. Herdon VA 20170 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA

E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable e-books in the field of software and business process development and improvement, cost and 
investment analysis and adaptive planning and execution; e-books featuring information regarding software and business 
process development and improvement, cost and investment analysis and adaptive planning and execution recorded on 
computer media; downloadable electronic newsletters in the field of software and business process development and 
improvement, cost and investment analysis and adaptive planning and execution.

Cl.16;Books in the field of business training and development, software and business process development and 
improvement, cost and investment analysis and adaptive planning and execution; newsletters about business training 
and development, software and business process development and improvement, cost and investment analysis and 
adaptive planning and execution Standard Characters Claimed.

Cl.41;Providing on-line publications in the nature of e-books in the field of software and business process development 
and improvement, cost and investment analysis and adaptive planning and execution; providing on-line electronic 
newsletters delivered by e-mail in the field of software and business process development and improvement, cost and 
investment analysis and adaptive planning and execution; business training in the field of software and business process 
development and improvement, cost and investment analysis and adaptive planning and execution; providing educational 
information in the field of business process development and improvement, namely, value reengineering services and 
cost analysis for businesses via a website; providing educational information in the field of software development for 
business process improvement, cost and investment analysis and adaptive planning and execution purposes via a 
website.
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4293999    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486780]
MARSHALL AMPLIFICATION PLC

Denbigh Road Bletchley, Milton Keynes MK1 1DQ United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS

4121/B,6TH CROSS, 19A MAIN, HAL II STAGE (EXTENSION) BANGALORE-560 038. KARNATAKA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; sound amplifying apparatus; electric and electronic effects units for 
musical instruments; electric and electronic musical effects equipment; sound processors; guitar effects processors; 
audio time delay units; audio effects apparatus; volume control pedals; electronic effect pedals for use with sound 
amplifiers; electrical and electronic audio apparatus and instruments; receivers (audio-- and video--); juke boxes 
[musical]; sound recording, manipulating, amplifying, reproducing and transmitting apparatus; record players; sound 
transmitting apparatus; sound recording apparatus; sound reproduction apparatus; megaphones; electrical and 
electronic apparatus and instruments, all for audio amplification, for the graphic equalisation of sound signal frequencies, 
for mixing sound tones, altering sound tones, or effecting echo, delay and other effects; sound recording carriers; audio 
speakers for automobiles; mobile phone speakers; sound amplifiers; microphones, headphones; loudspeakers; horn-type 
speakers, loudspeaker cabinets; cases for loudspeakers; amplifiers for sound reproducing equipment and for use with 
musical instruments; amplifiers complete with loudspeakers and cabinets; valve and digital guitar amplifiers; sound 
reverberation units; sound mixing, processing and synthesizing apparatus; sound mixers; sound-mixer units; cabinets 
for loudspeakers; megaphones; acoustic pickup; loudspeakers; amplifiers; microphones; time delay reverberator; radios; 
wireless transmitters; transmitters of electronic signals; transmitters [telecommunications]; MP3 players; record players; 
portable media players; portable and handheld digital electronic devices for recording, organizing, transmitting and 
processing audio, data and video files and electronic accessories therefore; personal stereos; docking stations; stands 
for MP3 players; stereo amplifier and speaker base stations; stereos; car stereos; vehicle stereos; DVD players; CD, DVD 
and MP3 cases; computer games; interactive DVD games; computer game programs; computer software for recording 
sound; computer software, recorded; electronic tuners; amplifier tuners; apparatus for controlling amplifiers; regulating 
apparatus, electric; remote control apparatus; computer software; computer software for tuning instruments; computer 
software for controlling amplifiers; computer software for sound recording, manipulating, amplifying, reproducing and 
transmitting apparatus; interactive computer software; audio playback software; application software; application 
software for sound recording, manipulating, amplifying, reproducing and transmitting apparatus; computer programs 
[downloadable software]; computer software applications, downloadable; computer programmes [programs], recorded; 
audio processing apparatus; data processing apparatus; speakers; speakers [audio equipment]; audio speakers; loud 
speakers; monitor speakers; audio speakers for home; speakers for record players; speaker enclosures; audio speaker 
enclosures; cabinets for loudspeakers; speaker switches; switches, electric; record players; software to control and 
improve audio equipment and sound quality; firmware; computer firmware; computer hardware; apparatus for the 
processing of sounds; downloadable musical sound recordings; sound data file; downloadable music files; data 
transmitting apparatus; software for remote diagnostics; diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; 
telecommunications devices; transmitting sets [telecommunication]; hand-held computers; laptop computers; computer 
cases; bags adapted for laptops; mobile phones; mobile telephones; mobile phone cases; telephone sheath; mobile 
phone accessories; computer software for communicating with users of hand-held computers; sunglasses; eyeglasses; 
eyeglass frames; eyeglass cases; sunglass cases; spectacle cases; spectacles [optics]; glasses; mouse mats; mouse 
pad; magnets, refrigerator magnets; magnets; calculators; pocket calculators; wireless telephones; wireless 
communication apparatus; wireless telephony apparatus; wireless headsets for smartphones; wireless transmitters and 
receivers; two-way wireless communication systems; wireless high frequency transmission instruments; cordless 
telephones; radiotelephony sets; radios; radios (vehicle---); software to control and improve audio equipment and sound 
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quality; audio playback software; interactive computer software; computer software for communication with users of 
hand-held computers; foot pedals and foot switches for processing, amplifying or distorting sound; foot pedals and foot 
switches for processing, amplifying or distorting sound for use with musical instruments; foot switches and effects 
pedals for use with electrical musical instruments; foot switches and effects pedals for use with musical instruments, 
sustain pedals, expression pedals, delay pedals, all being electronic effects pedals for use with musical instruments; 
sustain pedals, expression pedals, delay pedals, all being electronic effects pedals for use with musical instruments; 
music cassettes; music tapes; music recordings; musical recordings; downloadable digital music; prerecorded music 
videos; portable music players; music-composition software; digital music players; downloadable music files; musical 
video recordings; musical sound recordings; prerecorded music audio tapes; prerecorded music compact discs; optical 
discs featuring music; compact discs featuring music; audio tapes featuring music; phonograph records featuring music; 
prerecorded non-musical videotapes; downloadable musical sound recordings; covers for music storage devices; cases 
for music storage devices; prerecorded audio tapes featuring music; downloadable video recordings featuring music; 
prerecorded video cassettes featuring music; pre-recorded DVDs featuring music; prerecorded video tapes featuring 
music; series of musical sound recordings; prerecorded non-musical audio tapes; carrying cases for digital music 
players; carrying cases for portable music players; digital music downloadable from the Internet; docking stations for 
digital music players; digital music downloadable from the internet; computer programs for processing digital music files; 
laser discs for use in storing music; computer software for processing digital music files; musical recordings in the form 
of discs; digital music [downloadable] provided from MP3 internet websites; computer software for creating and editing 
music and sounds; digital music [downloadable] provided from MP3 internet web sites; downloadable digital music 
provided from MP3 Internet web sites; digital music [downloadable] provided from mp3 web sites on the internet; digital 
music downloadable provided from a computer database or the internet; machine readable computer programs for use in 
the reproduction of music; integrated circuit memory cards for use in playing electronic musical instruments; electronic 
publications; downloadable publications; electronic publications recorded on computer media; audio apparatus; audio 
books; audio compact discs; binders for CDs; cases adapted for CD players; cases adapted for DVD players; cases 
adapted for mobile phones; cases for compact discs; cases for MP3 players; cases for spectacles; cases for 
smartphones; cases for mobile phones; cases for sunglasses; cases for telephones; CD storage wallets; cleaning 
apparatus for sound recording discs; compact discs; compact discs [audio-video]; computer software for mobile phones; 
covers for MP3 players; downloadable image files; downloadable movies; DVD cases; portable media players; recording 
apparatus; recording discs; tape recorders; tape players; computer software for use with any of the aforesaid goods; 
parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; sound effects pedals for musical instruments; foot switches and effects pedals 
for use with electrical musical instruments.

Cl.15;Instruments (musical -); musical accessories; musical instruments; acoustic bass guitars; acoustic basses; 
acoustic guitars; bass guitars; bass drumsticks; bass drum sticks; bass drums; basses [musical instruments]; brass 
instruments; carrying cases for musical instruments; cases adapted for musical instruments; cases for musical 
instruments; computer controlled musical instruments; devices for tuning musical instruments; drum machines; drum 
pedals; drum pedals [musical instruments]; drum sticks; drum practice pads; drumheads; drums; drums [musical 
instrument]; drums [musical instruments]; drumsticks; electric and electronic musical instruments; electric bass guitars; 
electric basses; electric guitars; electric keyboards [musical instruments]; electric musical instruments; electric pianos; 
electrical musical instruments; electronic apparatus for synthesising music [musical instrument]; electronic automatically 
controlled rhythm machines; electronic background music machines; electronic drums; electronic keyboards [musical 
instruments]; electronic musical synthesizers; electronic musical instruments; electronic musical instrument tuners; 
electronic musical apparatus for practice; electronic musical apparatus and instruments; electronic musical apparatus for 
accompaniment; electronic musical apparatus for instruction; guitar armrests; guitar picks; guitar saddles; guitar 
shoulder straps; guitar straps; guitar strings incorporating steel; guitar strings; guitar strings made from steel; guitar 
toggle switch tips; guitar tuning cranks; guitars; keyboard instruments; music boxes; music stands; music synthesizers; 
music stands adapted for use with musical instruments; musical boxes; musical instrument cases; musical instrument 
stands; musical instruments controlled by computer; musical instruments in the nature of steel drums; musical 
instruments incorporating apparatus for modifying audio signals; musical instruments incorporating arrangements for 
modifying audio signals; musical instruments incorporating apparatus for producing audio signals; musical instruments 
incorporating arrangements for producing audio signals; percussion instruments; picks for stringed instruments; picks 
for stringed musical instruments; string instruments; stands (music -); woodwind instruments.

Cl.28;Action toys; fairground and playground apparatus; Christmas tree decorations and artificial Christmas trees; 
sporting articles and equipment; toys, games, playthings and novelties; collectible toy figures; fantasy character toys; 
plastic character toys; rubber character toys; toy human characters; toy figurines; modeled plastic toy figurines; billiard 
equipment; boards games; games relating to fictional characters; bowling apparatus and machinery; cases for play 
accessories; cases for playing cards; cases for tennis balls; cases for toy vehicles; cards (playing -); cards [games]; card 
games; children"s multiple activity toys; children"s toys; children"s playthings; toy model hobby craft kits; darts; dice; 
electronic games; fluffy toys; games; gymnastic and sporting articles; hunting and fishing equipment; indoor fitness 
apparatus; inflatable toys; jigsaw puzzles; magic tricks; mechanical games; mechanical toys; music box toys; musical 
games; musical toys; noisemakers [toys]; pet toys; practical jokes [novelties]; puzzles; stress relief exercise balls; stuffed 
toys; swimming equipment in the nature of swimming floats; video game apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 12/12/2018; Application No. : 4020180174200 ;Republic of Korea 

4295800    12/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486349]
YUYU PHARMA, INC.

94, Bio valley 1-ro, Jecheon-si Chungcheongbuk-do Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IRA LAW

I-34, 4th Floor, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi - 110014

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Non-medicated multi functional shampoo; non-medicated anti-aging cosmetic preparations; make-up; hair dyes; 
beauty soap; non-medicated moisturizing agents; non-medicated toiletries; bleaching preparations for laundry use; skin 
creams; non-medicated cosmetic preparations for the treatment for atopy prone skin; flavorings for beverages [essential 
oils]; soaps for personal use; cosmetic sun-protecting preparations; non-medicated anti-wrinkle creams; non-medicated 
wrinkle removing skin care preparations; dentifrices; cosmetic preparations for skin renewal; non-medicated skin care 
preparations for treating skin trouble; non-medicated skin whitening preparations; perfumery; perfumes; hair rinses; 
beauty masks; mask pack for cosmetic purposes; lotions for cosmetic purposes; cosmetics.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical agents affecting sensory organs; tonics [medicines]; air deodorizing preparations; pharmaceutical 
agents affecting metabolism; veterinary preparations; pharmaceutical agents affecting peripheral nervous system; 
vaccines; bandages for dressings; vitamin preparations; oxygen baths; crude medicines; implants comprising living 
tissue; anti-inflammatory preparations; pharmaceutical agents affecting digestive organs; cardiovascular pharmaceutical 
preparations; dietetic food supplements; dietary and nutritional supplements; nervines; allergy medications; medicated 
soap; filled first-aid boxes; digestives for pharmaceutical purposes; alcohol for pharmaceutical purposes; food for babies 
except lacteal flour for babies; pharmaceutical agents for epidermis; biological preparations for medical or veterinary 
purposes; medicinal hair growth preparations; solutions for medical use in washing the nasal passages; drugs for 
medical purposes; adhesive bands for medical purposes; pharmaceuticals; pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; 
nutritional supplements, namely, tonics and alteratives for medical purposes; pharmaceutical preparations acting on the 
central nervous system; decongestant nasal sprays; materials for dental fillings and for stopping purposes; sea water for 
medicinal bathing; hemostatic pencils; antibiotic preparations.

Cl.30;Fruit teas; tea based on the substances extracted from the plant leaves; wheat germ for human consumption; 
ginseng tea; tea extracts; tea; tea-based beverages; tea leaves; spices.

Cl.35;Sales agency services of the field of health supplement food mainly based on processed cereals; sales agency 
services of the field of false hair; sales agency services of health supplement food based on dried fish and shellfish; 
marketing services; sales agency services of the field of jewellery and precious metals; sales agency services of the field 
of jewellery; sales agency services of the field of non-alcoholic beverages; data provision for commercial purposes; 
demonstration of goods; sales arranging of fish-based foodstuffs; sales agency services of the field of fish-based 
foodstuffs; import-export agency services; conducting market surveys; sales agency services of the field of processed 
algae for human consumption; sales agency services of the field of edible eggs; sales agency services of the field of food 
products made from fish and shellfish; sales agency services of the field of food products made from oil and fat; sales 
agency services of the field of drinking water; sales arranging of medical apparatus and instruments; sales agency 
services of the field of pharmaceuticals; sales arranging of pharmaceuticals; computerized business information retrieval; 
sales agency services of the field of nutraceutical preparations for therapeutic or medical purposes; sales agency 
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services of the field of health food supplements for persons with special dietary requirements.

Cl.42;Biotechnology research; crude medicines research; bacteriological research and analysis; technical consultancy 
in relation to research services relating to foods and dietary supplements; drug discovery services; research and 
development of new products; testing, inspection or research of pharmaceuticals, cosmetics or foodstuff; pharmaceutical 
products development; consultancy relating to pharmaceutical research and development; research on the subject of 
pharmaceuticals; clinical testing of medicines; research and development of medical apparatus and instruments for 
others; medical product testing; research for medical products; medical research; research in the field of hair care; 
cosmetics development services.

Cl.44;Medical and health services relating to DNA, genetics and genetic testing; health care; physical therapy; 
consultancy and information services relating to biopharmaceutical products; services for the care of the skin; dietetic 
advisory services; pharmacy services; consultancy and information services relating to pharmaceutical products; 
pharmacy dispensary services; dispensing of pharmaceuticals; pharmacy advice; rental of medical and health care 
equipment; medical assistance; health care consultancy services [medical]; medical technology services for selecting 
appropriate medicines; providing information relating to medical products; beauty salons for hair loss treatment; skin 
care salons; skin beauty salons; vascular screening.
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4297029    30/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486555]
CHRYSINOU CONSULTING, LLC

1307 Summerfield Dr. Herdon VA 20170 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA

E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable e-books in the field of software and business process development and improvement, cost and 
investment analysis and adaptive planning and execution; downloadable electronic newsletters in the field of software 
and business process development and improvement, cost and investment analysis and adaptive planning and 
execution; e-books featuring information regarding software and business process development and improvement, cost 
and investment analysis and adaptive planning and execution recorded on computer media.

Cl.16;Books in the field of business training and development, software and business process development and 
improvement, cost and investment analysis and adaptive planning and execution; newsletters about business training 
and development, software and business process development and improvement, cost and investment analysis and 
adaptive planning and execution.

Cl.41;Business training in the field of software and business process development and improvement, cost and 
investment analysis and adaptive planning and execution; providing on-line electronic newsletters delivered by e-mail in 
the field of software and business process development and improvement, cost and investment analysis and adaptive 
planning and execution; providing on-line publications in the nature of e-books in the field of software and business 
process development and improvement, cost and investment analysis and adaptive planning and execution; providing 
educational information in the field of business process development and improvement, namely, value reengineering 
services and cost analysis for businesses via a website; providing educational information in the field of software 
development for business process improvement, cost and investment analysis and adaptive planning and execution 
purposes via a website.
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4297058    14/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486464]
JEAN PATOU

24/32 rue Jean Goujon F-75008 Paris France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive 
preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; perfumes; eau de parfum; eau de 
toilette; eau de Cologne; cosmetic creams; gels for the body; oils for cosmetic use; beauty milks; beauty lotions; body 
deodorants; beauty masks; make-up products; make-up removing milks and lotions; shaving soaps; after-shave lotions 
and balms.

Cl.9;Optical apparatus and instruments; spectacles; sunglasses; contact lenses; cases for spectacles and sunglasses; 
chains for spectacles and for sunglasses; frames for spectacles and sunglasses; eyesight goods; cases for optical 
goods; sports eyewear; pouches for spectacles; smart phones in the form of spectacles; telephone apparatus; mobile 
telephones; smartphones; smartphones in the form of watches; hard covers for smartphones; cases for smartphones; 
leather cases for smartphones; electronic tablets; cases for tablets; hard covers for tablet computers; electronic agendas; 
cases for electronic agendas; downloadable software applications; downloadable applications for mobile devices; 
software; downloadable software; computers; cell phone holders for dashboards; chargers; external batteries.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys; fine jewelry, precious stones; timepieces and chronometric instruments; jewelry 
and jewelry articles; time measuring instruments; gold rings; wedding bands; friendship rings; platinum rings; earrings; 
rings [jewelry]; cuff links; bracelets; jewelry charms; chains [jewelry]; necklaces [jewelry]; brooches [jewelry]; pendants; 
key rings (trinkets or fobs); key rings and key chains and charms thereof; charms for key rings; tie pins; jewelry boxes; 
cases for timepieces and chronometric instruments; watches; watch bands; alarm clocks.

Cl.18;Leather and imitation leather; trunks and suitcases; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and 
saddlery; leather straps; straps of leather [saddlery]; straps of imitation leather; bags; leather bags; bags of imitation 
leather; leather handbags; handbags of imitation leather; key cases of leather; key cases of imitation leather; leather 
attaché-cases; attaché cases of imitation leather; traveling bags; travel bags of imitation leather; credit card cases of 
imitation leather; cases made of imitation leather (document cases); moleskin [imitation leather]; boxes of leather; hand 
luggage; travel luggage; luggage tags [leather goods]; address tags for luggage; suitcases [carrying cases]; empty 
toiletry sets; backpacks; handbags; baby carrying bags; briefcases and attaché cases; wallets; key cases; cosmetic sets; 
credit card cases of leather; credit card cases (wallets); purses; saddlery.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; underwear; footwear for sports; lingerie; shirts; tee-shirts; scarves; skirts; dresses; 
trousers; coats; jackets; belts [clothing]; gloves [clothing]; neckties; socks; sports socks; sports clothing; shoes; 
slippers; boots; half-boots; hats; sports hats and caps; caps (bonnets).

Cl.35;Retail services for perfumes, cosmetics, beauty products and haircare products; online retail services for 
perfumes, cosmetics, beauty products and haircare products; retail services for spectacles, eyewear, telephones and 
tablets, telephone and tablet accessories; online retail services for spectacles, eyewear, telephones and tablets, 
telephone and tablet accessories; retail services for jewelry, time measuring instruments and accessories for watches; 
online retail services for jewelry, time measuring instruments and accessories for watches; retail services for leather and 
imitation leather products, saddlery items, bags, luggage items, umbrellas; online retail services for leather and imitation 
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leather products, saddlery items, bags, luggage items, umbrellas; retail services for clothing, footwear and headwear; 
online retail services for clothing, footwear and headwear; retail services in relation to fashion accessories; online retail 
services in relation to fashion accessories; distribution and dissemination of advertising material (leaflets, prospectuses, 
printed material, samples); presentation and demonstration of goods; distribution of samples; sales promotion.
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Priority claimed from 18/06/2019; Application No. : 4020190094154 ;Republic of Korea 

4327380    17/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1491616]
JFT Co., Ltd

1201, W-dong, Seongsu Station Hyundai Terrace Tower, 7, Yeonmujang 5ga-gil, Seongdong-gu, Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Batteries for electronic cigarettes; chargers for electronic cigarettes.

Cl.34;Electronic cigarettes; cases for electronic cigarettes; cartridges for electronic cigarettes; liquid nicotine solutions 
for use in electronic cigarettes; tobacco; cigarette holders of precious metal; cigarette cases; smokers' articles.
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Priority claimed from 15/02/2019; Application No. : 2019-025360 ;Japan 

4327709    25/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1492218]
MORIWAKI ENGINEERING CO., LTD.

6656-5, Sumiyoshi-cho, Suzuka-shi Mie 513-0825 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Two-wheeled motor vehicles, bicycles and their parts and fittings; adhesive rubber patches for repairing tubes or 
tires.

Cl.16;Stickers [stationery].

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear [other than special footwear for sports]; clothes for sports; special footwear for sports.
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4337938    06/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1221754]
colours & sons GmbH

Alsstraße 166 41063 Mönchengladbach Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather and goods made from these materials (included in class 18), namely bags and 
other containers not adapted to the objects to be carried, and small goods of leather, namely purses, pocket wallets, key 
wallets;animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, harness and 
saddlery.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.
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4337979    25/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1302593]
MODANISA ELEKTRONIK MAGAZACILIK VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI

Ahmediye Mahallesi Halk Caddesi, Sunar is Merkezi No:37/21 ISTANBUL Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing, namely, shirts, T-shirts, trousers, shorts, blouses, sweaters, jackets, jumpers, coats, skirts, dresses, 
swimsuits, underwear, shawls, and wraps; footwear, namely, shoes, socks, and boots; headgear, namely, hats, scarfs and 
berets.

Cl.35;Advertising; marketing; auctioneering; business management; business administration; office functions; 
compilation of information into computer databases; compilation of statistics; import-export agencies; on-line advertising 
on a computer network; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of fashion 
shows for promotional purposes; presentation of clothing, footwear, headgear on communication media, for retail 
purposes; price comparison services; bringing together, for the benefit of others, of clothing, footwear, headgear, 
excluding the transport thereof, enabling them to view and purchase those goods.
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Priority claimed from 18/03/2019; Application No. : 88344656 ;United States of America 

4338392    17/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1495583]
Kalise, Inc.

100 Morrissey Boulevard Boston MA 02125 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics; non-medicated skin care preparations; hair care preparations; shaving preparations; body cream; 
essential oils for aromatherapy use; sun block preparations.

Cl.5;Acne medication; aromatherapy oils, other than essential oils, for treating acne and hyper-pigmentation.

Cl.35;Online retail store services featuring cosmetics, skin care preparations, hair care preparations, shaving 
preparations, body cream, sun block preparations, acne medication, essential oils, and aromatherapy oils.
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Priority claimed from 02/04/2019; Application No. : 018046312 ;European Union 

4338658    25/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1495523]
Siemag Tecberg Group GmbH

Kalteiche-Ring 28-32 35708 Haiger Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Monitoring apparatus and instruments; monitoring instruments; remote monitoring apparatus; visual monitoring 
apparatus; monitoring units [electric]; electric monitoring apparatus; safety monitoring apparatus [electric]; apparatus for 
monitoring electrical energy consumption; electric motor checking [monitoring or supervision] apparatus; computer 
software for use in remote meter monitoring; electronic monitoring instruments, other than for medical use; measuring, 
detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; software for monitoring, controlling and running 
physical world operations.

Cl.42;Machine condition monitoring; condition monitoring relating to oils; condition monitoring relating to fluids; 
condition monitoring relating to lubricants; condition monitoring relating to greases; testing services for alarm and 
monitoring systems; monitoring of events which influence the environment within civil engineering structures; 
engineering services; computer software engineering; engineering project studies; electrical engineering services; 
software engineering services; mechanical engineering services; industrial engineering design services; engineering 
project management services; engineering services relating to data processing; engineering consultancy relating to data-
processing; engineering consultancy relating to computer programming; engineering services relating to information 
technology; engineering services for the analysis of structures; measuring the environment within civil engineering 
structures; engineering services relating to data processing technology; engineering services relating to automatic data 
processing; engineering services for the analysis of machinery; technological advisory services relating to machine 
engineering analysis; engineering services relating to the design of electronic systems; testing of apparatus in the field of 
electrical engineering; analysis and testing services relating to electrical engineering apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 26/03/2019; Application No. : 1998519 ;Australia 

4338666    25/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1495498]
Yttrium Limited

RWCA Limited, Level 3, 7 Alma Street Nelson 7010 New Zealand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal building products and materials; frames of metal for building and construction; metal reinforcement products 
for building and construction; metal reinforcing structures for use in building and construction; reinforcement frames, 
bars, rods and casings of metal; structural reinforcement of metal for construction purposes; reinforcement of metal for 
concrete; metallic transportable constructions; portable constructions of metal; frames of metal for reinforcement 
purposes.

Cl.19;Non-metallic building products and materials; non-metallic reinforcement products for building and construction; 
non-metallic reinforcing structures for use in building and construction; non-metallic reinforcement frames, bars, rods 
and casings; structural reinforcement materials for constructions purposes, not of metal; non-metallic transportable 
constructions; non-metallic portable constructions; non-metallic frames for reinforcement purposes; non-metallic frames 
for building and construction.
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4339223    25/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1356377]
LG DISTRIBUTION SRL

Via Moretto, 27 I-25122 Brescia Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics; cosmetics for caring for, cleaning and beautifying the skin, nails, body and hair; non-medicated 
cosmetics; cosmetics in the form of gels, milk, balms, lotions, creams and oils; creams for care and beautification of the 
skin; body cream, toning creams, exfoliant creams; skin cleansers; cosmetic moisturisers; moisturising concentrates; 
moisturising gels; oils for care and beautification of the skin; oils for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic preparations for care 
and beautification of the body and hair; preparations for cleansing of the skin and body; nail care preparations; bronzers; 
shaving preparations; dentifrices; perfume; toilet water; essential oils for personal use; scented oils; joss sticks; 
potpourris and perfuming sachets; pre-moistened cosmetic tissues; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; gift sets 
and kits containing cosmetics for caring for, cleaning and beautifying the skin, nails, body and hair; temporary tattoos 
(cosmetics).

Cl.25;Clothing, shoes, headgear for wear.

Cl.35;Wholesaling and retailing services, online sale of cosmetics for caring for, cleaning and beautifying the skin, 
nails, body and hair, clothing, headgear and footwear, furnishing products, fabrics, spectacles, jewellery, jewellery of 
precious metal; business consultancy and advisory services; business management advisory services relating to 
franchising; publicity and sales promotion services; marketing services; management of customer loyalty, incentive or 
promotional schemes; organising and arranging trade fairs and exhibitions relating to health, beauty and lifestyle 
choices; marketing research in the fields of cosmetics, perfumery and beauty products; promoting trade fairs, exhibitions 
and conferences relating to health, beauty and lifestyle choices; computerised online ordering of beauty preparations, 
cosmetics, skin preparations, fragrances, clothing, footwear and headgear, furnishings, textiles, spectacles, jewellery.

Cl.44;Health and beauty care; aromatherapy services; saunas, solariums and health spas; wellness salons; 
consultancy in relation to wellbeing; consultancy in relation to cosmetics; hygienic and beauty care for human beings; 
hairdressing salons, beauty salons, salons for beauty and slimming treatments, thermal spas and spas; hair removal, 
massage, manicure and make-up services.

Cl.45;Licensing of franchising concepts; licensing of trademarks and other intellectual and industrial property rights.
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4339249    30/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1493989]
Obshchestvo s ogranichennoy otvetstvennostyu "Shupet"

ul. Nagornaya, d. 15, korp. 8 RU-117186 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headwear.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; demonstration of goods; 
commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; auctioneering; sales promotion 
for others; retail and wholesale store services; online retail or wholesale store services; promotion of goods and services 
through sponsorship of sports events; distribution of samples; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and 
services for other businesses]; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes.
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Priority claimed from 26/03/2019; Application No. : 88357444 ;United States of America 

4341897    25/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1496603]
American Penaeid, Inc.

9703 Stringfellow Road St. James City FL 33956 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.31;Live shrimp for broodstock and seedstock.

Cl.44;Marine hatchery and broodstock and seedstock breeding and maturation services.
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4342333    25/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1496917]
FLAIRASIA TECHNOLOGIES PTE. LTD.

7 Temasek Boulevard, 12-07 Suntec Tower One Singapore 038987 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus.

Cl.35;Business management and organisation consultancy; business assistance; business administration; business 
finding services; business referrals services; providing business directory information via a global computer network; 
business networking services; service to assist in establishing a network of business contacts; business management 
and administration services supporting utilisation of a global computer network; outsourcing services [business 
assistance]; payroll preparation; payroll assistance; accounting; information services relating to jobs and career 
opportunities; job matching services; job and personnel placement; career planning services; human resource 
management; logistics services consisting of business management and organisation of facilities and resources; 
business research; collection of data; advertising; on-line advertising on a computer network; rental of advertising time 
on communication media; publicity services; organisation of trade fairs and exhibitions for commercial or advertising 
purposes; compilation and provision of online commercial information directories; providing information about 
commercial business and commercial information via the global computer network; compilation and systemization of 
information into computer databases; bartering services [facilitating the trade exchange of goods and services]; 
commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; office functions.
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4346230    26/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1497143]
Golden Chlorella SA

Chemin de la Baume 21 CH-1803 Chardonne Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, 
jams, compotes; eggs; milk and dairy products; edible oils and fats.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa and coffee substitutes; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; 
bread, pastry and confectionery products; edible ices; sugar, honey, golden syrup; yeast, baking powder; salt; mustard; 
vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice for refreshment.

Cl.32;Beers; non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making 
beverages.
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Priority claimed from 27/03/2019; Application No. : 018041496 ;European Union 

4346245    26/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1496084]
Dizlin Pharmaceuticals AB

Lagergatan 5 SE-598 40 Vimmerby Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments including infusion pumps.
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4350088    25/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498322]
FLAIRASIA TECHNOLOGIES PTE. LTD.

7 Temasek Boulevard, 12-07 Suntec Tower One Singapore 038987 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs [downloadable software]; computer software applications, downloadable; software 
applications for use with mobile devices; computer software for business purposes; computer databases; database 
programs; electronic publications, downloadable; data processing systems; data compilations; scientific, nautical, 
surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving 
and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; 
magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; computers; data 
processing equipment.

Cl.35;Business management and organisation consultancy; business assistance; business administration; business 
finding services; business referrals services; providing business directory information via a global computer network; 
business networking services; service to assist in establishing a network of business contacts; business management 
and administration services supporting utilisation of a global computer network; outsourcing services [business 
assistance]; payroll preparation; payroll assistance; accounting; information services relating to jobs and career 
opportunities; job matching services; job and personnel placement; career planning services; human resource 
management; logistics services consisting of business management and organisation of facilities and resources; 
business research; collection of data; advertising; on-line advertising on a computer network; rental of advertising time 
on communication media; publicity services; organisation of trade fairs and exhibitions for commercial or advertising 
purposes; compilation and provision of online commercial information directories; providing information about 
commercial business and commercial information via the global computer network; compilation and systemization of 
information into computer databases; bartering services [facilitating the trade exchange of goods and services]; 
commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; office functions.
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Priority claimed from 18/02/2019; Application No. : 2019-026040 ;Japan 

4352597    06/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498420]
IKOMA Robotech Corporation

634-28 Toshima, Tsuyama-shi Okayama 708-0016 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Robots for use in metalworking; robots for use in agriculture; robots for use in textile industry; other industrial 
robots; and parts and accessories of the aforementioned robots.

Cl.42;Design and development relating to machines, apparatuses, instruments [including their parts], or systems 
comprising such machines, apparatuses and/or instruments, and design, development and consultancy relating to 
industrial robots.
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Priority claimed from 25/03/2019; Application No. : 018039938 ;European Union 

4354330    23/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498016]
Homag Group AG

Homagstr. 3-5 72296 Schopfloch Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines, machine tools and machine installations for processing and treating wood, metal and plastic; machines, 
machine tools and mechanical installations for the wood, metal, plastic and furniture industries, in particular for the wood 
working and processing industry, the metal working and processing industry and the plastic working and processing 
industry; woodworking machines for form machining and edge machining; veneering machines; formatting and profiling 
machines; postforming machines; trueing machines; coating machines; drilling machines; insertion machines; mounting 
machines and installations; wrapping machines and installations; saws; transport and handling units, namely roller 
conveyors, transferring machines, transfer stations, driverless transport systems, stacking machines, robot, feed and 
discharge systems for materials in machines, overhead rail systems, material storage and sorting systems; machines 
installations for transporting, rotating, turning, picking, storing and sorting; feeding machines and feeding systems 
mainly consisting thereof, for separating stacks; stacking machines and stacking systems consisting predominantly 
thereof; storage machines and storage systems consisting predominantly thereof for storage of materials, composite and 
lightweight panel installations; joinery machines and beam processing machines, and joinery centres and beam 
processing centres consisting predominantly thereof; machines for surface machining, edge machining and component 
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manufacture; machines for timber construction; clamping devices (parts of machines); machine beds and frames; mounts 
for machines and mechanical installations; engine blocks; parts and fittings for the foregoing goods; all of the aforesaid 
goods solely in the field of wood, metal and plastic processing systems, and in the field of systems for processing 
combination and composite materials (other than materials that can be used for constructing roads).

Cl.9;Software; electric and electronic regulating apparatus and instruments; electric and electronic control systems and 
installations; programmable controllers; hardware and software for controlling machines and mechanical installations; 
industrial process control software; business technology software; all of the aforesaid goods solely in the field of wood, 
metal and plastic processing systems, and in the field of systems for processing combination and composite materials 
(other than materials that can be used for constructing roads).

Cl.37;Installation of machines, mechanical installations and tools; repair and maintenance for machines, machine 
installations and tools; none of the aforesaid services in relation to construction equipment and pumps.
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Priority claimed from 29/03/2019; Application No. : 88362723 ;United States of America 

4355989    26/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499374]
Urban Airship, Inc.

1225 W. Burnside St., Suite 401 Portland OR 97209 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer application software for optimizing, analyzing, segmenting, hosting, and transmitting 
electronic data, messages and images for digital customer engagement and marketing; downloadable computer software 
for accessing and analyzing data, and for launching, optimizing and evaluating customer engagement campaigns; 
downloadable advertising and marketing computer software for managing data, messages and images related to 
customer engagement; downloadable business intelligence computer software that provides customer engagement data 
about multi-channel messaging, push notifications, in-app notifications, web notifications, text messaging, and email; 
downloadable application programming interface (API) software and software development kits (SDK) for sending 
marketing messages via push notifications, in-app notifications, web notifications, text messaging, and email.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and promotion services; marketing consulting; providing business intelligence services; 
business consulting services, namely, providing assistance in development of business strategies and creative ideation; 
development of marketing strategies and concepts; business research; business consultation; business monitoring and 
consulting services, namely, tracking web sites and applications of others to provide strategy, insight, and information on 
marketing, sales, business operation and product design, particularly specializing in the use of analytic and statistic 
models for the understanding and predicting of consumers, businesses, and market trends and actions; business data 
analysis.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for optimizing, analyzing, segmenting, hosting and 
transmitting electronic data, messages and images for digital customer engagement and marketing; software as a service 
(SAAS) services featuring software for digital and social media marketing; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring 
software for analyzing and improving digital advertising, digital communications and content, and social media 
engagement; providing temporary use of non-downloadable on-line computer software for push, in-app and web 
notifications, multi-channel and text messaging, and email; application service provider featuring application 
programming interface (API) software and software development kits (SDK) that collect and compile business 
intelligence, marketing and advertising data for text messaging, email, data analytics, and push, in-app and web 
notifications.
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Priority claimed from 02/09/2019; Application No. : 1129171 ;New Zealand 

4356016    26/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499285]
FISHER & PAYKEL HEALTHCARE LIMITED

15 Maurice Paykel Place, East Tamaki Auckland 2013 New Zealand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs for medical use; computer software for medical apparatus; educational software for use in the 
fields of sleep, obstructive sleep apnea and other sleep disordered breathing conditions; computer software applications 
for obstructive sleep apnea patients for providing assistance with cleaning, assembling and fitting medical devices, for 
providing education and information in relation to obstructive sleep apnea and continuous positive airway pressure 
therapy, for providing general sleep education, and for help with and troubleshooting medical devices; interactive 
computer software relating to medical equipment and therapy; computer software and downloadable computer software 
for use by obstructive sleep apnea patients in accessing, updating, manipulating, maintaining, modifying, organizing, 
storing, backing up, synchronizing, transmitting, and sharing data, documents, files, information, text, photos, images, 
graphics, audio, video, and multimedia content via global computer networks, mobile telephones, and other 
communications networks; computer software relating to obstructive sleep apnea therapy and continuous positive airway 
pressure therapy, sleep therapy and resuscitation.

Cl.41;Education services in the fields of sleep, obstructive sleep apnea and other sleep disordered breathing 
conditions; provision of training in the fields of sleep, management of obstructive sleep apnea and other sleep disordered 
breathing conditions; providing education and training in relation to obstructive sleep apnea and continuous positive 
airway pressure therapy; education services and provision of training in the field of obstructive sleep apnea, including 
educating and training patients about using, maintaining, troubleshooting, cleaning, assembling and fitting medical 
devices and apparatus; publication of information including journals, newsletters, texts, guides, training materials, visual 
training material and educational materials in relation to sleep and sleep disordered breathing conditions; providing 
informal online training programs in relation to the management of sleep apnea and other sleep disordered breathing 
conditions; providing personal instruction and coaching in relation to the management of sleep apnea and other sleep 
disordered breathing conditions; advisory, consultancy and information services in relation to the aforesaid services; 
including the provision of the aforesaid services online via the internet, a website or other computer networks and/or 
accessible by mobile phone and other internet-enabled devices.

Cl.42;Online provision of web based software, namely the provision of hosted and electronic medical software; 
providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for medical use and medical apparatus; providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable educational software for use in the fields of sleep, obstructive sleep apnea and other 
sleep disordered breathing conditions; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software 
applications for obstructive sleep apnea patients for assistance with cleaning, assembling and fitting medical devices, 
providing education and information in relation to obstructive sleep apnea and continuous positive airway pressure 
therapy, providing general sleep education, and for help with and troubleshooting medical devices; providing temporary 
use of non-downloadable interactive computer software relating to medical equipment and therapy; providing temporary 
use of non-downloadable computer software for use by obstructive sleep apnea patients in accessing, updating, 
manipulating, maintaining, modifying, organizing, storing, backing up, synchronizing, transmitting, and sharing data, 
documents, files, information, text, photos, images, graphics, audio, video, and multimedia content via global computer 
networks, mobile telephones, and other communications networks; providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
computer software relating to obstructive sleep apnea therapy and continuous positive airway pressure therapy, sleep 
therapy and resuscitation; advisory, consultancy and information services in relation to the aforesaid services; including 
the provision of the aforesaid services online via the internet, a website or other computer networks and/or accessible by 
mobile phone and other internet-enabled devices.

Cl.44;Information and advisory services relating to sleep, obstructive sleep apnea and other sleep disordered breathing 
conditions; information and advisory services regarding the diagnosis and treatment of obstructive sleep apnea and other 
sleep disordered breathing conditions; providing an internet-based database of patient medical information in relation to 
the treatment of obstructive sleep apnea; providing online information services regarding the management and treatment 
of respiratory disorders and conditions including obstructive sleep apnea; providing online medical data, profiles and 
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record analysis services to increase patient awareness, education and symptom management and to provide patient 
support in the field of sleep-related respiratory disorders; advisory, consultancy and information services in relation to 
the aforesaid services; including the provision of the aforesaid services online via the internet, a website or other 
computer networks and/or accessible by mobile phone and other internet-enabled devices.
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Priority claimed from 10/04/2019; Application No. : 4542192 ;France 

4357178    13/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499482]
LOUVRE HOTELS GROUP

Tour Voltaire 1 place des degrés F-92700 PUTEAUX France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Commercial consultancy services in the field of travel and travel planning; advertising services in connection 
with hotels and restaurants; point-of-sale advertising; distribution of flyers, samples, advertising items; promotional and 
advertising actions; dissemination of advertisements and advertising material; publication of advertising texts; 
broadcasting of advertising information or advertising messages by telephone, computer terminals, the press; rental of 
advertising space; market research; advertising mailing services; sales promotion for others; document reproduction; 
updating of advertising material; advertising by mail order; radio advertising; television advertising; on-line advertising 
via a computer network relating to hotels and catering; organization of fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; 
organization of exhibitions for commercial purposes; rental of advertising material; commercial business management in 
the field of hotels and provision of food and beverages; business administration relating to the hotel and food and drink 
industries; real estate business management services, namely, administrative management of hotels, motels, hotel 
complexes, apartments and residential hotels; real estate management services, including administrative management of 
hotels, motels, hotel complexes, apartments and residential hotels; commercial information and commercial advice 
services; commercial promotion in all forms and on all media including via a computer communication network (such as 
the Internet or Intranet) and particularly by providing privileged user cards, organization and management of commercial 
customer loyalty operations especially by means of loyalty cards; commercial operation of motels, hotel complexes, 
holiday homes; organizing seminars for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of competitions for 
commercial and promotional purposes as well as for staff motivation purposes, including via a computer communication 
network (such as the Internet or intranets).

Cl.41;Hotel staff training services concerning hotel bookings, database management and hotel management; training in 
hotel management and remote bookings, namely, via Internet, Extranet, and Intranet networks; organization and 
conducting of training workshops; vocational guidance (education or training advice); practical training (demonstration); 
courses given in the framework of seminars; correspondence courses; organization of exhibitions for cultural or 
educational purposes; organization of competitions relating to education or entertainment; organization and conducting 
of colloquiums, conferences, congresses and seminars; production and screening of films for educational purposes; 
sporting activities, organization of sports competitions; rental of sports equipment (excluding vehicles); leisure services; 
reception planning (entertainment).

Cl.43;Hotel, catering (food), temporary accommodation services, restaurant, cafeteria, tea room, bar services 
(excluding clubs), hotel room reservation services for travelers, consultation and advice (not related to business conduct) 
in the hotel and catering fields; travel agency services, namely reservation of restaurants and meals; provision of 
information relating to hotels, temporary accommodation and restaurant services; reservation, lending and rental of 
rooms, halls and conference and meeting facilities; reservation, hiring and rental of rooms, halls and spaces for seminars, 
banquets, cocktails and receptions; consulting and advice (unrelated to business operation) in connection with hotels 
and restaurants.
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4364466    19/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500352]
IKEDA MOHANDO CO., LTD.

16 Jinden, Kamiichi-machi, Nakaniikawa-gun Toyama 930-0394 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics; baby powder [toiletries]; bath foam; bath salts, non-medicated; body lotion; hair care creams; hair 
coloring preparations; lipsticks; foundations; make-up removing creams; beauty care preparations; body deodorants 
[perfumery]; cosmetic creams; cosmetic facial preparations; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetic preparations 
for the care of mouth and teeth; cosmetic preparations for the face and body; cosmetic sunscreen preparations; after-sun 
moisturizers; fragrances; hair setting preparations; hand creams; lip balm; massage oil; moisturizers; baby powder 
[toiletries]; baby oils [toiletries]; shaving creams; soaps; cleaning preparations (not for industrial and medical purposes); 
hair shampoos and conditioners; hand soap; laundry washing preparations, dentifrice and toothpaste; non-medicated 
mouthwashes; breath fresheners; antiperspirants for personal use; cotton wool and cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; 
artificial fingernails; false eyelashes; incense; room fragrancing preparations; essential oils; aromatherapy oils [for 
cosmetic use]; adhesives for cosmetic purposes; washing and bleaching preparations; stain removing preparations; baby 
powders not for medical purposes.

Cl.5;Medicines; reagent paper for medical purposes; pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations and substances; 
sanitary preparations for medical purposes; non-prescription medicines, anti-itch ointments [antipruritics]; anti-itch 
creams [antipruritics]; liquid antipruritics; medical plasters; dermatological pharmaceutical products; pharmaceutical 
preparations for wounds; medicated baby powder; medicated body lotions; medicated lip balms; medicated lozenges; 
cough syrups; gargles [for medical use]; anti-inflammatories; analgesic preparations; acne treatment preparations; 
hygienic preparations for medical purposes; pharmaceutical cold preparations; mothballs; insect repelling preparations; 
antiparasitics; insect destroying preparations; mosquito repellents for application to the skin; bactericides; medicated 
compresses; medicated lotions for sunburn; first aid kits for household use; antiseptic preparations; all-purpose 
disinfectants; pregnancy testing preparations; veterinary preparations and substances; herbicides for agricultural use; 
agricultural pesticides; bath preparations for medical purposes; adhesive bandages for medical purposes; materials for 
dressings; air deodorizing preparations; fabric deodorizers; household deodorants; babies' diapers of paper; disposable 
adult diapers; gauze [for medical use]; cotton swabs for medical purposes; cotton wool for medical purposes; ear 
bandages; eye bandages for medical purposes; sanitary tampons; sticking plasters for medical use; dietary and 
nutritional supplements; dietary supplements for humans; food for infants; powdered milk for babies; slimming tea for 
medical purposes; material for dental prostheses; materials for repairing teeth and dental prostheses; fixing materials for 
dental purposes; dental adhesives; pharmaceutical preparations for dental purposes; soaps used for medical purposes.
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Priority claimed from 20/06/2019; Application No. : 2019-086597 ;Japan 

4365078    21/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500479]
SINTOKOGIO, LTD.

28-12, Meieki 3-chome, Nakamura-ku, Nagoya-shi Aichi 450-6424 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Auxiliary fluids for abrasives; chemicals.

Cl.3;Shot abrasives for shot blasting machines; shot abrasives for air blasting machines; finishing media for barrel 
polishing machines.

Cl.6;Metal powder; magnetic metal powder.

Cl.7;Casting machines; machines for treating used foundry sand for reuse; air blasting machines; barrel polishing 
machines; brush polishing machines for metal working; molds for forming synthetic resins; dust collectors for industrial 
purposes; shot blasting machines; foundry molding machines; machines and instruments for metal working; machines 
for producing semiconductor; 3D printers.

Cl.9;Semiconductor parts made of ceramics; parts of electronic machines; measuring machines and instruments; 
precision measuring machines and instruments for inspection, their parts and accessories; sensors for measuring 
machines and instruments (other than for medical use); inspection apparatus for semiconductors; computer software.

Cl.11;Air cleaners for industrial purposes; air deodorizing devices for industrial purposes.

Cl.37;Repair or maintenance of shot blasting machines; repair or maintenance of foundry molding machines; repair or 
maintenance of machines and instruments for metal working; repair or maintenance of industrial furnaces; repair or 
maintenance of water purifying plant; repair or maintenance of waste compacting machines; repair or maintenance of 
waste crushing machines; providing information on repair or maintenance of casting machines; providing information on 
repair or maintenance of machines and instruments for metal working; providing information on operation, inspection and 
maintenance of casting equipment; repair or maintenance of measuring machines and instruments.

Cl.40;Blast processing for metal; shot peening processing for metal; surface processing for metal; surface processing 
for ceramic; surface processing for plastic; surface processing for glass; processing for ceramic.

Cl.42;Providing advice, proposal and information on plants or industrial machines for energy saving; providing advice, 
proposal and information relating to manufacturing technology to improve its quality when manufacture casting products 
in foundry; cloud computing; software as a service [SaaS]; rental of memory space of computer server; rental of memory 
space for reservation of electronic data; hosting of website; rental of computers; providing computer programs on data 
networks; design, programing or maintenance of computer programs; design, creation or maintenance of computer 
system; creation and maintenance of website (for another person); design of machines, apparatuses or instruments 
(including those parts) as well as facilities consist of those machines and the like; design of machinery and appliances; 
design of machinery and appliances for power distribution or power control; design of electric equipment or 
telecommunication facility; design and development of photovoltaic power generation; design services; industrial design 
services; office layout designing services; technological advice relating to computers, automobiles and industrial 
machines; testing or research on machines, apparatuses and instruments; rental of measuring instruments.
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Priority claimed from 19/12/2018; Application No. : 018002243 ;European Union 

4365088    27/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500503]
ALV GmbH & Co. KG

Birkensteige 10/1 88069 Tettnang Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; mobile apps; interfaces for computers; recorded content; computer software for application and 
database integration; communication software; antivirus software; computer software for the creation of firewalls; 
computer software, recorded; computer software for authorising access to data bases; software for network and device 
security; computer application software; downloadable computer security software; software and applications for mobile 
devices; network operating system programs; computer utility programs [program performs computer maintenance 
work]; computer firewall software; authentication software; computer programs [downloadable software]; security 
software; programs for smartphones; programs for computers; computer software applications, downloadable; 
application software for cloud computing services; cloud computing software; data processing programs recorded on 
machine-readable data carriers; cloud network monitoring software; computer programs, recorded; firmware; data 
recorded electronically; computer software for the detection of threats to computer networks.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services provided via Internet platforms and portals; electronic transmission of data; data 
transmission; providing Internet chatrooms; computer aided transmission of messages and images; providing access to 
and leasing access time to computer networks; message collection and transmission services; web messaging; on-line 
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communication services; rental of access time to global computer networks; leasing of access time to a computer 
database; communication services for the transmission of information; computer communication services; providing 
access to and leasing access time to computer databases; communication of information by electronic means; 
telecommunications services for the distribution of data; transmission of information by electronic communications 
networks; providing access to information on the Internet; telecommunication services; providing user access to global 
computer networks; providing user access to computer programmes in data networks; providing telecommunications 
connections to a global communication network or databases; transmission of information on-line; transmission of data 
via the Internet; providing access to databases; provision of audio and visual media via communications networks.

Cl.41;Writing and publishing of texts, other than publicity texts; publishing by electronic means; provision of online 
information relating to audio and visual media (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13.2.b) of the 
Common Regulations); teaching; writing services for blogs (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 
13.2.b) of the Common Regulations); training; provision of audio and visual media via communications networks; 
publishing services.

Cl.42;Consultancy in the field of security software; computer software design; configuration of computer software; 
creation, maintenance and adaptation of software; data security consultancy; software development, programming and 
implementation; computer virus protection services; design, maintenance, development and updating of computer 
software; computer firewall services; providing technical advice relating to computer hardware and software; design and 
development of antivirus software; technical support services relating to computer software and applications; 
development, updating and maintenance of software and database systems; configuration of computer firmware; 
computer software design and updating; development of software for communication systems; installation of computer 
software; technical consultancy relating to the installation and maintenance of computer software; design, development 
and implementation of software; data security services [firewalls]; preparation of data processing programmes; computer 
programming and software design.

Cl.45;Security services for the protection of property and individuals.
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Priority claimed from 13/03/2019; Application No. : 018035405 ;European Union 

4365104    09/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500312]
Woolnut AB

Upplandsgatan 37 SE-113 28 STOCKHOLM Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Cases, sleeves and bags adapted for mobile phones, laptops, tablets and other personal electronic devices, namely 
electronic book readers, headphones, headsets and smart watches; camera bags and camera cases; cases for glasses 
and sunglasses.

Cl.18;Cases, bags and wallets of leather or imitation leather.
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Priority claimed from 19/12/2018; Application No. : 018002245 ;European Union 

4365107    27/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500304]
ALV GmbH & Co. KG

Birkensteige 10/1 88069 Tettnang Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; mobile apps; interfaces for computers; recorded content; computer software for application and 
database integration; communication software; antivirus software; computer software for the creation of firewalls; 
computer software, recorded; computer software for authorising access to data bases; software for network and device 
security; computer application software; downloadable computer security software; software and applications for mobile 
devices; network operating system programs; computer utility programs [program performs computer maintenance 
work]; computer firewall software; authentication software; computer programs [downloadable software]; security 
software; programs for smartphones; programs for computers; computer software applications, downloadable; 
application software for cloud computing services; cloud computing software; data processing programs recorded on 
machine-readable data carriers; firmware; computer programs, recorded; cloud network monitoring software; computer 
software for the detection of threats to computer networks; data recorded electronically.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services provided via Internet platforms and portals; electronic transmission of data; data 
transmission; providing Internet chatrooms; computer aided transmission of messages and images; providing access to 
and leasing access time to computer networks; message collection and transmission services; web messaging; on-line 
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communication services; rental of access time to global computer networks; leasing of access time to a computer 
database; communication services for the transmission of information; computer communication services; providing 
access to and leasing access time to computer databases; communication of information by electronic means; 
telecommunications services for the distribution of data; transmission of information by electronic communications 
networks; providing access to information on the Internet; telecommunication services; providing user access to global 
computer networks; providing user access to computer programmes in data networks; providing telecommunications 
connections to a global communication network or databases; transmission of information on-line; transmission of data 
via the Internet; providing access to databases; provision of audio and visual media via communications networks.

Cl.41;Writing and publishing of texts, other than publicity texts; publishing by electronic means; provision of online 
information relating to audio and visual media (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13.2.b) of the 
Common Regulations); teaching; writing services for blogs (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 
13.2.b) of the Common Regulations); training; publishing services.

Cl.42;Consultancy in the field of security software; computer software design; configuration of computer software; 
creation, maintenance and adaptation of software; data security consultancy; software development, programming and 
implementation; computer virus protection services; design, maintenance, development and updating of computer 
software; computer firewall services; providing technical advice relating to computer hardware and software; design and 
development of antivirus software; technical support services relating to computer software and applications; 
development, updating and maintenance of software and database systems; configuration of computer firmware; 
computer software design and updating; development of software for communication systems; installation of computer 
software; technical consultancy relating to the installation and maintenance of computer software; design, development 
and implementation of software; data security services [firewalls]; preparation of data processing programmes; computer 
programming and software design.

Cl.45;Security services for the protection of property and individuals.
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4366209    12/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500251]
Mobvoi Information Technology Co, Ltd.

Room 1001, 10th Floor, Block A, No. 19 Zhongguancun Street, Haidian District Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Pedometers; chronographs [time recording apparatus]; global positioning system [GPS] apparatus; chips 
[integrated circuits]; computer programs, downloadable; interactive touch screen terminals; cabinets for loudspeakers.

Cl.42;Technological research; chemical research; vehicle roadworthiness testing; industrial design; interior design; 
conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; computer software design; software as a service 
[SaaS]; cloud computing; graphic arts design.
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4366245    17/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500199]
SwissCore Group SA

Bahnhofstrasse 29 CH-6300 Zug Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer software applications; with the exception of access control, video intercom, audio 
intercom, surveillance, camera products, including, but not limited to, digital cameras, network cameras, web cameras 
and networked cameras, video encoders, video decoders, network server documents, print servers, networked video 
products, radars, speakers, microphones, software and accessories for the above-mentioned products.

Cl.35;Retail or wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations as well as for medical 
supplies; organization, operation and supervision of customer loyalty schemes; customer loyalty services and customer 
club services for commercial, promotional and/or advertising purposes; presentation and grouping of various offers of 
goods and services via global computer networks (the Internet) enabling consumers to view them, compare them and buy 
them conveniently; computerized online ordering services; administration of consumer loyalty programs.

Cl.44;Health care services coordinated by an organization; provision of information by telephone and via the Internet 
relating to health care; advisory services relating to health care; medical care and analysis services relating to patient 
treatment; provision of information in the field of administration of medication; provision of information relating to the 
preparation and dispensing of medicines; preparation and dispensing of medication; consultancy services relating to 
pharmaceutical products.
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Priority claimed from 17/08/2018; Application No. : 88082724 ;United States of America 

4366403    16/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500581]
Scaled Agile, Inc.

5400 Airport Blvd, Suite 300 Boulder CO 80301 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable webinars, webcasts, podcasts, videos, newsletters, training manuals, reference books, digital 
educational content, articles, images, flowcharts, and digital courseware in the fields of systems engineering and 
enterprise management.

Cl.16;Printed instructional, educational, and teaching materials in the fields of systems engineering and enterprise 
management.

Cl.41;Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction in the fields of systems engineering and 
enterprise management; educational services, namely, providing group coaching and in-person learning forums in the 
fields of systems engineering and enterprise management; educational services, namely, arranging and conducting 
seminars, workshops, conferences, symposiums, and panel discussion groups in the fields of systems engineering and 
enterprise management; providing a website featuring educational content, namely, training individuals and groups 
through online courses and providing curricula in connection therewith in the fields of systems engineering and 
enterprise management (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations).

Cl.42;Consulting in the fields of computer systems engineering and enterprise management; testing, analysis, and 
evaluation of the knowledge, skills, and abilities of others to the order and specification of certification standards for the 
purpose of certification and re-certification in the fields of systems engineering and enterprise management; providing, 
via a website, non-downloadable software for tracking, managing, reporting, and sharing online learning course 
participation, assessments, and results in the fields of systems engineering and enterprise management; computer 
services, namely, creating an online community for registered users to discuss systems engineering and enterprise 
management.
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4366524    17/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1340482]
Pictionary Art Factory Co., Ltd.

234, Sinheung-ro, Uijeongbu-si Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Goggles; sunglasses; chargers for smart phones; electrical cells and batteries; electricity measuring apparatus and 
instruments; electric wire and cable; wireless earset; wireless communication remote controllers; USB memories; video 
game cartridges; helmets; downloadable animation; pre-recorded music recorded on electronic media; animated 
cartoons; downloadable electronic publications; software; cameras; cinematographic machines and apparatus; mobile 
phone cases; controllers (regulators); none of the foregoing for use with or in relation to land passenger vehicles or 
replicas of land passenger vehicles or sporting articles.

Cl.28;Butterfly nets; toys for domestic pets; fairground ride apparatus; wax for skis; toys (playthings); toy figures; 
dolls; drones [toys]; toys; board games; parlour games; games; golf bags with or without wheels; fishing tackle; twirling 
batons; climbing belts; ornaments for Christmas trees (except illumination articles and confectionery); games and 
playthings; none of the foregoing for use with or in relation to land passenger vehicles or replicas of land passenger 
vehicles or sporting articles.

Cl.41;Arranging and conducting of competitions [education or entertainment]; entertainment and amusement 
information; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; education information; production and 
presentation and distribution of animated films; production of animations or animated films; distribution of cartoons; 
production of animation programmes; providing of movie studios; rental of motion pictures and of sound recordings; 
publication of books; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; conducting of educational events; 
management of animation academies; gaming services; electronic games services through mobile game applications; 
operation of theme parks; editing of photographic films; planning services for movies, shows, plays or musical 
performances; organizing and conducting exhibitions for entertainment, cultural or educational purposes; none of the 
foregoing for use with or in relation to land passenger vehicles or replicas of land passenger vehicles or sporting articles.
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Priority claimed from 20/06/2019; Application No. : 2019-086598 ;Japan 

4366540    21/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500687]
SINTOKOGIO, LTD.

28-12, Meieki 3-chome, Nakamura-ku, Nagoya-shi Aichi 450-6424 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Auxiliary fluids for abrasives; chemicals.

Cl.3;Shot abrasives for shot blasting machines; shot abrasives for air blasting machines; finishing media for barrel 
polishing machines.

Cl.6;Metal powder; magnetic metal powder.

Cl.7;Casting machines; machines for treating used foundry sand for reuse; air blasting machines; barrel polishing 
machines; brush polishing machines for metal working; molds for forming synthetic resins; dust collectors for industrial 
purposes; shot blasting machines; foundry molding machines; machines and instruments for metal working; machines 
for producing semiconductor; 3D printers.

Cl.9;Semiconductor parts made of ceramics; parts of electronic machines; measuring machines and instruments; 
precision measuring machines and instruments for inspection, their parts and accessories; sensors for measuring 
machines and instruments (other than for medical use); inspection apparatus for semiconductors; computer software.

Cl.11;Air cleaners for industrial purposes; air deodorizing devices for industrial purposes.

Cl.37;Repair or maintenance of shot blasting machines; repair or maintenance of foundry molding machines; repair or 
maintenance of machines and instruments for metal working; repair or maintenance of industrial furnaces; repair or 
maintenance of water purifying plant; repair or maintenance of waste compacting machines; repair or maintenance of 
waste crushing machines; providing information on repair or maintenance of casting machines; providing information on 
repair or maintenance of machines and instruments for metal working; providing information on operation, inspection and 
maintenance of casting equipment; repair or maintenance of measuring machines and instruments.

Cl.40;Blast processing for metal; shot peening processing for metal; surface processing for metal; surface processing 
for ceramic; surface processing for plastic; surface processing for glass; processing for ceramic.

Cl.42;Providing advice, proposal and information on plants or industrial machines for energy saving; providing advice, 
proposal and information relating to manufacturing technology to improve its quality when manufacture casting products 
in foundry; cloud computing; software as a service [SaaS]; rental of memory space of computer server; rental of memory 
space for reservation of electronic data; hosting of website; rental of computers; providing computer programs on data 
networks; design, programing or maintenance of computer programs; design, creation or maintenance of computer 
system; creation and maintenance of website (for another person); design of machines, apparatuses or instruments 
(including those parts) as well as facilities consist of those machines and the like; design of machinery and appliances; 
design of machinery and appliances for power distribution or power control; design of electric equipment or 
telecommunication facility; design and development of photovoltaic power generation; design services; industrial design 
services; office layout designing services; technological advice relating to computers, automobiles and industrial 
machines; testing or research on machines, apparatuses and instruments; rental of measuring instruments.
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Priority claimed from 15/03/2019; Application No. : 018036139 ;European Union 

4366747    02/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500588]
Koenig & Bauer AG

Friedrich-Koenig-Str. 4 97080 Würzburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Printing machines; offset printers; web-fed rotary printing machines; sheet-fed rotary printing machines; screen 
printing machines; pad printing machines; central cylinder flexographic printing machines; flexographic printing 
machines; intaglio printing machines; printing machines for use on sheet metal; printing machines for use on cans; 
printing machines for use on hollow bodies; printing machines for corrugated cardboard; inkjet printing machines and 
apparatus; inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single or multi-coloured inkjet printers; laser marking 
machines and apparatus; laser printing machines and apparatus; marking machines; painting machines; packaging 
machines; laminating machines; coating machines, in particular rotary coating machines for webbed and separated 
materials; digital printing and marking machines based on electrophotography, magnetography, xerography, inkjet 
printing; lighting apparatus, being parts for printing machines for contact prints or for producing circuit and print 
templates; imprinting and marking machines, in particular for the graphics and packaging sector and for data processing; 
labelling machines; engraving machines; machines for handling sheets/plates of metal; food distribution machines; 
machines and apparatus for the surface treatment of metals; hot stamping machines and apparatus; thermal transfer 
machines and apparatus; rotary dies for punching printed matter or paper or plastics; sheet metal dies for punching 
printed matter or paper or plastics; marking machines for printed matter; printing plates; flexographic printing plates; 
fittings, included in this class, for the aforesaid printing machines, offset printers, web-fed rotary printing machines, 
sheet-fed rotary printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, 
intaglio printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing 
machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, 
inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single or multi-coloured inkjet printers, laser marking machines 
and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, painting machines, packaging machines, 
coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines and engraving machines; machines and 
mechanical apparatus for storing printed matter or printing materials or rolls of printing materials or paper or rolls of 
paper or plastics or rolls of plastic or metal or organic or inorganic materials for printing machines, offset printers, web-
fed rotary printing machines, sheet-fed rotary printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, intaglio printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines 
for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing 
machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single or multi-coloured inkjet printers, 
laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, painting machines, 
packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry; conveyors (machines), belts for conveyors, conveying 
apparatus for transporting printed matter or printing materials or rolls of printing materials or paper or rolls of paper or 
plastics or rolls of plastic or metal or organic or inorganic materials for printing machines, offset printers, web-fed rotary 
printing machines, sheet-fed rotary printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic 
printing machines, intaglio printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on 
cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines 
and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single or multi-coloured inkjet printers, laser 
marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, painting machines, 
packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry; machines and mechanical apparatus for folding printed 
matter or printing materials or paper or plastics or metal or organic or inorganic materials; machines and mechanical 
apparatus for changing and/or bending and/or punching printing plates and/or flexographic printing plates; machines and 
mechanical apparatus for storing printing plates for printing machines; conveyors (machines), belts for conveyors, 
conveying apparatus for transporting printing plates for printing machines; machines and mechanical apparatus for 
cleaning rollers in inking apparatus or dampening units and/or cylinders and/or painting units and/or inkjet printing heads 
and/or laser systems in printing machines, offset printers, web-fed rotary printing machines, sheet-fed rotary printing 
machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, intaglio printing machines, 
printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, 
printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular having 
one or more inkjets, single or multi-coloured inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing 
machines and apparatus, marking machines, painting machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing 
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and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics 
industry; machines and mechanical apparatus for storing and/or adjusting rollers in inking apparatus or dampening units 
and/or cylinders and/or painting units and/or inkjet printing modules and/or laser systems in printing machines, offset 
printers, web-fed rotary printing machines, sheet-fed rotary printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing 
machines, flexographic printing machines, intaglio printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing 
machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet 
printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single or multi-coloured inkjet 
printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, painting 
machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving 
machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry; machines and mechanical apparatus for 
adjusting inking apparatus and/or dampening units and/or cylinders for printing mechanisms and/or painting units in 
printing mechanisms and/or painting units and/or inkjet printing modules and/or laser systems; parts for inking apparatus 
and/or dampening units and/or inkjet printing modules and/or laser systems and cylinders in machines, for tempering, 
included in this class; machines and mechanical apparatus for adjusting cutting equipment and/or cutting cylinders in 
printing machines, offset printers, web-fed rotary printing machines, sheet-fed rotary printing machines, screen printing 
machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, intaglio printing machines, printing machines for use 
on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for 
corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, 
single or multi-coloured inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, 
marking machines, painting machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, 
labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry; machines and 
mechanical apparatus for adjusting registers and/or passers in printing machines, offset printers, web-fed rotary printing 
machines, sheet-fed rotary printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, intaglio printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, 
printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and 
apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single or multi-coloured inkjet printers, laser marking 
machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, painting machines, packaging 
machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines 
and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry; mechanical control machines and apparatus for printing machines, 
offset printers, web-fed rotary printing machines, sheet-fed rotary printing machines, screen printing machines, pad 
printing machines, flexographic printing machines, intaglio printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, 
printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated 
cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single or 
multi-coloured inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking 
machines, painting machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling 
machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry; machines and mechanical 
apparatus for adjusting web tensions in printing machines, offset printers, web-fed rotary printing machines, sheet-fed 
rotary printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, intaglio 
printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for 
use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet 
printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single or multi-coloured inkjet printers, laser marking machines and 
apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, painting machines, packaging machines, coating 
machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the graphics industry; filters (parts of machines or engines); separators (machines); extracting machines 
and conveyors (machines) for ventilation-based cleaning, dust removal and air separation of machines and rooms 
equipped therewith; filters for cleaning cooling air, for engines; blowing engines; fibre separators (machines); air 
compressors and air ejectors for machines; collection machines for compacting, filling and compressing particles, dusts 
and fibres removed from machines; air conveyors (air conditioning), namely compressors; air conveyors (air 
conditioning), in particular blowing machines; blowing machines; air compressors; fittings, included in this class, for the 
aforesaid printing machines, offset printers, web-fed rotary printing machines, sheet-fed rotary printing machines, screen 
printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, intaglio printing machines, printing machines 
for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines 
for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, 
single or multi-coloured inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, 
marking machines, painting machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, 
labelling machines, engraving machines, machines for handling sheets/plates of metal, food distribution machines, 
machines and apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and apparatus, thermal transfer 
machines and apparatus; fittings, included in this class, for the aforesaid filters, separators, extracting machines and 
conveyors (machines) for ventilation-based cleaning, dust removal and air separation of machines and rooms equipped 
therewith, air filters, blowing machines, fibre separators, air compressors and air ejectors for machines, collection 
machines for compacting, filling and compressing particles, dusts and fibres removed from machines; machines and 
mechanical apparatus for manufacturing security tags, securities, banknotes and/or parts therefor; machines and 
mechanical apparatus for affixing security tags and/or parts therefor; machines and mechanical apparatus for packaging 
product security means, authentication features, security features, security tags, securities, banknotes and/or parts 
therefor; mechanical control machines and apparatus for machines for manufacturing security tags, securities, banknotes 
and/or parts therefor; mechanical control machines and apparatus for machines for affixing security tags and/or parts 
therefor; mechanical control machines and apparatus for machines for packaging product security means, authentication 
features, security features, security tags, securities, banknotes and/or parts therefor; mechanical control machines and 
apparatus for machines used with security labels, securities, banknotes and/or parts therefor; parts and fittings for the 
aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.9;Electronic checking (supervision), control, display and measuring apparatus and recorded consultancy software, 
recorded sales software and software, included in this class, for printing machines, offset printers, web-fed rotary printing 
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machines, sheet-fed rotary printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, intaglio printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, 
printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and 
apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single or multi-coloured inkjet printers, laser marking 
machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, painting machines, packaging 
machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines 
and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, drying machines, drying ovens, machines for handling sheets/plates 
of metal, food distribution machines, machines and apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot stamping machines 
and apparatus, thermal transfer machines and apparatus; electronic checking (supervision), control, display and 
measuring apparatus and recorded consultancy software, recorded sales software and software, included in this class, 
for installations, devices, apparatus, filters, separators, extracting and conveying equipment for ventilation-based 
cleaning, dust removal and air separation of machines and rooms equipped therewith, air filters, blowing machines, fibre 
separators, air compressors and air ejectors for machines, collection equipment, machines, devices and apparatus for 
compacting, filling and compressing particles, dusts and fibres removed from machines; electronic checking 
(supervision), control, display and measuring apparatus and recorded consultancy software, recorded sales software and 
software, included in this class, for ventilation installations, ventilation apparatus, air conditioning, heating, refrigerating, 
aerating and ventilating, humidifying and dehumidifying installations and apparatus, air treatment installations, air 
conveying equipment, in particular fans, blowing machines and compressors, air heaters, air coolers, air filters and nozzle 
chambers for humidifying; electronic checking (supervision), control, display and measuring apparatus and recorded 
consultancy software, recorded sales software and software, included in this class, for drying ovens, drying apparatus, 
heat accumulators, heat exchangers and parts therefor, in particular active coatings having catalytic properties, heat 
exchanger ceramics, heat exchanger stones, heat exchanger surfaces, honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for 
exhaust air purifying installations, thermal energy accumulators, solar collectors, solar modules for heat generation and 
regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus; electronic checking (supervision), control, display and measuring 
apparatus and recorded consultancy software, recorded sales software and software, included in this class, for 
manufacturing product security means, authentication features, security features, security tags, securities, banknotes 
and/or parts therefor; electronic checking (supervision), control, display and measuring apparatus and recorded 
consultancy software, recorded sales software and software, included in this class, for affixing product security means, 
authentication features, security features, security tags and/or parts therefor; electronic checking (supervision), control, 
display and measuring apparatus and recorded consultancy software, recorded sales software and software, included in 
this class, for packaging product security means, authentication features, security features, security tags, securities, 
banknotes and/or parts therefor; electronic checking (supervision), control, display and measuring apparatus and 
recorded consultancy software, recorded sales software and software, included in this class, in the form of and/or for 
product security means, authentication features, security features, security tags, securities, banknotes and/or parts 
therefor; electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production 
control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus, web tension controls, recorded consultancy software, recorded 
sales software and software for printing machines, offset printers, web-fed rotary printing machines, sheet-fed rotary 
printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, intaglio printing 
machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on 
hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in 
particular having one or more inkjets, single or multi-coloured inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, 
laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, painting machines, packaging machines, coating machines, 
digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for 
the graphics industry; electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control 
apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus, recorded consultancy software, recorded 
sales software and software for installations, devices, apparatus, filters, separators, extracting and conveying equipment 
for ventilation-based cleaning, dust removal and air separation of machines and rooms equipped therewith, air filters, 
blowing machines, fibre separators, air compressors and air ejectors for machines, collection equipment, machines, 
devices and apparatus for compacting, filling and compressing particles, dusts and fibres removed from machines; 
electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control 
apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus, recorded consultancy software, recorded sales software and software for 
ventilation installations, ventilation apparatus, air conditioning, heating, refrigerating, aerating and ventilating, 
humidifying and dehumidifying installations and apparatus, air treatment installations, air conveying equipment, in 
particular fans, blowing machines and compressors, air heaters, air coolers, air filters and nozzle chambers for 
humidifying; electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, 
production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus, recorded consultancy software, recorded sales 
software and software for drying ovens, drying apparatus, heat accumulators, heat exchangers and parts therefor, in 
particular active coatings having catalytic properties, heat exchanger ceramics, heat exchanger stones, heat exchanger 
surfaces, honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for exhaust air purifying installations, thermal energy 
accumulators, solar collectors, solar modules for heat generation and regulating and safety accessories for gas 
apparatus; electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, 
production control apparatus, temperature monitoring apparatus, web tension controls, recorded consultancy software, 
recorded sales software and software for machines for manufacturing product security means, authentication features, 
security features, security tags, securities, banknotes and/or parts therefor; electronic regulating apparatus, control 
apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, temperature monitoring 
apparatus, web tension controls, recorded consultancy software, recorded sales software and software for machines for 
affixing product security means, authentication features, security features, security tags and/or parts therefor; electronic 
regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, 
temperature monitoring apparatus, web tension controls, recorded consultancy software, recorded sales software and 
software for machines for packaging product security means, authentication features, security features, security tags, 
securities, banknotes and/or parts therefor; electronic regulating apparatus, control apparatus, monitoring apparatus, 
quality control apparatus, production control apparatus, recorded consultancy software, recorded sales software and 
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software for product security means, authentication features, security features, security tags, securities, banknotes 
and/or parts therefor; electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for setting and pre-setting 
subassemblies and parts of printing machines, offset printers, web-fed rotary printing machines, sheet-fed rotary printing 
machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, intaglio printing machines, 
printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, 
printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular having 
one or more inkjets, single or multi-coloured inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing 
machines and apparatus, marking machines, painting machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing 
and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics 
industry, drying machines, drying ovens, machines for handling sheets/plates of metal, food distribution machines, 
machines and apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and apparatus, thermal transfer 
machines and apparatus; electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for setting and pre-
setting subassemblies and parts of installations, devices, apparatus, filters, separators, extracting and conveying 
equipment for ventilation-based cleaning, dust removal and air separation of machines and rooms equipped therewith, air 
filters, blowing machines, fibre separators, air compressors and air ejectors for machines, collection equipment, 
machines, devices and apparatus for compacting, filling and compressing particles, dusts and fibres removed from 
machines; electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for setting and pre-setting 
subassemblies and parts of ventilation installations, ventilation apparatus, air conditioning, heating, refrigerating, 
aerating and ventilating, humidifying and dehumidifying installations and apparatus, air treatment installations, air 
conveying equipment, in particular fans, blowing machines and compressors, air heaters, air coolers, air filters and nozzle 
chambers for humidifying; electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for setting and pre-
setting subassemblies and parts of drying ovens, drying apparatus, heat accumulators, heat exchangers and parts 
therefor, in particular active coatings having catalytic properties, heat exchanger ceramics, heat exchanger stones, heat 
exchanger surfaces, honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for exhaust air purifying installations, thermal energy 
accumulators, solar collectors, solar modules for heat generation and regulating and safety accessories for gas 
apparatus; electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for setting and pre-setting 
subassemblies and parts of machines for manufacturing product security means, authentication features, security 
features, security tags, securities, banknotes and/or parts therefor; electric and electronic measuring and testing 
apparatus and instruments for setting and pre-setting subassemblies and parts of machines for affixing product security 
means, authentication features, security features, security tags and/or parts therefor; electric and electronic measuring 
and testing apparatus and instruments for setting and pre-setting subassemblies and parts of machines for packaging 
product security means, authentication features, security features, security tags, securities, banknotes and/or parts 
therefor; recorded consultancy software and/or recorded sales software for electric and electronic measuring and testing 
apparatus and instruments for setting and pre-setting subassemblies and parts of printing machines, offset printers, web-
fed rotary printing machines, sheet-fed rotary printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, intaglio printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines 
for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing 
machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single or multi-coloured inkjet printers, 
laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, painting machines, 
packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, drying machines, drying ovens, machines for handling 
sheets/plates of metal, food distribution machines, machines and apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot 
stamping machines and apparatus, thermal transfer machines and apparatus; recorded consultancy software and/or 
recorded sales software for electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for setting and pre-
setting subassemblies and parts of installations, devices, apparatus, filters, separators, extracting and conveying 
equipment for ventilation-based cleaning, dust removal and air separation of machines and rooms equipped therewith, air 
filters, blowing machines, fibre separators, air compressors and air ejectors for machines, collection equipment, 
machines, devices and apparatus for compacting, filling and compressing particles, dusts and fibres removed from 
machines; recorded consultancy software and/or recorded sales software for electric and electronic measuring and 
testing apparatus and instruments for setting and pre-setting subassemblies and parts of ventilation installations, 
ventilation apparatus, air conditioning, heating, refrigerating, aerating and ventilating, humidifying and dehumidifying 
installations and apparatus, air treatment installations, air conveying equipment, in particular fans, blowing machines and 
compressors, air heaters, air coolers, air filters and nozzle chambers for humidifying; recorded consultancy software 
and/or recorded sales software for electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for setting 
and pre-setting subassemblies and parts of drying ovens, drying apparatus, heat accumulators, heat exchangers and 
parts therefor, in particular active coatings having catalytic properties, heat exchanger ceramics, heat exchanger stones, 
heat exchanger surfaces, honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for exhaust air purifying installations, thermal 
energy accumulators, solar collectors, solar modules for heat generation and regulating and safety accessories for gas 
apparatus; recorded consultancy software and/or recorded sales software for electric and electronic measuring and 
testing apparatus and instruments for setting and pre-setting subassemblies and parts of machines for manufacturing 
product security means, authentication features, security features, security tags, securities, banknotes and/or parts 
therefor; recorded consultancy software and/or recorded sales software for electric and electronic measuring and testing 
apparatus and instruments for setting and pre-setting subassemblies and parts of machines for affixing product security 
means, authentication features, security features, security tags and/or parts therefor; recorded consultancy software 
and/or recorded sales software for electric and electronic measuring and testing apparatus and instruments for setting 
and pre-setting subassemblies and parts of machines for packaging product security means, authentication features, 
security features, security tags, securities, banknotes and/or parts therefor; recorded consultancy software, recorded 
sales software and software for remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulation of ink 
slides, ink rollers, damping rollers, register setting devices in printing machines, offset printers, web-fed rotary printing 
machines, sheet-fed rotary printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, intaglio printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, 
printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and 
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apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single or multi-coloured inkjet printers, laser marking 
machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, painting machines, packaging 
machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines 
and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry; recorded consultancy software, recorded sales software and 
software for remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulation of equipment for transporting 
and/or storing printed matter or printing materials or rolls of printing materials or paper or rolls of paper or plastics or 
rolls of plastic or metal or organic or inorganic materials for printing machines, offset printers, web-fed rotary printing 
machines, sheet-fed rotary printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, intaglio printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, 
printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and 
apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single or multi-coloured inkjet printers, laser marking 
machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, painting machines, packaging 
machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines 
and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, drying machines, drying ovens, machines for handling sheets/plates 
of metal, food distribution machines, machines and apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot stamping machines 
and apparatus, thermal transfer machines and apparatus; recorded consultancy software, recorded sales software and 
software for remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulation of equipment for changing 
and/or transporting and/or storing printing plates; recorded consultancy software, recorded sales software and software 
for remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulation of equipment for cleaning rollers in 
inking apparatus or dampening units and/or cylinders and/or inkjet printing heads and/or laser systems in printing 
machines, offset printers, web-fed rotary printing machines, sheet-fed rotary printing machines, screen printing 
machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, intaglio printing machines, printing machines for use 
on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for 
corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, 
single or multi-coloured inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, 
marking machines, painting machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, 
labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry; recorded 
consultancy software, recorded sales software and software for remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, 
control and/or regulation of equipment for storing and/or adjusting rollers in inking apparatus or dampening units and/or 
cylinders and/or inkjet printing heads and/or laser systems in printing machines, offset printers, web-fed rotary printing 
machines, sheet-fed rotary printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, intaglio printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, 
printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and 
apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single or multi-coloured inkjet printers, laser marking 
machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, painting machines, packaging 
machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines 
and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry; recorded consultancy software, recorded sales software and 
software for remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulation of inking apparatus and/or 
dampening units and/or cylinders for printing mechanisms in printing mechanisms; recorded consultancy software, 
recorded sales software and software for remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulation 
of equipment for tempering inking apparatus or dampening units and/or cylinders and/or inkjet printing heads and/or 
laser systems in printing mechanisms; recorded consultancy software, recorded sales software and software for remote 
control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulation of cutting equipment and/or cutting cylinders in 
printing machines, offset printers, web-fed rotary printing machines, sheet-fed rotary printing machines, screen printing 
machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, intaglio printing machines, printing machines for use 
on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for 
corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, 
single or multi-coloured inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, 
marking machines, painting machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, 
labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry; recorded 
consultancy software, recorded sales software and software for remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, 
control and/or regulation of registers and/or passers in printing machines, offset printers, web-fed rotary printing 
machines, sheet-fed rotary printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing 
machines, intaglio printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, 
printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and 
apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single or multi-coloured inkjet printers, laser marking 
machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, painting machines, packaging 
machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines 
and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry; recorded consultancy software, recorded sales software and 
software for remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulation for quality control in printing 
machines, offset printers, web-fed rotary printing machines, sheet-fed rotary printing machines, screen printing 
machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, intaglio printing machines, printing machines for use 
on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for 
corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, 
single or multi-coloured inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, 
marking machines, painting machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, 
labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry; recorded 
consultancy software, recorded sales software and software for remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, 
control and/or regulation for quality control in installations, devices, apparatus, filters, separators, extracting and 
conveying equipment for ventilation-based cleaning, dust removal and air separation of machines and rooms equipped 
therewith, air filters, blowing machines, fibre separators, air compressors and air ejectors for machines, collection 
equipment, machines, devices and apparatus for compacting, filling and compressing particles, dusts and fibres removed 
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from machines; recorded consultancy software, recorded sales software and software for remote control, remote 
operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulation for quality control in ventilation installations, ventilation 
apparatus, air conditioning, heating, refrigerating, aerating and ventilating, humidifying and dehumidifying installations 
and apparatus, air treatment installations, air conveying equipment, in particular fans, blowing machines and 
compressors, air heaters, air coolers, air filters and nozzle chambers for humidifying; recorded consultancy software, 
recorded sales software and software for remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control and/or regulation 
for quality control in drying ovens, drying apparatus, heat accumulators, heat exchangers and parts therefor, in particular 
active coatings having catalytic properties, heat exchanger ceramics, heat exchanger stones, heat exchanger surfaces, 
honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for exhaust air purifying installations, thermal energy accumulators, solar 
collectors, solar modules for heat generation and regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus; recorded 
consultancy software, recorded sales software and software for remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, 
control and/or regulation of web tensions in printing machines, offset printers, web-fed rotary printing machines, sheet-
fed rotary printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, intaglio 
printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for 
use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet 
printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single or multi-coloured inkjet printers, laser marking machines and 
apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, painting machines, packaging machines, coating 
machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical 
apparatus for the graphics industry; recorded consultancy software, recorded sales software, software for data 
processing equipment for the pre-printing stage, for printing printed matter, production control and production planning; 
recorded consultancy software, recorded sales software, software for data processing equipment for the printing 
machine, for printing printed matter, production control and production planning; recorded consultancy software, 
recorded sales software and software for interfaces and/or data transfer for printing machines, offset printers, web-fed 
rotary printing machines, sheet-fed rotary printing machines, screen printing machines, pad printing machines, 
flexographic printing machines, intaglio printing machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, printing machines 
for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing 
machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, single or multi-coloured inkjet printers, 
laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, marking machines, painting machines, 
packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, labelling machines, engraving machines, 
machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, drying machines, drying ovens, machines for handling 
sheets/plates of metal, food distribution machines, machines and apparatus for the surface treatment of metals, hot 
stamping machines and apparatus, thermal transfer machines and apparatus and for parts therefor; recorded consultancy 
software, recorded sales software and software for interfaces and/or data transfer for installations, devices, apparatus, 
filters, separators, extracting and conveying equipment for ventilation-based cleaning, dust removal and air separation of 
machines and rooms equipped therewith, air filters, blowing machines, fibre separators, air compressors and air ejectors 
for machines, collection equipment, machines, devices and apparatus for compacting, filling and compressing particles, 
dusts and fibres removed from machines; recorded consultancy software, recorded sales software and software for 
interfaces and/or data transfer for ventilation installations, ventilation apparatus, air conditioning, heating, refrigerating, 
aerating and ventilating, humidifying and dehumidifying installations and apparatus, air treatment installations, air 
conveying equipment, in particular fans, blowing machines and compressors, air heaters, air coolers, air filters and nozzle 
chambers for humidifying; recorded consultancy software, recorded sales software and software for interfaces and/or 
data transfer for drying ovens, drying apparatus, heat accumulators, heat exchangers and parts therefor, in particular 
active coatings having catalytic properties, heat exchanger ceramics, heat exchanger stones, heat exchanger surfaces, 
honeycomb structures and integrated catalysts for exhaust air purifying installations, thermal energy accumulators, solar 
collectors, solar modules for heat generation and regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus; recorded 
consultancy software, recorded sales software and software for interfaces and/or data transfer for machines for 
manufacturing product security means, authentication features, security features, security tags, securities, banknotes 
and/or parts therefor; recorded consultancy software, recorded sales software and software for interfaces and/or data 
transfer for machines for affixing product security means, authentication features, security features, security tags and/or 
parts therefor; recorded consultancy software, recorded sales software and software for interfaces and/or data transfer 
for machines for packaging product security means, authentication features, security features, security tags, securities, 
banknotes and/or parts therefor; recorded software for remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring, control 
and/or regulation of equipment for transporting and/or storing printed matter or printing materials or rolls of printing 
materials or paper or rolls of paper or plastics or rolls of plastic or metal or organic or inorganic materials for printing 
machines, offset printers, web-fed rotary printing machines, sheet-fed rotary printing machines, screen printing 
machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, intaglio printing machines, printing machines for use 
on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for 
corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, 
single or multi-coloured inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, 
marking machines, painting machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, 
labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, drying machines, 
drying ovens, machines for handling sheets/plates of metal, food distribution machines, machines and apparatus for the 
surface treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and apparatus, thermal transfer machines and apparatus; recorded 
software for transporting, packaging and storing remote controls, remote operators, remote monitoring apparatus, 
controllers and/or regulators of equipment for transporting and/or storing printed matter or printing materials or rolls of 
printing materials or paper or rolls of paper or plastics or rolls of plastic or metal or organic or inorganic materials for 
printing machines, offset printers, web-fed rotary printing machines, sheet-fed rotary printing machines, screen printing 
machines, pad printing machines, flexographic printing machines, intaglio printing machines, printing machines for use 
on sheet metal, printing machines for use on cans, printing machines for use on hollow bodies, printing machines for 
corrugated cardboard, inkjet printing machines and apparatus, inkjet printers, in particular having one or more inkjets, 
single or multi-coloured inkjet printers, laser marking machines and apparatus, laser printing machines and apparatus, 
marking machines, painting machines, packaging machines, coating machines, digital printing and marking machines, 
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labelling machines, engraving machines, machines and mechanical apparatus for the graphics industry, drying machines, 
drying ovens, machines for handling sheets/plates of metal, food distribution machines, machines and apparatus for the 
surface treatment of metals, hot stamping machines and apparatus, thermal transfer machines and apparatus; electronic 
data carriers in the form of product security solutions, authentication features, security features, security tags, securities, 
banknotes; magnetic data carriers in the form of product security solutions, authentication features, security features, 
security tags, securities, banknotes; RFID (radio-frequency identification) systems; encoded identification chips and 
cards; apparatus for processing electronic payments for goods and/or services and/or invoices, in particular for self-
service payment by customers, in particular using means of payment in the form of banknotes and/or coins and/or 
vouchers and/or cashless payment using debit, credit and/or loyalty cards, in particular contactless and/or contact cards 
and/or NFC (near-field communication) apparatus, in particular including with change being given; automated teller 
machines (ATM); cash deposit apparatus; automated teller machines and cash deposit apparatus; fittings for the 
aforesaid apparatus, included in this class, in particular cash boxes for accepting means of payment, in particular 
banknotes and/or coins and/or vouchers; electric apparatus, namely data processing apparatus for communicating with 
data carriers, in particular for communicating with data carriers having integrated circuits and data carriers having 
contactless interfaces, in particular data processing apparatus for writing data in or on data carriers, for reading data from 
data carriers and for displaying data from data carriers on a display; data processing apparatus for customising data 
carriers; machine-readable data carriers, in particular data carriers having integrated circuits for storing, encoding and 
decoding, processing and providing data and programs; integrated circuit cards (smartcards), in particular cards having 
microprocessors for communicating with external data processing equipment or mobile terminals; encoded 
telecommunications cards; encoded and uncoded digital data carriers having contactless interfaces; integrated circuits 
having characteristic physical properties for protecting against counterfeiting; computer memories, in particular non-
volatile memories (digital storage media); digital data carriers containing memories, in particular non-volatile memories 
(digital storage media); electric apparatus for processing, in particular encoding and decoding, data in both online and 
offline operation; software for applications on computer networks, in particular for internet, intranet and extranet 
applications; data processing software, in particular for telecommunications with smartcard-activated mobile telephones, 
in particular for the associated smartcards and mobile telephones, and computer programs for activating, altering, testing 
and displaying data and software structures stored on the aforesaid telecommunications cards; software for encoding, 
decoding and signing data; operating system software and application software for digital data carriers having integrated 
circuits, in particular for tokens (hardware) and smartcards, and for data processing equipment for communicating with 
the aforesaid digital data carriers; computer programs for developing, managing and maintaining the aforesaid software 
of all kinds; digital data carriers having the aforesaid software; electronically/optically stored advertising and 
communications media, included in this class, in particular films, videos (this class); parts for the aforesaid goods and 
fittings for the aforesaid goods, included in this class; coding machines, in particular for the graphics and packaging 
sector and for data processing.
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Priority claimed from 13/06/2019; Application No. : 2019-083659 ;Japan 

4367018    01/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500871]
ILS Inc.

2-6, Kanda-Sudacho, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 101-0041 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations, except agricultural chemicals; reagent paper for medical purposes; lacteal flour for 
babies; heme iron dietary supplements in the form of powder, granular, tablet and liquid; dietary supplements for 
humans; dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; dietetic food adapted for medical purposes; beverages for 
babies; food for babies; dietary supplements for animals.

Cl.29;Edible oils and fats; milk products; meat for human consumption [fresh, chilled or frozen]; eggs; fresh, chilled or 
frozen edible aquatic animals (not live); frozen vegetables; frozen fruits; processed meat products; liver pastes; 
processed seafood products; blocks of boiled, smoked and then dried bonitos [katsuo-bushi]; dried pieces of agar jelly 
[kanten]; flakes of dried fish meat [kezuri-bushi]; fish meal for human consumption; edible shavings of dried kelp [tororo-
kombu]; sheets of dried laver [hoshi-nori]; dried brown alga [hoshi-hijiki]; dried edible seaweed [hoshi-wakame]; toasted 
sheets of laver [yaki-nori]; processed vegetables and fruits; fried tofu pieces [abura-age]; freeze-dried tofu pieces [kohri-
dofu]; jelly made from devils' tongue root [konnyaku]; soya milk; tofu; fermented soybeans [natto]; processed eggs; pre-
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cooked curry stew, stew and soup mixes; dried flakes of laver for sprinkling on rice in hot water [ochazuke-nori]; furi-kake 
[dried flakes of fish, meat, vegetables or seaweed]; side-dish made of fermented soybean [name-mono]; preserved 
pulses; formed textured vegetable protein for use as a meat substitute for human consumption.

Cl.30;Binding agents for ice cream; meat tenderizers for household purposes; preparations for stiffening whipped 
cream; aromatic preparations for food, not from essential oils; tea; prepared coffee and coffee-based beverages; prepared 
cocoa and cocoa-based beverages; ice; confectionery; bread and buns; sandwiches; steamed buns stuffed with minced 
meat [chuka-manjuh]; hamburgers [sandwiches]; pizzas; hot dogs [sandwiches]; meat pies; soya bean paste [condiment]; 
worcester sauce; meat gravies; ketchup; soy sauce [soya sauce]; vinegar; seasoning soy sauce [sobatsuyu]; salad 
dressings; white sauce; mayonnaise; sauces for barbecued meat; cube sugar; fructose for culinary purposes; sugar; 
maltose for culinary purposes; honey; glucose for culinary purposes; powdered starch syrup for culinary purposes; 
starch syrup for culinary purposes; table salt mixed with sesame seeds; cooking salt; roasted and ground sesame seeds; 
celery salt; umami seasonings; spices; ice cream mixes; sherbet mixes; cereal preparations; chocolate spread; chinese 
stuffed dumplings [gyoza, cooked]; chinese steamed dumplings [shumai, cooked]; sushi; fried balls of batter mix with 
small pieces of octopus [takoyaki]; boxed lunches consisting of rice, with added meat, fish or vegetables; ravioli; yeast 
powder; koji [fermented malted rice]; yeast; baking powder; instant confectionery mixes; pasta sauce; by-product of rice 
for food [sake lees]; husked rice; husked oats; husked barley; gluten additives for culinary purposes; flour.

Cl.32;Beer; soft drinks; fruit juice; vegetable juices [beverages]; extracts of hops for making beer; whey beverages.

Cl.42;Testing, inspection or research of pharmaceuticals, cosmetics or foodstuffs.
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4367074    26/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499745]
GUANGZHOU WEIMEIZI INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.

(FOR OFFICE USE ONLY), ROOM 704 AND 705, WEST NO. 64 AND 66 OF JIANZHONG ROAD, TIANHE DISTRICT, 
GUANGZHOU GUANGDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Dentifrices; preparations for cleaning dentures; mouthwashes, not for medical purposes; breath freshening sprays; 
breath freshening strips; denture polishes; cosmetics for animals; make-up; shampoos; air fragrancing preparations.

Cl.5;Childbirth package, namely, babies' napkins, baby foods, medicated baby oils, dietetic foods adapted for medical 
purposes; chewing gum for medical purposes; sanitary towels; medicated dentifrices; babies' diapers; babies' diaper-
pants; antibacterial handwashes; tissues impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions; disinfecting paper towels; breast-
nursing pads.

Cl.21;Glassware for daily use, including cups, plates, pots, and urns; porcelain ware for daily use, including basins, 
bowls, plates, pots, tableware, urns, jars; toothbrushes; water apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums; toothbrushes, 
electric; toothbrush boxes; vacuum bottles; cosmetic utensils; brushes; cups.
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Priority claimed from 18/09/2019; Application No. : 40201920299X ;Singapore 

4367079    24/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499738]
VRCODE GLOBAL PTE LTD

33 Ubi Avenue 3, 04-30 Vertex Singapore 408868 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording 
discs; cards bearing coded data in magnetic form; cards bearing coded data in punched-out form; code cameras; code 
reading modules; coded transmitting apparatus; coding apparatus; coding instruments; coding modulators; data carriers 
incorporating computer programs written in machine code; electronic coding apparatus; electronic data processing 
machines; electronic data processing apparatus for the storage of computer programs; typeface data recorded on 
electronically readable data carriers; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic 
data carriers, recording discs; scientific apparatus; scientific instruments; nautical apparatus and instruments; surveying 
instruments; optical cards; optical discs; signaling buoys; data processing devices; data processing systems; active 
electronic labels containing coded information; coded signalling apparatus; memory devices for use with computer 
apparatus; memory devices for use with data processing apparatus.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; computer programming; computer research services; computer software development; data encryption 
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services; decoding of data; design of computer codes; design of computer languages; electronic data storage; hosting of 
software as a service [SaaS]; information technology [IT] consultancy; platform as a service [PaaS]; provision of online 
non-downloadable software; research relating to computer programming; research relating to telecommunication; design 
and development of computer hardware; design and development of computer software; coding of messages.
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Priority claimed from 02/07/2019; Application No. : 302019000045192 ;Italy 

4367084    25/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500985]
DREAM PROJECT S.P.A. (40% SHARE)

Via Forcella, 3 I-20144 MILANO (MI) Italy

Lee DONALDSON (60% SHARE)

Unit 22 Bury Business Centre, Kay Street Bury Lancashire BL9 6BU United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; bags, namely handbags, travelling bags, bags for sports, shoulder bags; 
purses; duffel bags; backpacks; travelling trunks; suitcases; duffle bags; key cases of leather or imitation leather; key-
cases of leather and skins; coin holders in the nature of wallets; coin purses, not of precious metals; pocket wallets; 
credit card cases; folding briefcases; attaché cases; beach bags; vanity cases, not fitted; cosmetic cases sold empty.

Cl.25;Clothing, namely tee-shirts; hosiery; polo shirts; tank tops; shorts; sweaters; cardigans; pullovers; sweatshirts; 
shirts; sport shirts; trousers; skirts; jeans; overcoats; dresses; leather jackets; heavy jackets; coats; raincoats; pelerines; 
waist belts; shawls; scarves; neckties; bathing suits; underwear; headwear; hats; footwear.
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4367182    25/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500921]
Clinton Großhandels-GmbH

Handwerkerstr. 19 15366 Dahlwitz-Hoppegarten Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Spectacles; glasses, sunglasses and contact lenses.

Cl.14;Jewellery; key rings and key chains, and charms therefor; jewellery boxes and watch boxes; time instruments; 
gemstones, pearls and precious metals, and imitations thereof.

Cl.18;Luggage; luggage, bags, wallets and other carriers; umbrellas and parasols; faux fur; leathercloth; leather and 
imitations of leather.

Cl.25;Clothing; headgear; footwear.
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Priority claimed from 28/03/2019; Application No. : 4538238 ;France 

4367194    17/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500900]
BIOFARMA

50 rue Carnot F-92284 Suresnes Cedex France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and 
instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media; sound 
recording disks; digital recording media; data and information processing apparatus and equipment; software; computer 
programs; computers; data processing equipment; software recorded on magnetic media or downloaded from a remote 
computer network; downloadable computer software applications; telecommunication equipment for use with mobile 
networks; personal digital assistant; transmitters of electronic signals; connected wristbands, connected scales, 
connected watches (measuring instruments); video cameras; activity sensors; downloadable applications for mobile 
devices; digital applications; software for algorithms; artificial intelligence software; spectacles, contact lenses; computer 
platforms in the nature of information sharing software; connected self-measuring tools; virtual reality computer 
programs; analysis systems based on artificial intelligence (software); electronic chips connected to an information 
system; virtual reality headsets.

Cl.10;Medical, dental and veterinary apparatus, instruments and equipment, artificial limbs, organs, eyes and teeth; 
orthopedic articles; suture material; compression stockings, tights and socks; stockings, tights and socks for varicose 
veins; bandages for compression dressing; medical devices; medical apparatus, instruments and equipment for 
introducing pharmaceutical preparations into the human body; infusion devices and syringes for medical use; diagnostic 
tools and instruments for medical use; blood analysis apparatus for medical use; medical endoscopy apparatus; inhalers; 
physiological measuring and monitoring apparatus for medical use; telemetry apparatus for medical use; acupuncture 
equipment; hearing aids; automatic analyzers for medical use; medical imaging apparatus; massage apparatus; all the 
aforesaid goods excluding surgical apparatus.

Cl.35;Support services in running or managing a commercial company; business management assistance services; 
commercial assistance services relating to company formation; database management; compilation of mathematical or 
statistical data; computer file management; compilation of information in computer databases; updating and maintenance 
of data in computer databases; business management and organization consultancy; business management consultancy; 
analysis of commercial data; market studies; information relating to market research; commercial intermediation services 
in the framework of matching potential private investors with entrepreneurs in search of funding; expertise in business 
productivity; retail or wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and hygienic preparations as well as medical, 
surgical apparatus and instruments; sales promotion services for third parties; public relations; sponsorship search; 
auctioneering; organization of events for commercial or advertising purposes; grant administration and management 
services (business management support); provision of personnel; collecting information for businesses.

Cl.44;Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; advisory services 
relating to health; pharmacy advice; health services; telemedicine services; therapeutic services; medical diagnosis 
services; home healthcare services; individualized medical prescription services; online medical prescription services; 
consultancy in relation to medical treatment in the home; advice with respect to self-medication; medical information 
services for patients; remote medical examination services; advisory services concerning wellbeing [health]; medical 
monitoring of patients including remotely; providing medical support in the monitoring of patients receiving medical 
treatments.

Cl.45;Providing individual support services to families of patients with serious illnesses; social networking services.
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Priority claimed from 15/03/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 103 358 ;Germany 

4367218    13/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501080]
KARL STORZ SE & Co. KG

Dr. Karl-Storz-Str. 34 78532 Tuttlingen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary instruments and apparatus, including networked apparatus and 
appliances and voice controlled apparatus and remote controls for such apparatus and appliances as parts and 
accessories of the aforesaid goods, included in this class; diagnostic medical equipment; diagnostic medical imaging 
equipment; medical imaging apparatus; endoscopes and endoscopic apparatus for medical and surgical purposes; 
medical apparatus and instruments; surgical sutures; medical furniture and bedding, equipment for transferring patients; 
orthopaedic aids; mobility aids; prostheses and artificial implants; medical analysis instruments; artificial respiration 
apparatus; apparatus and installations for the production of X-rays for medical purposes; surgical cutlery; surgical 
needles; surgical sponges; surgical mirrors; defibrillators; expansion probes [surgery]; dialysis machines; drainage tubes 
for medical purposes; blowers [medical equipment]; electrodes for medical purposes; electrocardiographs; 
electrotherapy equipment; gastroscopes; inhalers; injection syringes for medical purposes; incubators for babies; 
cannulae; catheters; magnetic resonance imaging equipment; medical guide wires; surgical knives; needles for medical 
purposes; anaesthetic equipment; anaesthetic masks; surgical gowns; operating tables; surgical drapes; 
ophthalmometers; ophthalmoscopes; pumps for medical purposes; radiological equipment for medical purposes; 
smoking apparatus for medical purposes; X-ray apparatus for medical use; X-ray photographs for medical use; X-ray 
tubes for medical use; X-ray screens for medical use; saws for surgical use; scissors for surgical use; armchairs for 
medical or dental use; scalpels; probes for medical purposes; special containers for medical waste; special beds for 
medical care; special furniture for medical purposes; spirometers; syringes for medical purposes; stents; sterile sheets, 
surgical; stethoscopes; therapeutic hot air apparatus; thermoelectric compresses; thermal packs for first aid purposes; 
stretchers; trocars; droppers for medical purposes; dropper bottles for medical purposes; ultrasonic diagnostic 
instruments for medical use; filters for ultraviolet rays, for medical use; ultraviolet lamps for medical use; urological 
apparatus and instruments; resuscitation equipment.

Cl.16;Paper and paperboard, namely envelopes, files, albums, display cards [stationery], almanacs; printed matter; 
brochures; leaflets; bookbinding materials; photographs; stationery; instuctional and teaching materials [except 
apparatus]; plastic packaging material; bags, pouches and goods of paper, cardboard or plastic for packaging, wrapping 
and storage purposes; packaging material made of cardboard; forms, printed; stationery; paper tapes or cards for 
recording computer programs.
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Priority claimed from 17/09/2019; Application No. : UK00003429337 ;United Kingdom 

4367833    23/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499811]
The Mission to Seafarers

St Michael Paternoster Royal, College Hill London EC4R 2RL United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Charitable fundraising; financial advice.

Cl.43;Provision of food and drink; temporary accommodation; restaurant services.

Cl.45;Provision of emotional support to families; pastoral counselling; legal advice; information, advisory and 
consultancy services relating to legal matters; legal advisory services relating to regulatory affairs; ministerial 
counselling; mentoring [spiritual]; advisory services relating to consumers rights [legal advice]; legal advocacy services.
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Priority claimed from 25/07/2019; Application No. : 1399708 ;Benelux 

4367886    21/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499977]
Summer & Co.Co B.V.

Botanicuslaan 26 NL-9751 AD Haren Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.32;Beer; non-alcoholic beer; low alcohol beer.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beer).
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Priority claimed from 05/09/2019; Application No. : 2019744342 ;Russian Federation 

4368022    11/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500092]
F&I Energy AG.

Baarerstrasse 52 CH-6300 Zug Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.32;Beer; non-alcoholic beverages; mineral and aerated waters; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups and other 
non-alcoholic preparations for making beverages; aperitifs, non-alcoholic; barley wine [beer]; aerated water; lithia water; 
seltzer water; soda water; waters [beverages]; mineral water [beverages]; table waters; kvass [non-alcoholic beverage]; 
cocktails, non-alcoholic; beer-based cocktails; lemonades; isotonic beverages; non-alcoholic honey-based beverages; 
rice-based beverages, other than milk substitutes; soya-based beverages, other than milk substitutes; aloe vera drinks, 
non-alcoholic; whey beverages; protein-enriched sports beverages; soft drinks; non-alcoholic beverages flavored with 
coffee; non-alcoholic beverages flavored with tea; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; energy drinks; fruit nectars, non-
alcoholic; orgeat; ginger beer; malt beer; powders for effervescing beverages; sarsaparilla [non-alcoholic beverage]; 
syrups for lemonade; syrups for beverages; smoothies [fruit and vegetable based beverages]; tomato juice [beverage]; 
cider, non-alcoholic; vegetable juices [beverages]; fruit juices; non-alcoholic preparations for making beverages; 
preparations for making aerated water; must; grape must, unfermented; beer wort; malt wort; pastilles for effervescing 
beverages; sherbets [beverages]; non-alcoholic fruit extracts; extracts of hops for making beer; essences for making 
beverages.

Cl.33;Spirits [beverages]; alcoholic beverages (except beer); aperitifs; arrack [arak]; baijiu [Chinese distilled alcoholic 
beverage]; brandy; wine; piquette; whisky; vodka; anisette [liqueur]; kirsch; gin; digesters [liqueurs and spirits]; 
cocktails; curacao; anise [liqueur]; liqueurs; pre-mixed alcoholic beverages, other than beer-based; alcoholic beverages 
containing fruit; distilled beverages; mead [hydromel]; peppermint liqueurs; bitters; nira [sugarcane-based alcoholic 
beverage]; rum; sake; perry; cider; rice alcohol; alcoholic extracts; fruit extracts, alcoholic; alcoholic essences.
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Priority claimed from 20/03/2019; Application No. : 4535495 ;France 

4368024    20/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500097]
AUXITROL SA

5 allée Charles Pathé ZAC de l'Echangeur, CS 20006 F-18023 BOURGES CEDEX France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveyinggeodetic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, verification (supervision) apparatus 
and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or 
controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording 
media; data processing equipment and computers; sensors for the measurement of rotational speed, the shaft torque, 
position, pressure, position,position, fluid density, flow of fluids, acceleration; thermocouples; resistance temperature 
sensors; diode lighttemperature sensors, opticalultrasound and ultrasoundoptical temperature sensors; electric sensors 
intended for measuring and detection apparatus and instruments; electric sensors for measuring physical parameters; 
electric sensors for measuring temperature, pressure, temperature, fluid density, flow of fluids, fluids for the 
speedrotational speed and shaft torque of the trunk; electric apparatus and instruments for testing and measuring, 
namely meters and electronic timers, apparatusinstruments and instrumentsapparatus for determining the moisture 
content of materials, thermometers, instruments for measuring light, standard batteries, electric circuit analyzers, 
tachometers, electric circuit analyzers and tachometric generators; electric and electronic indicatorsdisplays and display 
instruments for use with electric and electronic measuring apparatusdevices and devicesapparatus; apparatus and 
instruments for the detection of ice and particle detection; electric apparatus for testing electronic devices; photographic 
analyzers; circuit analyzers and detectors; amplifiers; calibration resistors; apparatus for controlling temperature using 
resistiveance temperature sensors or for pressure control using strain gages and pressure sensors; apparatus for 
controlling temperature, speed of gas turbines, shaft torque of the gas turbines, air pressure, flow ofand fuel andsensors 
using other physical properties using sensors; electric apparatus for measuringtesting and testingmeasuring, namely, 
thermocouples, speedpressure and pressurespeed sensors; control apparatus for the use of electrical sensors; 
harnesses (electronicelectric or electricelectronic cable sets) and junction boxes for the interconnection between electric 
sensors and apparatus for processing, displaycontrol and controldisplay; electric instruments for measuring physical 
characteristics, namely temperature, axle speed, shaft torque, pressure, flowdensity and densityflow; apparatus and 
instruments for measuring electricity, heat or light; electrical transformers; photosensors; apparatus and instruments for 
measuring pressurehumidity and humiditypressure; apparatus and instruments for responding to a variable for 
measuring and/or checking the pressure, temperature, pressure, liquid level, power generation, electric magnitude, the 
electric flow of fluids and for determining the presence of systemsflames, namely for fire alarm, signalingchecking and 
checkingsignaling systems; peripherals adapted for use with computers; recorded computer programs; computer 
programs [downloadable software]; recorded software; electronic publications [downloadable]; fire beaters; fire-
extinguishing blankets; computer interfaces; juke boxes for computers; monitors [computer programs]; peripherals 
adapted for use with computers; computer programs [downloadable software]; recorded computer operating system 
programs; downloadable electronic publications; software [recorded].

Cl.37;Construction; airplane maintenance and repair; installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware; repair 
information; machinery installation, maintenance and repair; vehicle maintenance; maintenance and repair of automobile 
vehicles; repair of scientific, nautical, geodeticsurveying, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking [supervision] 
apparatus and instruments, apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating 
or controlling electricity, apparatus for recording, transmission, reproduction of sound or images, magnetic data carriers, 
data processing equipment and computers, sensors for the measurement of rotational speed, of shaft torque, position, 
pressure of fluids, density of fluids, flow of fluids, acceleration, thermocouples, resistiveance temperature sensors, light 
sensors,diode temperature sensors, ultrasound and optical and temperature sensorsoptical ultrasound, electric sensors 
for measuring and detection apparatus and instruments, electric sensors for measuring physical parameters, electric 
sensors for measuring temperature, pressure, fluid density, flow of fluids, rotational speed and shaft torque of the trunk 
apparatus, electric measuringtesting and testingmeasuring apparatus and instruments, namely electronic meters and 
timers, electronic apparatusinstruments and instrumentsapparatus for determining the measurement of moisture content 
of materials, thermometers, light measuring instruments, standard batteries, electric circuit analyzers, batteries, 
tachometers and electrictachometric generators, and speed electric and electronic indicators, electric and electronic 
electric and electronic and display instruments for use with measuring devices and apparatus, apparatus and instruments 
for detecting ice and particle detecting ice, electric apparatus for testing electronic devices, analyzer photographic 
analyzers, analyzerssensors and circuit detectors, amplifiers, calibration resistors, apparatus for controlling temperature 
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sensors using resistanceive temperature detectors or pressure control using strain gages and pressure sensors, 
apparatus for controlling temperature, speed, of gas turbines, shaft torque of the gas turbines, air pressure, flow ofand 
fuel sensors usingand other physical properties using sensors, electric apparatus for testing and measuring sensors, 
namely, thermocouples, pressure and speed sensors,and pressure control apparatus, for the use of electric sensors for 
the use of all, harnesses [electrical or electronic cable sets] and junction boxes for electric interconnection between 
electric sensors and apparatus for processing, displaycontrol and control display, electric instruments, electricfor 
measuring physical characteristics, namely temperature, the speed of the axle, shaft torque, pressure, density, and flow, 
and apparatus and instruments for measuring electricity, heat or light detectors, electric transformers, photodetectors, 
apparatus and instruments for measuring humidity, and pressure, and apparatus and instruments for a 
meetingrespondeing to a variable pressure measuring and/or monitoring pressure, temperature, the liquid level, 
temperature, magnitude, electric power generation, electric magnitudeand the flow of fluids and for determining the 
presence of systems forflames, namely fire alarm, signalingchecking and checkingsignaling, peripherals adapted for use 
with computers, disc exchangers [computers], peripherals adapted for use with computers.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as research and design services relating thereto; industrial analysis 
and research services; design and development of computers and software; consultancy relating to computers; computer 
rental; software rental; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; quality control; calibration 
[measuring].
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4368055    16/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500143]
WaterAid international

47-49 Durham Street London SE11 5JD United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Sanitary products; tampons, sanitary towels, pads, and liners.

Cl.18;Bags; tote bags.

Cl.25;Clothing.

Cl.26;Badges for wear, not of precious metal.

Cl.35;Retail services connected with sanitary products, tampons, sanitary towels, pads, and liners.

Cl.36;Charitable fundraising; financial grant-making; management of charitable funds; financial services related to 
charity fundraising.
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Priority claimed from 14/03/2019; Application No. : 1392132 ;Benelux 

4368056    09/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500144]
Aardevo B.V.

Johannes Postweg 8 NL-8308 PB Nagele Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Paper and cardboard; stationery; writing instruments, fountain pens, ball pens, pencils; writing or drawing books; 
bags made of paper; boxes made of paper; agendas; book markers; block notepads; memo blocks; note books; note 
cards; binders; pocket diaries; sketchbooks; sticky notes; stickers; writing stationery; year planners; address books; 
books; calendars; magazines; photographs; posters; cards.

Cl.21;Glassware, porcelain and earthenware as far as included in this class.

Cl.25;Clothing, including t-shirts, jackets and overalls; headwear, including hats and baseball caps; footwear; belts.

Cl.31;Cereals, not included in other classes; fresh fruits and vegetables; animal foodstuffs; potatoes; strengthening 
animal forage; agricultural, horticultural and forestry products, included in this class; animal fattening preparations; 
plants; flowers; seeds; seedlings; fodder; malt.

Cl.42;Industrial analysis and research services; agrochemical research services; scientific research; chemical 
technological research; provision of research services relating to the cultivation of plants; conducting of scientific 
studies; preparation of technological research reports; technical research projects and studies; preparation of reports 
relating to scientific research; research and development of new products for others; biotechnological research relating 
to agriculture; research relating to cultivation in agriculture; design and development of computer hardware and software, 
in particular application software for the administration of crops; agricultural research; technological advice relating to 
agriculture, horticulture and forestry.

Cl.44;Agriculture, horticulture and forestry services; agricultural consultancy; advisory and information services 
relation to cultivation of plants, use of seeds, fertilization and crop protection; advisory and consultancy services relating 
to the use of non-chemical treatments for sustainable agriculture and horticulture; information services relating to the use 
of manures used in agriculture; information services relating to the use of chemicals used in agriculture; providing 
information relating to agriculture services; providing information relating to the use of fertilizers; providing information 
relating to the cultivation of plants, fertilization and crop protection.
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4368138    20/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500155]
CHETOCORPORATION, S.A.

Rua da Atalaia do Calvário 143 A P-3720-502 Santiago de Riba-Ul Portugal

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Milling machines; metalworking machine tools; deep hole drilling machines.

Cl.37;Building construction; building maintenance and repair; installation services, in particular building construction; 
installation services of milling machines, metalworking machine tools, deep hole drilling machines.
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4368437    16/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502312]
MOONLIGHT AYDINLATMA SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI

1. OSB, Uygurlar Cad. No:1, Sincan TR-06935 Ankara Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Ores of non-precious metal; common metals and their alloys and semi-finished products made of these materials; 
irons for construction; mats and stirrups of common metals for buildings; common metals in the form of plate, billet, 
stick, profile, sheet and sheeting; goods and materials of common metal used for storage, wrapping, packaging and 
sheltering purposes, containers of metal (storage, transport), buildings of metal, frames of metal for building, poles of 
metal for building, metal boxes, packaging containers of metal, aluminium foil, fences made of metal, guard barriers of 
metal, metal tubes, storage containers of metal, metal containers for the transportation of goods, ladders of metal; goods 
of common metal for filtering and sifting purposes, included in this class (terms considered too vague by the international 
bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the common regulations); doors, windows, shutters, jalousies and their cases and fittings of 
metal; non-electric cables and wires of metal; ironmongery; small hardware of metal; screws of metal; nails; bolts of 
metal; nuts of metal; pegs of metal; flakes of metal; pitons of metal; metal chains; furniture casters of metal; fittings of 
metal for furniture; industrial metal wheels (terms considered too vague by the international bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the 
common regulations); door handles of metal; window handles of metal; hinges of metal; metal latches; metal locks; metal 
keys for locks; metal rings; metal pulleys; ventilation ducts, vents, vent covers, pipes, chimney caps, manhole covers, 
grilles of metal for ventilation, heating, sewage, telephone, underground electricity and air conditioning installations; 
metal panels or boards (non-luminous and non-mechanical) used for signalling, route showing, publicity purposes, 
signboards of metal, advertisement columns of metal, signaling panels of metal, non-luminous and non-mechanical traffic 
signs of metal; pipes of metal for transportation of liquids and gas, drilling pipes of metal and their metal fittings, valves 
of metal, couplings of metal for pipes, elbows of metal for pipes, clips of metal for pipes, connectors of metal for pipes; 
safes (strong boxes) of metal; metal railway materials, metal rails, metal railway ties, railway switches; bollards of metal, 
floating docks of metal, mooring buoys of metal, anchors; metal moulds for casting, other than machine parts; works of 
art made of common metals or their alloys, trophies of common metal; metal closures, bottle caps of metal; metal poles; 
metal pillars; scaffolding of metal; metal stakes, metal towers (terms considered too vague by the international bureau - 
rule 13 (2) (b) of the common regulations); metal pallets and metal ropes for lifting, loading and transportation purposes; 
metal hangers, ties, straps, tapes and bands used for load-lifting and load-carrying; wheel chocks made primarily of 
metal; metal profile laths for vehicles for the purposes of decoration.

Cl.11;Lighting installations; lights for vehicles and interior-exterior spaces; heating installations using solid, liquid or 
gas fuels or electricity, central heating boilers, boilers for heating installations, radiators [heating], heat exchangers, not 
parts of machines, stoves, kitchen stoves, solar thermal collectors [heating]; steam, gas and fog generators, steam 
boilers, other than parts of machines, acetylene generators, oxygen generators, nitrogen generators; installations for air-
conditioning and ventilating; cooling installations and freezers; electric and gas-powered devices, installations and 
apparatus for cooking, drying and boiling: cookers, electric cooking pots, electric water heaters, barbecues, electric 
laundry driers; hair driers; hand drying apparatus; sanitary installations, taps [faucets], shower installations, toilets 
[water-closets], shower and bathing cubicles, bath tubs, toilet seats, sinks, wash-hand basins [parts of sanitary 
installations], washers for water taps, stuffings (tap valves) (terms considered too vague by the international bureau - rule 
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13 (2) (b) of the common regulations); water softening apparatus; water purification apparatus; water purification 
installations; waste water purification installations; electric bed warmers and electric blankets, not for medical use; 
electric pillow warmers; electric or non-electric footwarmers; hot water bottles, electrically heated socks; filters for 
aquariums and aquarium filtration apparatus; industrial type installations for cooking, drying and cooling purposes; 
pasteurizers and sterilizers.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and public relations; organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or 
advertising purposes; design for advertising; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and 
services; office functions; secretarial services; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; compilation of statistics; 
rental of office machines; systemization of information into computer databases; telephone answering for unavailable 
subscribers; business management, business administration and business consultancy; accounting; commercial 
consultancy services; personnel recruitment, personnel placement, employment agencies, import-export agencies; 
temporary personnel placement services; auctioneering; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of 
goods, namely, ores of non-precious metal, common metals and their alloys and semi-finished products made of these 
materials, irons for construction, mats and stirrups of common metals for buildings, common metals in the form of plate, 
billet, stick, profile, sheet and sheeting, goods and materials of common metal used for storage, wrapping, packaging and 
sheltering purposes, containers of metal (storage, transport), buildings of metal, frames of metal for building, poles of 
metal for building, metal boxes, packaging containers of metal, aluminium foil, fences made of metal, guard barriers of 
metal, metal tubes, storage containers of metal, metal containers for the transportation of goods, ladders of metal, goods 
of common metal for filtering and sifting purposes, doors, windows, shutters, jalousies and their cases and fittings of 
metal, non-electric cables and wires of metal, ironmongery, small hardware of metal, screws of metal, nails, bolts of metal, 
nuts of metal, pegs of metal, flakes of metal, pitons of metal, metal chains, furniture casters of metal, fittings of metal for 
furniture, industrial metal wheels, door handles of metal, window handles of metal, hinges of metal, metal latches, metal 
locks, metal keys for locks, metal rings, metal pulleys, ventilation ducts, vents, vent covers, pipes, chimney caps, 
manhole covers, grilles of metal for ventilation, heating, sewage, telephone, underground electricity and air conditioning 
installations, metal panels or boards (non-luminous and non-mechanical) used for signalling, route showing, publicity 
purposes, signboards of metal, advertisement columns of metal, signaling panels of metal, non-luminous and non-
mechanical traffic signs of metal, pipes of metal for transportation of liquids and gas, drilling pipes of metal and their 
metal fittings, valves of metal, couplings of metal for pipes, elbows of metal for pipes, clips of metal for pipes, connectors 
of metal for pipes, safes (strong boxes) of metal, metal railway materials, metal rails, metal railway ties, railway switches, 
bollards of metal, floating docks of metal, mooring buoys of metal, anchors, metal moulds for casting, other than machine 
parts, works of art made of common metals or their alloys, trophies of common metal, metal closures, bottle caps of 
metal, metal poles, metal pillars, scaffolding of metal, metal stakes, metal towers, metal pallets and metal ropes for lifting, 
loading and transportation purposes, metal hangers, ties, straps, tapes and bands used for load-lifting and load-carrying, 
wheel chocks made primarily of metal, metal profile laths for vehicles for the purposes of decoration, lighting 
installations, lights for vehicles and interior-exterior spaces, heating installations using solid, liquid or gas fuels or 
electricity, central heating boilers, boilers for heating installations, radiators [heating], heat exchangers, not parts of 
machines, stoves, kitchen stoves, solar thermal collectors [heating], steam, gas and fog generators, steam boilers, other 
than parts of machines, acetylene generators, oxygen generators, nitrogen generators, installations for air-conditioning 
and ventilating, cooling installations and freezers, electric and gas-powered devices, installations and apparatus for 
cooking, drying and boiling: cookers, electric cooking pots, electric water heaters, barbecues, electric laundry driers, hair 
driers, hand drying apparatus, sanitary installations, taps [faucets], shower installations, toilets [water-closets], shower 
and bathing cubicles, bath tubs, toilet seats, sinks, wash-hand basins [parts of sanitary installations], washers for water 
taps, stuffings (tap valves), water softening apparatus, water purification apparatus, water purification installations, waste 
water purification installations, electric bed warmers and electric blankets, not for medical use, electric pillow warmers, 
electric or non-electric footwarmers, hot water bottles, electrically heated socks, filters for aquariums and aquarium 
filtration apparatus, industrial type installations for cooking, drying and cooling purposes, pasteurizers and sterilizers, 
enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods, such services may be provided by retail stores, 
wholesale outlets, by means of electronic media or through mail order catalogues.
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Priority claimed from 25/01/2019; Application No. : 018014483 ;European Union 

4368600    04/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501797]
Klaus Feddermann

Alter Berner Weg 89 a 22393 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Bearings (part of machines); camshafts; cam follower and rocker arms; camshaft drives (parts of motors and 
machines); tensioners; deflection pulley; vibration absorbers (part of machines); gaskets (part of machines); rubber 
bearings for motors; exhaust gas recirculation valves for motors and engines; water pumps for motor vehicles.

Cl.9;Sensors; air flow meters; pressure-to-current converter.

Cl.12;Devices for the transmissions for land vehicles; parts of the steering and the chassis; ball joints; tie rods; tie rod 
ends; axial joints; stabilizer bar; wishbones; lateral arms; kingpins; steering boots; brakes; shock absorbers; wheel 
bearings; wheel hubs; wheel hinges; axle boots; rubber transmissions for motor vehicles; electric and electronic parts 
especially adapted for vehicles, namely electromagnetically controlled injection jets, solenoid valves, electronic engine 
management systems, fuel pumps, radiator fans, cooling system parts, lambda probes, electric or electromagnetic 
switches, oil coolers, oil separators, electric water pumps, brake lining wears, power steering systems, glow plugs, 
control systems for electric motors, ignition cable harnesses and harness sets, ignition coils, electric controllers, electric 
motors, distance warners.
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4368647    02/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501812]
Sandvik Machining Solutions AB

Sandviken SE-811 81 Sandviken Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Automatic vending machines, (card operated), dispensing machines, vending machines; machines for dispensing 
metal cutting tools and inserts for metal cutting tools controlled from an agnostic software.

Cl.9;Computer software; computerized electric control systems; computer software programs; computer (cloud) 
software platforms; cloud computing software; electronic control systems; software applications; computer hardware; 
magnetic data readers and carriers, recording discs; data processing equipment and computers.

Cl.35;Administrative processing of purchase orders; industrial management assistance; consultancy relating to 
preparation of business reports.

Cl.42;Software as a service [SaaS] featuring consultancy relating to manufacturing logistics by means of software, 
maintenance and installation relating to software solutions for customers and suppliers in the machining industry; design 
and development of web based software, in particular shop floor logistic ancillary to planning, manufacturing purchase, 
reconditioning process control, calibration tools process, shop floor logistic control, all from an agnostic software that 
can control multiple vending machines; integration of computer systems and computer networks for use in enterprise 
resource planning (ERP) systems.
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4368651    23/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501818]
Icopal Danmark ApS

Lyskær 5 DK-2730 Herlev Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Building materials of metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; nails, screws and fittings of metal.

Cl.17;Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and goods made from these materials and not included in other 
classes; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping and insulating materials; adhesive tapes for 
industrial use.

Cl.19;Non-metallic building materials, including especially roof covering and roof covering materials; non-metallic rigid 
pipes for building; asphalt, pitch, tar and bitumen.

Cl.37;Building construction; repair; installation services.
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Priority claimed from 19/10/2018; Application No. : UK00003347078 ;United Kingdom 

4368683    03/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501729]
AJA EUROPE LTD

Unit 6, Gordano Court, Gordano Gate Business Park, Serbert Close, Portishead BRISTOL BS20 7FS United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Financial auditing; consultancy relating to auditing; conducting of business appraisal; business appraisals; 
business analysis; statistical analysis and reporting; accountancy, book keeping and auditing; cost accounting; 
consulting and information concerning accounting; book-keeping; business auditing; accountancy, book keeping and 
auditing; business accounting advisory services; computerized business records keeping; data compilation for others; 
automated data processing; data processing; data processing for businesses; electronic data processing; data 
processing for the collection of data for business purposes; processing of business survey results; computerized file 
management; collection of data; compilation and systemization of information used in electronic transmissions; business 
consultancy services relating to data processing; records management services, namely document indexing for others; 
information services relating to data processing; systemization of information into computer databases; computerized 
data verification; data processing verification; assistance and consultancy relating to business management and 
organization, assistance and consultancy relating to business management and organization; assistance, advisory 
services and consultancy with regard to business analysis; business consultancy to firms; business consultancy to 
individuals; business consultancy, in the field of transport and delivery; business advice relating to disposals; 
management advice; business management advice relating to manufacturing business; business management 
consultancy in the field of transport and delivery; business acquisitions consultation; business appraisal consultancy; 
business management consultancy; advisory services for business management; financial records management; 
provision of online financial services comparisons; business advice relating to financial re-organisation; financial 
statement preparation and analysis for businesses; business risk management services; business risk assessment 
services; risk management consultancy [business]; advisory services relating to business risk management; commercial 
management; business management; business records management; business management analysis; corporate 
management assistance; management assistance to commercial companies; data processing; business process 
management; advisory services for business management; commercial assistance in business management; assistance 
and advice regarding business management; business process management and consulting; information and data 
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compiling and analyzing relating to business management; advisory services for business management; help in the 
management of business affairs or commercial functions of an industrial or commercial enterprise; assessment analysis 
relating to business management; supply chain management services; consultancy services relating to the procurement 
of goods and services.

Cl.37;Construction supervision of civil engineering projects; construction information; building construction advisory 
services; construction services; construction management services; civil engineering [construction] consultancy; on-site 
construction supervision of civil engineering works; building construction advisory services; provision of construction 
information; building inspection [in the course of building construction]; building services relating to building for industry 
purposes; building construction advisory services; consultation in building construction supervision; information 
services relating to the construction of buildings; providing information relating to the construction, repair and 
maintenance of buildings; consultancy, information and advisory services relating to the construction of public works; 
construction project management services; building construction supervision services for building projects; building 
construction supervision; building construction supervision services for real estate projects; installation of 
environmental control systems; advisory services relating to the repair of environmental control systems; advisory 
services relating to the maintenance of environmental control systems; maintenance of water pollution control 
equipment; repair and maintenance of water pollution control equipment; providing information relating to the repair or 
maintenance of water pollution control equipment.

Cl.41;Arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; training for handling scientific instruments and apparatus for 
research in laboratories; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; arranging and conducting of seminars; 
vocational guidance [education or training advice]; training and instruction; conducting instructional courses; 
arrangement of conferences for educational purposes; education and instruction services; educational services provided 
to industry; conducting of educational courses relating to business; adult education services relating to environmental 
issues; career advisory services (education or training advice); training; business training services; vocational skills 
training; industrial training; provision of training courses; organisation of training; training in business skills; consultancy 
relating to vocational skills training; arranging, conducting and organization of workshops; conducting of educational 
courses in engineering; conducting of educational courses relating to business; arranging of seminars relating to 
business; arranging of workshops and seminars; arranging and conducting conferences and seminars; organization of 
educational congresses; arranging and conducting of conferences and congresses; consultancy and information 
services relating to arranging, conducting and organization of congresses; consultancy services relating to the training of 
employees, provision of training services for business; providing training courses on business management, publication 
of work manuals for business management; training services relating to design; training services in the field of project 
management; training services relating to health and safety; education services relating to quality services; education 
and training relating to nature conservation and the environment; training in the handling of food; training in the display 
of food; training of personnel in food technology; training services relating to logistics; coaching relating to finance; adult 
education services relating to finance.

Cl.42;Engineering services; software engineering; engineering consultancy services; engineering research; 
engineering project studies; design of engineering products; research and development services in the field of 
engineering; testing of apparatus in the field of electrical engineering for certification purposes; engineering services 
relating to gas transport and supply systems; technical inspection services; technical inspection services and inspection; 
inspection of foodstuffs; environmental testing and inspection services; inspection of goods for quality control; 
environmental testing services to detect contaminants in water; research relating to security; product safety testing; 
safety technological testing services; advisory services relating to the safety of the environment; assessment in the field 
of technology provided by engineers; assessment in the field of science provided by engineers; provision of expert 
appraisals relating to computing; technical research; preparation of technical studies; conducting technical project 
studies; conducting technical feasibility studies; provision of information concerning research and technical project 
studies relating to the use of natural energy; technical project studies in the field of computer hardware and software; 
testing, authentication and quality control; testing services for the certification of quality or standards; quality testing of 
products for certification purposes; testing, analysis and evaluation of the goods of others for the purpose of 
certification; testing, analysis and evaluation of the goods and services of others for the purpose of certification; testing, 
analysis and evaluation of the services of others for the purpose of certification; certification [quality control]; quality 
control; quality control testing; quality assessment; quality control for others; quality control of raw materials; product 
quality evaluation; quality checking and testing; product quality testing; consultancy services relating to quality control; 
product quality control testing; water quality control services; analysis of stream water quality; process monitoring for 
quality assurance; quality control relating to the hygiene of foodstuffs; quality control of soil products; technical 
measuring and testing; computer aided testing services; development of measuring and testing methods; design and 
development of testing and analysis methods; development and testing of computing methods, algorithms and software; 
environmental hazard assessment; provision of expert appraisals relating to computing; assessing chemical information 
in relation to risks; analysis and evaluation of product development; analysis and evaluation of product design; 
estimations in the field of science provided by engineers; estimations in the field of technology provided by engineers; 
evaluation of product development; scientific research; industrial analysis and research services; surveying and 
exploration services; research in the field of environmental protection; research in the field of technology provided by 
engineers; research in the field of science provided by engineers; research in the field of materials science; conducting 
technical project studies; quality control of manufactured goods; conducting of quality control tests; quality control 
relating to the hygiene of foodstuffs; quality control testing services for industrial machinery; conformance testing 
services; product testing; conducting industrial tests; testing of computer hardware; testing of computer software; soil 
testing services; design services relating to data transmission test tools; industrial testing; chemical analysis; 
environmental testing; biological analysis; scientific analysis; technical engineering analysis; laboratory testing; 
computerised food analysis services; chemical research and analysis services; chemical analysis of land; technological 
analysis services; industrial analysis services; biological research and analysis; scientific research and analysis; 
laboratory testing of materials; laboratory testing; analysis of product design; advisory services relating to material 
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testing; industrial analysis and research services in the field of chemistry; preparation of biological samples for analysis 
in research laboratories; conducting sampling and analysis services to check for contamination; conducting sampling 
and analysis services to assess pollution levels; preparation of biological samples for testing and analysis in research 
laboratories; material testing and evaluation; environmental assessment services; advisory services relating to energy 
efficiency; certification services for the energy efficiency of buildings; certification of educational services; testing of 
foodstuffs; writing of control programs; advisory services relating to product testing; consumer product safety testing 
and consultation; quality control of completed buildings; building inspection services [surveying]; research relating to 
buildings; quality assurance consultancy; quality control of building materials; quality control relating to computer 
software; software design and development; development of computer software application solutions; design, 
development and programming of computer software; rental of software for website development; design and 
development of electronic database software; computer software development for others; development of operating 
system software; design and development of computer software for reading, transmitting and organising data; 
development of computers; software design and development; consultancy in the design and development of computer 
hardware; advisory services relating to pollution control.
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Priority claimed from 11/02/2019; Application No. : 018021304 ;European Union 

4368690    12/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501736]
Lohmann GmbH & Co.KG

Irlicher Str. 55 56567 Neuwied Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical preparations for sealing; adhesives used in industry; adhesive compositions with a base of epoxy resins 
for use in industry; adhesive compounds with a base of epoxy resins; adhesives for use in the electronics industry; 
adhesives for the building industry; adhesives for use in the manufacture of furniture; quick bonding adhesives for 
industrial use; adherent substances for adhesive tapes; spirit gum for industrial purposes; chemical preparations in the 
nature of glue accelerators; chemical products for the manufacture of adhesives; liquid glues for industrial purposes; 
adhesives for industrial use in the form of coatings; adhesives for use in bonding materials [industrial]; none being for 
use in the printing industry.

Cl.17;Adhesive tapes, strips, bands and films, for industrial use; adhesive strips for use in industry; duct tapes; self-
adhesive tapes, other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes; adhesive coated strips for use in 
manufacture; adhesive coated strips for use in manufacture; adhesive tapes, for technical purposes; double sided 
adhesive tapes [other than for stationery, household or medical use]; seals, adhesive sealants and expansion joint fillers; 
none being for use in the printing industry; all the aforesaid goods containing activatable adhesives.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services, and research and design related thereto in connection with adhesion 
processes; industrial analysis and industrial research in connection with adhesion processes; design and development of 
computer hardware and software in connection with adhesion processes; testing, authentication and quality control in 
connection with adhesion processes; research and development in the field of adhesion processes; research for 
developing new products in the field of adhesion technology; conducting of chemical analysis for material testing in the 
field of adhesion technology; none relating to printing.
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Priority claimed from 21/12/2018; Application No. : 4510196 ;France 

4369090    20/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501756]
DECATHLON

4 boulevard de Mons F-59650 VILLENEUVE D'ASCQ France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific apparatus and instruments, pedometers, heart rate monitors, satellite navigation systems, including 
global positioning system [GPS], connected wristbands [measuring instruments], smart watches, altimeters, counters, 
sensors, portable activity sensors, headphones, bags or cases suitable for the transport and protection of computers or 
telecommunications equipment, sports goggles, spectacle cases, sunglasses, distance measuring devices, devices or 
instruments for recording or evaluating sporting performance, reflective life jackets, portable media players.

Cl.11;Lighting installations, electric headlamps; electric lamps, lighting lamps.

Cl.14;Timepieces and chronometric instruments; watches; clocks; parts of timepieces; chronographs being used as 
timepieces; chronometers; wristwatches; cases for watches, clocks, clock and watchmaking and chronometric 
instruments; parts for watches, clock and watchmaking and chronometric instruments; medals, bracelets, tie pins, 
novelty key rings, watches and watchbands.

Cl.21;Water bottles, refrigerated bottles, insulating bottles, insulated containers, isothermal containers, glasses 
(containers), sports bottles.

Cl.28;Games, toys; gym and sports equipment (except clothing, footwear and carpets) protective devices for sports 
use; reflective armbands; sports training accessories, especially hoops, slalom cones, slalom poles, blocks and markers 
for blocks, trellises.
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Priority claimed from 01/02/2019; Application No. : 018018233 ;European Union 

4369094    01/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501107]
Trerè Innovation S.r.l.

Via Modena 18 I-46041 ASOLA (Mantova) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.23;Yarns and threads; textile yarns; elastic thread; synthetic threads; natural yarns; mixed spun threads and yarns; 
textile yarns made of man-made fibres.

Cl.24;Fabrics; non-woven textile fabrics; waterproof textile fabrics; elastic woven material; breathable waterproof 
fabrics; apparel fabrics; knitted fabric; mixed fiber fabrics; elastic fabrics for clothing; structured fabrics being technical 
sportswear; fabrics for textile use; knitted elastic fabrics for sportswear; textiles impervious to water but permeable to 
moisture; covered fabrics for waterproof clothing; breathable fabrics; technical textile fabrics for sportswear; textiles of 
fibre for manufacturing technical sportswear.

Cl.25;Socks for men, women and children; socks; socks; sports socks for men, women and children; underwear; 
sportswear; rainproof clothing; casualwear; clothing for men, women, and children; articles of sports clothing; clothing 
for use when skiing; technical performance clothing for sports; articles of leisure clothing; coats; jackets [clothing]; 
heavy jackets; trousers; trousers shorts; sweat shirts; jumpers; sweaters; undershirts; tee-shirts; sashes for wear; gloves 
[clothing]; berets; bonnets; hats; waist belts; shoes; footwear for men and women; children's footwear; footwear.
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Priority claimed from 28/03/2019; Application No. : 4538125 ;France 

4369118    16/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501179]
BIOFARMA

50 rue Carnot F-92284 Suresnes Cedex France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical products, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary products for medical purposes; dietetic 
substances and foodstuffs for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; food supplements for humans and animals; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for dental fillings and dental impressions; disinfectants; products for 
destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.

Cl.9;Scientific, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and 
instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media; sound 
recording disks; digital recording media; data and information processing apparatus and equipment; software; computer 
programs; computers; data processing equipment; software recorded on magnetic media or downloaded from a remote 
computer network; downloadable computer software applications; telecommunication equipment for use with mobile 
networks; personal digital assistant; transmitters of electronic signals; connected wristbands, connected scales, 
connected watches (measuring instruments); video cameras; activity sensors; downloadable applications for mobile 
devices; digital applications; software for algorithms; artificial intelligence software; spectacles, contact lenses; computer 
platforms in the nature of information sharing software; connected self-measuring tools; virtual reality computer 
programs; analysis systems based on artificial intelligence (software); electronic chips connected to an information 
system; virtual reality headsets.

Cl.10;Medical, dental and veterinary apparatus, instruments and equipment, artificial limbs, organs, eyes and teeth; 
orthopedic articles; suture material; compression stockings, tights and socks; stockings, tights and socks for varicose 
veins; bandages for compression dressing; medical devices; medical apparatus, instruments and equipment for 
introducing pharmaceutical preparations into the human body; infusion devices and syringes for medical use; diagnostic 
tools and instruments for medical use; blood analysis apparatus for medical use; medical endoscopy apparatus; inhalers; 
physiological measuring and monitoring apparatus for medical use; telemetry apparatus for medical use; acupuncture 
equipment; hearing aids; automatic analyzers for medical use; medical imaging apparatus; massage apparatus; all the 
aforesaid goods excluding surgical apparatus.

Cl.35;Support services in running or managing a commercial company; business management assistance services; 
commercial assistance services relating to company formation; database management; compilation of mathematical or 
statistical data; computer file management; compilation of information in computer databases; updating and maintenance 
of data in computer databases; business management and organization consultancy; business management consultancy; 
analysis of commercial data; market studies; information relating to market research; commercial intermediation services 
in the framework of matching potential private investors with entrepreneurs in search of funding; expertise in business 
productivity; retail or wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and hygienic preparations as well as medical, 
surgical apparatus and instruments; sales promotion services for third parties; public relations; sponsorship search; 
auctioneering; organization of events for commercial or advertising purposes; grant administration and management 
services (business management support); provision of personnel; collecting information for businesses.

Cl.44;Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; advisory services 
relating to health; pharmacy advice; health services; telemedicine services; therapeutic services; medical diagnosis 
services; home healthcare services; individualized medical prescription services; online medical prescription services; 
consultancy in relation to medical treatment in the home; advice with respect to self-medication; medical information 
services for patients; remote medical examination services; advisory services concerning wellbeing [health]; medical 
monitoring of patients including remotely; providing medical support in the monitoring of patients receiving medical 
treatments.
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Cl.45;Providing individual support services to families of patients with serious illnesses; social networking services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 05/04/2019; Application No. : 2019/35105 ;Turkey 

4369147    21/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501205]
MODASIMA TEKSTIL SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI

Eksioglu Mahallesi Atabey Caddesi 28/4 Çekmeköy/Istanbul Çekmeköy Istanbul Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing, including underwear and outer clothing, other than special purpose protective clothing; socks, mufflers 
[clothing], shawls, bandanas, scarves, belts [clothing]; footwear, shoes, slippers, sandals; headgear, hats, caps with 
visors, berets, caps [headwear], skull caps.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and public relations; organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or 
advertising purposes; design for advertising; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and 
services; office functions, secretarial services, arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; compilation of statistics; 
rental of office machines; systemization of information into computer databases; telephone answering for unavailable 
subscribers; business management, business administration and business consultancy; accounting; commercial 
consultancy services; personnel recruitment, personnel placement, employment agencies, import-export agencies; 
temporary personnel placement services; auctioneering; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of 
goods, namely, clothing, including underwear and outer clothing, other than special purpose protective clothing, socks, 
mufflers [clothing], shawls, bandanas, scarves, belts [clothing], footwear, shoes, slippers, sandals, headgear, hats, caps 
with visors, berets, caps [headwear], skull caps, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods, 
such services may be provided by retail stores, wholesale outlets, by means of electronic media or through mail order 
catalogues.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 99 
 

4369148    13/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501206]
B2B Cosmetics

254 Chemin de La farlède F-83500 La Seyne-Sur-Mer France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical materials and compositions for the cosmetic industry; chemical preparations for use in the manufacture 
of cosmetic products.

Cl.9;Software applications for mobile telephones; software (recorded programs).

Cl.11;Heating apparatus; water distribution apparatus; water purifying apparatus and machines; electric heating 
appliances for preparation of cosmetics.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 01/04/2019; Application No. : 302019000022459 ;Italy 

4369154    20/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501217]
Relife S.r.l.

Via dei Sette Santi, 3 I-50131 Firenze Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Education and training in the medical, pharmaceutical and scientific fields; providing medical education courses.

Cl.42;Hosting platforms on the Internet; programming of software for Internet portals, chatrooms, chat lines and 
Internet forums; scientific and medical research and development; consultancy in the field of scientific research; 
providing technical advice in the field of scientific and industrial research; providing information about medical and 
scientific research in the field of pharmaceuticals.

Cl.44;Beauty consultancy; providing information about beauty; providing information in the field of medicine.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 28/03/2019; Application No. : 4538138 ;France 

4369158    16/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501224]
BIOFARMA

50 rue Carnot F-92284 Suresnes Cedex France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and 
instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media; sound 
recording disks; digital recording media; data and information processing apparatus and equipment; software; computer 
programs; computers; data processing equipment; software recorded on magnetic media or downloaded from a remote 
computer network; downloadable computer software applications; telecommunication equipment for use with mobile 
networks; personal digital assistant; transmitters of electronic signals; connected wristbands, connected scales, 
connected watches (measuring instruments); video cameras; activity sensors; downloadable applications for mobile 
devices; digital applications; software for algorithms; artificial intelligence software; spectacles, contact lenses; computer 
platforms in the nature of information sharing software; connected self-measuring tools; virtual reality computer 
programs; analysis systems based on artificial intelligence (software); electronic chips connected to an information 
system; virtual reality headsets.

Cl.10;Medical, dental and veterinary apparatus, instruments and equipment, artificial limbs, organs, eyes and teeth; 
orthopedic articles; suture material; compression stockings, tights and socks; stockings, tights and socks for varicose 
veins; bandages for compression dressing; medical devices; medical apparatus, instruments and equipment for 
introducing pharmaceutical preparations into the human body; infusion devices and syringes for medical use; diagnostic 
tools and instruments for medical use; blood analysis apparatus for medical use; medical endoscopy apparatus; inhalers; 
physiological measuring and monitoring apparatus for medical use; telemetry apparatus for medical use; acupuncture 
equipment; hearing aids; automatic analyzers for medical use; medical imaging apparatus; massage apparatus; all the 
aforesaid goods excluding surgical apparatus.

Cl.35;Support services in running or managing a commercial company; business management assistance services; 
commercial assistance services relating to company formation; database management; compilation of mathematical or 
statistical data; computer file management; compilation of information in computer databases; updating and maintenance 
of data in computer databases; business management and organization consultancy; business management consultancy; 
analysis of commercial data; market studies; information relating to market research; commercial intermediation services 
in the framework of matching potential private investors with entrepreneurs in search of funding; expertise in business 
productivity; retail or wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and hygienic preparations as well as medical, 
surgical apparatus and instruments; sales promotion services for third parties; public relations; sponsorship search; 
auctioneering; organization of events for commercial or advertising purposes; grant administration and management 
services (business management support); provision of personnel; collecting information for businesses.

Cl.44;Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; advisory services 
relating to health; pharmacy advice; health services; telemedicine services; therapeutic services; medical diagnosis 
services; home healthcare services; individualized medical prescription services; online medical prescription services; 
consultancy in relation to medical treatment in the home; advice with respect to self-medication; medical information 
services for patients; remote medical examination services; advisory services concerning wellbeing [health]; medical 
monitoring of patients including remotely; providing medical support in the monitoring of patients receiving medical 
treatments.

Cl.45;Providing individual support services to families of patients with serious illnesses; social networking services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 99 
 

4369159    28/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501225]
BigPanda, Inc.

888 Villa Street 300 Mountain View CA 94041 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for use in application and server infrastructure performance management.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others for use in application and 
server infrastructure performance management.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 20/02/2019; Application No. : 153942 ;Bulgaria 

4369160    14/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501240]
Euro Games Technology Ltd.

"Maritsa" Str. 4, "Vranya-Lozen-Triugulnika" BG-1151 Sofia Bulgaria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; computer gaming software; computer software packages; computer operating system software; 
computer software, recorded; software drivers; virtual reality software; games software; entertainment software for 
computer games; computer programs for network management; operating computer software for main frame computers; 
monitors (computer hardware); computer hardware; apparatus for recording images; monitors (computer programs); 
computer game programs; computer programs for recorded games; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound or images; communications servers [computer hardware]; electronic components for gambling 
machines; computer application software featuring games and gaming; computer software for the administration of on-
line games and gaming; computer hardware for games and gaming; hardware and software for gambling, gambling 
machines, gambling games on the Internet and via telecommunication network.

Cl.28;Gaming machines for gambling; chips for gambling; mah-jong; arcade games; gambling machines operating with 
coins, notes and cards; games; electronic games; parlor games; gaming chips; gaming tables; slot machines [gaming 
machines]; LCD game machines; slot machines and gaming devices; coin-operated amusement machines; roulette chips; 
poker chips; chips and dice [gaming equipment]; equipment for casinos; roulette tables; gaming roulette wheels; casino 
games; automats and gambling machines; coin-operated machines and/or electronic coin-operated machines with or 
without the possibility of gain; boxes for coin-operated machines, slot machines and gaming machines; electronic or 
electrotechnical gaming devices, automats and machines, coin-operated machines; housings for coin-operated machines, 
gaming equipment, gaming machines, machines for gambling; electropneumatic and electrical gambling machines (slot 
machines).

Cl.41;Gambling; services related to gambling; gaming services for entertainment purposes; casino, gaming and 
gambling services; training in the development of software systems; provision of equipment for gambling halls; providing 
casino equipment [gambling]; gaming machine entertainment services; providing casino facilities [gambling]; halls with 
gaming machines; amusement arcade services; games equipment rental; rental of gaming machines; providing 
amusement arcade services; rental of gaming machines with images of fruits; editing or recording of sounds and images; 
sound recording and video entertainment services; hire of sound reproducing apparatus; provision of gaming equipment 
for casinos; providing of casino facilities; online gambling services; casino, gaming and gambling services; operation of 
gaming establishments, gaming halls, Internet casinos, online gambling sites.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 02/05/2019; Application No. : 40201909465U ;Singapore 

4369174    08/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501252]
EXSTO ASIA PTE. LTD.

31 Woodlands Close, 05-28 Woodlands Horizon Singapore 737855 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Furniture; bank furniture; cane furniture; lawn furniture; shop furniture; patio furniture; metal furniture; furniture 
parts; furniture racks; furniture units; furniture panels; furniture frames; garden furniture; lounge furniture; indoor 
furniture; bamboo furniture; fitted furniture; furniture chests; padded furniture; office furniture; school furniture; wooden 
furniture; units [furniture]; storage furniture; stuffed furniture; seating furniture; seats [furniture]; racks [furniture]; slatted 
furniture; nursery furniture; outdoor furniture; furniture casings; desks [furniture]; display furniture; factory furniture; 
antique furniture; bedroom furniture; canteen furniture; camping furniture; leather furniture; kitchen furniture; furniture 
shelves; furniture moldings; furniture of metal; legs for furniture; computer furniture; bathroom furniture; bentwood 
furniture; feet for furniture; domestic furniture; furniture cabinets; tables [furniture]; suites of furniture; pouffes 
[furniture]; stackable furniture; shelves [furniture]; racking [furniture]; screens [furniture]; ergonomic furniture; doors for 
furniture; benches [furniture]; buffets [furniture]; bureaux [furniture]; arbours [furniture]; household furniture; mirrors 
[furniture]; furniture for shops; furniture for stores; furniture partitions; inflatable furniture; integrated furniture; joints for 
furniture; auditorium furniture; cabinets [furniture]; composable furniture; children's furniture; consoles [furniture]; 
counters [furniture]; cushions [furniture]; exhibition furniture; dressers [furniture]; furniture for babies; trestles 
[furniture]; trolleys [furniture]; upholstered furniture; work tops [furniture]; toy boxes [furniture]; recliners [furniture]; 
showcases [furniture]; rack bars [furniture]; pedestals [furniture]; furniture for campers; furniture for camping; drawers 
for furniture; credenzas [furniture]; key racks [furniture]; living room furniture; hat racks [furniture]; furniture for sitting; 
furniture for storage; furniture for offices; furniture for kitchens; furniture for the home; head-rests [furniture]; high seats 
[furniture]; furniture made of wood; metal office furniture; desk racks [furniture]; chairs being furniture; boot trays 
[furniture]; book rests [furniture]; furniture for caravans; furniture for children; non-metallic furniture; wall shelves 
furniture; wall units [furniture]; washstands [furniture]; transformable furniture; traymobiles [furniture]; panelling for 
furniture; paper racks [furniture]; potato bins [furniture]; shelf units [furniture]; step stools [furniture]; spice racks 
[furniture]; saw benches [furniture]; furniture for computers; furniture for bathrooms; arm rests for furniture; mouldings 
for furniture; high stools [furniture]; furniture made of steel; furniture made from wood; furniture for the lounge; locker 
boxes [furniture]; key cabinets [furniture]; letter racks [furniture]; book holders [furniture]; corner units [furniture]; fitted 
bedroom furniture; fitted kitchen furniture; plastic garden furniture; picnic units [furniture]; tilt doors for furniture; wooden 
racks [furniture]; vanity units [furniture]; towel stands [furniture]; vice benches [furniture]; window shades [furniture]; 
work counters [furniture]; work stations [furniture]; towel closets [furniture]; swivel stands [furniture]; storage boxes 
[furniture]; storage cases [furniture]; storage rails [furniture]; storage units [furniture]; room dividers [furniture]; shop 
fixtures [furniture]; flower stands [furniture]; flower-stands [furniture]; drawers [furniture parts]; display units [furniture]; 
dinner wagons [furniture]; disc cabinets [furniture]; cupboards being furniture; clothes racks [furniture]; book supports 
[furniture]; mobile stools [furniture]; modular desks [furniture]; metal screens [furniture]; furniture for use in bars; 
furniture for the bedroom; furniture for motor homes; furniture for the bathroom; furniture for use in sheds; furniture 
made of plastics; metal shelving [furniture]; index cabinets [furniture]; cocktail units [furniture]; drawers as furniture 
parts; furniture for domestic use; space dividers [furniture]; reading easels [furniture]; sales counters [furniture]; pedestal 
units [furniture]; printer stands [furniture]; modular bathroom furniture; storage frames [furniture]; support stands 
[furniture]; storage modules [furniture]; storage shelves [furniture]; storage baskets [furniture]; storage drawers 
[furniture]; wooden shelving [furniture]; wooden panels for furniture; wall partitions [furniture]; non-metallic door 
furniture; rotating stands [furniture]; saw benches being furniture; racks [furniture] for casks; sliding doors for furniture; 
shaped covers for furniture; display screens [furniture]; door furniture made of wood; computer stands [furniture]; 
ceramic pulls for furniture; bumper guards for furniture; linen cupboards [furniture]; movable screens [furniture]; furniture 
for use on patios; furniture for indoor aquaria; furniture for industrial use; furniture handles of plastic; furniture 
incorporating beds; furniture partitions of wood; furniture units for kitchens; hostess trolleys [furniture]; modular 
shelving [furniture]; mobile bar units [furniture]; mobile pedestals [furniture]; metal wall units [furniture]; brochure 
holders [furniture]; felt pads for furniture legs; furniture for conservatories; shelves of metal [furniture]; serving trolleys 
[furniture]; non-metallic furniture locks; storage cabinets [furniture]; telephone stands [furniture]; storage cupboards 
[furniture]; street furniture made of wood; wagons [trolleys] [furniture]; units [furniture] for display; non-metallic furniture 
joints; office requisites [furniture]; non-metallic window furniture; plastic furniture for gardens; security cabinets 
[furniture]; storage apparatus [furniture]; stands for plants [furniture]; furniture for filing purposes; fireplace screens 
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[furniture]; bathroom vanities [furniture]; computer cabinets [furniture]; chairs being office furniture; cashiers' lockers 
[furniture]; latch furniture, not of metal; mail sack holders [furniture]; mobile partitions [furniture]; luggage racks being 
furniture; indexing cabinets [furniture]; furniture for indoor terraria; furniture for the living room; furniture for use in 
auditoria; garden furniture made of metal; luggage stands being furniture; loudspeaker stands [furniture]; antique 
reproduction furniture; fitted coverings for furniture; fitted fabric furniture covers; fire safe cabinets [furniture]; furniture 
for display purposes; furniture for displaying goods; sink units [kitchen furniture]; shelving apparatus [furniture]; side 
storage units [furniture]; racks being furniture of metal; non-metallic furniture casters; wood work panels for furniture; 
three piece suites [furniture]; transparent doors for furniture; non-metallic furniture ferrules; non-metallic furniture 
fittings; non-metallic furniture supports; panels being parts of furniture; partitions of metal [furniture]; portable partitions 
[furniture]; room divider panels [furniture]; single leaf screens [furniture]; shelves being nursery furniture; soundproof 
cabinets [furniture]; stationery cabinets [furniture]; furniture casters, not of metal; domestic furniture made of wood; door 
furniture made of plastics; display instruments [furniture]; check-out units being furniture; carts for computers [furniture]; 
ice storage shelves [furniture]; furniture handles, not of metal; furniture for use in rest rooms; furniture for sanitary 
purposes; furniture for use in greenhouses; furniture made from steel tubing; indoor window blinds [furniture]; indoor 
window shades [furniture]; mobile display units [furniture]; mobile storage racks [furniture]; multi-purpose stands 
[furniture]; multiposition stands [furniture]; mirrors being items of furniture; miniature furniture made of wood; 
consignment shelving [furniture]; back panels [parts of furniture]; door furniture made of stoneware; edgings of plastic 
for furniture; doors made of wood for furniture; furniture fittings, not of metal; partitions of wood for furniture; non-
metallic shelves [furniture]; street furniture made of plastic; storage installations [furniture]; tables in the nature of 
furniture; upholstered convertible furniture; wall shelves [furniture] of metal; partitioning of metal [furniture]; 
prefabricated shelves [furniture]; stands [furniture] for telephones; sectional metal units [furniture]; doors made of glass 
for furniture; doors made of metal for furniture; boards in the nature of furniture; computer workstations [furniture]; 
hanging storage racks [furniture]; holders for brochures [furniture]; furniture for exhibition purposes; furniture for the 
storage of plans; garden furniture made of aluminium; furniture, mirrors, picture frames; metal drawers [parts of 
furniture]; magazine storage files [furniture]; furniture for doors [non-metallic]; furniture adapted for use outdoors; 
screens for fireplaces [furniture]; seat covers [shaped] for furniture; seat pads being parts of furniture; shelves in the 
nature of furniture; shelving made of metal [furniture]; point of sale displays [furniture]; portable work surfaces [furniture]; 
partitions of plastics [furniture]; pedestal storage units [furniture]; non-metallic fittings of furniture; trolleys for computers 
[furniture]; non-metallic fittings for furniture; non-metallic partitions [furniture]; sections of panelling for furniture; 
freestanding partitions [furniture]; fixings, not of metal for furniture; doors made of plastic for furniture; display frames of 
metal [furniture]; cabinets in the nature of furniture; assembled display units [furniture]; metal laminated doors for 
furniture; miniature furniture made of plastic; height adjustable kitchen furniture; furniture made principally of glass; 
movable partition panels [furniture]; bean bags in the nature of furniture; decorative wooden panels [furniture]; shelving 
frames of metal [furniture]; nursery furniture for use by infants; non-metallic wall shelves [furniture]; nursery furniture for 
use by children; non-metallic partitioning [furniture]; partitions in the nature of furniture; portable writing surfaces 
[furniture]; stands [furniture] for indoor aquaria; textile covers [fitted] for furniture; textile covers [shaped] for furniture; 
brackets, not of metal, for furniture; display fittings [furniture] of metal; furniture being convertible into beds; furniture for 
the storage of drawings; furniture for use in conference rooms; miniature furniture made of wood fibre; furniture for 
house, office and garden; advertising display boards [furniture]; closet organisers [parts of furniture]; wall screening 
[furniture] for offices; non-metallic storage racks [furniture]; numerals made of plastics for furniture; non-metallic corner 
beads for furniture; continuous transit shelving [furniture]; garden furniture manufactured from wood; holders for display 
material [furniture]; furniture made from substitutes for wood; indoor window blinds [shade] [furniture]; non-metallic 
sliding doors for furniture; portable sales display units [furniture]; protective covers for furniture [fitted]; protective 
covers for furniture [shaped]; sectional non-metallic units [furniture]; screens [furniture] for display purposes; work 
surfaces in the nature of furniture; transparent doors of glass for furniture; removable partitions [furniture] of metal; 
shelving frames, not of metal [furniture]; prefabricated doors of wood for furniture; non-metallic laminated tops for 
furniture; display panels in the nature of furniture; filing cabinets in the nature of furniture; articles of furniture for sale in 
kit form; articles of furniture in the form of rails; furniture for use in relation to computers; furniture for invalid and 
disabled persons; non-metallic laminated doors for furniture; non-metallic security cabinets [furniture]; office furniture 
adapted for use in filing; prefabricated doors of metal for furniture; shop furniture for use in displaying cards; stands 
[furniture] for use with television; relocatable metal storage racks [furniture]; screens for use as screen walls [furniture]; 
serving trolleys in the nature of furniture; protective coverings for furniture [fitted]; protective coverings for furniture 
[shaped]; personal computer work stations [furniture]; office trolleys being articles of furniture; trays being parts of shop 
display furniture; articles of furniture incorporating drawers; dividing screens in the nature of furniture; display apparatus 
in the nature of furniture; bathroom fittings in the nature of furniture; furniture of plastics material for bathrooms; shelf 
dividers of metal [parts of furniture]; shelf supports of metal [parts of furniture]; shelves of non-metallic materials 
[furniture]; rollers [casters], not of metal for furniture; furniture for use in educational institutions; interior furniture made 
of plastics materials; carpet coasters for protecting furniture legs; extruded plastics edge beadings for furniture; 
replacement seat covers [fitted] for furniture; non-metallic connecting elements for furniture; partitions [screens] in the 
nature of furniture; moulded furniture parts made of wood fibre mats; modular furniture units for use as work stations; 
indoor window blinds [roller blinds] [furniture]; made-to-measure frontages for existing furniture; furniture for the 
encasing of sanitary apparatus; sorting units [furniture] in the form of racking; sliding dividers [furniture partitions] for 
rooms; non-metallic racks [furniture] for use in storage; wood surrounds [furniture] for electric apparatus; indoor window 
blinds [holland blinds] [furniture]; ceramic pulls for cabinets, drawers and furniture; articles of furniture adapted for use 
by children; doors made of non-metallic materials for furniture; indoor window blinds [venetian blinds] [furniture]; indoor 
window blinds [vertical blinds] [furniture]; wall shelves [furniture] of non-metallic materials; non-metallic laminated work 
surfaces for furniture; relocatable non-metallic storage racks [furniture]; wood surrounds [furniture] for electronic 
apparatus; laboratory furniture, other than especially adapted; furniture for use in the storage of video apparatus; 
furniture for use in the display of video apparatus; furniture units comprising tables and seating units; fitted furniture for 
housing audio visual equipment; decorative wall plaques of bone, ivory, plastic, wax or wood; audio racks [furniture] for 
use with audio equipment; indoor window blinds [insulating blinds] [furniture]; racks being furniture made of non-metallic 
materials; work stations [furniture] incorporating storage space; work stations [furniture] incorporating work surfaces; 
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modular racks [furniture] for storing video cassettes; guidance barriers [portable furniture for indoor use]; furniture 
upholstered in leather or imitation leather; decorative edging strips of wood for use with furniture; strips of plastic for 
protecting the edges of furniture; screens [furniture] for use as room dividers in offices; stands for computers being 
articles of office furniture; furniture for use in the storage of television apparatus; furniture for use in the display of 
television apparatus; kits of parts [sold complete] for assembly into furniture; vanity units [furniture] for supporting a 
wash hand basin; decorative edging strips of plastic for use with furniture; metal partitions, [furniture] made from 
interlocking panels; screens in the nature of furniture for use as room dividers; non-metallic removable partitions 
[furniture] for office use; vanity units [furniture] adapted to support a wash hand basin; decorative edging strips of wood 
for use with fitted furniture; consoles [furniture] for mounting units of electronic equipment; articles of furniture made 
principally of non-metallic materials; decorative edging strips of plastic for use with fitted furniture; non metallic 
partitions [furniture] made from interlocking panels; removable partitions [furniture] of metal for dividing office space; 
vanity unit bases being furniture adapted to support wash hand basins.

Cl.35;Retail services relating to furniture; retail services in relation to furniture; wholesale services relating to furniture; 
wholesale services in relation to furniture.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 07/01/2019; Application No. : 731920 ;Switzerland 

4369176    03/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501287]
HOFFMANN NEOPAC AG

Eisenbahnstrasse 71 CH-3602 Thun Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Packaging bags and films of plastic and mainly of plastic materials; plastic film for packaging; packages of 
plastic and mainly of plastic materials; .

Cl.17;Insulating packaging; Extruded plastics in sheet form for use in manufacturing operations; products made of 
semi-finished plastic materials.

Cl.20;Tubes of plastic materials, of composite plastic and laminated tubes; packaging containers of plastic and mainly 
of plastic materials; closures of plastic and mainly of plastic materials for tubes and empty tubes of plastic materials.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 06/02/2019; Application No. : 201901843 ;Norway 

4369234    01/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501328]
Oivi AS

Gaustadalléen 21 N-0349 Oslo Norway

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for medical diagnostics; software for medical image analysis.

Cl.10;Cameras for medical purposes.

Cl.42;Cloud computing; electronic data storage; medical research and development; design and development of 
medical diagnostics apparatus; design and development of software for medical diagnostics and medical image analysis.

Cl.44;Medical services for humans and animals; medical image services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 15/02/2019; Application No. : 153892 ;Bulgaria 

4369244    14/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501363]
Euro Games Technology Ltd.

4, "Maritsa" Str., "Vranya-Lozen-Triugulnika" BG-1151 Sofia Bulgaria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; computer gaming software; computer software packages; computer operating system software; 
computer software, recorded; software drivers; virtual reality software; games software; entertainment software for 
computer games; computer programs for network management; operating computer software for mainframe computers; 
monitors (computer hardware); computer hardware; apparatus for recording images; monitors (computer programs); 
computer game programs; computer programs for recorded games; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound or images; communications servers [computer hardware]; electronic components for gambling 
machines; computer application software featuring games and gaming; computer software for the administration of on-
line games and gaming; computer hardware for games and gaming; electronic components and computer software for 
gambling, gambling machines, gambling games on the Internet and via telecommunication network.

Cl.28;Gaming machines for gambling; chips for gambling; mah-jong; arcade games; gambling machines operating with 
coins, notes and cards; games; electronic games; parlor games; gaming chips; gaming tables; slot machines [gaming 
machines]; LCD game machines; slot machines and gaming devices; coin-operated amusement machines; roulette chips; 
poker chips; chips and dice [gaming equipment]; equipment for casinos; roulette tables; gaming roulette wheels; casino 
games; gambling machines and amusement machines, automatic and coin-operated; coin-operated amusement machines 
and/or electronic coin-operated amusement machines with or without the possibility of gain; boxes for coin-operated 
machines, slot machines and gaming machines; electronic or electrotechnical amusement machines and apparatus, 
gaming machines, coin-operated entertainment machines; housings for coin-operated machines, gaming equipment, 
gaming machines, machines for gambling; electropneumatic and electrical gambling machines (slot machines).

Cl.41;Gambling; services related to gambling; gaming services for entertainment purposes; casino, gaming and 
gambling services; training in the development of software systems; provision of equipment for gambling halls; providing 
casino equipment [gambling]; gaming machine entertainment services; providing casino facilities [gambling]; gaming hall 
services; amusement arcade services; games equipment rental; rental of gaining machines; providing amusement arcade 
services; rental of gaming machines with images of fruits; editing or recording of sounds and images; sound recording 
and video entertainment services; hire of sound reproducing apparatus; provision of gaming equipment for casinos; 
providing of casino facilities; online gambling services; casino, gaming and gambling services; provision of gaming 
establishments, gaming halls, Internet casinos, online gaming services.
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Priority claimed from 01/02/2019; Application No. : 018018388 ;European Union 

4369258    18/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501514]
Maschinenfabrik Seydelmann KG

Hölderlinstraße 9 70174 Stuttgart DE

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Emulsifiers.

Cl.7;Machine tools; installations, machines, devices, apparatus and equipment parts therefor in the food industry 
sector; processing machines for electric machines for cutting foodstuffs; machines, devices, apparatus and equipment 
parts therefor for processing foodstuffs; machines for transporting foodstuffs; machines for conveying solids; machines 
for mixing foodstuffs; machines for processing foodstuffs; electric food choppers; food chopping machines for 
commercial use; installations, machines, devices, apparatus, electric equipment and parts therefor for blending meat; 
meat processing machines; installations, machines, devices, apparatus, electric equipment and parts therefor for cutting 
meat; meat slicing machines; meat choppers [machines]; installations, machines, devices, apparatus, electric equipment 
and parts therefor for mincing meat; sausage machines; electric sausage stuffers; cheese making machines; crushers; 
emulsifiers; milling cutters known as bowl choppers, electric; mixing machines; electric mixer-grinders; grinders; meat 
grinders for industrial purposes; mincing machines [electric] for industrial use; tools for machine tools; tools (parts of 
machines); holding devices for machine tools; tools for machine tools; machine tools; modular tools for machines; rotary 
tools [machines]; rotary tool bits [parts of machines]; electric driving motors for machines; machine coupling and 
transmission components (except for land vehicles); motors and engines (except for land vehicles); control mechanisms 
for machines, engines or motors; pumps [machines]; mixers for processing meat [machines]; mixers for processing 
foodstuffs [machines]; rotary dies [parts of machines]; cutting tools being parts of machines; cutting tools being parts of 
machines; cutting tools for machine centres; dies for machine tools; cutting inserts for machine tools; cutting grids being 
tools for cutting machines; cutting discs for use as parts of machines; disc screens [parts of machines]; blades for 
powered tools; blades for cutters; cutting sets for cutters; blades for grinders; cutting sets for grinders; dividers for 
grinders.

Cl.8;Cutters [hand operated tools]; animal slaughtering and butchering implements; knives; scaling knives; cutlery of 
precious metal for cutting.

Cl.37;Providing of information relating to the servicing, repair and maintenance of installations, machines, devices, 
apparatus and equipment parts therefor; servicing, repair and maintenance of installations, machines, devices, apparatus 
and equipment parts therefor; assembly and installation of installations, machines, devices, apparatus and equipment 
parts therefor; retrofitting and modification of installations, machines, devices, apparatus and equipment parts therefor.

Cl.42;Development in the field of mechanical processing and food processing; engineering consultancy services; 
design and development of computer hardware and software; industrial analysis and research services; professional 
advisory services relating to food technology; mechanical engineering; engineering consultancy services; engineering 
services for the design of machinery; mechanical research; scientific and technological services and research and design 
relating thereto.
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Priority claimed from 25/03/2019; Application No. : 4537019 ;France 

4369263    19/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501626]
UBISOFT L.A. INC.

625 Third Street San Francisco CA 94107 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Audiovisual recordings of television programs; digital media, namely, downloadable audio files featuring television 
programs; downloadable files featuring images relating to television programs and music; downloadable television 
programs featuring drama, comedy and fiction, provided via a global computer network or video-on-demand service.

Cl.25;Clothing, namely t-shirts, tops, sweat shirts, jackets, coats, vests, headgear, caps, scarves, gloves, belts.

Cl.38;Streaming of audio, visual and audiovisual material via a global computer network; transmission of video-on-
demand; audio, video and multimedia broadcasting via the Internet and other communication networks; webcasting 
services; transmission of messages, data and content via the Internet and other communication networks; providing 
access to online chat forums for the transmission of messages, comments and multimedia content among users of 
general interest via the Internet and other communication networks; transmission of electronic media, multimedia 
content, videos, movies, images, text, photos, user-generated content, audio content and information via the Internet and 
other communication networks.

Cl.41;Entertainment in the nature of continuous television programs in the fields of comedy and drama; provision of 
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information with respect to entertainment in connection with television programs; provision of information with respect to 
entertainment (relating to television programs) via a website; provision of entertainment information (television 
programs), news and non-downloadable videos via a website; providing non-downloadable television programs via a 
video-on-demand service (VoD) and video-on-demand service (VoD) by subscription.
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4369264    03/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501400]
ArcelorMittal, Société Anonyme

24-26, Boulevard d'Avranches L-1160 Luxembourg Luxembourg

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals products used in industry; bacterial substances for industrial and scientific use; bacterial substances 
and preparations other than for medical and veterinary use; preparations and cultures of microorganisms other than for 
medical and veterinary purposes; alcohols; alcohol for fuel manufacture; gas resulted from industry; carbon monoxide; 
ethanol for scientific purposes; polypropylene [raw material].

Cl.4;Ethanol; fuel; fuel gas; alcohol fuels; ethyl fuels; gaseous fuels; liquid fuels; smokeless fuels; biofuels; motor 
fuels; additives, non-chemical, to motor fuel.

Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; steel, unwrought or semi-wrought; iron, unwrought or semi-wrought; iron for 
direct reduction and directly reduced iron.

Cl.7;Machines and machine tools for treatment of metals; machines and machine tools for treatment of gasses and 
waste treatment.

Cl.40;Treatment and transformation of gas; processing of chemicals; production of energy; recycling; production and 
processing of microorganisms and bacteria; processing and production of fuels and ethanol; processing of components 
of waste fuel; production and processing of carbon based chemicals; processing of industrial gases.

Cl.42;Engineering services in the field of environmental technology; engineering services in the field of energy 
technology; engineering services in the field of energy efficiency; research and development in the field of biotechnology; 
engineering services in the field of blast furnaces and steel plants.
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Priority claimed from 27/03/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 103 969 ;Germany 

4369265    24/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501409]
Groz-Beckert KG

Parkweg 2 72458 Albstadt Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Parts and assemblies of textile machines, in particular needles, knitting needles, system parts of knitting machines, 
guide needles, sinkers, sliders and needle-like parts.

Cl.26;Knitting needles and warp knitting needles; latch needles and compound needles; sliders (knitting accessories).
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4369273    17/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501412]
Shanghai Qing Chu Sports Culture Co., Ltd.

Q-015 unit 501, 5 / F, 700 Liyuan Road, Huangpu District Shanghai China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Trousers; hats; hosiery; clothing; jerseys [clothing]; coats; sports jerseys; shoes; gloves [clothing]; tee-shirts.

Cl.28;Stuffed toys; gloves for games; toys; toy figures; balls for games; dolls; plush toys; toy models; machines for 
physical exercises; sports with wicking belt (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of 
the Common Regulations).

Cl.41;Organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; physical education; sport camp services; rental of 
stadium facilities; arranging and conducting of congresses; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; game 
services provided on-line from a computer network; rental of sports equipment, except vehicles; organization of 
exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; organization of sports competitions.
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Priority claimed from 27/03/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 103 974 ;Germany 

4369276    24/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501426]
Groz-Beckert KG

Parkweg 2 72458 Albstadt Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Parts and assemblies of textile machines, in particular needles, knitting needles, system parts of knitting machines, 
guide needles, sinkers, sliders and needle-like parts.

Cl.26;Knitting needles and warp knitting needles; latch needles and compound needles; sliders (knitting accessories).
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4369280    16/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501891]
Joint-Stock Company "Research and Production Corporation "Uralvagonzavod" named after F. E. Dzerzhinsky"

Vostochnoye Highway 28, city of Nizhny Tagil RU-622007 the Sverdlovsk region Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.28;Toy models; scale model kits [toys]; scale model vehicles; radio-controlled toy vehicles; toy vehicles; toys; toy 
figures.

Cl.35;Bill-posting; dissemination of advertising matter; demonstration of goods; organization of exhibitions for 
commercial or advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; sales promotion 
for others; publication of publicity texts; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other 
businesses].
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Priority claimed from 05/10/2018; Application No. : 017965259 ;European Union 

4369283    04/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501672]
Sports Innovation Technologies GmbH & Co. KG

Äußere Nürnberger Straße 62 91301 Forchheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Course materials in electronic format for seminars and training sessions in the sports sector.

Cl.35;Retailing and wholesaling in relation to sporting goods, sports equipment and sporting articles; marketing of 
sports technologies.

Cl.41;Training services in the field of sports by means of the use of instructions and demonstrations provided online 
and via the Internet; publication of instructional materials and instructional manuals (handbooks); arranging and 
conducting of training courses and training workshops; exercise advisory and training services; arranging and 
conducting of training courses; sports training; development of training plans; design, conducting and hosting of training 
activities using new technology in the field of sports.
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Priority claimed from 25/03/2019; Application No. : 77261 ;Jamaica 

4369286    25/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501694]
Apple Inc.

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;Telecommunications; broadcasting, transmission, and streaming of voice, data, images, audio, video, multimedia, 
television, by means of telecommunications networks, computer networks, the Internet, satellite, wireless 
communications networks, television, and cable; subscription and pay-per-view broadcasting, transmission, and 
streaming services by means of telecommunications networks, computer networks, the Internet, satellite, wireless 
communications networks, television, and cable; video-on-demand transmission services; providing access to 
telecommunications networks, computer networks, the Internet, satellite communications, wireless communications 
networks, and cable; providing access to websites, databases, electronic bulletin boards, on-line forums, directories, 
music, and video and audio programs; communication by computer; information, advisory and consultancy services 
relating to all the aforesaid; providing access to interactive websites and computer applications for the posting and 
sharing of reviews, survey, and ratings relating to educational programs, entertainment, motion pictures, theatre, arts and 
cultural events, concerts, live performances, competitions, fairs, festivals, exhibitions, expositions, and sporting events; 
providing access to interactive websites for the uploading, storing, sharing, viewing and posting of images, audio, videos, 
online journals, blogs, podcasts, and multimedia content.

Cl.41;Development, production, distribution, rental, and presentation of television programs, motion pictures, and 
multimedia entertainment content; providing ongoing non-downloadable television, audio, video, and webcast programs; 
providing entertainment, sports, animation, music, informational, news, reality, documentary, current events, and arts and 
culture programming by means of telecommunications networks, computer networks, the Internet, satellite, wireless 
communications networks, television, and cable television; providing non-downloadable entertainment, sports, 
animation, music, informational, news, reality, documentary, current events, and arts and culture programming; providing 
interactive guides for searching, selecting, recording, and archiving television programs, motion pictures, and multimedia 
entertainment content; providing entertainment, sports, animation, music, informational, news, reality, documentary, 
current events, and arts and culture programming via websites and computer applications; providing information in the 
field of entertainment, sports, music, news, documentaries, current events, and arts and culture via websites and 
computer applications; providing information, schedules, reviews and personalized recommendations of educational 
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programs, entertainment, motion pictures, theatre, arts and cultural events, concerts, live performances, competitions, 
fairs, festivals, exhibitions, expositions, and sporting events; publication and presentation of reviews, surveys, and 
ratings; news reporting.
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4369295    05/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501473]
KAO KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as Kao Corporation)

14-10, Nihonbashi Kayabacho 1-chome, Chuo-ku Tokyo 103-8210 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soaps; detergents; cosmetics; perfumery; incenses; fragrances; false nails; false eyelashes; cotton wool for 
cosmetic purposes; cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; absorbent facial tissues for cosmetic purposes.

Cl.21;Cosmetic and toilet utensils, other than electric toothbrushes; perfume containers; perfume sprayers; cosmetic 
brushes; eyebrow brushes; hair brushes; nail brushes; shaving brushes; combs; powder compacts; soap holders; 
holders of sponges for cosmetic purposes; powder puffs; cosmetic sponges.
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4369308    04/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501515]
Xvivo Perfusion Aktiebolag

Box 53015 SE-400 14 Göteborg Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations and solutions for transport, storage, managing, assessment and treatment of tissues 
and organs; pharmaceutical preparations and solutions for use in organ transplantation; pharmaceutical preparations and 
solutions for use in heart transplantation; pharmaceutical preparations and solutions for use in lung transplantation.

Cl.10;Surgical and medical apparatus and instruments for assessment and treatment of tissues and organs; surgical 
and medical apparatus and instruments for use in organ transplantation; surgical and medical apparatus and instruments 
for use in heart transplantation; surgical and medical apparatus and instruments for use in lung transplantation.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; medical and pharmacological research services; 
scientific research for medical purposes; analysis of human tissues for medical research; design and development of 
medical diagnostic apparatus; design and development of medical technology.
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Priority claimed from 17/01/2019; Application No. : 018010653 ;European Union 

4369309    17/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501516]
ABEDD SIA

Jelgavas iela 29 LV-3016 Kalnciems Latvia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.28;Games and playthings; toys made of wood; toy figurines; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other 
classes; decorations for christmas trees; animal toys; toys of wood, textile, leather, rubber, natural rubber, vinyl and latex 
for animals; balls for games; furry and stuffed toys; plastic toys; toys for rodents; gnawing wood for rodents; rodent 
tunnels; climbing roofs (animal toys); mazes (animal toys); monkey toys; animal feed balls (animal toys); rollers (animal 
toys); rollers and wheels for rodents; resting boards of wood (animal toys).

Cl.31;Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and grains, not included in other classes; live animals; animal 
litter; small animal litter; bedding and litter for animals; products based on plants, in particular based on bark, straw and 
shavings, being animal litter; cat litter; bird litter; nesting materials, namely organic and plant-based fibres and organic 
and plant-based litter for nesting purposes; bark, straw and shavings being nesting materials; plant-based nesting 
materials; fresh fruits and vegetables; seeds; natural plants and flowers; foodstuffs for animals; foodstuffs for animals; 
animal feed balls; beverages for pets; edible animal treats; malt.
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4369311    25/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501517]
PIOVACCARI S.r.l

Via Felice Matteucci 13/15 I-50041 Calenzano Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.21;Glass, unworked or semi-worked, except building glass; earthenware.

Cl.22;Ropes and strings; nets; tarpaulins, awnings, tents, and unfitted coverings; awnings of textile; synthetic textile 
filaments; sails; sacks for the transport and storage of materials in bulk; padding and stuffing materials (except of paper, 
cardboard, rubber or plastics); raw fibrous textile materials.

Cl.24;Textiles and substitutes for textiles; linens; curtains of textile or plastic.

Cl.26;Braids; embroidery; lace; ribbons; artificial flowers.

Cl.28;Decorations for Christmas trees.
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4369312    11/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501521]
Bizcover Pty Ltd

L2, 338 Pitt St SYDNEY NSW 2000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising and marketing services; price comparison services; product price comparison services; compilation 
and provision of price and feature information relating to the supply of services including insurance and financial 
products; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods and services enabling customers to 
conveniently view and purchase those goods and services from an internet website; promotional services and operation 
of incentive schemes; providing product information services; promoting the goods and services of others; 
administrative processing of insurance claims; advisory, information and consultancy services relating to all of the 
aforesaid services.

Cl.36;Financial services; insurance claims adjustment; brokerage of insurance; public liability insurance; providing 
information in relation to all aspects of insurance; motor vehicle insurance; house and contents insurance; personal 
accident insurance; financial affairs namely provision of financial advice relating to the supply of consumer goods and 
services including insurance and financial products; financial forecasting and analysis; financial strategy planning 
services; insurance services; charitable fundraising and fundraising for community and environmental projects; financial 
grant services; information and advisory service relating to all of the aforesaid services; financial services relating to 
insurance; arranging of insurance; insurance underwriting; business insurance underwriting; insurance intermediary 
services; provision of advice relating to the supply of insurance and insurance products; business insurance.
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Priority claimed from 30/11/2018; Application No. : 76434 ;Jamaica 

4369319    30/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501523]
Apple Inc.

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computers; computer hardware; telecommunications apparatus and instruments; mobile telephones; 
smartphones; wireless communication devices for the transmission of voice, data, images, audio, video, and multimedia 
content; network communication apparatus; handheld digital electronic devices capable of providing access to the 
Internet and for the sending, receiving, and storing telephone calls, electronic mail, and other digital data; wearable 
computer hardware; wearable digital electronic devices capable of providing access to the Internet, for sending, receiving 
and storing of telephone calls, electronic mail, and other digital data; smartwatches; wearable activity trackers; connected 
bracelets; computer software for tracking, storing, viewing, monitoring, displaying, transmitting and managing user 
interaction data concerning exercise, physical activity, steps taken, distance walked or run, time standing or sitting, 
calories consumed, calories burned; computer software for tracking, monitoring and managing information and goals 
regarding a health and fitness program; computer software for wireless communication devices, wearable wireless 
communication devices, and mobile digital electronic devices; accelerometers; distance measuring apparatus; distance 
recording apparatus; pedometers; global positioning systems (GPS devices).

Cl.44;Wellness and health-related services; providing health and wellness related information; health care services, 
namely, wellness programs; providing information about health and wellness via a website.
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Priority claimed from 25/03/2019; Application No. : 4536747 ;France 

4369328    20/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501540]
EOS IMAGING

10 rue Mercoeur F-75011 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for industrial and scientific use, for recording, processing, transmission and 
reproduction of sound and images; computers, microscopes, scanners, probes, software, screens, tubes, all such 
equipment and apparatus for viewing, reproducing, processing, reconstruction in particular in 3D, transmitting and 
analyzing optical images in the field of imagery for medical, veterinary and biological uses; review facility for medical 
images (scanner, MRI, mammogram, x-ray...) and after-care (functional imaging, 3D imaging); apparatus and instruments 
for industrial and scientific use, software, computers enabling the calculation of clinical parameters; diagnostic, surgical 
planning, reporting and monitoring software of various diseases.

Cl.10;Apparatus and instruments for diagnostics for medical use; medical imaging apparatus; medical x-ray imaging 
instrument.
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Priority claimed from 30/11/2018; Application No. : 2018752935 ;Russian Federation 

4369347    30/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501570]
Aktsionernoie obschestvo Gruppa SverdlovElektro

ul. Cherniakhovskogo, 61, Ekaterinburg RU-620010 Sverdlovskaya Oblast Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Brackets of metal; staircases of metal, railings of metal; masts of metal for lighting; palings of metal; props of 
metal, in particular for apparatus and equipment, poles of metal for power lines.

Cl.7;Expansion tanks [parts of machines]; generators of electricity, alternators, dynamos; motors, motors, electric, 
other than for land vehicles; housings [parts of machines]; steam engine boilers; stators [parts of machines]; boiler tubes 
[parts of machines]; turbines, other than for land vehicles; brushes [parts of machines].

Cl.9;Electrical adapters; high-frequency apparatus; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; 
monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes; electric apparatus for commutation; batteries, electric; circuit 
closers; switchboxes [electricity]; current rectifiers; gas testing instruments; inverters [electricity]; temperature 
indicators; cables, electric; holders for electric coils; choking coils [impedance]; coils, electric; solenoid valves 
[electromagnetic switches]; wire connectors [electricity]; collectors, electric; commutators; condensers [capacitors]; 
contacts, electric; branch boxes [electricity]; distribution boxes [electricity]; junction boxes [electricity]; connectors 
[electricity]; electricity conduits; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; lightning rods; terminals [electricity]; 
sheaths for electric cables; limiters [electricity]; switches, electric; fuses; circuit breakers; converters, electric; measuring 
apparatus, measuring devices, electric; transformer temperature monitors; automatic current compensation devices; 
regulating apparatus, electric; magnetic wires; wires, electric; conductors, electric; computer programs, downloadable; 
electronic publications, downloadable; distribution consoles [electricity]; control panels [electricity]; radios; reactors, 
electric; relays, electric; inductors [electricity]; connections for electric lines; couplings, electric; resistances, electric; 
counters; transformers [electricity], in particular step-up transformers, current transformers, voltage transformers; 
electric loss indicators; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; anti-interference devices 
[electricity]; busbars trunking systems, busbar units, busbar mounts; switchboards; distribution boards [electricity]; 
ducts [electricity]; armatures [electricity]; electrical switches, in particular factory-assembled switchgears, prefabricated 
distribution substations, one-side service switchgears, distribution substations; electrical or electronic compensating 
devices for compensation of capacitive and inductive components of alternative current, in particular reactive-power 
compensation units, air core reactors, capacitor banks, harmonic filters static VAr compensators.

Cl.17;Dielectrics [insulators]; insulators; insulators for electric mains.

Cl.19;Brackets, not of metal; staircases, not of metal, railings, not of metal; palings, not of metal; poles, not of metal, for 
power lines.

Cl.37;Repair information; construction information; construction consultancy; building construction supervision; 
construction; machinery installation, maintenance and repair.

Cl.42;Engineering; scientific research; technological research; technological consultancy; quality control; conducting 
technical project studies; construction drafting; computer software design; consultancy in the field of energy-saving; 
technical writing; scientific laboratory services; surveying.
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Priority claimed from 02/07/2019; Application No. : UK00003411050 ;United Kingdom 

4369349    24/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501575]
Link Up Mitaka Limited

Link Up House, Wortley Ring Road, Lower Wortley, Leeds, West Yorkshire, LS12 6AB United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programmes and software; software applications for the provision of language services including 
enterprise translation, crowd source translation, machine translation with post edit, machine translation and machine 
interpreting; computer software for use in the translation of digital files including audio, video, text, binary, still images, 
graphics and multimedia files; computer software for use in encryption, sending and receiving translation files and data 
files, including audio, video, text, binary, still images, graphics and multimedia files; computer software, programmes and 
software systems for translating, face to face translating and interpreting data and languages; computer software for use 
in the encryption and decryption of digital files, including audio, video, text, binary, still images, graphics and multimedia 
files; computer software for use in the translation of data and languages; electronically recorded data and encoded data 
for use in translation and interpretation; telephone translation and interpreting apparatus; translation apparatus; 
translation computers; publications in electronic format; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of 
newsletters and manuals in the field of translation services.

Cl.16;Printed matter and publications.

Cl.35;Business project management namely, providing business assistance, advisory and consulting services in the 
field of translation and interpreting services; business project management services for others in the fields of language 
translation, custom writing, text adaptation, interpreting and proofreading.

Cl.38;Provision of video conference services; rental of telecommunications equipment including telephones and 
facsimile apparatus; hire of telephone handsets.

Cl.40;Printing services; printing (photographic); typesetting services.

Cl.41;Translation services; interpreting services; language interpreting; sign language interpreting services; 
proofreading of manuscripts; publishing of electronic publications; desktop publishing; sound and video production 
services; production of audio and video recordings; video editing; editing or recording of sounds and images; editing of 
written text; photography; provision of recording studio facilities; subtitling; dubbing; hire of sound recording apparatus; 
hire of sound reproducing apparatus; rental of translation and interpreting equipment; over the phone translating and 
interpreting; telephone translation and interpreting; video remote translating and interpreting services in both on demand 
and scheduled form.

Cl.42;Design services; graphic design services; website design services; design, creation, maintenance and hosting of 
websites of others; creating websites; updating websites; creating, maintaining and updating of websites; computer 
software design; hire of computer software; hire of computer hardware; hire of computer apparatus; hire of computers; 
hire of tablets [computers]; hire of computer software for translating and interpreting; hire of translating and interpreting 
computer apparatus; hosting an online proprietary browser system allowing organisations and individuals to obtain 
access to projects, bookings and work opportunities from entities who have work they wish to place.
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Priority claimed from 28/05/2018; Application No. : 017908074 ;European Union 

4369363    27/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1501602]
avateramedical GmbH

Ernst-Ruska-Ring 23 07745 Jena Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software and instructional manuals and service manuals in electronic format related and sold therewith; hardware 
for data processing; master controls, video displays, video printers, system controllers, 3-D glasses, monitors, display 
panels, operating panels, remote controllers, optical and ocular apparatus and instruments, cameras, camera image 
processing equipment, video image processing equipment and surgical manipulation system software, all incorporated in 
surgical manipulation systems; electrical relay units, cables and connecting cables; electrical controls and control units 
of operation tools and surgical instruments for the use in surgical operation systems.

Cl.10;Medical and surgical apparatus and instruments; computerized surgical operation system comprised of 
surgeon's console, master control, display, namely video display, video image processing equipment, camera image 
processing equipment, patient-side cart with set-up arms and manipulator slave arms, sterile adaptors to connect arms to 
instruments; tools for medical operation and surgical instruments, reusable with limited number of uses, devices for 
providing light and electrical signals to endoscopes, light sources for medical and surgical use and cables and 
component parts therefor, electrosurgical instruments, trolleys used in operating rooms for carrying and installing 
medical and ancillary devices; operation tools and surgical instruments, namely, endoscopes, laparoscopes, urological 
apparatus and instruments, ultrasound instruments, laser instruments, trocars, apparatus and instruments for rinsing 
body cavities, cannulas, cutters, clips, clamps, clip appliers, clamps appliers, forceps, knives, electric knives, scissors, 
dissectors, needles, needle holders, suturing apparatus, graspers, scalpel, scalpel blades, staplers, tackers.

Cl.44;Medical services, namely surgical procedures; providing, renting, lending, leasing and donating of medical and 
surgical apparatus and instruments; surgical assistance services in the nature of surgical advice provided to medical and 
surgical professionals in the operating room, also from remote locations via the Internet and global computer networks 
through archived medical images and a data storage and retrieval system.
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4369367    22/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501614]
Siemens Digital Logistics GmbH

Nachtweideweg 1-7 67227 Frankenthal Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; computer programs.

Cl.39;Transportation logistics; consultancy with regard to controlling the transportation flow of goods and the logistical 
optimisation of supply chains.

Cl.42;Computer software design.
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Priority claimed from 13/03/2019; Application No. : 2019-037293 ;Japan 

4369390    11/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502164]
ExaWizards Inc.

1-18-6, Hamamastucho, Minato-ku Tokyo 105-0013 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Metalworking machines and tools; construction machines and apparatus; loading-unloading machines and 
apparatus; chemical processing machines and apparatus; textile machines and apparatus; food or beverage processing 
machines and apparatus; lumbering, woodworking, or veneer or plywood making machines and apparatus; pulp making, 
papermaking or paper-working machines and apparatus; printing or bookbinding machines and apparatus; agricultural 
machines and agricultural implements, other than hand-operated; painting machines and apparatus; packaging or 
wrapping machines and apparatus; plastic processing machines and apparatus; semiconductor manufacturing machines 
and systems; machines and apparatus for manufacturing rubber goods; vending machines; mechanical parking systems; 
industrial robots; 3D printers.

Cl.9;Computer programs with artificial intelligence functions; computer programs; recording medium storing programs 
for electronic computers; computers and their peripherals; electronic application equipment and parts and accessories; 
telecommunication machines and apparatus; sound, voice or music files that can be received and stored using the 
internet; image (including moving pictures and still images) files that can be received and stored using the internet; 
phonograph records; recorded media with sounds or moving pictures; electronic publications; game programs for arcade 
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video game machines; simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; sports training simulators; laboratory 
apparatus and instruments; photographic machines and apparatus; cinematographic machines and apparatus; optical 
machines and apparatus; measuring or testing machines and instruments; power distribution or control machines and 
apparatus; electric or magnetic meters and testers; personal digital assistants in the shape of a watch; smartphones; 
game programs for home video game machines; electronic circuits and CD-ROMs recorded with programs for hand-held 
games with liquid crystal displays; teaching robots; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; safety restraints, other 
than for vehicle seats and sports equipment; life-saving apparatus and equipment; protective helmets for sports; sports 
whistles; resuscitation training simulators; resuscitation mannequins [teaching apparatus]; spectacles [eyeglasses and 
goggles]; computer application software for mobile information terminals, tablet computers, electronic computers; image 
signal processing apparatus for remote surveillance systems; surveillance camera; surveillance apparatus and their parts 
for crime or disaster prevention.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments; massage apparatus; gloves for medical purposes; masks for use by medical 
personnel; finger guards for medical purposes; pacifiers for babies; ice bag pillows for medical purposes; triangular 
bandages; supportive bandages; surgical catguts; feeding cups for medical purposes; dropping pipettes for medical 
purposes; teats; medical ice bags; medical-ice-bag holders; baby bottles; nursing bottles; contraceptives, non-chemical; 
artificial tympanic membranes; prosthetics or fillings materials, not for dental use; ear plugs for sleeping; ear plugs for 
soundproofing; urinals for medical purposes; bed pans; ear picks; water bags for medical purposes; breast pumps; 
hearing protectors; wheeled walkers to aid mobility; clothing especially for operating rooms; lice combs.

Cl.35;Advertising and publicity services; promoting the goods and services of others through the administration of 
sales and promotional incentive schemes involving trading stamps; business management analysis or business 
consultancy; diagnosis and advice on administrative management and business of national and local governments; 
business consulting; providing information concerning commercial sales; provision of information on market research, 
its evaluation and analysis; implementation of questionnaires, analysis and advice on results and provision of information 
on these; provision of information, guidance and advice on businesses; employment agencies; introducing human 
resources and provision of information and consulting relating thereto; personnel recruitment; document reproduction; 
filing of documents, magnetic tapes, magnetic disks or optical disks; compilation of information into computer databases; 
commercial information agency services for search of computer database and providing related information; construction 
of computer database; providing business assistance to others in the operation of data processing apparatus, namely, 
computers, typewriters, telex machines and other similar office machines; publicity material rental; office machines and 
equipment rental; commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; providing 
employment information; providing commercial information on newspaper articles; agency services for planning and 
execution of sales promotions and offer of promotions of goods and services; rental of advertising space; writing of 
curriculum vitae for others; retail services or wholesale services for computer software; consulting on personnel 
management and labor management; agency services for clerical work related to personnel management and labor 
management; accounting; agency services for data input office work; marketing; agency services/intermediating or 
brokering of ordering goods.

Cl.36;Financial research, analysis or forecasting; providing information, advice and guidance on financial matters; 
financial asset management and provision of information relating thereto; financial assessment of company credit; 
acceptance of deposits [including substitute bond issuance] and acceptance of fixed interval installment deposits; loans 
[financing] and discount of bills; domestic exchange settlement; liability guarantee and acceptance of bills; securities 
lending; acquisition and transfer of monetary claims; safekeeping of valuables, including securities and precious metals 
[safe deposit services]; money exchange (exchanging money); trusteeship of financial futures contracts; trusteeship of 
money, securities, monetary claims, personal property, land, rights on land fixtures, surface rights or lease on land; 
agencies for bond subscriptions; foreign exchange transactions; letter-of-credit related services; brokerage of credit 
purchase; online banking; issuance of tokens of value; agencies for collecting gas or electric power utility payments; 
consigned collection of payment for goods; buying and selling of securities; trading of securities index futures; trading of 
securities options; trading of overseas market securities futures; agencies for brokerage of securities, securities index 
futures, securities options, and overseas market securities futures; agencies for brokerage of entrusting agents with on-
commission trading in domestic markets of securities, securities index futures and securities options; agencies for 
brokerage of entrusting agents with on- commission trading in overseas markets of securities and securities index 
futures; agencies for brokerage of forward agreement of securities, for forward agreement of securities index futures, for 
forward agreement of securities options, spot and forward transaction of securities index futures; brokerage for securities 
liquidation; securities underwriting; securities offering; brokerage services relating to securities subscription or offering; 
providing stock market information; agencies for commodity futures trading; insurance, brokerage; insurance 
information; insurance underwriting; insurance premium rate computing; claim adjustment for non-life insurance; life-
insurance duty; management of buildings; agency services for the leasing or rental of buildings; leasing or renting of 
buildings; purchase and sale of buildings; agency services for the purchase or sale of buildings; real estate appraisal; 
providing information on buildings or land [real estate affairs]; land management; agency services for the leasing or 
rental of land; leasing of land; purchase and sale of land; agency services for the purchase or sales of land; antique 
appraisal; art appraisal; precious stone appraisal; used automobile appraisal; financial advisory services and consultancy 
relating to tax planning; charitable fund raising; rental of paper money and coin counting or processing machines; rental 
of cash dispensers; rental of automated-teller machines.

Cl.41;Educational and instruction services relating to arts, crafts, sports or general knowledge; arranging, conducting 
and organization of seminars; providing electronic publications; services of reference libraries for literature and 
documentary records; book rental; publication of books; production of electronic publications; arranging and planning of 
movies, shows, plays or musical performances; movie theatre presentations or movie film production and distribution; 
provision of still images and videos using communication networks; presentation of live show performances; direction or 
presentation of plays; presentation of musical performances; provision of sound, voice and music using communication 
networks; production of radio or television programs; production of videotape film in the field of education, culture, 
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entertainment or sports [not for movies or television programs and not for advertising or publicity]; organization of 
entertainment events excluding movies, shows, plays, musical performances, sports, horse races, bicycle races, boat 
races and auto races; providing sports facilities; providing amusement facilities; providing facilities for movies, shows, 
plays, music or educational training; rental of sports equipment; lending of audio and video recordings; dubbing; game 
services provided online from a computer network; provision of entertainment and entertainment information; provision 
of education, culture, entertainment, sports videos and music using a communication terminal through the internet or a 
computer network; planning, operation or implementation of certification exams.

Cl.42;Information processing using artificial intelligence; information processing using a computer; design, creation or 
maintenance of a computer system; computer software design, computer programming, or maintenance of computer 
software; design, creation or maintenance of homepage; design, configuration or maintenance of communication network 
system and consulting regarding these; authentication of persons accessing computer network; designing, other than for 
advertising purposes; technological advice relating to computers, automobiles and industrial machines; rental of 
computers; providing computer programs on data networks; designing of machines, apparatus, instruments [including 
their parts] or systems composed of such machines, apparatus and instruments; providing advice and information on 
information technologies, their construction and infrastructure and computer system integration; examination, inspection 
or research on pharmaceutical products, cosmetics, food and provision of information, guidance and advice relating 
thereto; livestock or fisheries and provision of information, guidance and advice relating thereto; research on architecture 
or urban planning and provision of guidance, advice and information relating thereto; testing or research on the 
prevention of pollution and provision of guidance, advice and information relating thereto; testing or research on 
electricity and the provision of guidance and information relating thereto; testing or research on civil engineering and the 
provision of guidance, advice and information relating thereto; examination or research on machinery and equipment and 
the provision of guidance, advice and information relating thereto; rental of measuring apparatus; rental of laboratory 
apparatus and instruments; computer technology consultancy; scientific research; research and development of new 
products for others.

Cl.44;Beauty salons; barbershops; providing bath houses; massage and therapeutic shiatsu massage; chiropractic; 
moxibustion; treatment for dislocated joints, sprain, bone fractures or the like [judo-seifuku]; acupuncture; provision, 
management or analysis on medical information; physical examination; health guidance and advice; provision, 
management and analysis of information on mental health and health; predicting health status; predicting lifetime; dietary 
and nutritional guidance; animal breeding; veterinary services; beautification for animals; nursing care; nursing care 
consulting; provision, management or analysis of information on nursing care; predicting the level of care needed or 
needed support; predicting nursing care benefit; rental of medical apparatus and instruments; lending equipment for 
hairdressers or barbers.

Cl.45;Security system monitoring; lending of security monitoring equipment; security guarding for facilities; personal 
body guarding; monitoring of burglar and security alarms; inspection of factories for safety purposes; security inspection 
of baggage or people; providing advice and information on crime prevention or disaster prevention; investigation or 
surveillance services for checking background profiles; rental of fire alarms; rental of fire extinguishers; online social 
networking services.
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4369399    19/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502283]
Siemens Compressor Systems GmbH

Klingenstr. 15 04229 Leipzig Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Electric motors (except for land vehicles), prime movers and driving machines and starting apparatus therefor 
(except for land vehicles); electric generators, turbines; compressors; pumps (included in this class), other than for 
household and kitchen apparatus; turbo blowers; rotary blowers.

Cl.37;Assembly, maintainance services, repair and renovation of installations for energy generation and energy 
distribution, in particular compressors, turbofans, rotary piston blowers and centrifugal pumps.

Cl.42;Technical planning and development of installations, equipment and apparatus, in particular in the field of energy 
generation and energy distribution; technical consultancy in the field of energy generation and energy distribution; 
design and development of computer hardware and computer software in the fields of energy generation and energy 
distribution.
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4369443    07/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501956]
Neumeister Hydraulik GmbH

Otto-Neumeister-Straße 9 74196 Neuenstadt Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Drive units, other than for land vehicles; driving machines, other than for land vehicles; driving motors, other than 
for land vehicles; sealing joints [parts of engines]; electric motors; electrical pumps; hydraulic transmissions, other than 
for land vehicles; hydraulic engines and motors; hydraulic pumps; hydraulic valves; hydraulically operated switches; 
hydraulic controls for machines, motors and engines; hydraulic lifting gear; hydraulic lift tables; process controllers 
[hydraulic]; hydraulic actuators; hydraulic controls for machines; hydraulic controls for motors; hydraulic valve 
actuators; hydraulic intensifiers being parts of machines; hydrostatic drives, other than for land vehicles; hydrostatic 
drives for machines; pistons [parts of machines or engines]; piston rings; piston rods; clutch cylinders, other than for 
land vehicles; steering linkages for machines; elevators [lifts]; elevator operating apparatus; control mechanisms for 
machines, motors and engines; engines, powertrains, and generic parts for machines; motors and engines except for 
land vehicles; pumps [machines]; regulators [parts of machines]; regulators for engines; actuators for dampers; 
actuators for mechanisms; control mechanisms for machines, engines or motors; thrusters for machinery; valves for 
machines; valves for engines; valves for pumps; cylinders being parts of machines; cylinder blocks [parts of machines]; 
cylinder covers [parts of machines]; cylinders for vehicles other than land vehicles; cylinders for machines; cylinders for 
motors and engines; pistons for cylinders; cylinder liners.
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Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting electricity; apparatus and instruments for regulating electricity; 
apparatus and instruments for switching electricity; apparatus and instruments for accumulating electricity; apparatus 
and instruments for transforming electricity; apparatus and instruments for accumulating and storing electricity; 
apparatus and instruments for controlling electricity; electric control panels; electrical switch cabinets; electrical 
controls; control installations (electric -); electric control apparatus; electric control valves; electric control apparatus; 
electronic controllers; switches, electric; radio control apparatus; remote control apparatus; sensors and detectors; 
controllers (regulators); thermostats.

Cl.12;Powertrains, including engines and motors, for land vehicles; drive gears [land vehicle parts]; drive units for land 
vehicles; gear cases for land vehicles; driving motors for land vehicles; motor drive units for land vehicles; aeronautical 
apparatus, machines and appliances; main brake cylinders; hydraulic circuits for vehicles; hydraulic servo valves being 
parts of vehicle braking systems; hydraulic servo valves being parts of vehicle hydraulic systems; hydraulic control 
systems for vehicles; hydraulic power transmission units for land vehicles; clutch cylinders for land vehicles; mechanical 
power transmitting mechanisms for land vehicles; motors for land vehicles; wheel cylinders for vehicles; actuating drives 
for land vehicles; steering units for land vehicles.
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Priority claimed from 05/06/2019; Application No. : 018077663 ;European Union 

4369646    19/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502095]
Atlassian, Inc.

350 Bush Street, Floor 13 San Francisco, California 94104 United States of America

Atlassian Pty. Ltd.

Level 6, 341 George Street Sydney New South Wales 2000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; computer software for project management, task and issue tracking, communication and 
collaboration; computer software for information technology systems management, task management and project 
management; computer software for analytics regarding project management, task and issue tracking; computer software 
for business intelligence; computer software for artificial intelligence; computer software for use on computers and 
mobile devices for use in task and project management, business management, general work management, project 
tracking, document management, transmission and receipt of data, images, and files, messaging and conversation based 
contextual sharing of information, organizing and providing a platform for collaboration, sharing of information and 
interactive discussions to other users, and uploading, sharing and transferring files; computer software for use on 
computers and mobile devices for electronic communications, chats, email and discussions; computer software for 
collaboration, and development and release of software; computer software for facilitating the exchange of information 
via the Internet featuring collaboration and project and task management tools; computer software for information 
technology support services, namely, for trouble shooting of computer software problems, and providing information 
related to technology project management services; downloadable electronic publications; downloadable electronic 
publications, namely, manuals, brochures, newsletters, technical data sheets and product specification brochures in the 
fields of computer software, information technology and project management.

Cl.42;Developing computer software; computer system analysis; providing online non-downloadable software; creating 
of computer programs; design and development of computer software; providing online non-downloadable software for 
project management, task and issue tracking and communication; platform as a service (PaaS); software as a service 
(SaaS); software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for project management, task and issue tracking, and 
communication; providing online non-downloadable software for analytics regarding project management, task and issue 
tracking; providing online non-downloadable software for business intelligence; providing online non-downloadable 
software for artificial intelligence; providing online non-downloadable software for use in project management, task and 
issue tracking and communication, business management, general work management, project tracking, document 
management, transmission and receipt of data and images, messaging and conversation based contextual sharing of 
information, organizing and providing a platform for collaboration, sharing of information and interactive discussions 
between users, and uploading and transferring files; providing online non-downloadable software for electronic 
communications, chats, email and discussions; providing online non-downloadable software for collaboration, 
development and release of software; providing online non-downloadable software for facilitating the exchange of 
information via the Internet featuring collaboration tools; providing online non-downloadable software for information 
technology support services, trouble shooting of computer software problems, technical support in the nature of trouble 
shooting of computer software problems, and providing information related to technology project management services; 
computer software design and development; consulting services in the field of design and development of computer 
software; hosting a website featuring non-downloadable software in the fields of information technology systems 
management, task management and project management; providing temporary use of a non-downloadable web 
application; providing temporary use of a non-downloadable web application for collaboration, project management, 
document management, and software development; organisation, information, consultancy and advisory services in 
relation to all of the aforesaid.
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Priority claimed from 05/06/2019; Application No. : 018077662 ;European Union 

4369687    19/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502129]
Atlassian, Inc.

350 Bush Street, Floor 13 San Francisco California 94104 United States of America

Atlassian Pty. Ltd.

Level 6, 341 George Street Sydney New South Wales 2000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; computer software for project management, task and issue tracking, communication and 
collaboration; computer software for information technology systems management, task management and project 
management; computer software for analytics regarding project management, task and issue tracking; computer software 
for business intelligence; computer software for artificial intelligence; computer software for use on computers and 
mobile devices for use in task and project management, business management, general work management, project 
tracking, document management, transmission and receipt of data, images, and files, messaging and conversation based 
contextual sharing of information, organizing and providing a platform for collaboration, sharing of information and 
interactive discussions to other users, and uploading, sharing and transferring files; computer software for use on 
computers and mobile devices for electronic communications, chats, email and discussions; computer software for 
collaboration, and development and release of software; computer software for facilitating the exchange of information 
via the Internet featuring collaboration and project and task management tools; computer software for information 
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technology support services, namely, for trouble shooting of computer software problems, and providing information 
related to technology project management services; downloadable electronic publications; downloadable electronic 
publications, namely, manuals, brochures, newsletters, technical data sheets and product specification brochures in the 
fields of computer software, information technology and project management.

Cl.42;Developing computer software; computer system analysis; providing online non-downloadable software; creating 
of computer programs; design and development of computer software; providing online non-downloadable software for 
project management, task and issue tracking and communication; platform as a service (PaaS); software as a service 
(SaaS); software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for project management, task and issue tracking, and 
communication; providing online non-downloadable software for analytics regarding project management, task and issue 
tracking; providing online non-downloadable software for business intelligence; providing online non-downloadable 
software for artificial intelligence; providing online non-downloadable software for use in project management, task and 
issue tracking and communication, business management, general work management, project tracking, document 
management, transmission and receipt of data and images, messaging and conversation based contextual sharing of 
information, organizing and providing a platform for collaboration, sharing of information and interactive discussions 
between users, and uploading and transferring files; providing online non-downloadable software for electronic 
communications, chats, email and discussions; providing online non-downloadable software for collaboration, 
development and release of software; providing online non-downloadable software for facilitating the exchange of 
information via the Internet featuring collaboration tools; providing online non-downloadable software for information 
technology support services, trouble shooting of computer software problems, technical support in the nature of trouble 
shooting of computer software problems, and providing information related to technology project management services; 
computer software design and development; consulting services in the field of design and development of computer 
software; hosting a website featuring non-downloadable software in the fields of information technology systems 
management, task management and project management; providing temporary use of a non-downloadable web 
application; providing temporary use of a non-downloadable web application for collaboration, project management, 
document management, and software development; organisation, information, consultancy and advisory services in 
relation to all of the aforesaid.
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4369705    15/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502298]
Nick Bremicker

Enneststr. 6 51702 Bergneustadt Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer and control programs stored on magnetic data carriers, perforated cards, perforated rolls; magnetic 
encoders; compact discs; computers; interfaces; computer operating programs; peripherals adapted for use with 
computers; computer programs; computer software; computer keyboards; floppy discs; floppy disk drives; data 
processing apparatus; electronic publications, downloadable; electronic pens; laptop computers; loudspeakers; magnetic 
tape units; magnetic data carriers; mice; mouse pads; microprocessors; cell phones; modems; monitors; notebook 
computers; optical data carriers; discs (optical); physics (apparatus and instruments for -); relays, electric; image 
scanning apparatus; transmitters of electronic signals; transmitters; smart cards; software apps for computers; computer 
software packages; games software; computer memory devices; games software; central processing units.

Cl.35;Cost price analysis; procurement for others; retail services via the internet in these fields: computer software, 
sound recording carriers and data carriers; computerised file management; auctioneering; business investigation; 
commercial or industrial management assistance; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services 
of others; marketing services; research in computer data files; on-line advertising on a computer network; outsourcing 
services; organizational project management in the field of electronic data processing; exhibitions for commercial or 
advertising purposes; personal management consulting; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail 
purposes; systemization of information into computer databases; dissemination of advertising matter; rental of 
advertising space; rental of advertising time on communication media; arranging subscriptions to telecommunication 
services for others; commercial promotions; sample distribution; distribution of advertising material; administrative order 
processing; document reproduction; demonstration of goods; compilation of information into computer databases.

Cl.42;Updating of computer software; consultancy relating to computers (term considered too vague by the 
International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); computer and software consultancy (term considered 
too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); computer diagnostic services; 
computer program and software consultancy (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of 
the Common Regulations); advisory services relating to computer programming; design and development of computer 
and control programs; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; installation of software; configuration of 
computer software and firmware; customization of computer hardware and software; custom design of software 
packages; testing of computing equipment; repair of computer software; technical advice and consultancy (term 
considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); technical project 
management in the field of electronic data processing; testing of computers; rental of computer hardware and computer 
software.
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Priority claimed from 29/08/2019; Application No. : 2019-115443 ;Japan 

4369710    04/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502178]
Kumiai Chemical Industry Co., Ltd.

4-26, Ikenohata 1-chome, Taito-ku Tokyo 110-8782 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Agricultural chemicals, except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; chemical intermediates for 
use in the manufacture of agricultural chemicals; active chemical ingredients for use in the manufacture of fungicides, 
herbicides or insecticides.

Cl.5;Fungicides; germicides; insecticides; herbicides; parasiticides; acaricides; disinfectants.
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Priority claimed from 04/04/2019; Application No. : 018047707 ;European Union 

4369719    30/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502273]
Kesseböhmer Holding KG

Mindener Straße 208 49152 Bad Essen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Furniture and non-metallic furniture fittings; containers, and closures and holders therefor, non-metallic; ladders 
and movable steps, non-metallic; displays, stands and sign-age, non-metallic; mirrors (silvered glass); picture frames; 
furniture frames; fitted parts for furniture; furniture for displaying goods; cupboards; racks; furniture for kitchens; corner 
units [furniture]; kitchen cupboards; fitted kitchen furniture; fittings for fitted cabinets; fittings of metal for kitchen 
cabinets; goods presentation racks; pedestal tables; wire inserts for cup-boards, lockers; drawers [furniture parts]; 
drawers; side walls for drawers and lockers; dividers for drawers and lockers; compartment dividers for drawers and 
lockers; separating bands for drawers and lockers; separating elements for drawers and lockers; organizers for drawers 
and lockers; plastic drawer lining material; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.22;Slings, not of metal, for handling loads; wrapping or binding bands, not of metal; ropes and string; textile fibres 
for manufacturing side walls, dividers, compartment dividers, separating strips, separating elements and organizers for 
drawers and lockers; tie-down belts, tie-down straps, elastic and non-elastic straps for manufacturing side walls, dividers, 
compartment dividers, separating bands, separating elements and organizers for drawers and lockers; parts and 
accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.24;Textile material; textile goods, and substitutes for textile goods; textile piece goods for furnishing purposes; 
woven fabrics; bands of textile for the manufacture of side walls, dividers, compartment dividers, separating bands, 
separating elements and organizers for drawers and lockers.
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Priority claimed from 30/01/2019; Application No. : 018016745 ;European Union 

4369720    05/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502280]
Carl Freudenberg KG

Höhnerweg 2-4 69469 Weinheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines for processing metal, wood and plastic, machines for the chemical industry, agriculture, mining and the 
beverages industry, textile machines, construction machines, packaging machines and machine tools; motors and 
engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); 
agricultural implements other than hand-operated; hydraulic accumulators for storing and providing pressure; hydraulic 
accumulators, in particular diaphragm accumulators, piston accumulators, accumulators for axle suspension, wheel 
suspension and/or cab suspension; belts for machines; rollers for printing machines; pump and valve diaphragms; 
antifriction bearings for machines; ball bearings, roller bearings and plain bearings as machine parts; self-lubricating 
bearings; bearings for transmission shafts; journal boxes [parts of machines]; gaskets being parts of machines or 
engines; mechanical seals being parts of machines or engines, in particular being crankshaft seals; mechanical seals 
being transmission seals, turbocharger seals or for sealing electric motors; mechanical seals for hydrodynamic or 
pneumatic applications being parts of machines, engines or gearboxes; rotary shaft seals being parts of machines or 
engines; rod wipers and piston guide rings used in hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders; guide and oil-removing elements 
for hydraulic and pneumocylinders; intake manifolds for land, air and sea vehicles; parts for motors and engines of air 
and water vehicles, namely shaft couplings, transmission shafts, journals; piston rings, guide rings, valves and parts 
therefor, bearings and guides, shaped parts and moulded parts for mechanical machines, in particular of plastic or 
predominantly of plastic, in particular of fluorocarbon resin or elastomers; machine belts; bellows; blow guns, in 
particular folding bellows of rubber, folding bellows of tpe; elastic bearings for machines or engines as noise and 
vibration absorption parts; pneumatic springs and spring legs with bellows of elastomeric material for supporting 
vibrating of machine; elastic springs for damping noise, vibration and shock insulation as parts of machines; multilayer 
springs for damping noise, vibration and shock insulation as parts of machines; parts of motors for damping and 
vibroinsulation; gas-distributing and valve-actuating machinery; parts for motors and engines of land vehicles, namely 
bearing pins; finished products of vulcanised perfluoroelastomers in the form of membranes for use as parts of machines 
in hydraulics, pneumatics and mechanical engineering.

Cl.17;Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping 
and insulating materials; sealing and packing cord, packing and stopping materials, seals for sensors; gasket support 
rings; artificial resins, in particular fluorocarbon resins or elastomers, being semi-finished products in the form of plates, 
tubes, rods, blocks, flexible pipes, not of metal, fittings, expansion joints, films for sealing purposes, filling material for 
reaction columns, balls, filter material in the form of fibres or porous plates; guide tubes, insulating tubes and insulating 
parts for electrical purposes, having springs with corrosion-resistant coatings for sealing purposes, in particular for 
mechanical seals, corrugated tubes for vacuum operation and being spring washers; all of the aforesaid goods being 
made of or predominantly of plastic, in particular of fluorocarbon resin or elastomers; shaft seals of 
polytetrafluoroethylene, gum or highly elastic and thermoplastic plastics, including combined with metal or other plastics, 
in particular lip seals for moveable parts of machines; radial shaft seals, shaft sealing rings, cassette seals; combination 
seals; rotary seals; packings for static seals; valve stem seals; hydraulic brake seals; o-ring seals; support seals; 
composite seals; fibrous gaskets; butterfly valve seals; sealing plugs being metal-elastomer composite parts 
(predominantly of elastomers); seals for shock-absorbers and gas springs; valve spindle seals; seals for hydraulic 
braking systems; seals for hydraulic and pneumocylinders; sealing rings; o-rings; flat seals; profile seals; axle seals; 
sealing plates; insulating foils; sealing gaskets; hydraulic and pneumatic seals, in particular rod seals; piston seals; rod 
wiper seals; buffer seals; wiper rings and guide rings for sealing against oil, grease or air in hydraulic and pneumatic 
cylinders; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture, being elastic rubber-like plastics, in particular including 
combined with metals and other plastics, in particular moulded parts, including boards, sheets and flaps, profiles, discs 
and washers; screw seal rings, in particular USIT rings; rotary pressure seals; insulating membranes, in particular 
insulating membranes for use in accumulators, seperators, pumps, regulating and switching apparatus; partitions, being 
insulating membranes, in particular being insulating membranes of elastomers; moulded sealing material of 
polytetrafluoroethylene; solid silicone jet formers for showers, solid silicone seals, solid silicone diaphragms, solid 
silicone housing parts; moulded sealing parts for machine elements made of liquid silicon; liquid silicone sealing 
compunds; plastics in the form of sheets, blocks, spheres, rods and tubes; moulded sealing materials of PTFE; grooved 
rings, in particular including grooved rings of PTFE; static and dynamic seals; cylinder joinings [seals]; V-packings as 
multiple lip (chevron) packing seals designed to seal static reciprocating and centrifugal applications, where the male and 
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female adapters are used to complete a set of vees; stuffing box packings (seals); micro-parts of plastic or elastomeric 
material (semi-finished products); non-metal seals, namely, oil seals, fluid seals, insulating seals, reinforced seals, 
elastomeric seals, seals for pistons and rods, namely, cups, rings, packings and gaskets, all the foregoing for sealing oil, 
grease or air in hydraulic and pneumatic applications; packaging materials for moulded seals for sealing and insulation 
purposes; plates of graphite-based materials for use as sealing rings, packing seals and heat insulation; slide ring 
packings, sliding ring seals and gasket support rings; glide ring packings, seals, and sealing support rings for sealing oil, 
grease or air in hydraulic and pneumatic applications; guide elements for hydraulic and pneumatic applications, namely 
guide rings and bearing rings for protecting cylinder rods and pistons; sound insulating multilayered sheets and formed 
parts of foam and/or plastics for vehicle cabins, for the building industry and for industrial machines; perfluoroelastomers 
being films, plates and rods (semi-finished products); moulded semi-finished parts and finished products of vulcanised 
perfluoroelastomers, in particular in the form of seals and o-rings, for use in hydraulics, pneumatics and mechanical 
engineering; barrier materials; polymeric sealing membranes, polymeric porous membranes in hollow fibre form, transfer 
membranes of polyamides, waterproof sealing membranes made of polymers, insulating water proofing sealing 
membranes, waterproof sealing membranes of vulcanised fibre.

Cl.42;Technical consultation in the field of industrial seals, development and design of seals.
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4369722    11/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502294]
ExaWizards Inc.

1-18-6, Hamamastucho, Minato-ku Tokyo 105-0013 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Metalworking machines and tools; construction machines and apparatus; loading-unloading machines and 
apparatus; chemical processing machines and apparatus; textile machines and apparatus; food or beverage processing 
machines and apparatus; lumbering, woodworking, or veneer or plywood making machines and apparatus; pulp making, 
papermaking or paper-working machines and apparatus; printing or bookbinding machines and apparatus; agricultural 
machines and agricultural implements, other than hand-operated; painting machines and apparatus; packaging or 
wrapping machines and apparatus; plastic processing machines and apparatus; semiconductor manufacturing machines 
and systems; machines and apparatus for manufacturing rubber goods; vending machines; mechanical parking systems; 
industrial robots; 3D printers.

Cl.9;Computer programs with artificial intelligence functions; computer programs; recording medium storing programs 
for electronic computers; computers and their peripherals; electronic application equipment and parts and accessories; 
telecommunication machines and apparatus; sound, voice or music files that can be received and stored using the 
internet; image (including moving pictures and still images) files that can be received and stored using the internet; 
phonograph records; recorded media with sounds or moving pictures; electronic publications; game programs for arcade 
video game machines; simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; sports training simulators; laboratory 
apparatus and instruments; photographic machines and apparatus; cinematographic machines and apparatus; optical 
machines and apparatus; measuring or testing machines and instruments; power distribution or control machines and 
apparatus; electric or magnetic meters and testers; personal digital assistants in the shape of a watch; smartphones; 
game programs for home video game machines; electronic circuits and CD-ROMs recorded with programs for hand-held 
games with liquid crystal displays; teaching robots; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; safety restraints, other 
than for vehicle seats and sports equipment; life-saving apparatus and equipment; protective helmets for sports; sports 
whistles; resuscitation training simulators; resuscitation mannequins [teaching apparatus]; spectacles [eyeglasses and 
goggles]; computer application software for mobile information terminals, tablet computers, electronic computers; image 
signal processing apparatus for remote surveillance systems; surveillance camera; surveillance apparatus and their parts 
for crime or disaster prevention.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments; massage apparatus; gloves for medical purposes; masks for use by medical 
personnel; finger guards for medical purposes; pacifiers for babies; ice bag pillows for medical purposes; triangular 
bandages; supportive bandages; surgical catguts; feeding cups for medical purposes; dropping pipettes for medical 
purposes; teats; medical ice bags; medical-ice-bag holders; baby bottles; nursing bottles; contraceptives, non-chemical; 
artificial tympanic membranes; prosthetics or fillings materials, not for dental use; ear plugs for sleeping; ear plugs for 
soundproofing; urinals for medical purposes; bed pans; ear picks; water bags for medical purposes; breast pumps; 
hearing protectors; wheeled walkers to aid mobility; clothing especially for operating rooms; lice combs.

Cl.35;Advertising and publicity services; promoting the goods and services of others through the administration of 
sales and promotional incentive schemes involving trading stamps; business management analysis or business 
consultancy; diagnosis and advice on administrative management and business of national and local governments; 
business consulting; providing information concerning commercial sales; provision of information on market research, 
its evaluation and analysis; implementation of questionnaires, analysis and advice on results and provision of information 
on these; provision of information, guidance and advice on businesses; employment agencies; introducing human 
resources and provision of information and consulting relating thereto; personnel recruitment; document reproduction; 
filing of documents, magnetic tapes, magnetic disks or optical disks; compilation of information into computer databases; 
commercial information agency services for search of computer database and providing related information; construction 
of computer database; providing business assistance to others in the operation of data processing apparatus, namely, 
computers, typewriters, telex machines and other similar office machines; publicity material rental; office machines and 
equipment rental; commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; providing 
employment information; providing commercial information on newspaper articles; agency services for planning and 
execution of sales promotions and offer of promotions of goods and services; rental of advertising space; writing of 
curriculum vitae for others; retail services or wholesale services for computer software; consulting on personnel 
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management and labor management; agency services for clerical work related to personnel management and labor 
management; accounting; agency services for data input office work; marketing; agency services/intermediating or 
brokering of ordering goods.

Cl.36;Financial research, analysis or forecasting; providing information, advice and guidance on financial matters; 
financial asset management and provision of information relating thereto; financial assessment of company credit; 
acceptance of deposits [including substitute bond issuance] and acceptance of fixed interval installment deposits; loans 
[financing] and discount of bills; domestic exchange settlement; liability guarantee and acceptance of bills; securities 
lending; acquisition and transfer of monetary claims; safekeeping of valuables, including securities and precious metals 
[safe deposit services]; money exchange (exchanging money); trusteeship of financial futures contracts; trusteeship of 
money, securities, monetary claims, personal property, land, rights on land fixtures, surface rights or lease on land; 
agencies for bond subscriptions; foreign exchange transactions; letter-of-credit related services; brokerage of credit 
purchase; online banking; issuance of tokens of value; agencies for collecting gas or electric power utility payments; 
consigned collection of payment for goods; buying and selling of securities; trading of securities index futures; trading of 
securities options; trading of overseas market securities futures; agencies for brokerage of securities, securities index 
futures, securities options, and overseas market securities futures; agencies for brokerage of entrusting agents with on-
commission trading in domestic markets of securities, securities index futures and securities options; agencies for 
brokerage of entrusting agents with on- commission trading in overseas markets of securities and securities index 
futures; agencies for brokerage of forward agreement of securities, for forward agreement of securities index futures, for 
forward agreement of securities options, spot and forward transaction of securities index futures; brokerage for securities 
liquidation; securities underwriting; securities offering; brokerage services relating to securities subscription or offering; 
providing stock market information; agencies for commodity futures trading; insurance, brokerage; insurance 
information; insurance underwriting; insurance premium rate computing; claim adjustment for non-life insurance; life-
insurance duty; management of buildings; agency services for the leasing or rental of buildings; leasing or renting of 
buildings; purchase and sale of buildings; agency services for the purchase or sale of buildings; real estate appraisal; 
providing information on buildings or land [real estate affairs]; land management; agency services for the leasing or 
rental of land; leasing of land; purchase and sale of land; agency services for the purchase or sales of land; antique 
appraisal; art appraisal; precious stone appraisal; used automobile appraisal; financial advisory services and consultancy 
relating to tax planning; charitable fund raising; rental of paper money and coin counting or processing machines; rental 
of cash dispensers; rental of automated-teller machines.

Cl.41;Educational and instruction services relating to arts, crafts, sports or general knowledge; arranging, conducting 
and organization of seminars; providing electronic publications; services of reference libraries for literature and 
documentary records; book rental; publication of books; production of electronic publications; arranging and planning of 
movies, shows, plays or musical performances; movie theatre presentations or movie film production and distribution; 
provision of still images and videos using communication networks; presentation of live show performances; direction or 
presentation of plays; presentation of musical performances; provision of sound, voice and music using communication 
networks; production of radio or television programs; production of videotape film in the field of education, culture, 
entertainment or sports [not for movies or television programs and not for advertising or publicity]; organization of 
entertainment events excluding movies, shows, plays, musical performances, sports, horse races, bicycle races, boat 
races and auto races; providing sports facilities; providing amusement facilities; providing facilities for movies, shows, 
plays, music or educational training; rental of sports equipment; lending of audio and video recordings; dubbing; game 
services provided online from a computer network; provision of entertainment and entertainment information; provision 
of education, culture, entertainment, sports videos and music using a communication terminal through the internet or a 
computer network; planning, operation or implementation of certification exams.

Cl.42;Information processing using artificial intelligence; information processing using a computer; design, creation or 
maintenance of a computer system; computer software design, computer programming, or maintenance of computer 
software; design, creation or maintenance of homepage; design, configuration or maintenance of communication network 
system and consulting regarding these; authentication of persons accessing computer network; designing, other than for 
advertising purposes; technological advice relating to computers, automobiles and industrial machines; rental of 
computers; providing computer programs on data networks; designing of machines, apparatus, instruments [including 
their parts] or systems composed of such machines, apparatus and instruments; providing advice and information on 
information technologies, their construction and infrastructure and computer system integration; examination, inspection 
or research on pharmaceutical products, cosmetics, food and provision of information, guidance and advice relating 
thereto; livestock or fisheries and provision of information, guidance and advice relating thereto; research on architecture 
or urban planning and provision of guidance, advice and information relating thereto; testing or research on the 
prevention of pollution and provision of guidance, advice and information relating thereto; testing or research on 
electricity and the provision of guidance and information relating thereto; testing or research on civil engineering and the 
provision of guidance, advice and information relating thereto; examination or research on machinery and equipment and 
the provision of guidance, advice and information relating thereto; rental of measuring apparatus; rental of laboratory 
apparatus and instruments; computer technology consultancy; scientific research; research and development of new 
products for others.

Cl.44;Beauty salons; barbershops; providing bath houses; massage and therapeutic shiatsu massage; chiropractic; 
moxibustion; treatment for dislocated joints, sprain, bone fractures or the like [judo-seifuku]; acupuncture; provision, 
management or analysis on medical information; physical examination; health guidance and advice; provision, 
management and analysis of information on mental health and health; dietary and nutritional guidance; animal breeding; 
veterinary services; beautification for animals; nursing care; nursing care consulting; provision, management or analysis 
of information on nursing care; rental of medical apparatus and instruments; lending equipment for hairdressers or 
barbers.

Cl.45;Security system monitoring; lending of security monitoring equipment; security guarding for facilities; personal 
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body guarding; monitoring of burglar and security alarms; inspection of factories for safety purposes; security inspection 
of baggage or people; providing advice and information on crime prevention or disaster prevention; investigation or 
surveillance services for checking background profiles; rental of fire alarms; rental of fire extinguishers; online social 
networking services.
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Priority claimed from 13/06/2019; Application No. : 88471484 ;United States of America 

4377743    27/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502943]
Wikimedia Foundation, Inc.

1 Montgomery Street, Suite 1600 San Francisco CA 94104 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable software providing access to a collaboratively created and maintained multilingual encyclopedia; 
downloadable mobile application to view, edit, and contribute to an encyclopedia; downloadable software for website 
development and the creation and editing of web pages by users; downloadable software for transmitting, receiving, 
publishing, encoding, and organizing data in conjunction with a global computer network; computer hardware and 
downloadable or recorded software used for interconnecting, managing, and operating local area networks.

Cl.16;Printed publications, namely, books and manuals regarding an online encyclopedia.

Cl.36;Charitable fundraising services; charitable fundraising services for the support of free knowledge and the 
collecting, developing, and sharing of educational content; providing grants for the dissemination and promotion of free 
knowledge and educational content.

Cl.38;Electronic transmission of data and documents via the Internet and other databases; electronic transmission of 
text and multimedia; telecommunication services, namely, providing online electronic bulletin boards and messaging 
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services for the transmission of messages among users concerning encyclopedia articles and the administration of an 
encyclopedia project; providing access to online databases of encyclopedic knowledge, dictionaries, quotations, books, 
textual sources, catalogues, travel guides, news, media files, and other educational content by means of hand-held 
devices creating wireless hotspots.

Cl.41;Providing a collaboratively created and maintained online multilingual encyclopedia in the field of a wide variety 
of topics and subjects; providing online publications in the nature of articles, reference guides, brochures, and manuals 
on the use of and contribution to an online encyclopedia; educational services, namely, conferences and workshops 
about an online encyclopedia; interactive educational services that enables users to read, discuss, write, edit, and 
contribute to an online encyclopedia; arranging and conducting contests and incentive award programs for educational 
purposes; providing encyclopedic knowledge, dictionaries, quotations, books, textual sources, catalogues, travel guides, 
news, media files, and other educational content via collaboratively created and maintained online databases; providing 
online publications in the nature of articles, manuals, brochures, and reference guides on the use of and contribution to 
online databases of encyclopedic knowledge, dictionaries, quotations, books, textual sources, catalogues, travel guides, 
news, media files, and other educational content; educational services, namely, conferences and workshops about online 
databases of encyclopedic knowledge, dictionaries, quotations, books, textual sources, catalogues, travel guides, news, 
media files, and other educational content; providing educational services that enables users to read, discuss, write, edit, 
and contribute to online encyclopedic knowledge, dictionaries, quotations, books, textual sources, catalogues, travel 
guides, news, media files, and other educational content via a website; providing educational information related to 
organizing community activities to support open source technology and the dissemination of free knowledge and 
educational content.

Cl.42;Hosting a website featuring open source technology that enables users to read, discuss, write, edit, and 
contribute to an online encyclopedia; computer services, namely, maintaining websites for others featuring an interactive, 
multilingual encyclopedia; design and development of computer software; hosting a website featuring open source 
technology that enables users to read, discuss, write, edit, and contribute to online databases of encyclopedic 
knowledge, dictionaries, quotations, books, textual sources, catalogues, travel guides, news, media files, and other 
educational content; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for website development and the creation 
and editing of web pages by users; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for transmitting, receiving, 
publishing, encoding, and organizing data in conjunction with a global computer network; hosting of digital content on 
the Internet; computer services, namely, hosting interactive websites that allows users to contribute to and edit online 
databases of encyclopedic knowledge, dictionaries, quotations, books, textual sources, catalogues, travel guides, news, 
media files, and other educational content, and to publish texts and media files.
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Priority claimed from 27/03/2019; Application No. : 4537714 ;France 

4377751    26/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503010]
GEODIS

Espace Seine, 26 Quai Charles Pasqua F-92300 LEVALLOIS-PERRET France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made of these materials, not included in other classes; printing products (printed 
matter); adhesive materials for stationery use; stationery; office requisites, except furniture; calendars; prospectuses; 
graphic representations and reproductions.

Cl.35;Commercial promotion services in the field of transport; commercial promotion services in the field of logistics 
(relating to transport); commercial promotion services in the field of messaging (transport); commercial promotion 
services in the field of transportation commission.

Cl.39;Transport; freighting; hauling; wrapping of goods; rental of storage containers; removal services; loading and 
unloading; storage of goods and merchandise; parcel delivery; packaging; warehousing and storage of goods and 
merchandise; packaging of goods and merchandise; warehousing; vehicle rental; rental of warehouses; freight 
forwarding services; freight forwarding; information relating to transport and warehousing; transportation and delivery of 
goods (freight); information on monitoring and delivery of goods; physical storage of electronically-stored data or 
documents; electronic tracking of consignments; logistics services relating to transport; courier services; transportation 
of valuables; freight forwarder services; customs commission agency services; freight exchange service, namely 
commercial connection regarding transport; transport brokerage; all these services being accessible on-line via 
telecommunication networks.
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Priority claimed from 16/03/2019; Application No. : 88342884 ;United States of America 

4377760    02/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503028]
Cuvis, Inc.

P.O. Box 1383 Los Altos CA 94023 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Aeronautical engines.

Cl.12;Aircraft.
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CORRIGENDA 
APPL 
NO

CORRIGENDA DESCRIPTION  

913123 913123 - (1397-0) 

2301650 2301650 - (1929-0) 
LEGAL STATUS UPDATED AS PER TM 1 - service providers. 

2754593 2754593 - (1922-0) 
clerical errors in goods description corrected to be - PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS 
MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED 
MATTER: BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR 
STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; 
TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND 
TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING 
(NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS 

3037849 3037849 - (1924-0) 
LEGAL STATUS UPDATED AS PER TM 1 TO BE - RESEARCHERS & DEVELOPERS 

3121167 3121167 - (1921-0) 
LEGAL STATUS AND TRADE DESCRIPTION AMENDED AS PER TM 1. 
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

497958 579569 586517 644754 736509

915903 955140 980243 1278593 1278603

1317702 1402055 1495370 1519118 1724383

1733988 1857238 1953029 2026782 2034436

2097822 2098424 2104242 2116869 2151671

2162810 2172512 2175878 2197967 2213767

2236344 2237854 2241426 2244460 2244584

2251605 2251606 2253324 2255073 2257315

2258393 2261233 2263313 2263976 2267679

2280737 2298817 2299888 2300778 2307385

2347658 2356578 2365444 2370355 2383722

2398896 2399687 2404999 2406036 2407467

2407468 2411474 2416597 2426584 2431139

2454883 2464795 2466725 2468189 2469913

2469914 2472768 2473958 2473976 2474512

2478264 2479488 2483901 2486059 2486075

2486076 2486690 2488945 2488998 2504752

2508594 2512204 2513092 2516019 2516020

2516021 2516023 2516024 2516459 2521107

2523076 2525917 2526599 2534730 2534999

2536246 2536795 2542639 2545645 2549725

2552429 2554985 2556773 2557244 2567181

2568563 2568694 2569937 2577213 2578282

2581464 2583495 2583509 2583517 2583524

2583531 2583547 2588748 2592956 2593779

2594207 2594745 2596495 2597957 2598407

2599161 2604282 2604710 2609828 2616135

2620331 2620841 2621857 2621913 2627187

2627715 2628405 2630667 2639730 2644377

2646564 2647130 2650233 2653559 2656055

2657190 2660553 2662773 2663871 2664888

2668978 2670164 2670843 2671512 2671832

2674581 2675189 2677584 2681594 2692392

2694543 2706603 2712598 2712844 2713860

2716993 2718373 2718957 2720065 2720435

2722734 2722767 2724666 2732347 2734290
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

2734574 2737098 2738921 2740405 2749259

2750510 2750599 2754391 2758084 2763422

2767462 2767463 2768921 2770637 2771117

2771128 2774451 2779120 2780295 2792667

2792947 2793440 2793446 2793822 2796026

2800036 2800038 2800578 2803706 2804266

2805749 2806502 2807383 2807722 2809614

2813236 2813652 2813962 2814109 2814730

2814842 2820440 2822060 2823891 2824136

2825360 2827943 2829048 2830158 2830505

2832289 2832699 2834289 2840668 2841924

2845619 2846256 2851431 2852989 2858534

2859407 2861713 2866645 2866664 2867170

2869214 2870517 2870522 2871569 2874624

2874699 2875872 2878722 2879535 2881647

2883845 2883851 2898315 2901055 2901245

2902854 2903580 2903744 2904569 2904981

2905383 2905689 2906326 2907891 2909073

2909262 2910296 2912049 2916954 2917515

2917902 2918506 2918511 2918513 2918964

2918965 2919457 2922258 2922525 2922528

2922545 2922552 2925454 2925668 2928769

2929109 2929438 2932871 2933019 2934122

2938648 2938668 2938746 2939796 2941523

2945325 2947344 2948425 2951523 2953700

2954297 2955842 2957110 2957456 2957458

2957459 2957657 2957675 2959645 2961512

2961942 2963439 2966889 2966890 2966893

2967131 2967557 2968971 2969244 2969295

2969662 2970066 2970746 2970953 2973124

2973487 2973489 2973492 2974371 2974740

2974912 2975789 2975954 2976137 2976345

2976602 2976933 2977804 2978201 2979249

2979854 2980461 2981970 2983345 2983362

2983493 2983991 2984178 2984768 2984894

2985102 2986108 2986282 2986904 2987423
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

2988365 2988367 2989201 2989412 2989823

2990475 2991409 2992187 2994491 2995702

2997686 2997820 2999577 3000354 3002437

3003134 3003323 3003325 3004282 3004787

3005445 3006518 3007013 3007466 3008406

3008474 3008793 3008936 3009127 3009641

3009642 3009917 3010113 3011617 3011839

3012327 3012726 3013591 3013604 3013617

3014104 3014185 3015242 3015290 3015463

3015481 3015482 3015764 3015797 3016352

3016682 3017377 3017594 3018608 3019364

3020500 3020505 3021675 3021788 3021834

3023202 3023341 3023368 3023375 3024057

3024606 3024625 3024830 3026363 3026866

3027240 3028460 3028605 3028874 3029044

3029045 3029130 3030411 3031726 3033071

3033650 3034153 3034868 3036000 3037533

3038365 3039126 3039339 3039412 3039908

3040803 3040870 3040930 3041657 3041674

3042113 3042974 3043806 3048127 3050644

3051122 3051681 3053902 3059754 3067141

3069584 3069838 3073079 3073754 3074965

3077518 3078234 3080267 3086738 3087014

3090801 3090827 3091779 3093896 3097694

3097696 3097698 3100410 3107526 3109940

3110192 3110806 3111361 3112441 3112611

3113046 3115649 3115651 3115652 3115689

3115719 3117091 3117872 3117973 3118668

3119973 3120146 3121236 3121911 3123234

3123531 3126815 3127928 3129161 3129782

3131157 3131514 3132309 3132311 3133411

3135324 3136308 3136343 3136362 3139137

3139409 3139577 3140532 3140959 3141357

3142076 3142240 3142668 3143254 3143884

3144493 3145505 3145599 3147519 3147526

3148022 3148409 3149802 3149846 3150908
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are available on the official website 
 

3151966 3152209 3154278 3156087 3157537

3157557 3157759 3159792 3160600 3160742

3161240 3161968 3162286 3163376 3165632

3166225 3166689 3167012 3167013 3168192

3170439 3171482 3172241 3173319 3174247

3174446 3174447 3175328 3176023 3176138

3176140 3177033 3177107 3177540 3178427

3179228 3179230 3179234 3182411 3182413

3184881 3184882 3184883 3184884 3184936

3185021 3186224 3187364 3188287 3188312

3188680 3188964 3188965 3189261 3189263

3189539 3189657 3189720 3189893 3189906

3190132 3191498 3191504 3191510 3191512

3194646 3194653 3194941 3195014 3195145

3195146 3195298 3195955 3196169 3196173

3196392 3199196 3200182 3200350 3200660

3200667 3200989 3201054 3201334 3201600

3201864 3202077 3202079 3202149 3202295

3202671 3202672 3202809 3202829 3202903

3203201 3203202 3203222 3203549 3203833

3203834 3203836 3204422 3204507 3204783

3204813 3204845 3205093 3205238 3205271

3205337 3205391 3205410 3205411 3205538

3205541 3205552 3205553 3205612 3205702

3205843 3205970 3205971 3206129 3206368

3206792 3206793 3207066 3207260 3207280

3207297 3207298 3207302 3207400 3207424

3207775 3207995 3207998 3207999 3208000

3208001 3208058 3208106 3208260 3208523

3208524 3208534 3208549 3208639 3208641

3208642 3208701 3209384 3209387 3209476

3209478 3209961 3209975 3210318 3210402

3210633 3211198 3211234 3211438 3211442

3212063 3212066 3212156 3212172 3212201

3212509 3212510 3212511 3212514 3213397

3213886 3213888 3213895 3213898 3214097
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3214829 3214863 3214871 3215061 3215356

3215366 3215416 3215441 3215442 3215443

3215444 3216902 3217327 3217330 3217348

3217425 3217492 3217818 3217820 3218026

3218503 3218544 3218551 3218556 3218652

3218653 3219079 3219502 3219860 3220177

3220554 3220817 3220911 3220961 3220995

3221134 3221227 3221718 3221804 3221806

3221820 3221867 3221869 3221870 3221962

3221963 3222077 3222537 3222538 3223078

3223104 3223110 3223201 3223216 3223232

3223661 3223773 3223878 3224090 3224145

3224148 3224167 3224198 3224215 3224216

3224217 3224304 3224307 3224320 3224322

3224510 3225140 3225473 3225480 3225482

3225506 3225510 3225540 3225626 3225803

3225805 3225808 3225809 3225820 3225821

3225893 3225894 3225911 3226864 3227021

3227430 3227432 3227433 3227512 3227642

3228601 3228683 3228847 3228852 3228853

3229132 3229309 3229310 3229311 3229312

3229432 3229759 3229790 3229791 3229810

3229993 3230015 3230016 3230017 3230018

3230234 3230243 3230244 3231376 3231377

3231381 3231572 3231626 3231650 3231873

3232356 3232936 3232938 3232939 3233088

3233133 3233134 3233190 3233811 3233813

3233814 3233942 3234269 3234692 3234695

3234894 3234903 3234938 3235040 3235061

3235477 3235520 3235522 3235526 3235591

3235895 3235912 3235917 3236187 3236188

3236374 3236430 3236563 3236631 3236710

3236754 3236913 3236974 3237162 3237243

3237289 3237386 3237550 3237932 3237933

3238135 3238147 3238200 3238567 3238627

3238875 3238876 3238902 3238960 3239000
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3239056 3239370 3239400 3240233 3240269

3240306 3240671 3240771 3240813 3240814

3241230 3241680 3242005 3242006 3242007

3242009 3242013 3242115 3242339 3242424

3242620 3242842 3242856 3242960 3243006

3243295 3243398 3243425 3243952 3244456

3244457 3244477 3244612 3244811 3245036

3245578 3246075 3246120 3246189 3246190

3246373 3246417 3246771 3246898 3246977

3247039 3247157 3247416 3247516 3247520

3247524 3247525 3247623 3247977 3248045

3248130 3248987 3248988 3249073 3249074

3249129 3249131 3249251 3249321 3249328

3249330 3249332 3249335 3249949 3249962

3249963 3249964 3249988 3249992 3249996

3250018 3250176 3250359 3250361 3250382

3250425 3250426 3250532 3250533 3250534

3250853 3250938 3250962 3250966 3250970

3251065 3251263 3251282 3251477 3251478

3251913 3251961 3252182 3252240 3252349

3252353 3252356 3252357 3252363 3252756

3252761 3252762 3252764 3252773 3252807

3252948 3252951 3252952 3252954 3252955

3252958 3252959 3253077 3253078 3253080

3253274 3253336 3253356 3253357 3253393

3253397 3253408 3253456 3253553 3253570

3253584 3253603 3253949 3254121 3254124

3254125 3254677 3254722 3254723 3254796

3255428 3255633 3255733 3255735 3255739

3255742 3255789 3255820 3255842 3255857

3256146 3256151 3256250 3257141 3257812

3257922 3258563 3258680 3258768 3259198

3259233 3259238 3259287 3259436 3259479

3259616 3259809 3259959 3260115 3260122

3260367 3260389 3260413 3260471 3261252

3261577 3262053 3262196 3262757 3262787
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3263086 3263150 3263251 3263333 3263346

3263347 3263641 3263642 3263676 3263790

3263793 3263802 3263955 3263956 3264027

3264176 3264497 3264498 3264911 3264920

3264975 3264978 3265374 3265595 3265823

3266291 3266907 3266927 3266940 3266967

3266976 3266978 3266979 3267305 3267310

3267317 3267762 3267817 3267818 3268047

3268301 3268375 3268376 3268377 3268379

3268380 3268462 3268513 3268514 3268515

3268516 3268701 3268846 3269027 3269073

3269150 3269223 3269228 3269355 3269850

3269857 3269908 3269940 3270079 3270159

3270161 3270277 3270397 3270400 3270507

3270509 3270631 3270798 3271148 3271224

3271328 3271871 3271874 3271900 3271904

3271906 3271917 3272326 3272399 3272400

3272522 3272524 3272727 3272750 3272907

3272919 3273068 3273156 3273367 3273369

3273431 3274140 3274141 3274142 3274264

3274447 3274549 3274847 3275147 3275148

3275396 3275470 3275472 3275479 3276012

3276203 3276274 3276379 3277466 3277578

3277586 3277810 3277904 3277910 3278286

3278287 3278406 3278490 3278557 3278752

3278754 3279018 3279053 3279410 3279734

3279820 3279989 3279990 3279991 3279992

3280163 3280376 3280377 3280378 3280405

3280421 3280423 3281016 3281174 3281437

3281448 3281452 3281453 3281461 3281474

3281594 3281657 3281696 3281698 3281816

3282539 3282625 3282868 3283058 3284539

3284835 3287925 3288668 3290462 3291528

3291812 3292147 3295964 3296748 3297307

3297919 3299945 3300349 3300540 3301231

3301240 3301271 3302171 3302960 3304303
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3304353 3304818 3306104 3307422 3307764

3308121 3309220 3309738 3310304 3310852

3311649 3312166 3313234 3313453 3314051

3314447 3315737 3315790 3316081 3316090

3316822 3316959 3318038 3319683 3323049

3323450 3324805 3325155 3325157 3325362

3326957 3327311 3327399 3327760 3327846

3328865 3329824 3330138 3331879 3332625

3333719 3334465 3336055 3337215 3337220

3337224 3338253 3338285 3340182 3341212

3341216 3343271 3344858 3345099 3345707

3345721 3346124 3346138 3350318 3350805

3350811 3351043 3351045 3351046 3351049

3351051 3351053 3352998 3354051 3354671

3355570 3355735 3356206 3356318 3359109

3360088 3361498 3362782 3363508 3363892

3364433 3365423 3366522 3367978 3368901

3369392 3369711 3370436 3370437 3370438

3370452 3370453 3371303 3372028 3372518

3372520 3373004 3373006 3373262 3375765

3376168 3376542 3378274 3379217 3379570

3379629 3380275 3380517 3380903 3382575

3385536 3385555 3386266 3388159 3388676

3392267 3394077 3394535 3394537 3394540

3395470 3396264 3398316 3398631 3399894

3402562 3402949 3403459 3404153 3404155

3404157 3404951 3405700 3409398 3409733

3409840 3410550 3411101 3413778 3415219

3415898 3416084 3417526 3417527 3417730

3418930 3420802 3421559 3422086 3422860

3423527 3423676 3423831 3424206 3426545

3429468 3429819 3429820 3437221 3440974

3441325 3441328 3441535 3442422 3444593

3444969 3445553 3447229 3448170 3448173

3448717 3449860 3450285 3451662 3452718

3454065 3454964 3455042 3455839 3455905
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3456507 3457463 3458166 3458360 3458542

3461555 3461760 3463200 3463459 3463460

3463461 3463723 3464213 3465289 3466153

3466178 3469833 3470125 3470788 3471932

3472222 3473045 3473047 3473462 3478384

3479437 3479595 3482144 3482365 3482479

3483184 3483654 3484033 3484046 3484047

3484968 3486420 3486427 3486434 3486490

3486603 3489770 3489814 3490280 3491278

3491337 3491375 3491377 3492181 3492187

3493912 3494856 3497302 3498584 3498590

3499240 3500268 3500773 3503561 3503562

3503591 3504469 3505450 3506150 3506709

3506768 3507038 3507176 3507751 3508233

3508833 3510290 3510294 3510295 3510682

3511719 3513931 3514124 3514457 3516097

3516847 3517349 3517371 3517672 3519039

3519881 3520069 3520508 3526673 3526790

3527621 3528987 3529369 3529515 3529712

3531258 3532497 3534145 3534701 3542423

3542471 3542792 3543309 3545066 3547923

3554502 3556776 3556778 3556791 3557210

3557869 3559101 3560861 3561296 3563421

3563768 3564156 3564274 3564416 3564909

3565049 3565193 3565357 3565658 3566087

3567185 3567251 3567440 3567441 3567455

3567485 3567526 3567984 3568327 3568332

3568336 3568818 3569267 3569269 3569486

3569743 3569981 3570523 3571055 3571353

3571887 3572065 3572066 3572070 3572271

3572517 3572765 3572766 3572767 3572804

3572899 3572938 3573079 3573821 3573825

3573836 3574420 3574714 3574751 3574966

3574972 3574974 3575086 3575727 3576244

3576279 3577184 3577185 3577420 3577469

3578404 3578688 3579228 3579299 3579806
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3579812 3579937 3580012 3580023 3580104

3580209 3580263 3580318 3580320 3580321

3580533 3580534 3580871 3580872 3581127

3581148 3581151 3581390 3581487 3582331

3582537 3582611 3583358 3583359 3583465

3584751 3584842 3584942 3585026 3585357

3585457 3585613 3585734 3585753 3585843

3586063 3586141 3586271 3586312 3586322

3587061 3587491 3587648 3587649 3587652

3587654 3587656 3588124 3588148 3588538

3588602 3588706 3588935 3589225 3589226

3589227 3589228 3589229 3589671 3589855

3591032 3591900 3592059 3592241 3592429

3592461 3592515 3592715 3592735 3592791

3592843 3594085 3594137 3594314 3594409

3595121 3596316 3596797 3596940 3597167

3598563 3598564 3598646 3599047 3599307

3599627 3600517 3600520 3601686 3601942

3602073 3602369 3603003 3603048 3603315

3603328 3603667 3603876 3603959 3604075

3604076 3604121 3604174 3604266 3604857

3604944 3604946 3604947 3604948 3605327

3605404 3605702 3605755 3606112 3606306

3606307 3606308 3606310 3606620 3606737

3606750 3606777 3606893 3606894 3606895

3607263 3607873 3608041 3608795 3609740

3609799 3610224 3610225 3610226 3610249

3610476 3610549 3610617 3610978 3611230

3612872 3613414 3613719 3615279 3615336

3615344 3615449 3615580 3616061 3616062

3616357 3616393 3616718 3616828 3617255

3617346 3617845 3617920 3617985 3618141

3618327 3618351 3618439 3618502 3618504

3618563 3618692 3618705 3618754 3618965

3618970 3619102 3619157 3619861 3619944

3620659 3621114 3621118 3621461 3621957
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3622369 3622382 3622395 3622534 3622549

3622855 3623042 3623268 3624160 3624310

3624357 3624463 3624598 3624821 3624823

3625056 3625159 3625229 3625571 3625616

3625617 3625620 3625743 3625782 3626015

3626999 3627348 3627459 3627970 3628914

3629703 3630605 3630666 3631299 3632843

3632858 3632977 3633826 3634025 3634905

3635197 3636032 3636278 3636439 3638312

3639097 3639099 3639870 3639935 3640003

3640005 3641858 3644271 3644678 3644760

3644795 3644878 3645456 3645701 3646441

3646593 3647121 3648309 3648521 3649589

3650210 3650290 3650456 3651360 3651677

3651976 3652644 3652749 3652787 3653103

3656121 3656304 3656945 3657090 3657275

3657641 3657865 3658129 3658611 3659815

3660478 3660695 3660829 3662090 3663364

3663601 3664015 3665054 3667609 3668436

3669032 3669078 3669345 3669434 3669484

3669550 3670001 3670372 3670543 3670944

3671218 3671219 3672962 3672963 3673438

3673728 3673814 3674233 3674798 3674801

3675419 3676234 3676767 3676769 3676795

3676796 3676797 3678065 3678339 3678388

3678866 3679026 3679501 3679793 3680854

3680994 3680997 3682546 3682715 3682738

3682958 3683311 3683677 3684052 3684299

3684419 3684427 3686374 3686869 3686956

3687069 3687070 3687071 3687106 3687111

3687270 3687637 3688409 3689222 3689223

3689623 3689933 3689935 3690352 3691549

3692976 3694022 3695568 3700430 3700933

3700979 3701487 3702648 3703024 3703025

3703026 3704901 3704933 3706273 3706962

3707205 3708740 3708747 3708754 3709467
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3713426 3713431 3716148 3718082 3719033

3720909 3726126 3726592 3726986 3727394

3730069 3733922 3740429 3740679 3747395

3754493 3755573 3756989 3758705 3760151

3767098 3767967 3769651 3771953 3775571

3777162 3780596 3794449 3800764 3801071

3801180 3801182 3801280 3801285 3801287

3801289 3801290 3801703 3801902 3802149

3802408 3803090 3803091 3803176 3803177

3803736 3804312 3804710 3804717 3804902

3805149 3805280 3805282 3805411 3805578

3805879 3805996 3806752 3806969 3806986

3807050 3807053 3807054 3807939 3808576

3808593 3808594 3808739 3808742 3809742

3809743 3809868 3809984 3810250 3810302

3810946 3811112 3811555 3811557 3811559

3811560 3811777 3811778 3811935 3811937

3811957 3812313 3812434 3812435 3812776

3812777 3812996 3813275 3813875 3813877

3814158 3815238 3815248 3815283 3815472

3815476 3815860 3815878 3815980 3816151

3816662 3816878 3816879 3816880 3816881

3817119 3817252 3817319 3817320 3817322

3818543 3818964 3818988 3819052 3819437

3819580 3819722 3819723 3819735 3819739

3819935 3819972 3820626 3820907 3821034

3821317 3821536 3821644 3821948 3822083

3822087 3822335 3822399 3822424 3822891

3823352 3823535 3823638 3823679 3823859

3824279 3824302 3824369 3824370 3824544

3824546 3824557 3824738 3824746 3825026

3825029 3825032 3825034 3825041 3825042

3825179 3825182 3825397 3825447 3825450

3825468 3825543 3826050 3826091 3826112

3826281 3826283 3826370 3826399 3826470

3826517 3826566 3826787 3826913 3826917
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3826920 3826929 3827043 3827110 3827234

3827251 3827689 3827704 3827900 3828127

3828542 3829287 3829288 3829450 3829467

3829644 3829706 3829795 3829801 3829802

3829866 3829919 3829974 3830127 3830371

3830904 3830915 3830919 3831069 3831071

3831106 3831112 3831113 3831249 3831260

3831367 3831368 3831555 3831729 3832055

3832272 3832281 3832562 3832681 3832736

3832737 3832739 3832791 3832976 3833278

3833296 3833514 3833547 3833632 3833659

3833753 3833755 3833876 3834036 3834073

3834247 3834248 3834399 3834456 3834656

3834684 3834874 3834984 3835100 3835304

3835358 3835385 3835837 3836666 3836976

3836990 3837412 3837470 3837679 3837872

3838215 3838216 3838408 3838443 3838490

3838579 3838772 3838798 3838799 3839083

3839224 3839225 3839273 3839469 3839478

3839561 3839562 3839594 3839595 3839666

3840106 3840188 3840290 3840663 3841131

3841175 3841176 3841267 3841343 3841486

3842024 3842392 3842426 3842506 3843263

3843414 3843447 3843499 3843500 3844093

3844098 3844099 3844109 3844495 3844949

3844950 3845197 3845643 3845660 3845797

3845832 3845891 3845923 3846107 3846112

3846206 3846257 3846735 3847040 3847060

3847162 3847248 3847493 3847505 3847511

3847520 3847526 3847845 3847846 3847848

3847920 3847936 3848168 3848174 3848280

3848281 3848722 3848752 3848981 3849096

3849315 3849592 3849702 3849844 3849846

3849847 3849862 3849899 3849908 3849913

3849919 3849943 3850000 3850057 3850164

3850191 3850192 3850193 3850340 3850561
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3850676 3850677 3850993 3850994 3850995

3851307 3851367 3851504 3851770 3852009

3852229 3852675 3852791 3852897 3853241

3853360 3853490 3853646 3853835 3853859

3854141 3854477 3854478 3854524 3854663

3854726 3855210 3855228 3855240 3855386

3855489 3855632 3855633 3855635 3855636

3855640 3855642 3855821 3855858 3856242

3856364 3856615 3856617 3856667 3856907

3856937 3857194 3857202 3857235 3857558

3857559 3857682 3858057 3858523 3859346

3860180 3860195 3860503 3860644 3860714

3861158 3861161 3861687 3861824 3862446

3863038 3863039 3863178 3863269 3863297

3864201 3864203 3864229 3864232 3864235

3864660 3864661 3864725 3865101 3865151

3865202 3865203 3865204 3865205 3865240

3865411 3865412 3865710 3866108 3866314

3866597 3866996 3867028 3867153 3867154

3867321 3867531 3867724 3867727 3868456

3868457 3868459 3868778 3869501 3869504

3869556 3869666 3869880 3870279 3870943

3871472 3871673 3871675 3871728 3871935

3872008 3872434 3872450 3872576 3872578

3872789 3873198 3873247 3873301 3873560

3873667 3873723 3873918 3874506 3874511

3874694 3874706 3874709 3874711 3874911

3875240 3875377 3875457 3875602 3875634

3876036 3876056 3876140 3876175 3876330

3876626 3877021 3877024 3877071 3877339

3877854 3878428 3878429 3878430 3878431

3878700 3878779 3879300 3879341 3879897

3880020 3881073 3881292 3881396 3882095

3882097 3882104 3882110 3882140 3882143

3882146 3882148 3882155 3882296 3882872

3882963 3882996 3883349 3883925 3884045
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3886286 3886598 3886792 3887002 3887095

3887327 3887328 3887329 3887330 3887332

3887334 3887335 3887340 3887697 3887912

3888448 3888517 3888521 3888701 3888703

3888770 3889056 3889138 3889427 3889430

3889557 3889558 3889766 3889769 3889842

3890027 3890192 3890197 3890199 3890253

3890885 3890971 3890976 3890980 3891041

3891051 3891208 3891433 3891994 3891995

3892477 3892501 3892737 3893083 3893084

3893086 3893089 3893170 3893203 3893205

3893249 3893463 3893708 3893805 3893945

3894081 3894637 3894918 3895068 3895099

3895107 3895227 3895837 3895838 3896318

3896480 3896788 3896864 3896865 3896867

3897525 3897896 3898452 3899037 3899122

3899158 3899160 3899162 3899228 3899232

3899345 3899347 3899524 3899761 3899798

3899845 3900065 3900240 3900387 3900525

3900606 3901145 3901276 3901733 3901736

3902111 3902277 3902278 3902404 3902424

3903017 3903351 3903352 3903353 3903872

3903874 3903992 3904374 3904375 3904504

3904605 3905352 3905479 3906436 3906581

3906919 3906923 3906927 3907044 3907181

3907329 3908031 3908457 3908884 3908986

3909184 3918602 3925302 3943341 3971490

3973392 3978589 3990219 3991239 3991360

3999215 4012028 4012594 4019849 4030951

4030957 4030978 4031604 4031671 4032157

4032388 4032520 4032595 4034326 4034439

4034715 4035179 4035326 4035906 4036506

4036508 4036524 4036828 4037079 4039682

4040255 4040569 4040570 4041022 4041167

4041262 4041263 4042080 4042081 4042180

4042284 4042633 4042644 4042656 4042658
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4042722 4043261 4043322 4043412 4043413

4043417 4043463 4043799 4043917 4044196

4044197 4044243 4044277 4044298 4044464

4044552 4044593 4044852 4044866 4045019

4045064 4045378 4045420 4045525 4045683

4045686 4045764 4045913 4046246 4046549

4046791 4046792 4046794 4047041 4047042

4047299 4047370 4047450 4047521 4047541

4047814 4047982 4048314 4048332 4048347

4048425 4048473 4048505 4048569 4048968

4050076 4050453 4050644 4051178 4051341

4051511 4052509 4052771 4053504 4053530

4054452 4054528 4054529 4054532 4054585

4054614 4054657 4054721 4054756 4054844

4055038 4055129 4055521 4055534 4055658

4055659 4055996 4056018 4056020 4056023

4056073 4056122 4056136 4056242 4056266

4056269 4056293 4056321 4056395 4056488

4056494 4056541 4056896 4056918 4056934

4057289 4057743 4058031 4058277 4058329

4058491 4058696 4059301 4059355 4060039

4060088 4060131 4060401 4060513 4060693

4060708 4060973 4061272 4061476 4061895

4067698 4084104 4084734 4085869 4089715

4089769 4092020 4093108 4094645 4099920

4102823 4103209 4104336 4104724 4107008

4107009 4107568 4110259 4110937 4110938

4111160 4111196 4111323 4111328 4111545

4111686 4111689 4111691 4111693 4112127

4112195 4112404 4112407 4112531 4113704

4113705 4113912 4113915 4113916 4114657

4115131 4116937 4116938 4118066 4118068

4118070 4118072 4118074 4118084 4118088

4120398 4120399 4120401 4120402 4120404

4120480 4120584 4124807 4125392 4127121

4127832 4128007 4128166 4131234 4135227
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4135257 4137430 4138268 4138665 4139884

4140955 4141419 4141687 4142386 4142991

4144183 4145467 4145490 4145693 4146588

4149910 4150843 4150844 4151431 4152124

4153419 4154000 4154541 4154745 4155022

4155023 4157006 4157710 4158004 4159003

4159963 4160675 4161390 4161391 4161478

4162281 4162868 4162874 4162937 4163950

4163989 4164937 4165205 4165207 4165640

4165799 4167302 4167857 4168236 4168480

4168535 4169125 4169175 4169317 4170180

4170181 4170449 4170456 4170528 4170529

4170735 4170736 4170785 4170791 4170798

4171444 4171576 4171632 4171677 4171682

4171692 4172803 4172843 4172844 4172845

4172846 4172849 4172850 4172851 4172855

4173129 4173130 4173573 4173657 4173661

4173922 4174180 4175042 4175591 4175592

4175593 4175594 4175595 4175914 4176121

4176178 4176180 4176182 4176205 4176207

4176591 4176668 4176833 4176839 4176841

4176847 4176849 4176861 4177346 4177362

4177366 4177370 4177493 4177685 4177932

4178227 4178233 4178236 4178255 4178395

4179051 4179317 4179629 4180298 4180318

4180319 4180320 4180453 4181309 4181315

4181409 4181410 4181546 4181969 4182072

4182086 4182131 4182276 4182425 4182463

4182464 4182465 4182467 4182485 4182771

4183280 4183281 4183285 4183287 4183311

4183312 4183313 4183324 4183546 4183586

4183590 4183927 4183928 4184062 4184091

4184197 4184407 4184412 4184416 4184577

4184647 4184709 4184717 4184743 4184933

4185031 4185032 4185033 4185035 4185036

4185049 4185498 4185518 4185521 4185522
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4185523 4185778 4185850 4185880 4185914

4186066 4186068 4186142 4186160 4186176

4186330 4186362 4186409 4186603 4186608

4186609 4186612 4186692 4186701 4186708

4186712 4186753 4186851 4186854 4186945

4186957 4186965 4186972 4186981 4186982

4186983 4186985 4186986 4186988 4186995

4187060 4187061 4187062 4187063 4187163

4187165 4187169 4187311 4187411 4187605

4187610 4187633 4187637 4187640 4187644

4187689 4187724 4187728 4187731 4187732

4187770 4188067 4188077 4188089 4188093

4188131 4188181 4188184 4188245 4188248

4188254 4188276 4188292 4188303 4188322

4188332 4188334 4188341 4188346 4188352

4188353 4188355 4188360 4188491 4188492

4188496 4188543 4188653 4188657 4188711

4188787 4188818 4188823 4188824 4188989

4188995 4188996 4188997 4189078 4189083

4189085 4189121 4189150 4189162 4189164

4189168 4189181 4189188 4189190 4189192

4189217 4189294 4189314 4189317 4189320

4189325 4189326 4189327 4189329 4189331

4189333 4189334 4189339 4189340 4189349

4189372 4189374 4189376 4189377 4189390

4189391 4189403 4189404 4189405 4189406

4189407 4189408 4189409 4189412 4189525

4189526 4189527 4189552 4189553 4189554

4189556 4189557 4189559 4189560 4189647

4189654 4189655 4189669 4189679 4189681

4189685 4189687 4189691 4189694 4189696

4189697 4189714 4189715 4189821 4189824

4189826 4189827 4189835 4189940 4189941

4189945 4189948 4189949 4189950 4189951

4190031 4190032 4190037 4190041 4190045

4190101 4190103 4190151 4190157 4190170
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4190205 4190219 4190220 4190222 4190223

4190429 4190430 4190565 4190571 4190593

4190631 4190632 4190634 4190790 4190797

4190798 4190814 4190949 4190950 4190955

4190956 4190957 4191056 4191102 4191111

4191112 4191114 4191119 4191120 4191123

4191125 4191126 4191128 4191130 4191133

4191135 4191138 4191239 4191312 4191313

4191317 4191318 4191319 4191320 4191323

4191491 4191500 4191534 4191589 4191592

4191593 4191602 4191632 4191705 4191713

4191718 4191721 4191730 4191750 4191752

4191778 4191792 4191902 4192008 4192014

4192028 4192067 4192069 4192075 4192076

4192079 4192080 4192094 4192101 4192102

4192105 4192111 4192150 4192154 4192175

4192217 4192221 4192239 4192241 4192243

4192266 4192267 4192276 4192282 4192283

4192289 4192291 4192328 4192331 4192350

4192406 4192429 4192451 4192454 4192480

4192484 4192485 4192487 4192489 4192493

4192495 4192511 4192518 4192522 4192526

4192527 4192528 4192529 4192530 4192532

4192533 4192568 4192569 4192571 4192582

4192583 4192584 4192594 4192597 4192598

4192599 4192600 4192607 4192610 4192619

4192646 4192647 4192650 4192652 4192658

4192730 4192734 4192736 4192751 4192763

4192767 4192775 4192776 4192777 4192778

4192788 4192793 4192805 4192814 4192823

4192824 4192853 4192855 4192857 4192917

4192918 4192919 4192920 4192922 4192926

4192960 4192982 4193005 4193009 4193026

4193043 4193049 4193053 4193056 4193057

4193060 4193061 4193063 4193070 4193071

4193093 4193101 4193102 4193141 4193172
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4193173 4193174 4193178 4193181 4193184

4193185 4193186 4193190 4193191 4193196

4193209 4193263 4193264 4193301 4193305

4193306 4193307 4193337 4193344 4193352

4193365 4193368 4193371 4193378 4193379

4193381 4193388 4193389 4193396 4193402

4193403 4193414 4193415 4193417 4193426

4193432 4193448 4193468 4193507 4193514

4193516 4193518 4193519 4193520 4193521

4193522 4193523 4193524 4193534 4193554

4193555 4193556 4193557 4193560 4193561

4193562 4193580 4193597 4193598 4193600

4193609 4193614 4193615 4193618 4193627

4193632 4193633 4193635 4193640 4193641

4193642 4193645 4193648 4193649 4193655

4193663 4193668 4193670 4193721 4193722

4193757 4193761 4193783 4193785 4193787

4193789 4193790 4193791 4193839 4193840

4193841 4193854 4193855 4193864 4193876

4193878 4193879 4193880 4193884 4193896

4193897 4193899 4193902 4193914 4193930

4193932 4193936 4193937 4193949 4193950

4193952 4193955 4193956 4193962 4193964

4193965 4193968 4193970 4193971 4193983

4193995 4193996 4194000 4194006 4194020

4194028 4194044 4194045 4194046 4194047

4194049 4194052 4194059 4194071 4194072

4194073 4194074 4194075 4194083 4194097

4194111 4194114 4194155 4194157 4194161

4194162 4194166 4194186 4194188 4194191

4194193 4194196 4194198 4194199 4194200

4194204 4194207 4194218 4194219 4194220

4194221 4194222 4194236 4194242 4194246

4194248 4194251 4194253 4194255 4194256

4194258 4194260 4194262 4194277 4194283

4194298 4194305 4194311 4194314 4194316
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4194322 4194337 4194338 4194341 4194355

4194357 4194358 4194363 4194366 4194367

4194369 4194372 4194375 4194377 4194378

4194379 4194381 4194386 4194416 4194417

4194434 4194448 4194472 4194481 4194483

4194484 4194488 4194507 4194509 4194518

4194519 4194540 4194541 4194567 4194568

4194583 4194588 4194592 4194609 4194611

4194615 4194616 4194617 4194632 4194641

4194653 4194665 4194668 4194678 4194681

4194682 4194685 4194686 4194692 4194693

4194702 4194708 4194719 4194720 4194725

4194737 4194742 4194743 4194747 4194748

4194750 4194756 4194758 4194759 4194761

4194762 4194767 4194768 4194770 4194779

4194781 4194783 4194784 4194785 4194792

4194793 4194794 4194798 4194800 4194808

4194839 4194841 4194842 4194843 4194848

4194849 4194851 4194865 4194867 4194868

4194870 4194871 4194872 4194935 4194936

4194937 4194943 4194963 4194971 4194972

4194974 4194976 4194977 4194978 4194979

4194980 4194981 4194982 4194984 4194987

4194988 4194991 4195003 4195006 4195013

4195016 4195017 4195018 4195019 4195020

4195021 4195022 4195023 4195024 4195025

4195026 4195027 4195028 4195029 4195030

4195036 4195040 4195044 4195057 4195059

4195061 4195064 4195070 4195072 4195090

4195097 4195099 4195106 4195111 4195132

4195139 4195141 4195144 4195151 4195153

4195162 4195168 4195176 4195177 4195182

4195209 4195210 4195211 4195226 4195235

4195236 4195240 4195241 4195248 4195250

4195251 4195255 4195257 4195259 4195264

4195265 4195270 4195271 4195276 4195277
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4195280 4195281 4195290 4195294 4195297

4195298 4195301 4195302 4195307 4195308

4195337 4195355 4195406 4195411 4195414

4195415 4195419 4195422 4195426 4195427

4195429 4195430 4195432 4195433 4195437

4195439 4195441 4195443 4195444 4195446

4195448 4195449 4195450 4195463 4195466

4195470 4195483 4195485 4195495 4195497

4195503 4195513 4195520 4195525 4195527

4195528 4195529 4195530 4195532 4195542

4195546 4195556 4195557 4195558 4195561

4195565 4195570 4195571 4195572 4195573

4195574 4195575 4195589 4195603 4195611

4195614 4195615 4195629 4195642 4195689

4195702 4195713 4195719 4195720 4195724

4195727 4195731 4195733 4195735 4195737

4195753 4195754 4195761 4195766 4195768

4195769 4195771 4195774 4195775 4195778

4195780 4195781 4195782 4195783 4195784

4195797 4195799 4195804 4195810 4195811

4195812 4195817 4195819 4195824 4195826

4195830 4195844 4195845 4195848 4195851

4195854 4195858 4195860 4195861 4195862

4195865 4195866 4195868 4195870 4195873

4195876 4195877 4195878 4195884 4195885

4195898 4195902 4195904 4195905 4195907

4195908 4195915 4195918 4195946 4195952

4195953 4195961 4195971 4195975 4195998

4195999 4196003 4196007 4196008 4196028

4196041 4196045 4196051 4196054 4196055

4196056 4196069 4196070 4196071 4196072

4196073 4196075 4196076 4196080 4196081

4196082 4196084 4196086 4196088 4196090

4196092 4196093 4196099 4196106 4196111

4196112 4196115 4196120 4196121 4196123

4196126 4196134 4196135 4196140 4196141
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4196146 4196148 4196149 4196170 4196175

4196182 4196183 4196197 4196199 4196200

4196204 4196212 4196213 4196216 4196217

4196219 4196230 4196272 4196278 4196282

4196287 4196292 4196295 4196297 4196323

4196324 4196325 4196328 4196329 4196330

4196334 4196339 4196340 4196342 4196343

4196345 4196346 4196347 4196348 4196349

4196350 4196365 4196368 4196372 4196374

4196388 4196391 4196392 4196393 4196405

4196408 4196409 4196417 4196418 4196419

4196420 4196421 4196422 4196423 4196424

4196425 4196445 4196449 4196453 4196471

4196472 4196475 4196496 4196502 4196503

4196514 4196515 4196517 4196519 4196531

4196533 4196539 4196552 4196556 4196558

4196560 4196561 4196564 4196566 4196569

4196575 4196576 4196580 4196582 4196583

4196584 4196586 4196597 4196598 4196599

4196600 4196606 4196608 4196609 4196622

4196626 4196628 4196629 4196644 4196659

4196660 4196666 4196676 4196677 4196681

4196683 4196685 4196689 4196690 4196693

4196694 4196696 4196697 4196698 4196699

4196702 4196707 4196721 4196728 4196729

4196733 4196737 4196762 4196766 4196767

4196775 4196776 4196777 4196778 4196781

4196782 4196784 4196787 4196791 4196792

4196798 4196799 4196807 4196809 4196812

4196815 4196816 4196829 4196831 4196833

4196836 4196837 4196838 4196843 4196844

4196847 4196849 4196850 4196851 4196853

4196856 4196865 4196866 4196881 4196882

4196885 4196888 4196889 4196894 4196909

4196912 4196917 4196918 4196919 4196920

4196921 4196924 4196931 4196932 4196935
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4196936 4196939 4196941 4196944 4196946

4196951 4196956 4196958 4196959 4196961

4196963 4196970 4196978 4196980 4196991

4196992 4196993 4196994 4196997 4197007

4197020 4197033 4197036 4197043 4197050

4197053 4197055 4197058 4197059 4197062

4197063 4197064 4197073 4197076 4197078

4197083 4197105 4197106 4197107 4197108

4197109 4197115 4197120 4197122 4197126

4197127 4197129 4197130 4197131 4197132

4197133 4197136 4197148 4197151 4197152

4197161 4197162 4197163 4197164 4197165

4197166 4197171 4197173 4197174 4197186

4197200 4197209 4197210 4197217 4197222

4197224 4197225 4197227 4197260 4197262

4197264 4197266 4197273 4197277 4197278

4197279 4197280 4197285 4197289 4197290

4197295 4197299 4197300 4197316 4197320

4197324 4197328 4197329 4197333 4197334

4197340 4197341 4197343 4197344 4197347

4197396 4197399 4197404 4197407 4197409

4197411 4197412 4197415 4197419 4197422

4197423 4197435 4197436 4197437 4197438

4197439 4197440 4197443 4197445 4197449

4197450 4197451 4197453 4197454 4197473

4197476 4197477 4197478 4197479 4197481

4197495 4197498 4197500 4197502 4197506

4197514 4197523 4197524 4197530 4197539

4197540 4197544 4197545 4197547 4197548

4197550 4197551 4197552 4197554 4197555

4197556 4197558 4197560 4197562 4197574

4197575 4197582 4197584 4197590 4197595

4197600 4197602 4197606 4197607 4197608

4197614 4197615 4197621 4197622 4197623

4197624 4197625 4197626 4197627 4197628

4197630 4197631 4197632 4197635 4197636
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4197637 4197638 4197639 4197642 4197645

4197648 4197650 4197659 4197662 4197663

4197665 4197669 4197672 4197679 4197684

4197693 4197719 4197725 4197730 4197731

4197764 4197783 4197786 4197787 4197790

4197791 4197792 4197793 4197794 4197795

4197796 4197798 4197799 4197802 4197808

4197813 4197824 4197831 4197833 4197834

4197843 4197844 4197846 4197848 4197852

4197853 4197864 4197889 4197910 4197913

4197917 4197918 4197919 4197920 4197925

4197927 4197928 4197932 4197933 4197935

4197936 4197944 4197949 4197950 4197952

4197953 4197954 4197957 4197958 4197959

4197960 4197961 4197962 4197964 4197972

4197973 4197975 4197977 4197978 4197979

4197981 4197982 4197983 4197984 4197985

4197986 4197988 4197989 4197990 4197991

4197992 4197993 4197994 4197995 4197997

4197998 4197999 4198003 4198004 4198005

4198007 4198009 4198011 4198013 4198014

4198015 4198019 4198020 4198021 4198022

4198023 4198027 4198028 4198037 4198070

4198071 4198072 4198081 4198082 4198087

4198088 4198091 4198094 4198098 4198099

4198100 4198101 4198102 4198109 4198110

4198114 4198144 4198159 4198160 4198161

4198163 4198166 4198188 4198189 4198190

4198193 4198227 4198231 4198232 4198233

4198234 4198237 4198238 4198245 4198246

4198247 4198248 4198255 4198273 4198292

4198294 4198295 4198299 4198306 4198314

4198317 4198318 4198319 4198321 4198322

4198324 4198325 4198326 4198327 4198328

4198330 4198332 4198333 4198335 4198351

4198356 4198361 4198373 4198374 4198375
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4198382 4198383 4198384 4198386 4198387

4198388 4198390 4198391 4198392 4198398

4198402 4198405 4198422 4198423 4198432

4198445 4198450 4198452 4198455 4198456

4198457 4198460 4198463 4198464 4198465

4198466 4198467 4198468 4198469 4198478

4198489 4198490 4198491 4198492 4198495

4198515 4198516 4198520 4198528 4198537

4198539 4198540 4198541 4198543 4198544

4198547 4198548 4198549 4198550 4198554

4198557 4198559 4198560 4198561 4198562

4198565 4198566 4198570 4198575 4198577

4198578 4198585 4198586 4198587 4198591

4198602 4198615 4198624 4198625 4198628

4198635 4198637 4198638 4198639 4198643

4198646 4198647 4198648 4198649 4198650

4198651 4198652 4198653 4198655 4198656

4198657 4198658 4198660 4198661 4198664

4198665 4198667 4198668 4198673 4198675

4198676 4198677 4198678 4198682 4198684

4198685 4198688 4198692 4198694 4198697

4198698 4198701 4198702 4198703 4198705

4198706 4198707 4198715 4198716 4198719

4198720 4198722 4198724 4198725 4198726

4198730 4198731 4198732 4198733 4198734

4198735 4198768 4198770 4198826 4198827

4198828 4198829 4198831 4198832 4198836

4198840 4198841 4198842 4198843 4198845

4198846 4198852 4198863 4198868 4198869

4198870 4198871 4198879 4198883 4198892

4198897 4198901 4198903 4198904 4198905

4198906 4198909 4198910 4198911 4198914

4198916 4198917 4198921 4198922 4198923

4198926 4198927 4198937 4198941 4198942

4198943 4198946 4198952 4198953 4198976

4198981 4198996 4199006 4199008 4199011
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4199012 4199013 4199016 4199018 4199021

4199026 4199027 4199028 4199029 4199030

4199032 4199051 4199054 4199064 4199065

4199070 4199072 4199086 4199096 4199099

4199100 4199103 4199105 4199106 4199107

4199108 4199109 4199111 4199114 4199141

4199148 4199149 4199150 4199152 4199153

4199160 4199161 4199162 4199163 4199164

4199165 4199166 4199167 4199172 4199173

4199175 4199176 4199177 4199178 4199179

4199181 4199182 4199183 4199184 4199185

4199190 4199191 4199197 4199205 4199206

4199208 4199212 4199214 4199215 4199216

4199217 4199218 4199220 4199224 4199226

4199242 4199246 4199247 4199249 4199250

4199251 4199257 4199259 4199260 4199261

4199262 4199263 4199265 4199268 4199270

4199285 4199287 4199289 4199292 4199293

4199296 4199299 4199300 4199301 4199302

4199310 4199311 4199334 4199344 4199345

4199351 4199377 4199381 4199385 4199390

4199391 4199392 4199397 4199400 4199401

4199405 4199407 4199408 4199410 4199413

4199424 4199429 4199430 4199431 4199432

4199441 4199443 4199445 4199447 4199449

4199454 4199460 4199462 4199464 4199466

4199471 4199472 4199475 4199476 4199477

4199479 4199481 4199484 4199486 4199487

4199488 4199489 4199490 4199492 4199493

4199494 4199497 4199499 4199500 4199502

4199503 4199504 4199505 4199507 4199508

4199514 4199593 4199597 4199598 4199599

4199600 4199603 4199609 4199613 4199614

4199615 4199619 4199621 4199623 4199624

4199627 4199632 4199638 4199640 4199647

4199659 4199660 4199662 4199665 4199672
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4199675 4199676 4199677 4199678 4199679

4199680 4199705 4199712 4199713 4199717

4199719 4199727 4199734 4199735 4199737

4199742 4199744 4199747 4199748 4199750

4199753 4199767 4199770 4199772 4199773

4199774 4199776 4199777 4199780 4199784

4199788 4199789 4199796 4199797 4199799

4199800 4199802 4199811 4199814 4199815

4199820 4199825 4199829 4199837 4199840

4199841 4199851 4199852 4199853 4199856

4199857 4199860 4199864 4199865 4199867

4199881 4199884 4199916 4199917 4199922

4199926 4199928 4199929 4199930 4199935

4199940 4199945 4199953 4199955 4199958

4199983 4199994 4199995 4199996 4199997

4199999 4200000 4200001 4200006 4200009

4200010 4200011 4200018 4200020 4200027

4200028 4200038 4200042 4200044 4200045

4200048 4200049 4200050 4200051 4200053

4200055 4200064 4200066 4200074 4200082

4200089 4200106 4200107 4200123 4200125

4200126 4200128 4200129 4200138 4200139

4200140 4200141 4200142 4200143 4200145

4200146 4200147 4200155 4200156 4200167

4200168 4200169 4200170 4200174 4200175

4200178 4200190 4200191 4200205 4200207

4200208 4200215 4200221 4200268 4200269

4200270 4200271 4200272 4200273 4200274

4200278 4200279 4200280 4200281 4200310

4200311 4200319 4200339 4200340 4200341

4200343 4200344 4200345 4200347 4200348

4200355 4200371 4200372 4200380 4200396

4200399 4200402 4200405 4200406 4200407

4200448 4200449 4200450 4200452 4200453

4200454 4200461 4200462 4200464 4200468

4200478 4200479 4200482 4200483 4200488
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4200490 4200491 4200498 4200501 4200503

4200504 4200507 4200508 4200549 4200552

4200553 4200556 4200561 4200562 4200563

4200570 4200579 4200580 4200584 4200594

4200595 4200597 4200598 4200601 4200604

4200609 4200610 4200612 4200626 4200628

4200639 4200641 4200642 4200644 4200646

4200649 4200652 4200654 4200655 4200657

4200658 4200659 4200673 4200674 4200676

4200678 4200683 4200686 4200687 4200694

4200699 4200700 4200702 4200705 4200708

4200709 4200710 4200713 4200718 4200719

4200723 4200726 4200728 4200731 4200732

4200734 4200735 4200736 4200737 4200775

4200783 4200787 4200811 4200828 4200829

4200832 4200853 4200854 4200859 4200861

4200871 4200874 4200876 4200877 4200878

4200882 4200884 4200890 4200917 4200919

4200920 4200924 4200925 4200928 4200942

4200952 4200953 4200965 4200970 4200976

4200977 4200978 4200983 4200986 4200987

4200990 4200992 4200994 4200997 4200999

4201000 4201013 4201014 4201018 4201028

4201033 4201037 4201038 4201045 4201046

4201052 4201056 4201060 4201061 4201067

4201081 4201082 4201083 4201084 4201088

4201103 4201161 4201170 4201173 4201179

4201197 4201200 4201201 4201204 4201205

4201208 4201209 4201257 4201260 4201266

4201268 4201269 4201275 4201320 4201323

4201377 4201380 4201381 4201382 4201384

4201385 4201387 4201388 4201394 4201397

4201401 4201404 4201406 4201407 4201408

4201409 4201410 4201411 4201412 4201413

4201414 4201415 4201416 4201417 4201418

4201419 4201420 4201428 4201437 4201438
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4201439 4201442 4201443 4201444 4201482

4201483 4201487 4201511 4201521 4201522

4201523 4201530 4201531 4201548 4201551

4201552 4201554 4201576 4201600 4201601

4201605 4201623 4201630 4201632 4201634

4201635 4201636 4201638 4201640 4201654

4201655 4201661 4201663 4201664 4201668

4201669 4201688 4201699 4201703 4201711

4201712 4201713 4201714 4201719 4201724

4201725 4201727 4201732 4201738 4201741

4201756 4201757 4201761 4201762 4201769

4201797 4201803 4201804 4201807 4201808

4201832 4201875 4201879 4201881 4201882

4201893 4201898 4201899 4201903 4201907

4201911 4201913 4201915 4201916 4201920

4201921 4201922 4201923 4201924 4201926

4201927 4201929 4201951 4201981 4201993

4201994 4201995 4202015 4202016 4202019

4202038 4202039 4202042 4202046 4202069

4202081 4202129 4202132 4202133 4202134

4202137 4202138 4202142 4202144 4202161

4202181 4202184 4202191 4202192 4202194

4202195 4202265 4202282 4202287 4202288

4202291 4202292 4202295 4202302 4202306

4202349 4202355 4202356 4202357 4202359

4202360 4202361 4202365 4202366 4202392

4202394 4202395 4202396 4202398 4202405

4202406 4202409 4202429 4202431 4202434

4202448 4202449 4202500 4202501 4202502

4202504 4202506 4202524 4202530 4202562

4202566 4202567 4202569 4202587 4202591

4202598 4202657 4202658 4202661 4202663

4202667 4202670 4202674 4202675 4202676

4202679 4202686 4202691 4202700 4202709

4202712 4202752 4202753 4202757 4202759

4202800 4202824 4202830 4202834 4202835
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4202837 4202839 4202840 4202841 4202849

4202850 4202855 4202857 4202859 4202861

4202866 4202868 4202870 4202887 4202888

4202902 4202906 4202907 4202914 4202917

4202926 4202977 4203030 4203101 4203155

4203164 4203165 4203167 4203182 4203204

4203205 4203206 4203209 4203211 4203217

4203224 4203226 4203234 4203235 4203239

4203246 4203247 4203249 4203261 4203265

4203271 4203273 4203276 4203279 4203282

4203301 4203317 4203318 4203319 4203335

4203342 4203353 4203366 4203367 4203372

4203373 4203436 4203437 4203439 4203442

4203450 4203471 4203472 4203473 4203498

4203500 4203502 4203511 4203512 4203567

4203569 4203597 4203598 4203599 4203602

4203603 4203606 4203607 4203634 4203640

4203680 4203681 4203682 4203687 4203763

4203792 4203793 4203839 4203840 4203841

4203842 4203844 4203846 4203847 4203917

4203936 4203937 4203938 4203939 4203942

4203943 4203947 4203963 4203964 4203965

4203966 4203967 4203970 4203972 4203976

4203981 4203992 4204003 4204013 4204014

4204015 4204018 4204043 4204059 4204060

4204061 4204062 4204071 4204072 4204073

4204074 4204075 4204076 4204125 4204198

4204203 4204214 4204265 4204292 4204300

4204301 4204303 4204307 4204313 4204314

4204316 4204317 4204319 4204320 4204321

4204323 4204326 4204333 4204335 4204337

4204341 4204342 4204351 4204414 4204417

4204422 4204426 4204432 4204469 4204479

4204484 4204526 4204527 4204529 4204530

4204541 4204552 4204553 4204558 4204559

4204582 4204583 4204584 4204586 4204608
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4204614 4204640 4204648 4204691 4204738

4204744 4204745 4204763 4204799 4204800

4204801 4204802 4204807 4204822 4204838

4204844 4204845 4204848 4204859 4204866

4204869 4204872 4204877 4204879 4204914

4204919 4204926 4204933 4204970 4204976

4204977 4204978 4204979 4204980 4205007

4205016 4205018 4205022 4205023 4205024

4205051 4205092 4205186 4205214 4205215

4205217 4205219 4205222 4205252 4205254

4205255 4205259 4205260 4205261 4205264

4205288 4205333 4205334 4205335 4205336

4205341 4205398 4205401 4205403 4205404

4205405 4205406 4205410 4205414 4205415

4205417 4205441 4205442 4205451 4205462

4205525 4205526 4205527 4205528 4205529

4205530 4205564 4205567 4205569 4205570

4205577 4205590 4205627 4205628 4205643

4205740 4205743 4205744 4205746 4205804

4205808 4205825 4205826 4205827 4205886

4205888 4205890 4205893 4205904 4205986

4206006 4206026 4206027 4206083 4206090

4206130 4206131 4206189 4206192 4206193

4206194 4206197 4206319 4206331 4206427

4206442 4206444 4206447 4206448 4206449

4206454 4206484 4206485 4206501 4206503

4206504 4206510 4206515 4206519 4206528

4206536 4206548 4206549 4206621 4206622

4206625 4206628 4206633 4206647 4206766

4206774 4206776 4206787 4206788 4206805

4206810 4206811 4206816 4206817 4206955

4206964 4206965 4206968 4206972 4206979

4206998 4207001 4207007 4207223 4207227

4207229 4207232 4207235 4207236 4207238

4207400 4207403 4207407 4207429 4207430

4207431 4207434 4207435 4207436 4207438
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4207481 4207482 4207484 4207485 4207487

4207688 4207691 4207698 4207710 4207737

4207742 4207743 4207744 4207745 4207747

4207750 4207752 4207757 4207759 4207764

4207769 4207771 4207772 4207774 4207789

4207815 4207896 4207900 4207904 4207908

4207921 4207980 4207982 4207984 4208053

4208056 4208059 4208060 4208063 4208093

4208111 4208140 4208193 4208194 4208197

4208206 4208213 4208219 4208300 4208302

4208354 4208377 4208378 4208463 4208467

4208468 4208478 4208481 4208482 4208576

4208591 4208597 4208599 4208601 4208760

4208761 4208773 4208774 4208793 4208799

4208807 4208810 4208811 4208828 4208833

4208834 4208837 4208842 4208844 4208847

4208857 4208862 4208988 4208993 4208994

4208995 4208996 4208997 4209059 4209060

4209064 4209070 4209072 4209100 4209104

4209110 4209111 4209118 4209124 4209179

4209180 4209211 4209213 4209253 4209258

4209317 4209334 4209335 4209336 4209337

4209387 4209388 4209389 4209491 4209492

4209493 4209496 4209517 4209523 4209526

4209547 4209548 4209582 4209583 4209584

4209585 4209590 4209591 4209593 4209596

4209653 4209701 4209703 4209704 4209705

4209712 4210017 4210018 4210020 4210196

4210198 4210199 4210203 4210211 4210212

4210222 4210227 4210228 4210229 4210239

4210245 4210247 4210248 4210250 4210251

4210252 4210271 4210275 4210283 4210285

4210290 4210291 4210297 4210302 4210362

4210364 4210365 4210369 4210370 4210379

4210382 4210383 4210384 4210493 4210495

4210498 4210500 4210501 4210502 4210503
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4210504 4210514 4210566 4210567 4210575

4210576 4210682 4210685 4210686 4210689

4210690 4210692 4210694 4210695 4210697

4210711 4210713 4210715 4210720 4210726

4210761 4210825 4210838 4210839 4210864

4211009 4211013 4211046 4211047 4211051

4211102 4211103 4211104 4211105 4211108

4211109 4211151 4211177 4211178 4211179

4211181 4211189 4211297 4211305 4211309

4211345 4211346 4211643 4211929 4211930

4211931 4211933 4211938 4212110 4212114

4212122 4212418 4212425 4212605 4212607

4212609 4212612 4212613 4212614 4212615

4212986 4212987 4212989 4212994 4212995

4213001 4213006 4213017 4213195 4213907

4213908 4213909 4214416 4214600 4214901

4215012 4215016 4215018 4215019 4215591

4215595 4215598 4215601 4215666 4215667

4215668 4215803 4215804 4215805 4215812

4215813 4216670 4216773 4216774 4217207

4217731 4228952 4228953 4258668 4272055

4363149
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115828 3 06/12/2019

119568 34 27/02/2020

124183 14 12/08/2020

161998 3 18/12/2019

199565 8 15/12/2009

199611 30 17/12/2019

200391 34 28/01/2020

201432 5 24/03/2020

201433 5 24/03/2020

204416 30 25/08/2020

204417 30 25/08/2020

245719 25 27/11/2019

245828 3 02/12/2019

246010 25 12/12/2019

246011 25 12/12/2019

246117 13 19/12/2019

246940 7 30/01/2020

248205 5 30/03/2020

248630 34 17/04/2020

253559 33 18/12/2010

296530 5 30/05/2019

301333 3 09/12/2019

301409 31 12/12/2019

301411 31 12/12/2019

301517 5 18/12/2019

302855 24 11/02/2020

302856 25 11/02/2020

303114 1 02/02/2020

307233 23 29/07/2020

307256 34 30/07/2020

368195 10 01/11/2019

383905 7 05/12/2019

383928 5 07/12/2019

383929 5 07/12/2019

383953 9 07/12/2019

384038 30 09/12/2019

384308 24 17/12/2019

384525 5 23/12/2019

386606 25 18/02/2020

390734 34 02/06/2020
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393841 7 06/08/2020

394169 17 16/08/2020

394171 12 16/08/2020

396220 4 08/10/2020

397830 3 19/11/2020

500136 7 31/10/2019

500568 1 10/11/2019

500569 1 10/11/2019

500866 11 17/11/2019

500867 9 17/11/2019

501043 9 21/11/2019

501852 10 06/12/2019

501853 1 06/12/2019

501854 2 06/12/2019

501855 3 06/12/2019

501856 4 06/12/2019

501857 5 06/12/2019

501862 5 06/12/2019

501943 16 08/12/2019

501944 17 08/12/2019

501945 18 08/12/2019

501946 19 08/12/2019

501947 20 08/12/2019

501948 21 08/12/2019

501949 28 08/12/2019

501951 30 08/12/2019

501952 31 08/12/2019

502110 7 09/12/2019

502127 6 12/12/2019

502128 7 12/12/2019

502129 8 12/12/2019

502130 9 12/12/2019

502131 11 12/12/2019

502134 14 12/12/2019

502135 15 12/12/2019

502167 3 12/12/2019

502309 12 14/12/2019

502624 5 21/12/2019

502802 30 23/12/2002
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502844 3 26/12/2019

503884 11 13/01/2020

504081 23 19/01/2020

504215 5 23/01/2020

504561 9 30/01/2020

504573 5 31/01/2020

504837 16 03/02/2020

504962 25 07/02/2020

506033 24 27/02/2020

506034 25 27/02/2020

506035 24 27/02/2020

506036 25 27/02/2020

506037 24 27/02/2020

506038 25 27/02/2020

506788 5 13/03/2020

506993 5 15/03/2020

508365 5 10/04/2020

510600 25 19/05/2020

510601 25 19/05/2020

513236 5 11/07/2020

526596 34 21/03/2020

529272 5 08/05/2020

600226 23 25/06/2013

601536 34 13/07/2020

609115 5 11/10/2020

615614 29 04/01/2014

629658 11 02/06/2004

629778 16 03/06/2004

650078 34 28/12/2011

689289 5 05/12/2019

689291 5 05/12/2019

689292 5 05/12/2019

689294 5 05/12/2019

689295 5 05/12/2019

689299 5 05/12/2019

689302 5 05/12/2019

689690 25 07/12/2019

689691 25 07/12/2019

689693 12 07/12/2019
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689726 24 07/12/2019

692081 5 26/12/2019

692082 5 26/12/2019

692084 5 26/12/2019

692087 5 26/12/2019

692091 5 26/12/2019

692092 5 26/12/2019

692096 5 26/12/2019

692097 5 26/12/2019

692099 5 26/12/2019

692102 5 26/12/2019

692105 5 26/12/2019

692107 5 26/12/2019

692108 5 26/12/2019

692112 5 26/12/2019

692118 5 26/12/2019

692704 5 28/12/2019

693860 24 09/01/2020

693861 24 09/01/2020

693862 24 09/01/2020

697447 3 07/02/2020

697577 19 07/02/2016

698794 9 19/02/2020

699016 9 20/02/2020

702349 32 20/03/2020

702350 32 20/03/2020

702352 30 20/03/2020

702354 30 20/03/2020

702355 32 20/03/2020

702357 30 20/03/2020

702358 32 20/03/2020

702360 30 20/03/2020

702361 32 20/03/2020

702362 32 20/03/2020

702364 30 20/03/2020

702365 32 20/03/2020

702367 30 20/03/2020

702368 32 20/03/2020

702370 30 20/03/2020
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702371 32 20/03/2020

702372 29 20/03/2020

702373 30 20/03/2020

702374 29 20/03/2020

702375 30 20/03/2020

702377 29 20/03/2020

702378 30 20/03/2020

702379 32 20/03/2020

702380 29 20/03/2020

702381 30 20/03/2020

704143 3 08/04/2020

711764 16 02/08/2020

711765 16 02/08/2020

715061 9 20/08/2016

724378 16 26/07/2020

730777 5 16/01/2007

743244 29 27/09/2020

763727 18 01/07/2017

763727 18 01/07/2017

838516 25 27/01/2019

855791 25 11/05/2009

857693 5 24/05/2019

878987 30 29/09/2019

884029 6 28/10/2019

887835 18 24/11/2019

889964 5 06/12/2019

890505 30 08/12/2019

890545 5 08/12/2019

890546 5 08/12/2019

890547 5 08/12/2019

890651 5 09/12/2019

890780 25 09/12/2019

890796 11 09/12/2019

890799 6 09/12/2019

890811 16 09/12/2019

890812 29 09/12/2019

890814 31 09/12/2019

890815 32 09/12/2019

890916 21 10/12/2019
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890917 21 10/12/2019

890919 21 10/12/2019

890940 7 10/12/2019

891203 5 10/12/2019

891230 12 10/12/2019

891231 7 10/12/2019

891279 3 13/12/2019

891292 3 13/12/2019

891549 30 13/12/2019

891594 5 14/12/2019

891643 21 14/12/2019

891644 21 14/12/2019

891645 21 14/12/2019

891647 21 14/12/2019

891650 21 14/12/2019

891929 30 15/12/2019

892127 24 16/12/2019

892140 5 16/12/2019

892141 5 16/12/2019

892451 17 17/12/2019

892511 7 17/12/2019

892553 25 20/12/2019

892690 5 20/12/2019

892783 5 20/12/2019

892803 9 20/12/2019

892804 16 20/12/2019

892805 9 20/12/2019

892880 5 20/12/2019

892882 5 20/12/2019

892883 5 20/12/2019

892884 5 20/12/2019

892885 5 20/12/2019

892887 5 20/12/2019

892888 5 20/12/2019

892889 5 20/12/2019

892890 5 20/12/2019

892891 5 20/12/2019

892893 5 20/12/2019

892894 5 20/12/2019
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892895 5 20/12/2019

892897 5 20/12/2019

892898 5 20/12/2019

892899 5 20/12/2019

892900 5 20/12/2019

892901 5 20/12/2019

893942 5 24/12/2019

893943 5 24/12/2019

894363 5 27/12/2019

894385 3 27/12/2019

894389 3 27/12/2019

894538 5 27/12/2019

894650 9 28/12/2019

895143 16 30/12/2019

895251 11 30/12/2019

895252 9 30/12/2019

895253 7 30/12/2019

895361 5 31/12/2019

895484 21 31/12/2019

895485 21 31/12/2019

895487 21 31/12/2019

895913 5 04/01/2020

896781 9 10/01/2020

898762 30 19/01/2020

898808 21 19/01/2020

899406 2 24/01/2020

899720 1 25/01/2020

899721 19 25/01/2020

899865 24 25/01/2020

899866 24 25/01/2020

901090 5 01/02/2020

901091 5 01/02/2020

901092 5 01/02/2020

901224 31 02/02/2020

902483 29 08/02/2020

902822 14 10/02/2020

902823 18 10/02/2020

903466 14 14/02/2020

903804 11 16/02/2020
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903805 16 16/02/2020

903806 16 16/02/2020

903807 16 16/02/2020

903967 25 16/02/2020

904155 21 17/02/2020

905099 10 22/02/2020

905730 32 24/02/2020

905862 29 25/02/2020

906424 29 28/02/2020

906425 29 28/02/2020

906433 29 28/02/2020

906434 29 28/02/2020

906435 29 28/02/2020

907261 25 02/03/2020

907827 3 06/03/2020

907939 17 06/03/2020

909053 5 10/03/2020

909522 5 13/03/2020

909523 5 13/03/2020

909918 5 14/03/2020

910105 5 15/03/2020

910604 5 16/03/2020

914604 5 30/03/2020

915890 28 04/04/2020

919481 5 20/04/2020

920152 1 25/04/2020

920153 2 25/04/2020

920154 3 25/04/2020

920155 4 25/04/2020

920156 5 25/04/2020

920157 6 25/04/2020

920158 7 25/04/2020

925868 30 19/05/2020

926101 25 22/05/2020

926221 9 22/05/2020

926222 18 22/05/2020

926223 24 22/05/2020

926224 25 22/05/2020

926225 9 22/05/2020
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926227 24 22/05/2020

926228 25 22/05/2020

931625 32 13/06/2010

933543 18 21/06/2020

934123 9 23/06/2020

936156 7 03/07/2020

938080 9 10/07/2020

940671 24 19/07/2020

941984 30 24/07/2020

951036 7 30/08/2020

951038 7 30/08/2020

954914 34 11/09/2020

956581 19 18/09/2020

956583 12 18/09/2010

956584 19 18/09/2020

956587 19 18/09/2020

958605 30 25/09/2020

972910 16 24/11/2020

974856 5 04/12/2020

975943 5 08/12/2020

1007072 9 02/05/2011

1015465 5 08/06/2011

1017401 12 18/06/2011

1018902 2 21/06/2011

1018926 5 21/06/2011

1020132 12 26/06/2011

1021432 7 28/06/2011

1021482 16 28/06/2011

1021783 8 29/06/2011

1021785 11 29/06/2021

1021785 11 29/06/2021

1022210 34 02/07/2011

1022364 31 02/07/2011

1022996 5 04/07/2011

1023003 5 04/07/2011

1023009 5 04/07/2011

1023435 5 05/07/2011

1024170 5 09/07/2011

1025126 5 10/07/2011
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1026249 12 12/07/2021

1026249 12 12/07/2021

1026499 30 13/07/2011

1027706 17 16/07/2011

1028453 5 18/07/2011

1030008 5 24/07/2011

1030011 5 24/07/2011

1031791 9 27/07/2011

1032841 30 31/07/2011

1032937 9 31/07/2011

1037469 3 16/08/2011

1037470 3 16/08/2011

1038040 11 20/08/2011

1038043 9 20/08/2011

1038693 7 22/08/2011

1039992 20 28/08/2011

1040537 29 30/08/2011

1042255 32 05/09/2011

1043864 6 11/09/2011

1044600 5 14/09/2011

1045193 31 17/09/2011

1045742 5 19/09/2011

1045811 34 19/09/2011

1045812 34 19/09/2011

1046340 3 20/09/2011

1046555 12 21/09/2011

1049581 32 04/10/2011

1058273 3 09/11/2011

1058942 9 13/11/2011

1061358 12 20/11/2011

1067684 11 19/12/2011

1068208 34 20/12/2011

1070868 14 31/12/2021

1070868 14 31/12/2021

1100545 5 29/04/2012

1141485 2 07/10/2012

1193216 5 21/04/2013

1224372 29 18/08/2013

1334183 11 25/01/2015
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1379448 30 24/08/2015

1515901 25 22/12/2016

1610025 7 10/10/2017

1777870 30 27/01/2019

1780498 16 02/02/2019

1781912 44 05/02/2019

1799671 5 25/03/2019

1799683 5 25/03/2019

1801127 7 30/03/2019

1813284 29 01/05/2019

1813320 5 01/05/2019

1813389 5 01/05/2019

1814987 30 06/05/2019

1827648 24 10/06/2019

1828523 5 12/06/2019

1839461 9 14/07/2019

1858113 32 03/09/2019

1859818 16 08/09/2019

1859819 16 08/09/2019

1859820 25 08/09/2019

1859821 41 08/09/2019

1870177 43 06/10/2019

1870251 5 06/10/2019

1870253 5 06/10/2019

1870254 5 06/10/2019

1870262 5 06/10/2019

1870264 5 06/10/2019

1870265 5 06/10/2019

1870268 5 06/10/2019

1876028 14 23/10/2019

1877384 29 28/10/2019

1877385 30 28/10/2019

1877741 9 29/10/2019

1877742 16 29/10/2019

1877743 35 29/10/2019

1877744 38 29/10/2019

1877745 41 29/10/2019

1877902 5 29/10/2019

1883065 24 11/11/2019
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1883131 12 11/11/2019

1885350 43 17/11/2019

1887297 9 23/11/2019

1888366 42 25/11/2019

1888844 3 26/11/2019

1888887 35 26/11/2019

1888951 38 26/11/2019

1889261 29 27/11/2019

1889262 29 27/11/2019

1889363 36 27/11/2019

1889364 36 27/11/2019

1889730 25 30/11/2019

1890905 9 02/12/2019

1890912 9 02/12/2019

1892392 7 07/12/2019

1892429 44 07/12/2019

1892449 43 07/12/2019

1892499 9 07/12/2019

1892577 41 07/12/2019

1892597 35 07/12/2019

1892607 5 07/12/2019

1892608 5 07/12/2019

1892609 5 07/12/2019

1892610 5 07/12/2019

1892766 36 07/12/2019

1892767 37 07/12/2019

1892799 11 07/12/2019

1892836 20 08/12/2019

1892853 9 08/12/2019

1892871 29 08/12/2019

1892872 30 08/12/2019

1892873 32 08/12/2019

1892874 43 08/12/2019

1892925 9 08/12/2019

1892931 35 08/12/2019

1892932 35 08/12/2019

1892933 41 08/12/2019

1892934 35 08/12/2019

1892935 41 08/12/2019
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1892937 16 08/12/2019

1892943 25 08/12/2019

1892964 9 08/12/2019

1892968 5 08/12/2019

1892976 37 08/12/2019

1892977 36 08/12/2019

1893043 24 08/12/2019

1893100 25 08/12/2019

1893107 5 08/12/2019

1893108 5 08/12/2019

1893124 16 08/12/2019

1893125 11 08/12/2019

1893134 41 08/12/2019

1893204 3 08/12/2019

1893209 5 08/12/2019

1893218 8 08/12/2019

1893220 29 08/12/2019

1893221 29 08/12/2019

1893230 99 08/12/2019

1893271 17 08/12/2019

1893309 5 08/12/2019

1893326 99 08/12/2019

1893327 99 08/12/2019

1893329 99 08/12/2019

1893330 99 08/12/2019

1893331 99 08/12/2019

1893414 9 08/12/2019

1893468 9 08/12/2019

1893469 9 08/12/2019

1893494 25 08/12/2019

1893559 17 09/12/2019

1893574 9 09/12/2019

1893575 16 09/12/2019

1893580 9 09/12/2019

1893581 16 09/12/2019

1893582 35 09/12/2019

1893583 38 09/12/2019

1893584 41 09/12/2019

1893585 42 09/12/2019
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1893586 9 09/12/2019

1893587 16 09/12/2019

1893589 38 09/12/2019

1893591 42 09/12/2019

1893592 9 09/12/2019

1893593 16 09/12/2019

1893594 35 09/12/2019

1893595 38 09/12/2019

1893596 41 09/12/2019

1893597 42 09/12/2019

1893598 9 09/12/2019

1893599 16 09/12/2019

1893600 35 09/12/2019

1893601 38 09/12/2019

1893602 41 09/12/2019

1893603 42 09/12/2019

1893604 9 09/12/2019

1893605 16 09/12/2019

1893606 35 09/12/2019

1893607 38 09/12/2019

1893608 41 09/12/2019

1893609 42 09/12/2019

1893610 9 09/12/2019

1893611 35 09/12/2019

1893612 16 09/12/2019

1893613 38 09/12/2019

1893614 41 09/12/2019

1893615 42 09/12/2019

1893616 16 09/12/2019

1893617 35 09/12/2019

1893618 38 09/12/2019

1893619 41 09/12/2019

1893620 42 09/12/2019

1893621 9 09/12/2019

1893622 16 09/12/2019

1893623 35 09/12/2019

1893624 38 09/12/2019

1893625 41 09/12/2019

1893626 42 09/12/2019
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1893627 9 09/12/2019

1893628 35 09/12/2019

1893629 38 09/12/2019

1893630 41 09/12/2019

1893631 42 09/12/2019

1893632 9 09/12/2019

1893633 16 09/12/2019

1893634 35 09/12/2019

1893635 38 09/12/2019

1893636 41 09/12/2019

1893637 42 09/12/2019

1893638 9 09/12/2019

1893639 16 09/12/2019

1893640 35 09/12/2019

1893641 38 09/12/2019

1893642 41 09/12/2019

1893643 42 09/12/2019

1893644 9 09/12/2019

1893645 16 09/12/2019

1893646 35 09/12/2019

1893647 38 09/12/2019

1893648 41 09/12/2019

1893649 42 09/12/2019

1893650 9 09/12/2019

1893651 16 09/12/2019

1893652 35 09/12/2019

1893653 38 09/12/2019

1893654 41 09/12/2019

1893656 9 09/12/2019

1893657 16 09/12/2019

1893658 35 09/12/2019

1893659 38 09/12/2019

1893660 41 09/12/2019

1893661 42 09/12/2019

1893662 9 09/12/2019

1893663 16 09/12/2019

1893664 35 09/12/2019

1893665 38 09/12/2019

1893666 41 09/12/2019
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1893667 42 09/12/2019

1893668 9 09/12/2019

1893669 16 09/12/2019

1893719 35 09/12/2019

1893752 35 09/12/2019

1893857 9 09/12/2019

1893861 25 09/12/2019

1893942 5 09/12/2019

1893966 43 09/12/2019

1893972 25 09/12/2019

1893973 11 09/12/2019

1893991 1 09/12/2019

1894004 30 09/12/2019

1894005 30 09/12/2019

1894006 30 09/12/2019

1894044 2 09/12/2019

1894046 5 09/12/2019

1894057 35 09/12/2019

1894058 11 09/12/2019

1894109 30 09/12/2019

1894136 42 10/12/2019

1894231 5 10/12/2019

1894247 29 10/12/2019

1894304 25 10/12/2019

1894306 42 10/12/2019

1894325 25 10/12/2019

1894338 30 10/12/2019

1894360 12 10/12/2019

1894371 43 10/12/2019

1894372 43 10/12/2019

1894405 30 10/12/2019

1894470 40 10/12/2019

1894471 16 10/12/2019

1894473 41 10/12/2019

1894474 42 10/12/2019

1894475 4 10/12/2019

1894545 16 11/12/2019

1894546 16 11/12/2019

1894547 35 11/12/2019
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1894548 35 11/12/2019

1894549 41 11/12/2019

1894550 41 11/12/2019

1894566 16 11/12/2019

1894567 35 11/12/2019

1894575 16 11/12/2019

1894576 41 11/12/2019

1894577 35 11/12/2019

1894580 41 11/12/2019

1894619 16 11/12/2019

1894620 43 11/12/2019

1894621 16 11/12/2019

1894622 43 11/12/2019

1894623 16 11/12/2019

1894624 43 11/12/2019

1894625 16 11/12/2019

1894626 43 11/12/2019

1894743 9 11/12/2019

1894745 11 11/12/2019

1894746 2 11/12/2019

1894747 2 11/12/2019

1894748 2 11/12/2019

1894751 12 11/12/2019

1894752 12 11/12/2019

1894756 17 11/12/2019

1894757 17 11/12/2019

1894777 35 11/12/2019

1894819 5 11/12/2019

1894865 11 11/12/2019

1894918 5 11/12/2019

1895082 9 11/12/2019

1895109 19 12/12/2019

1895111 19 12/12/2019

1895228 9 14/12/2019

1895297 3 14/12/2019

1895334 12 14/12/2019

1895451 3 14/12/2019

1895452 5 14/12/2019

1895457 99 14/12/2019
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1895562 5 14/12/2019

1895564 5 14/12/2019

1895565 5 14/12/2019

1895566 5 14/12/2019

1895567 5 14/12/2019

1895568 5 14/12/2019

1895569 5 14/12/2019

1895718 5 15/12/2019

1895719 3 15/12/2019

1895720 5 15/12/2019

1895721 5 15/12/2019

1895722 5 15/12/2019

1895723 29 15/12/2019

1895724 29 15/12/2019

1895725 29 15/12/2019

1895727 30 15/12/2019

1895728 30 15/12/2019

1895757 24 15/12/2019

1895760 33 15/12/2019

1895773 43 15/12/2019

1895797 5 15/12/2019

1895825 9 15/12/2019

1895826 9 15/12/2019

1895879 34 15/12/2019

1896025 35 15/12/2019

1896090 5 15/12/2019

1896091 5 15/12/2019

1896119 5 15/12/2019

1896613 19 16/12/2019

1896731 17 16/12/2019

1896732 17 16/12/2019

1896779 36 16/12/2019

1896853 5 17/12/2019

1896854 5 17/12/2019

1896855 5 17/12/2019

1896856 5 17/12/2019

1897011 5 17/12/2019

1897012 5 17/12/2019

1897220 41 17/12/2019
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1897255 25 17/12/2019

1897489 36 18/12/2019

1897685 41 18/12/2019

1897747 4 18/12/2019

1897866 31 18/12/2019

1897867 5 18/12/2019

1897868 5 18/12/2019

1898385 35 19/12/2019

1898386 42 19/12/2019

1898387 35 19/12/2019

1898388 42 19/12/2019

1898389 35 19/12/2019

1898390 42 19/12/2019

1898418 42 21/12/2019

1898426 41 21/12/2019

1898586 35 21/12/2019

1899367 41 22/12/2019

1899406 18 22/12/2019

1899478 11 22/12/2019

1899479 11 22/12/2019

1899577 12 22/12/2019

1900123 5 22/12/2019

1900207 24 22/12/2019

1900209 19 22/12/2019

1900211 35 22/12/2019

1900212 19 22/12/2019

1900214 11 22/12/2019

1900312 9 23/12/2019

1900342 17 23/12/2019

1900423 9 23/12/2019

1900532 41 23/12/2019

1900579 41 23/12/2019

1900580 41 23/12/2019

1900582 41 23/12/2019

1900633 30 23/12/2019

1900636 30 23/12/2019

1900688 11 23/12/2019

1901046 3 24/12/2019

1901250 9 24/12/2019
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1901251 9 24/12/2019

1901301 37 24/12/2019

1901302 37 24/12/2019

1901326 20 24/12/2019

1901353 5 24/12/2019

1901587 25 29/12/2019

1901603 19 29/12/2019

1901882 99 29/12/2019

1901959 5 29/12/2019

1901961 5 29/12/2019

1901962 5 29/12/2019

1902053 32 29/12/2019

1902122 5 29/12/2019

1902186 9 29/12/2019

1902300 7 29/12/2019

1902301 6 29/12/2019

1902303 35 29/12/2019

1902383 25 30/12/2019

1902480 35 30/12/2019

1902545 1 30/12/2019

1902546 1 30/12/2019

1902850 30 30/12/2019

1903195 14 30/12/2019

1903197 14 30/12/2019

1903227 11 31/12/2019

1903228 11 31/12/2019

1903229 11 31/12/2019

1903230 11 31/12/2019

1903231 11 31/12/2019

1903403 21 31/12/2019

1903405 20 31/12/2019

1903406 20 31/12/2019

1903757 99 31/12/2019

1904077 37 01/01/2020

1904241 19 01/01/2020

1904556 5 04/01/2020

1904638 9 04/01/2020

1904639 9 04/01/2020

1904684 5 04/01/2020
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1904757 5 04/01/2020

1904758 5 04/01/2020

1904797 23 04/01/2020

1904942 6 05/01/2020

1905138 44 05/01/2020

1905139 44 05/01/2020

1905140 44 05/01/2020

1905141 44 05/01/2020

1905233 30 05/01/2020

1905234 30 05/01/2020

1905329 29 05/01/2020

1905363 35 05/01/2020

1905365 42 05/01/2020

1905780 3 06/01/2020

1905836 35 06/01/2020

1905885 16 06/01/2020

1905972 5 06/01/2020

1906559 25 07/01/2020

1906560 25 07/01/2020

1906562 7 07/01/2020

1906991 1 11/01/2020

1907820 34 12/01/2020

1907821 34 12/01/2020

1907822 34 12/01/2020

1907911 5 12/01/2020

1907987 19 12/01/2020

1907989 25 12/01/2020

1908008 7 12/01/2020

1908091 1 12/01/2020

1908563 27 13/01/2020

1908622 5 13/01/2020

1908626 5 13/01/2020

1908731 1 13/01/2020

1908948 5 14/01/2020

1909102 5 14/01/2020

1909103 5 14/01/2020

1909304 5 15/01/2020

1909819 5 18/01/2020

1909827 43 18/01/2020
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1909839 29 18/01/2020

1910136 11 18/01/2020

1910275 99 18/01/2020

1910284 99 18/01/2020

1910368 5 18/01/2020

1910369 3 18/01/2020

1910521 1 19/01/2020

1910524 1 19/01/2020

1910525 1 19/01/2020

1910574 29 19/01/2020

1911120 5 20/01/2020

1911121 5 20/01/2020

1911588 5 20/01/2020

1911594 99 20/01/2020

1911764 5 21/01/2020

1911899 5 21/01/2020

1912356 10 22/01/2020

1912357 10 22/01/2020

1912523 25 22/01/2020

1912534 7 22/01/2020

1912609 24 22/01/2020

1912999 19 25/01/2020

1913225 5 28/12/2019

1913506 21 25/01/2020

1913507 21 25/01/2020

1913885 29 27/01/2020

1914210 35 28/01/2020

1914252 1 28/01/2020

1914354 25 28/01/2020

1914572 99 28/01/2020

1914574 35 28/01/2020

1914798 19 29/01/2020

1915597 17 03/02/2020

1915923 99 03/02/2020

1915924 99 03/02/2020

1916853 25 04/02/2020

1916889 7 04/02/2020

1917312 3 04/02/2020

1917313 3 04/02/2020
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1917703 99 05/02/2020

1918394 99 05/02/2020

1918983 26 08/02/2020

1918984 27 08/02/2020

1918985 28 08/02/2020

1918986 29 08/02/2020

1918987 30 08/02/2020

1918988 31 08/02/2020

1918989 32 08/02/2020

1918990 33 08/02/2020

1918991 34 08/02/2020

1918994 37 08/02/2020

1918995 38 08/02/2020

1918996 39 08/02/2020

1918997 40 08/02/2020

1918998 41 08/02/2020

1919000 1 08/02/2020

1919001 2 08/02/2020

1919002 3 08/02/2020

1919003 4 08/02/2020

1919004 5 08/02/2020

1919008 9 08/02/2020

1919009 10 08/02/2020

1919010 11 08/02/2020

1919012 13 08/02/2020

1919013 14 08/02/2020

1919014 15 08/02/2020

1919016 17 08/02/2020

1919017 18 08/02/2020

1919018 19 08/02/2020

1919019 20 08/02/2020

1919817 99 09/02/2020

1919832 11 09/02/2020

1920044 12 09/02/2020

1920756 9 10/02/2020

1920868 99 10/02/2020

1922089 33 15/02/2020

1922402 25 15/02/2020

1923396 5 17/02/2020
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1923901 41 18/02/2020

1924510 16 19/02/2020

1924771 24 19/02/2020

1924772 25 19/02/2020

1925522 30 22/02/2020

1925602 17 22/02/2020

1925956 5 22/02/2020

1925972 35 22/02/2020

1925982 17 22/02/2020

1926334 19 23/02/2020

1926760 5 24/02/2020

1927089 38 24/02/2020

1927159 25 24/02/2020

1927273 3 24/02/2020

1928610 9 01/03/2020

1929094 31 02/03/2020

1929095 32 02/03/2020

1929097 34 02/03/2020

1929098 35 02/03/2020

1929099 36 02/03/2020

1929100 37 02/03/2020

1929101 38 02/03/2020

1929102 39 02/03/2020

1929103 40 02/03/2020

1929104 41 02/03/2020

1929106 1 02/03/2020

1929107 2 02/03/2020

1929108 3 02/03/2020

1929109 4 02/03/2020

1929110 5 02/03/2020

1929111 6 02/03/2020

1929112 7 02/03/2020

1929113 8 02/03/2020

1929114 9 02/03/2020

1929115 10 02/03/2020

1929116 11 02/03/2020

1929117 12 02/03/2020

1929176 10 02/03/2020

1929190 1 02/03/2020
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1929191 5 02/03/2020

1929192 10 02/03/2020

1929193 35 02/03/2020

1929194 42 02/03/2020

1929195 5 02/03/2020

1929196 35 02/03/2020

1929197 42 02/03/2020

1929198 5 02/03/2020

1929199 35 02/03/2020

1930918 12 05/03/2020

1930919 39 05/03/2020

1931800 43 08/03/2020

1932870 44 09/03/2020

1933018 32 09/03/2020

1933065 3 09/03/2020

1933096 7 09/03/2020

1933813 7 10/03/2020

1933991 5 10/03/2020

1934896 25 12/03/2020

1934897 25 12/03/2020

1935212 10 12/03/2020

1936297 43 15/03/2020

1938053 33 18/03/2020

1939831 1 22/03/2020

1939832 1 22/03/2020

1939833 1 22/03/2020

1939889 35 22/03/2020

1939890 14 22/03/2020

1940351 25 23/03/2020

1940352 25 23/03/2020

1940353 25 23/03/2020

1941712 16 26/03/2020

1941713 16 26/03/2020

1943051 31 29/03/2020

1943052 31 29/03/2020

1943054 31 29/03/2020

1943369 6 30/03/2020

1943370 7 30/03/2020

1943371 8 30/03/2020
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1943373 35 30/03/2020

1943374 37 30/03/2020

1943498 17 30/03/2020

1944589 5 01/04/2020

1944592 5 01/04/2020

1945088 99 01/04/2020

1945426 35 05/04/2020

1946113 16 05/04/2020

1946114 38 05/04/2020

1946116 37 05/04/2020

1946117 41 05/04/2020

1946118 42 05/04/2020

1947386 6 07/04/2020

1948316 7 09/04/2020

1948361 5 09/04/2020

1948362 5 09/04/2020

1948363 5 09/04/2020

1948364 5 09/04/2020

1948367 5 09/04/2020

1950706 34 15/04/2020

1952070 41 19/04/2020

1952071 38 19/04/2020

1952074 18 19/04/2020

1952479 3 19/04/2020

1952480 3 19/04/2020

1952481 3 19/04/2020

1955330 25 23/04/2020

1955476 99 24/04/2020

1956692 5 27/04/2020

1956693 5 27/04/2020

1957523 16 29/04/2020

1962966 16 10/05/2020

1963888 3 12/05/2020

1964864 6 13/05/2020

1964865 42 13/05/2020

1964866 11 13/05/2020

1964867 7 13/05/2020

1964868 9 13/05/2020

1964869 37 13/05/2020
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1964871 11 13/05/2020

1966291 30 17/05/2020

1967047 14 18/05/2020

1968213 99 19/05/2020

1970372 41 24/05/2020

1970797 11 25/05/2020

1973232 3 31/05/2020

1973876 18 01/06/2020

1974022 18 02/06/2020

1974704 99 03/06/2020

1974861 25 03/06/2020

1975044 3 04/06/2020

1976171 29 07/06/2020

1977178 5 09/06/2020

1977607 3 09/06/2020

1981919 32 18/06/2020

1981955 30 18/06/2020

1982629 32 21/06/2020

1982630 32 21/06/2020

1983184 11 22/06/2020

1983337 99 22/06/2020

1983338 99 22/06/2020

1985305 13 25/06/2020

1986324 42 29/06/2020

1988069 38 02/07/2020

1988070 35 02/07/2020

1988360 33 02/07/2020

1988361 33 02/07/2020

1989237 99 05/07/2020

1989748 42 06/07/2020

1989755 14 06/07/2020

1991184 1 09/07/2020

1991185 19 09/07/2020

1991186 35 09/07/2020

1991187 37 09/07/2020

1994846 42 16/07/2020

1995506 9 19/07/2020

1996689 35 21/07/2020

1999213 24 27/07/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

2000639 19 29/07/2020

2000640 20 29/07/2020

2000641 21 29/07/2020

2002169 43 02/08/2020

2005438 7 06/08/2020

2008207 16 12/08/2020

2008719 5 13/08/2020

2008723 5 13/08/2020

2008725 5 13/08/2020

2008727 5 13/08/2020

2013539 5 24/08/2020

2013540 5 24/08/2020

2013541 5 24/08/2020

2013542 5 24/08/2020

2013543 5 24/08/2020

2013544 5 24/08/2020

2013545 5 24/08/2020

2014279 35 26/08/2020

2016020 37 30/08/2020

2021137 34 09/09/2020

2021356 17 10/09/2020

2024592 41 17/09/2020

2025300 20 20/09/2020

2030660 7 29/09/2020

2031720 25 01/10/2020

2035700 18 11/10/2020

2036121 17 09/03/2019

2037331 44 13/10/2020

2037332 5 13/10/2020

2037333 5 13/10/2020

2037334 5 13/10/2020

2037335 5 13/10/2020

2037336 5 13/10/2020

2037337 5 13/10/2020

2037920 9 14/10/2020

2038157 42 15/10/2020

2038203 5 15/10/2020

2039070 25 18/10/2020

2039071 25 18/10/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

2045450 24 27/10/2020

2045649 20 28/10/2020

2045650 20 28/10/2020

2045651 20 28/10/2020

2045659 29 28/10/2020

2046189 37 28/10/2020

2048772 1 02/11/2020

2048988 25 02/11/2020

2056343 29 22/11/2020

2056344 30 22/11/2020

2058876 3 25/11/2020

2059493 3 26/11/2020

2060357 36 29/11/2020

2060358 37 29/11/2020

2060819 14 30/11/2020

2061231 43 30/11/2020

2061232 99 30/11/2020

2061339 17 30/11/2020

2061340 21 30/11/2020

2061432 18 30/11/2020

2063281 21 03/12/2020

2063282 19 03/12/2020

2063283 17 03/12/2020

2063364 1 04/12/2020

2065041 9 08/12/2020

2065269 8 08/12/2020

2065875 19 09/12/2020

2065876 20 09/12/2020

2065959 9 09/12/2020

2753459 99 02/09/2015
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019  
 

NOTIFICATION 
SNo. NOTIFICATION 

1 The advertisement of the application No 4225195 published in Trademark Journal No 
1916 dated 26.08.2019 is hereby cancelled. 

2 The advertisement of IRDI No 3568544 published in the Trademark Journal No 1879 
dated 10.12.2018 is hereby cancelled as the IRDI is being re-advertised 
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019  
 

PR Section 
J/  

SUBSEQUENT PROPRIETORS REGISTERED  

116962 - 5: Proprietor Altered to PRAMOD JAGANNATH PANDIT , D-302, SHANKARDHAN SOCIETY, 
OPP. MEHUL CINEMA , NEHRU ROAD, MULUND -W MUMBAI- 400080. 
PANDIT RAJAN

1345641 - 25: Proprietor Altered to US BRANDS LIMITED , 31, PERCY ROAD, LEICESTER, LE 
28FP,UNITED KINGDOM 
USA PRO LIMITED

1345641 - 25: Proprietor Altered to USA PRO IP LIMITED , UNIT A , BROOK PARK 
FAST,SHIREBROOK NG20 8RY, UNITED KINGDOM 
US BRANDS LIMITED

981222 - 24: Proprietor Altered to BATAVIA EXIM PRIVATE LIMITED , NO.4/2, CRESCENT ROAD, 
HIGH GROUNDS, BANGALORE - 560001 
BATAVIA EXPORTERS

752811 - 30, 1058931 - 30: Proprietor Altered to MEHTAB SINGH AHUJA , 496, SADAR DAL MANDI, 
MEERUT  
AHUJA TRADERS, AHUJA TRADERS

1014862 - 5: Proprietor Altered to S.SRANGASAMY,T.SRINIVASAN,S.S.RAJALINGAM trading as M/S. 
SRI JAYASAKTHI RICE & OIL MILLS , NO.10, ANTHONYSAMY STREET, 
SAMINADAPURAM, SALEM - 636009, 
TAMILNADU, INDIA 
M/S. SRI JAYASAKTHI RICE & OIL MILLS

774073 - 30, 774074 - 30: Proprietor Altered to PURAN FOODS LIMITED , 20 sunset road, wayland, 
massachusetts, 01788, USA 
SIRI GURU RAM DASS RICE CO., SIRI GURU RAM DASS 
RICE COMPANY

NAME,ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION ALTERED IN THE REGISTER OF THE FORM 
ARE SHOWN HERE IN ITALICS  

1076740 - 7, 1076741 - 16, 897021 - 16: Proprietor Name Altered to TATA HITACHI CONSTRUCTION 
MACHINERY COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED 
TELCO CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT COMPANY LIMITED
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

294727 3 16/12/2019 14:19:08

561435 30 20/12/2019 11:10:57

643695 16 17/12/2019 12:09:43

643915 9 18/12/2019 14:17:04

644026 16 18/12/2019 14:46:10

644027 24 18/12/2019 14:47:17

644046 9 18/12/2019 14:47:51

1052779 5 16/12/2019 12:47:04

1052781 5 16/12/2019 12:47:39

1052782 5 16/12/2019 12:48:07

1052784 5 16/12/2019 12:49:06

1052785 5 16/12/2019 12:49:49

1052788 5 16/12/2019 12:52:29

1052790 5 16/12/2019 12:53:39

1052791 5 16/12/2019 12:54:17

1052792 5 16/12/2019 12:55:26

1052793 5 16/12/2019 12:57:38

1052794 5 16/12/2019 12:59:47

1052796 5 16/12/2019 13:00:19

1052798 5 16/12/2019 13:00:53

1052799 5 16/12/2019 14:14:10

1052800 5 16/12/2019 14:21:24

1052801 5 16/12/2019 14:22:17

1052819 31 16/12/2019 14:23:00

1052820 31 16/12/2019 14:23:29

1052822 34 16/12/2019 14:23:58

1052825 5 16/12/2019 14:24:22

1052827 12 16/12/2019 14:24:48

1052830 5 16/12/2019 14:25:14

1052832 9 16/12/2019 14:35:42

1052835 20 16/12/2019 14:36:15

1052836 20 16/12/2019 14:36:43

1052838 11 16/12/2019 14:37:12

1052839 30 16/12/2019 14:37:36

1052845 11 16/12/2019 14:38:03

1052846 11 16/12/2019 14:38:29

1052847 30 16/12/2019 14:38:51

1052848 30 16/12/2019 14:39:14

1052869 7 16/12/2019 16:04:55

1052870 30 16/12/2019 14:39:43
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1052871 12 16/12/2019 14:50:10

1052872 5 16/12/2019 14:50:32

1052873 5 16/12/2019 14:51:00

1052874 6 16/12/2019 14:51:23

1052877 20 16/12/2019 14:52:06

1052877 20 16/12/2019 14:52:06

1052879 7 16/12/2019 15:06:08

1052879 7 16/12/2019 15:06:08

1052882 5 16/12/2019 15:08:27

1052883 5 16/12/2019 15:08:52

1052884 5 16/12/2019 15:09:20

1052885 5 16/12/2019 15:09:46

1052888 5 16/12/2019 15:10:14

1052889 5 16/12/2019 15:10:36

1052891 5 16/12/2019 15:11:02

1052894 14 16/12/2019 15:11:28

1052900 25 16/12/2019 15:11:54

1052906 5 16/12/2019 15:12:41

1052909 9 16/12/2019 15:13:07

1052927 1 16/12/2019 15:15:56

1053063 25 16/12/2019 15:16:36

1053066 25 16/12/2019 15:17:24

1053067 16 16/12/2019 15:17:54

1053073 25 16/12/2019 15:19:14

1053074 25 16/12/2019 15:21:11

1053075 25 16/12/2019 15:56:53

1053108 5 16/12/2019 15:57:55

1053109 5 16/12/2019 15:58:36

1053110 5 16/12/2019 15:59:08

1053112 16 16/12/2019 15:59:47

1053125 16 16/12/2019 16:00:33

1053126 30 16/12/2019 16:01:00

1053127 3 16/12/2019 16:01:36

1053128 17 16/12/2019 16:02:05

1053129 17 16/12/2019 16:02:34

1053131 1 16/12/2019 16:06:15

1053132 30 16/12/2019 16:06:49

1053137 31 16/12/2019 16:07:20

1053141 30 16/12/2019 16:07:49
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1053170 30 16/12/2019 16:08:33

1053170 30 16/12/2019 16:08:33

1053173 28 16/12/2019 16:15:33

1053176 9 17/12/2019 11:40:46

1053186 34 16/12/2019 16:17:13

1053188 5 16/12/2019 16:20:14

1053191 5 16/12/2019 16:21:06

1053204 5 16/12/2019 16:23:07

1053205 5 16/12/2019 16:24:21

1053214 29 16/12/2019 16:24:56

1053215 7 16/12/2019 16:25:31

1053216 7 16/12/2019 16:26:10

1053219 5 16/12/2019 16:26:35

1053239 28 16/12/2019 16:27:02

1053244 30 16/12/2019 16:27:28

1053246 25 17/12/2019 10:26:52

1053247 28 17/12/2019 10:27:26

1053255 30 17/12/2019 10:27:55

1053256 29 17/12/2019 10:28:28

1053258 5 17/12/2019 10:28:52

1053260 5 17/12/2019 10:29:21

1053261 3 17/12/2019 10:29:44

1053266 5 17/12/2019 10:30:08

1053267 5 17/12/2019 10:30:40

1053268 5 17/12/2019 10:31:05

1053269 5 17/12/2019 10:31:35

1053270 5 17/12/2019 10:37:52

1053271 5 17/12/2019 10:38:41

1053275 19 17/12/2019 11:41:12

1053276 5 17/12/2019 10:39:17

1053278 5 17/12/2019 10:39:43

1053280 14 17/12/2019 10:40:09

1053284 5 17/12/2019 11:41:38

1053285 5 17/12/2019 10:40:49

1053288 5 17/12/2019 10:41:18

1053289 16 17/12/2019 10:41:54

1053290 9 17/12/2019 10:42:33

1053291 9 17/12/2019 10:43:33

1053300 5 17/12/2019 10:44:13
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1053301 5 17/12/2019 10:45:58

1053303 5 17/12/2019 10:46:31

1053304 5 17/12/2019 10:49:25

1053305 5 17/12/2019 10:55:29

1053306 5 17/12/2019 10:55:56

1053307 5 17/12/2019 10:56:23

1053308 5 17/12/2019 10:56:57

1053309 5 17/12/2019 10:57:43

1053310 5 17/12/2019 11:42:42

1053312 5 17/12/2019 11:43:06

1053313 5 17/12/2019 10:58:19

1053314 5 17/12/2019 10:58:46

1053316 9 17/12/2019 10:59:36

1053324 30 17/12/2019 11:00:16

1053325 5 17/12/2019 11:01:02

1053331 9 17/12/2019 11:01:47

1053333 5 17/12/2019 11:02:33

1053334 9 17/12/2019 11:43:33

1053335 9 17/12/2019 11:12:28

1053352 24 17/12/2019 11:13:32

1053354 26 17/12/2019 11:14:47

1053355 25 17/12/2019 11:15:18

1053357 18 17/12/2019 11:15:48

1053358 5 17/12/2019 11:16:14

1053367 25 17/12/2019 11:16:42

1053369 30 17/12/2019 11:17:20

1053370 30 17/12/2019 11:19:37

1053371 30 17/12/2019 11:21:45

1053372 30 17/12/2019 11:22:12

1053373 30 17/12/2019 11:22:42

1053374 30 17/12/2019 11:25:38

1053382 3 17/12/2019 11:26:09

1053384 6 17/12/2019 11:44:09

1053385 8 17/12/2019 11:26:37

1053386 11 17/12/2019 11:44:39

1053387 9 17/12/2019 11:27:06

1053388 21 17/12/2019 11:27:41

1053391 25 17/12/2019 11:28:07

1053396 25 17/12/2019 11:45:17
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1933 ,   23/12/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1053409 25 17/12/2019 11:46:06

1053411 31 17/12/2019 11:28:37

1053412 31 17/12/2019 11:30:25

1053413 31 17/12/2019 11:31:17

1053414 34 17/12/2019 11:31:56

1053415 31 17/12/2019 11:32:33

1053424 5 17/12/2019 11:36:56

1053446 34 17/12/2019 11:37:31

1053452 9 17/12/2019 11:37:58

1053453 11 17/12/2019 11:38:21

1053454 30 17/12/2019 11:38:43

1053466 11 17/12/2019 11:39:07

1053467 11 17/12/2019 11:39:27

1053473 17 17/12/2019 12:17:58

1053474 16 17/12/2019 12:18:25

1053475 11 17/12/2019 12:18:50

1053476 29 18/12/2019 11:22:44

1053477 30 17/12/2019 12:19:22

1053478 28 17/12/2019 12:19:53

1053479 10 17/12/2019 12:20:15

1053480 9 17/12/2019 12:20:47

1053481 8 17/12/2019 12:21:24

1053482 7 17/12/2019 12:21:50

1053483 5 17/12/2019 12:26:18

1053484 3 17/12/2019 12:26:40

1053485 1 17/12/2019 12:27:03

1053486 3 17/12/2019 12:28:03

1053491 9 17/12/2019 12:28:30

1053492 5 17/12/2019 12:29:17

1053497 30 17/12/2019 12:30:38

1053498 3 17/12/2019 12:31:18

1053506 5 17/12/2019 12:32:07

1053517 30 17/12/2019 12:32:39

1053518 7 17/12/2019 12:33:17

1053519 7 17/12/2019 12:33:54

1053520 7 17/12/2019 12:34:24

1053525 3 17/12/2019 12:34:54

1053526 5 17/12/2019 12:35:24

1053527 10 17/12/2019 12:41:04
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1053528 16 17/12/2019 12:41:26

1053529 3 17/12/2019 12:41:49

1053530 29 17/12/2019 14:54:34

1053531 5 17/12/2019 14:55:16

1053532 16 17/12/2019 14:55:54

1053533 30 17/12/2019 14:56:21

1053534 10 17/12/2019 14:56:55

1053535 31 17/12/2019 14:57:39

1053536 32 17/12/2019 14:58:19

1053537 33 17/12/2019 14:58:53

1053538 34 17/12/2019 14:59:19

1053544 1 17/12/2019 14:59:49

1053545 2 17/12/2019 15:00:18

1053546 3 17/12/2019 15:00:52

1053547 4 17/12/2019 15:01:21

1053548 5 17/12/2019 15:01:52

1053549 6 17/12/2019 15:02:23

1053550 7 17/12/2019 15:03:08

1053551 8 17/12/2019 15:03:37

1053553 10 17/12/2019 15:04:40

1053555 12 17/12/2019 15:05:25

1053556 13 17/12/2019 15:13:03

1053557 14 17/12/2019 15:13:30

1053558 15 17/12/2019 15:13:59

1053559 16 17/12/2019 15:14:27

1053560 17 17/12/2019 15:14:55

1053561 18 17/12/2019 15:16:16

1053562 19 17/12/2019 15:16:43

1053563 20 17/12/2019 15:17:06

1053564 21 17/12/2019 15:17:54

1053565 22 17/12/2019 15:18:23

1053566 23 17/12/2019 15:18:50

1053567 24 17/12/2019 15:19:20

1053568 25 17/12/2019 15:19:56

1053569 26 17/12/2019 15:20:21

1053570 27 17/12/2019 15:20:47

1053571 28 17/12/2019 15:21:11

1053572 29 17/12/2019 15:21:35

1053573 30 17/12/2019 15:22:05
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1053574 31 17/12/2019 15:22:49

1053575 32 17/12/2019 15:23:11

1053576 33 17/12/2019 16:01:23

1053577 34 17/12/2019 16:02:20

1053578 3 17/12/2019 16:02:44

1053582 34 17/12/2019 16:03:09

1053583 34 17/12/2019 16:03:33

1053584 34 17/12/2019 16:03:55

1053592 10 17/12/2019 16:04:37

1053611 5 17/12/2019 16:05:12

1053614 16 17/12/2019 16:07:28

1053639 4 17/12/2019 16:11:26

1053640 4 17/12/2019 16:13:40

1053641 4 17/12/2019 16:14:04

1053642 25 17/12/2019 16:14:40

1053643 9 17/12/2019 16:15:06

1053644 9 17/12/2019 16:15:39

1053650 9 17/12/2019 16:16:08

1053651 16 17/12/2019 16:16:47

1053659 5 17/12/2019 16:17:41

1053660 5 17/12/2019 16:18:09

1053663 5 17/12/2019 16:18:33

1053665 5 17/12/2019 16:19:00

1053667 5 17/12/2019 16:19:28

1053668 5 17/12/2019 16:20:02

1053670 5 17/12/2019 16:20:26

1053676 5 17/12/2019 16:20:47

1053677 5 17/12/2019 16:21:13

1053678 5 17/12/2019 16:21:36

1053680 12 17/12/2019 16:22:43

1053683 3 17/12/2019 16:23:09

1053693 9 17/12/2019 16:23:44

1053730 30 17/12/2019 16:28:05

1053732 16 17/12/2019 16:29:50

1053737 16 17/12/2019 16:33:04

1053744 9 17/12/2019 16:34:13

1053746 9 17/12/2019 16:34:40

1053747 18 17/12/2019 16:35:11

1053753 5 17/12/2019 16:35:42
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1053754 5 17/12/2019 16:36:07

1053755 29 18/12/2019 10:39:02

1053756 5 18/12/2019 10:39:27

1053757 29 18/12/2019 10:39:50

1053758 5 18/12/2019 10:40:14

1053759 29 18/12/2019 10:40:37

1053760 30 18/12/2019 10:41:00

1053761 12 18/12/2019 10:42:07

1053768 10 18/12/2019 10:53:03

1053770 1 18/12/2019 10:53:40

1053771 5 18/12/2019 10:55:11

1053777 9 18/12/2019 11:24:12

1053778 11 18/12/2019 10:55:39

1053781 11 18/12/2019 10:56:29

1053791 5 18/12/2019 10:58:46

1053792 30 18/12/2019 10:59:25

1053795 16 18/12/2019 11:00:06

1053796 24 18/12/2019 11:00:35

1053797 25 18/12/2019 11:00:59

1053799 25 18/12/2019 11:01:24

1053800 24 18/12/2019 11:02:16

1053801 25 18/12/2019 11:03:15

1053817 21 18/12/2019 11:03:44

1053829 5 18/12/2019 11:04:16

1053830 3 18/12/2019 11:04:42

1053831 5 18/12/2019 11:05:08

1053837 34 18/12/2019 11:05:38

1053838 21 18/12/2019 11:06:07

1053839 9 18/12/2019 11:06:35

1053843 9 18/12/2019 11:08:28

1053845 1 18/12/2019 11:08:55

1053846 1 18/12/2019 11:09:27

1053851 11 18/12/2019 11:09:51

1053853 9 18/12/2019 11:10:15

1053854 16 18/12/2019 11:10:54

1053857 9 18/12/2019 11:24:55

1053858 9 18/12/2019 11:25:20

1053860 9 18/12/2019 11:25:52

1053867 3 18/12/2019 11:11:22
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1053913 5 18/12/2019 11:26:24

1053914 5 18/12/2019 11:27:45

1053915 5 18/12/2019 11:29:13

1053916 5 18/12/2019 11:29:44

1053918 30 18/12/2019 11:30:09

1053919 30 18/12/2019 11:30:33

1053922 30 18/12/2019 11:31:24

1053942 19 18/12/2019 11:31:53

1053943 19 18/12/2019 11:32:18

1053946 19 18/12/2019 11:32:48

1053954 20 18/12/2019 11:33:19

1053956 9 18/12/2019 11:33:45

1053960 9 18/12/2019 11:34:23

1053961 12 18/12/2019 11:34:59

1053976 3 18/12/2019 11:35:31

1053985 16 18/12/2019 11:37:53

1053987 16 18/12/2019 11:38:26

1053988 32 18/12/2019 11:40:31

1053994 5 18/12/2019 14:17:50

1053995 25 18/12/2019 11:42:07

1053996 25 18/12/2019 11:44:04

1053998 23 18/12/2019 11:46:08

1054012 1 18/12/2019 14:18:19

1054013 1 18/12/2019 11:46:44

1054014 1 18/12/2019 11:52:04

1054015 1 18/12/2019 11:53:47

1054016 1 18/12/2019 11:54:23

1054018 18 18/12/2019 11:56:28

1054032 9 18/12/2019 11:57:45

1054045 25 18/12/2019 11:58:07

1054046 25 18/12/2019 11:59:49

1054048 9 18/12/2019 12:00:16

1054049 25 18/12/2019 12:01:28

1054050 7 18/12/2019 12:02:48

1054051 12 18/12/2019 12:11:20

1054052 8 18/12/2019 12:11:51

1054057 17 18/12/2019 12:13:36

1054061 31 18/12/2019 12:14:00

1054081 3 18/12/2019 12:14:26
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1054084 9 18/12/2019 12:23:41

1054085 9 18/12/2019 12:24:05

1054086 7 18/12/2019 12:24:27

1054087 9 18/12/2019 12:24:50

1054088 11 18/12/2019 12:25:11

1054089 12 18/12/2019 12:25:36

1054091 24 18/12/2019 12:26:02

1054092 25 18/12/2019 12:26:26

1054097 30 18/12/2019 12:26:50

1054104 29 18/12/2019 12:27:18

1054105 30 18/12/2019 12:27:39

1054113 6 18/12/2019 12:28:27

1054140 29 18/12/2019 12:28:53

1054141 30 18/12/2019 12:29:16

1054144 30 18/12/2019 12:29:39

1054145 30 18/12/2019 12:31:10

1054220 25 18/12/2019 14:24:11

1054221 5 18/12/2019 14:25:15

1054223 5 18/12/2019 14:25:39

1054225 5 18/12/2019 14:26:04

1054236 5 18/12/2019 14:26:42

1054261 30 18/12/2019 14:27:27

1054262 30 18/12/2019 14:40:00

1054263 16 18/12/2019 14:40:30

1054265 34 18/12/2019 14:40:57

1054273 3 18/12/2019 14:41:31

1054275 25 18/12/2019 14:42:04

1054276 25 18/12/2019 14:42:36

1054291 5 18/12/2019 14:43:04

1054305 23 18/12/2019 14:43:38

1054313 3 18/12/2019 14:48:33

1054328 9 18/12/2019 14:49:05

1054330 30 18/12/2019 14:49:39

1054332 5 18/12/2019 14:50:10

1054333 6 18/12/2019 14:50:43

1054338 5 18/12/2019 14:51:33

1054339 5 18/12/2019 14:52:00

1054340 5 18/12/2019 15:14:00

1054342 5 18/12/2019 15:14:25
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1054371 20 18/12/2019 15:14:47

1054373 20 18/12/2019 15:15:09

1054374 20 18/12/2019 15:15:35

1054375 20 18/12/2019 15:15:56

1054376 20 18/12/2019 15:16:20

1054377 20 18/12/2019 15:16:42

1054381 29 18/12/2019 15:17:20

1054383 31 18/12/2019 15:17:43

1054384 33 18/12/2019 15:18:10

1054385 34 18/12/2019 15:18:32

1054410 9 18/12/2019 15:18:58

1054413 9 18/12/2019 15:19:24

1054415 16 18/12/2019 15:20:58

1054418 16 18/12/2019 15:55:23

1054433 33 18/12/2019 15:55:52

1054480 5 18/12/2019 15:57:48

1054483 9 18/12/2019 15:59:24

1054485 9 18/12/2019 15:59:47

1054486 9 18/12/2019 16:00:21

1054490 11 18/12/2019 16:00:41

1054491 11 18/12/2019 16:01:53

1054492 11 18/12/2019 16:15:47

1054493 11 18/12/2019 16:16:26

1054495 11 18/12/2019 16:17:25

1054496 11 18/12/2019 16:17:50

1054510 5 18/12/2019 16:18:15

1054520 9 18/12/2019 16:18:39

1054547 14 18/12/2019 16:19:03

1054548 23 18/12/2019 16:19:28

1054549 23 18/12/2019 16:19:59

1054551 30 18/12/2019 16:20:25

1054555 30 18/12/2019 16:20:59

1054556 30 18/12/2019 16:21:43

1054559 30 18/12/2019 16:22:06

1054567 30 18/12/2019 16:22:31

1054602 5 18/12/2019 16:26:36

1054621 5 18/12/2019 16:27:29

1054622 5 18/12/2019 16:28:02

1054625 5 18/12/2019 16:28:41
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1054626 5 18/12/2019 16:30:33

1054638 25 18/12/2019 16:31:31

1054641 12 19/12/2019 10:21:42

1054647 5 18/12/2019 16:32:25

1054648 9 18/12/2019 16:32:52

1054649 12 19/12/2019 10:23:10

1054662 7 18/12/2019 16:33:42

1054663 9 18/12/2019 16:34:05

1054666 31 18/12/2019 16:34:27

1054671 12 18/12/2019 16:34:54

1054672 12 18/12/2019 16:35:20

1054677 30 18/12/2019 16:35:45

1054680 5 19/12/2019 11:02:40

1054683 34 19/12/2019 11:03:54

1054694 5 19/12/2019 11:05:37

1054697 23 19/12/2019 11:05:59

1054703 11 19/12/2019 11:06:21

1054704 12 19/12/2019 11:06:54

1054705 12 19/12/2019 11:07:18

1054710 5 19/12/2019 11:07:42

1054711 5 19/12/2019 11:08:04

1054716 5 19/12/2019 11:08:27

1054725 5 19/12/2019 11:08:51

1054729 5 19/12/2019 11:09:17

1054735 30 19/12/2019 11:09:43

1054760 3 19/12/2019 11:10:05

1054765 30 19/12/2019 11:10:29

1054767 30 19/12/2019 11:10:57

1054772 10 19/12/2019 11:11:22

1054774 3 19/12/2019 11:11:44

1054775 34 19/12/2019 11:12:10

1054776 34 19/12/2019 11:12:56

1054777 31 19/12/2019 11:13:37

1054779 16 19/12/2019 11:14:02

1054785 2 19/12/2019 11:22:51

1054791 5 19/12/2019 11:23:14

1054792 5 19/12/2019 11:23:44

1054794 12 19/12/2019 11:24:20

1054795 12 19/12/2019 11:25:00
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1054796 12 19/12/2019 11:25:27

1054799 3 19/12/2019 11:25:55

1054900 24 19/12/2019 11:26:17

1054901 24 19/12/2019 11:26:40

1054904 24 19/12/2019 11:27:06

1054907 6 19/12/2019 11:27:31

1054909 11 19/12/2019 11:27:54

1054910 3 19/12/2019 11:28:21

1054911 29 19/12/2019 11:28:47

1054920 5 19/12/2019 11:29:14

1054922 9 19/12/2019 11:29:55

1054923 1 19/12/2019 11:33:05

1054925 11 19/12/2019 11:34:07

1054928 9 19/12/2019 11:34:37

1054931 17 19/12/2019 11:35:20

1054932 5 19/12/2019 11:35:43

1054934 5 19/12/2019 11:36:05

1054935 5 19/12/2019 11:36:32

1054937 5 19/12/2019 11:36:58

1054939 5 19/12/2019 11:37:18

1054940 29 19/12/2019 11:37:45

1054941 29 19/12/2019 11:38:10

1054952 17 19/12/2019 11:40:54

1054959 5 19/12/2019 11:41:19

1054960 5 19/12/2019 11:41:44

1054961 5 19/12/2019 11:42:27

1054962 5 19/12/2019 11:42:51

1054963 5 19/12/2019 11:43:20

1054985 10 19/12/2019 11:43:47

1054986 25 19/12/2019 11:44:14

1054994 5 19/12/2019 11:44:42

1054995 5 19/12/2019 11:45:06

1055005 16 19/12/2019 11:45:32

1055006 29 19/12/2019 11:51:13

1055007 30 19/12/2019 11:51:44

1055022 9 19/12/2019 12:20:59

1055031 7 19/12/2019 11:52:11

1055033 7 19/12/2019 11:52:41

1055034 34 19/12/2019 11:53:02
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1055036 31 19/12/2019 11:53:31

1055039 25 19/12/2019 11:54:16

1055040 25 19/12/2019 11:54:36

1055042 12 19/12/2019 11:54:55

1055043 12 19/12/2019 11:55:25

1055065 29 19/12/2019 11:55:47

1055066 30 19/12/2019 11:56:09

1055070 99 19/12/2019 11:56:33

1055071 30 19/12/2019 11:56:56

1055076 32 19/12/2019 11:57:17

1055083 16 19/12/2019 11:57:42

1055084 17 19/12/2019 11:58:03

1055085 17 19/12/2019 11:58:23

1055087 5 19/12/2019 11:58:47

1055089 5 19/12/2019 11:59:11

1055102 3 19/12/2019 12:25:37

1055132 10 19/12/2019 12:26:12

1055147 19 19/12/2019 12:26:39

1055148 19 19/12/2019 12:27:04

1055153 25 19/12/2019 14:50:37

1055155 29 19/12/2019 12:27:52

1055158 25 19/12/2019 12:28:33

1055160 25 19/12/2019 12:31:58

1055161 25 19/12/2019 12:32:40

1055162 25 19/12/2019 12:33:05

1055163 25 19/12/2019 12:33:46

1055164 25 19/12/2019 12:34:07

1055165 25 19/12/2019 12:34:31

1055186 5 19/12/2019 12:34:56

1055189 5 19/12/2019 12:35:25

1055195 25 19/12/2019 12:35:53

1055196 5 19/12/2019 12:36:25

1055197 16 19/12/2019 14:51:11

1055209 24 19/12/2019 12:36:55

1055214 25 19/12/2019 12:42:17

1055215 32 19/12/2019 12:47:24

1055217 9 19/12/2019 12:46:48

1055219 29 19/12/2019 12:48:52

1055220 14 19/12/2019 12:49:34
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1055229 16 19/12/2019 12:50:27

1055235 16 19/12/2019 12:50:50

1055240 32 19/12/2019 14:52:33

1055273 7 19/12/2019 12:51:16

1055276 17 19/12/2019 12:51:38

1055277 17 19/12/2019 14:52:56

1055282 30 19/12/2019 14:54:27

1055288 9 19/12/2019 14:29:34

1055289 16 19/12/2019 14:30:08

1055293 16 19/12/2019 14:30:33

1055309 19 19/12/2019 14:30:56

1055314 16 19/12/2019 14:31:19

1055316 30 19/12/2019 14:31:41

1055318 30 19/12/2019 14:33:10

1055319 20 19/12/2019 14:33:34

1055320 16 19/12/2019 14:33:59

1055322 16 19/12/2019 14:34:25

1055334 16 19/12/2019 14:35:08

1055359 30 19/12/2019 14:35:32

1055360 29 19/12/2019 14:36:14

1055367 3 19/12/2019 14:36:51

1055368 3 19/12/2019 14:37:27

1055392 16 19/12/2019 14:38:02

1055393 16 19/12/2019 14:39:00

1055395 9 19/12/2019 14:39:33

1055397 9 19/12/2019 14:40:05

1055398 9 19/12/2019 14:42:40

1055399 9 19/12/2019 14:43:06

1055400 1 19/12/2019 14:43:42

1055418 34 19/12/2019 14:44:13

1055419 9 19/12/2019 14:44:33

1055420 16 19/12/2019 14:44:57

1055421 3 19/12/2019 14:45:25

1055426 30 19/12/2019 14:45:45

1055469 5 19/12/2019 15:00:52

1055476 16 19/12/2019 15:01:46

1055477 16 19/12/2019 15:03:45

1055478 30 19/12/2019 15:07:41

1055480 32 19/12/2019 15:09:35
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1055486 19 19/12/2019 15:10:02

1055487 9 19/12/2019 15:10:23

1055490 9 19/12/2019 15:10:43

1055491 16 19/12/2019 15:11:07

1055497 2 19/12/2019 15:11:30

1055498 11 19/12/2019 15:11:50

1055521 25 19/12/2019 15:12:17

1055523 34 19/12/2019 15:17:39

1055527 16 19/12/2019 15:18:01

1055529 31 19/12/2019 15:18:30

1055530 29 19/12/2019 15:18:55

1055531 16 19/12/2019 15:19:21

1055533 5 19/12/2019 15:19:47

1055541 5 19/12/2019 15:20:10

1055544 5 19/12/2019 15:20:33

1055562 16 19/12/2019 15:20:53

1055564 9 19/12/2019 15:21:17

1055570 9 19/12/2019 15:21:44

1055571 9 19/12/2019 15:22:05

1055582 5 19/12/2019 15:22:26

1055587 9 19/12/2019 15:22:49

1055590 2 19/12/2019 15:23:22

1055591 2 19/12/2019 15:24:08

1055592 2 19/12/2019 15:24:53

1055600 29 19/12/2019 16:08:28

1055604 7 19/12/2019 16:14:03

1055609 6 19/12/2019 16:14:40

1055614 31 19/12/2019 16:15:04

1055616 31 19/12/2019 16:15:41

1055617 34 19/12/2019 16:16:55

1055618 31 19/12/2019 16:17:25

1055620 31 19/12/2019 16:17:50

1055626 7 19/12/2019 16:18:13

1055632 16 19/12/2019 16:18:36

1055665 16 19/12/2019 16:34:04

1055667 9 19/12/2019 16:36:14

1055668 25 19/12/2019 16:36:49

1055671 9 19/12/2019 16:37:10

1055672 9 19/12/2019 16:37:28
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1055673 9 19/12/2019 16:37:50

1055677 5 19/12/2019 16:38:09

1055678 5 19/12/2019 16:38:29

1055680 5 19/12/2019 16:38:49

1055681 5 19/12/2019 16:39:13

1055682 5 19/12/2019 16:39:32

1055683 5 19/12/2019 16:39:49

1055684 5 19/12/2019 16:40:10

1055685 5 19/12/2019 16:40:41

1055704 25 19/12/2019 16:41:14

1055716 9 20/12/2019 11:11:30

1055731 8 20/12/2019 11:11:57

1055733 8 20/12/2019 11:12:21

1055737 21 20/12/2019 11:13:08

1055752 16 20/12/2019 11:13:30

1055755 5 20/12/2019 11:13:53

1055756 5 20/12/2019 11:15:01

1055757 5 20/12/2019 11:15:27

1055758 5 20/12/2019 11:16:22

1055759 5 20/12/2019 11:16:55

1055761 5 20/12/2019 11:17:27

1055762 5 20/12/2019 11:17:50

1055764 5 20/12/2019 11:18:14

1055765 5 20/12/2019 11:18:38

1055766 5 20/12/2019 11:19:01

1055770 5 20/12/2019 11:19:24

1055771 5 20/12/2019 11:19:50

1055773 5 20/12/2019 11:20:20

1055776 5 20/12/2019 11:20:48

1055778 31 20/12/2019 11:21:10

1055779 19 20/12/2019 11:22:14

1055792 29 20/12/2019 11:22:44

1055793 29 20/12/2019 11:23:07

1055794 29 20/12/2019 11:23:26

1055795 29 20/12/2019 11:24:11

1055798 9 20/12/2019 11:24:53

1055800 12 20/12/2019 11:25:17

1055810 5 20/12/2019 11:25:38

1055811 16 20/12/2019 11:46:23
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1055812 9 20/12/2019 11:26:08

1055816 5 20/12/2019 11:26:40

1055819 5 20/12/2019 11:27:04

1055827 10 20/12/2019 11:27:44

1055828 5 20/12/2019 11:28:27

1055834 3 20/12/2019 11:30:25

1055867 5 20/12/2019 11:31:41

1055870 5 20/12/2019 11:34:14

1055873 5 20/12/2019 11:34:36

1055881 16 20/12/2019 11:35:24

1055882 9 20/12/2019 11:36:02

1055903 16 20/12/2019 11:36:26

1055904 16 20/12/2019 11:36:49

1055906 34 20/12/2019 11:39:17

1055915 29 20/12/2019 11:40:27

1055918 9 20/12/2019 11:40:48

1055919 16 20/12/2019 11:41:19

1055924 24 20/12/2019 11:46:57

1055927 28 20/12/2019 11:41:46

1055928 28 20/12/2019 11:42:17

1055929 28 20/12/2019 11:42:43

1055930 30 20/12/2019 11:43:13

1055943 3 20/12/2019 11:47:24

1055944 3 20/12/2019 11:47:48

1055954 5 20/12/2019 11:48:13

1055955 5 20/12/2019 11:48:36

1055957 5 20/12/2019 12:16:37

1055958 5 20/12/2019 12:17:08

1055959 5 20/12/2019 12:17:29

1055962 5 20/12/2019 12:17:52

1055963 5 20/12/2019 12:18:15

1055964 5 20/12/2019 12:18:40

1055966 5 20/12/2019 12:19:03

1055967 5 20/12/2019 12:19:30

1055969 5 20/12/2019 12:20:03

1055970 5 20/12/2019 12:21:13

1055971 5 20/12/2019 12:21:37

1055972 5 20/12/2019 12:22:01

1056003 9 20/12/2019 12:22:24
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not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1056012 25 20/12/2019 12:23:00

1056019 29 20/12/2019 12:23:25

1056024 34 20/12/2019 12:23:58

1056030 1 20/12/2019 12:25:28

1056032 5 20/12/2019 12:26:05

1056038 19 20/12/2019 12:26:48

1056039 19 20/12/2019 12:27:13

1056040 19 20/12/2019 12:27:37

1056056 5 20/12/2019 12:28:02

1056057 5 20/12/2019 12:28:55

1056058 5 20/12/2019 12:29:27

1056065 5 20/12/2019 12:30:00

1056066 5 20/12/2019 12:30:30

1056069 5 20/12/2019 12:31:02

1056109 2 20/12/2019 12:42:21

1056111 19 20/12/2019 12:42:47

1056112 21 20/12/2019 12:44:13

1056152 5 20/12/2019 12:45:15

1056170 17 20/12/2019 12:47:12

1056191 12 20/12/2019 12:47:36

1056194 9 20/12/2019 12:47:58

1056195 16 20/12/2019 12:48:19

1056196 9 20/12/2019 14:27:53

1056197 16 20/12/2019 14:28:20

1056206 8 20/12/2019 14:19:44

1056253 9 20/12/2019 14:21:03

1056270 5 20/12/2019 14:22:15

1056275 32 20/12/2019 14:22:35

1056276 32 20/12/2019 14:23:03

1056277 8 20/12/2019 14:23:25

1056279 11 20/12/2019 14:23:46

1056281 21 20/12/2019 14:24:13

1056282 25 20/12/2019 14:24:35

1056285 5 20/12/2019 14:25:00

1056286 5 20/12/2019 14:25:28

1056288 12 20/12/2019 14:25:50

1056312 5 20/12/2019 14:46:49

1056313 5 20/12/2019 14:47:17

1056315 5 20/12/2019 14:47:44
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not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
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1056320 5 20/12/2019 14:48:16

1056325 5 20/12/2019 14:49:31

1056326 5 20/12/2019 14:49:58

1056395 3 20/12/2019 14:50:28

1056396 5 20/12/2019 15:00:35

1056416 16 20/12/2019 15:01:48

1056427 9 20/12/2019 15:02:20

1056455 3 20/12/2019 15:02:46

1056458 16 20/12/2019 15:03:13

1056466 16 20/12/2019 15:03:44

1056467 30 20/12/2019 15:04:16

1056468 16 20/12/2019 15:04:44

1056470 16 20/12/2019 15:05:16

1056472 5 20/12/2019 15:05:46

1056490 16 20/12/2019 15:06:36

1056491 16 20/12/2019 15:08:16

1056492 34 20/12/2019 15:08:49

1056496 2 20/12/2019 15:09:12

1056505 30 20/12/2019 15:09:35

1056506 6 20/12/2019 15:10:15

1056507 16 20/12/2019 15:10:37

1056508 9 20/12/2019 15:56:46

1056510 16 20/12/2019 15:57:20

1056513 30 20/12/2019 15:57:45

1056514 30 20/12/2019 15:58:13

1056520 24 20/12/2019 15:58:42

1056539 5 20/12/2019 15:59:57

1056540 1 20/12/2019 16:01:12

1056546 16 20/12/2019 16:14:45

1056547 16 20/12/2019 16:15:39

1056548 16 20/12/2019 16:16:06

1056549 9 20/12/2019 16:16:30

1056550 9 20/12/2019 16:17:00

1056551 9 20/12/2019 16:17:27

1056552 2 20/12/2019 16:17:52

1056554 16 20/12/2019 16:18:20

1056556 6 20/12/2019 16:18:43

1056558 29 20/12/2019 16:19:19

1056560 25 20/12/2019 16:19:51
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1056569 25 20/12/2019 16:20:22

1056572 9 20/12/2019 16:21:02

1056577 16 20/12/2019 16:21:28

1056578 16 20/12/2019 16:22:24

1056581 16 20/12/2019 16:23:03

1056582 3 20/12/2019 16:23:28

1056584 3 20/12/2019 16:23:58

1056593 9 20/12/2019 16:24:28

1056594 16 20/12/2019 16:25:41

1056595 19 20/12/2019 16:27:00

1056597 11 20/12/2019 16:27:30

1056600 21 20/12/2019 16:27:57

1056624 30 20/12/2019 16:28:20

1056625 5 20/12/2019 16:28:48

1056630 5 20/12/2019 16:29:17

1056631 5 20/12/2019 16:29:45

1056632 5 20/12/2019 16:30:17

1056633 5 20/12/2019 16:30:48

1056635 5 20/12/2019 16:31:26

1056637 5 20/12/2019 16:32:01

1056639 5 20/12/2019 16:32:30

1056640 5 20/12/2019 16:45:39

1056642 5 20/12/2019 16:45:59

1056646 16 20/12/2019 16:46:23

1056656 5 20/12/2019 16:47:08

1056658 31 20/12/2019 16:47:32

1056667 24 20/12/2019 16:47:57

1056668 3 20/12/2019 16:48:25

1056672 9 20/12/2019 16:48:55

1056675 11 20/12/2019 16:49:17

1056676 29 20/12/2019 16:49:52

1056679 7 20/12/2019 16:50:24

1056685 30 20/12/2019 16:50:54

1056690 17 20/12/2019 16:51:18
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: saucanaa : 
NOTICE

vyaapar icanh ko pMjaIkrNa ko ilae Aavaodk tqaa [sako AiBakta-AaoM sao 
ivaSaoYa $p sao yah p`aqanaa- kI jaatI hO ik p~acaar krto samaya saMbaMiQat 
vyaapar icanh rijaYTI/ kayaa-laya ka saMpUNa- saMdBa- , p~ saM#yaa ,tarIK , 
Aavaodna saM#yaa tqaa saMbaMiQat vaga- ik saM#yaa ka ja$r ]llaoK kroM 
ijasasao ik p~aoM ko yaqaaSaIGa\ inapTana krnao maoM sauivaQaa haogaI 
 
Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are 
particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete 
Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to 
which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks 
Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters. 
             

            Aaoma Pa`kaSa gauPta          Aaya.e.esa.
mahainayaM~k ,eksva 

AiBaklp tqaa vyaapar icanh
 

OM PRAKASH GUPTA , IAS
CONTROLLER-GENERAL OF PATENTS, 

DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & GI 
 

             Baart sarkar vyaapar icanh rijasT/I ,mauMba[- 400037 
                           Wara p`kaiSat

                   Published by the Govt. of India, 

Trade Marks Registry, Mumbai-400037
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